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ABSTRACT 

Simple organometallic molecules, especially those with a single ligand, are the 

desired model systems to investigate the metal-ligand interactions. For such a molecule, a 

quantitative relationship between the geometry and the electronic configuration would be 

instructive to test the existing theories and to access more complicated systems as well. 

As a matter of fact, microwave spectroscopy could be the best approach to address this 

issue by measuring the pure rotational spectrum of a metal-containing molecule. By 

doing so, microwave spectroscopy can provide the most reliable bond lengths and bond 

angles for the molecule based on the rotational constants of a set of isotopologues. On the 

other hand, from the fine-structure and hyperfine-structure of the spectrum, microwave 

spectroscopy can also describe the electronic manifold, charge distribution and bonding 

nature of the molecule in a quantitative way. 

Fourier transform microwave spectrometers have been the most popular equipment 

to measure the pure rotational spectrum for three decades owing to the high resolution 

and super sensitivity. With the advances in digital electronics and the molecular 

production techniques, hyperfine structures of metal-containing molecules can be easily 

resolved even for the rare isotopologues in their nature abundance by this type of 

spectrometers. 

In this dissertation, molecules bearing metals in a wide range covering both the 

main group and transition metals were studied. By taking advantage of both the 

traditional and newly developed molecular production techniques in the gas phase (for 

example, metal pin-electrodes and discharged assisted laser ablation spectroscopy), we 
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obtained spectra of molecules containing magnesium, aluminum, arsenic, copper and zinc. 

Our subjects include metal acetylides (MgCCH, AlCCH and CuCCH), metal dicarbides 

(CCAs), metal cyanides (CuCN, ZnCN) as well as other metal mono-ligand molecules. 

For the zinc metal, complexes with two simple ligands were also investigated, such as 

HZnCl and HZnCN. We strongly believe that researchers in different disciplines would 

benefit from our laboratory studies: theoretical chemists can use our experimental results 

for calibration; astrophysicists would interpret their telescope observations by matching 

our precisely measured frequencies; material scientists could find new functional 

materials by linking the bulky properties of certain materials with our spectroscopic 

results of the monomers. 
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CHAPTER 1.  INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Motivations For Metal-Containing Molecules 

Microwave spectroscopy, although just a branch of the spectroscopy in which the 

spectral transitions are measured as indicated in Figure 1.1, is actually a huge field for 

chemists and chemical physicists [Gordy and Cook 1984]. Compared to electronic 

spectroscopy, which deals with the electronic transitions (~1 eV), and vibrational 

spectroscopy for vibrational transitions (~1000 cm-1), microwave spectroscopy (1-80 

GHz) can provide excellent resolution to resolve the individual pure rotational transitions 

and thus determine highly accurate molecular structures and bonding characteristics as 

well as electronic configurations. Most of the time, a pulsed-valve Fourier transform 

microwave spectrometer can resolve more hyperfine splittings than a millimeter/sub-

millimeter spectrometer. 

 

Figure 1.1 The energy levels and related electronic, vibrational as well as rotational transitions of a 

diatomic molecule. This diagram provides a general view about the location of the microwave 

spectroscopy. 
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There are a couple of motivations to conduct spectroscopic research on the metal-

containing molecules. First of all, the Ziurys Group has a long history of working with 

metal-containing molecules and numerous publications can be found on the group 

publication website. This dissertation, from certain perspective of view, is the 

continuation of the group tradition, but with finer equipment, the Fourier Transform 

microwave spectrometer. Different from the previous group laboratory projects, which 

were mostly in the millimeter and sub- millimeter region (80-800 GHz), projects in this 

dissertation were conducted in the microwave region (4-40 GHz). 

Historically, spectroscopic experiments put new challenges on the existing theories 

and also served as benchmarks to test new theories. With the advance in other scientific 

disciplines and technologies, theoretical chemists nowadays have the ability to conduct 

the ab initio calculations in a more highly efficient way than ever before even for big 

molecules. At different levels, theoretical calculations can give predictions on molecular 

geometries, electronic configurations as well as molecular spectra. Unfortunately, 

theoretical calculations can not replace the laboratory experiments due to the accuracy, 

especially in the spectroscopy field. For metal-containing molecules, particularly the 

transition metal-containing species, a prediction as simple as the ground electronic 

configuration could be extremely problematic [Largo, Redondo, Barrientos 2004]. Only 

with plenty of spectroscopic data available to test the theories and the computational 

methods, the whole physical chemistry field can grow in a healthy way. Good examples 

can be found during the theoretical prediction on the metalloid dicarbides. More than two 

decades ago, silicon dicarbide, CCSi, was predicted to be linear until an experimental 

study found that the ground state is actually cyclic or T-shape [Grev and Schaefer 1984; 
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Michalopoulos, Geusic, Langridge-Smith and Smalley 1984]. Recently, according to 

Largo and coworkers, despite the competition between the linear MCC structure and the 

T-shaped MC2 structure, all the main group and transition metals should always form the 

T-shaped structure in the ground electronic state [Largo, Redondo, Barrientos 2004; 

Rayon, Redondo, Barrientos and Largo 2006]. Although the majority of these species 

have not been investigated in laboratory, the dicarbides BC2, AlC2, and SiC2 were 

experimentally confirmed to have T-shaped structures indeed. However, another 

prediction on a specific metalloid dicarbide, the CCAs radical, which was also made by 

Largo and coworkers, pointed out a linear geometry for the ground electronic state, 

although a stable T-shaped structure is only 0.2 eV higher in energy [Rayon, Barrientos, 

Redondo and Largo 2010]. The linear structure was firstly confirmed by the Clouthier 

group via electronic spectroscopy [Sunahori, Wei and Clouthier 2007; Wei, Grimminger, 

Sunahori and Clouthier 2008], and more precise structures were determined by our group 

with the Fourier Transform microwave spectrometer. More details can be found in 

Chapter 6, Appendix C and Appendix D. 

Besides the importance in the theoretical area, metal-containing molecules could 

have many other practical applications. During the conventional organic synthesis, many 

excellent metal-containing catalysts or reagents, such as the Ziegler-Natta catalysts and 

Grignard reagents, have been developed for the reactions in the condensed or liquid 

phases, making invaluable contributions to our modern life. In the gas phase, 

homogeneous metal-ion catalysis is a new field that can never be overemphasized due to 

its potential industrial applications, especially in pharmaceutical design, energy efficient 

technologies, and environmental preservation programs [Bohme and Schwarz 2005]. 
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Since the discovery of ozone chemistry catalyzed by magnesium cations in the earth’s 

ionosphere, much research has been conducted to gain more understanding in the 

ultimate single-site metal ion catalysis [Bohme and Schwarz 2005; Ferguson and 

Fehsenfeld 1968; Kappes and Staley 1981; Shiota and Yoshizawa 2000]. Although 

reasonable mechanisms were proposed for the roles of these catalysts, reagents and metal 

ions, most of the key intermediates during the reactions have not been spectroscopically 

characterized due to their reactive, for some species even explosive, chemical nature. 

Fortunately, many of key intermediates have been the targets of the Ziurys group and the 

spectroscopic data have kept growing larger and larger. So far, we have systematically 

completed the characterization of the following species: LiCH3 (X 1A1), NaCH3 (X 1A1), 

KCH3 (X 1A1), MgCH3 (X 2A1), CaCH3 (X 2A1), SrCH3 (X 2A1), BaCH3 (X 2A1), AlCH3 (X 

1A1), CuCH3 (X 1A1), LiCCH (X 1Σ+), NaCCH (X 1Σ+), KCCH (X 1Σ+), MgCCH (X 2Σ+), 

CaCCH (X 2Σ+), SrCCH (X 2Σ+), AlCCH (X 1Σ+), CuCCH (X 1Σ+), and ZnCCH (X 2Σ+). 

Among those transient species, AlCH3 (X 1A1), CuCH3 (X 1A1), MgCCH (X 2Σ+), AlCCH 

(X 1Σ+), CuCCH (X 1Σ+), and ZnCCH (X 2Σ+) were characterized by the Fourier 

Transform Microwave spectrometer. More details can be found in the following chapters 

and the appendixes of this dissertation as well as the Ziurys group publication website. 

The group have an ambitious plan to complete the measurements of all the 3d transition 

metal acetylides in the next couple of years. 

Another field where the metal-containing molecules attract attention is material 

science. Even simple molecules like ZnO have a broad range of applications, including 

nanotechnology, semiconductors, thin films, and solar cells [Zack, Pulliam and Ziurys 

2009]. As an example of complex systems, metal-doped carbide clusters, a collective of 
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similar metal-containing molecules, are regarded as a new class of functional materials 

for semiconductors, ceramics, hydrogen storage, and catalysis [Dong, Heinbuch, Xie, 

Rocca and Bernstein 2010]. For these systems, experimental work were often focused on 

the molecule’s bulk properties such as heat capacity, band gap and conductivity, rather 

than on the single molecule level or on a reduced scale with minimum atoms. In this 

dissertation, the properties such as bonding nature of ZnO, ZnS and some simple metal-

doped dicarbides were investigated on the single molecule level based on their rotational 

spectra in the gas phase, which could potentially cast some light on the understanding and 

design of more complex systems. 

One field has benefited directly from the high resolution of rotational spectroscopy 

is astronomy. Because the interstellar medium provides an environment with low 

densities for many metal-containing radicals, it would be instructive to understand the 

astrochemistry in space by detecting these radicals. Without accurate transition 

frequencies measured in laboratory, the signals from telescopes are extremely difficult to 

interpret. So far, many metal-bearing halides, cyanides, and isocyanides including NaCl, 

KCl, AlCl, AlF, MgCN, NaCN, MgNC, and AlNC, have been detected astronomically in 

the circumstellar envelope of carbon-rich stars such as IRC+10216 and CRL 2688, while 

more unidentified lines among the telescope data are awaiting the laboratory results 

[Ziurys, Apponi and Phillips 1994; Ziurys, Apponi, Guelin and Cernicharo 1995; Ziurys, 

Savage, Highberger, Apponi, Guelin and Cernicharo 2002; Highberger, Thomson, 

Young, Arnett and Ziurys 2003; Janczyk and Ziurys 2006; Liu, Zhao, Song, Zhang, Sun 

2010]. 
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1.2 Fourier Transform Microwave (FTMW) Spectrometers 

Fourier Transform spectrometers were designed as passive instruments and were 

expected to analyze the output from a source without disturbing it [Davis, Abrams and 

Brault 2001]. Within a specific frequency range, Fourier Transform spectrometers are 

able to gather all of the spectroscopic information spontaneously and accurately. Since 

most of the experimental work is done in the time domain, a Fourier Transform 

spectrometer normally has a much lower cost than a traditional spectrometer, which 

needs an entrance aperture, focusing optics, one or more expensive dispersing elements, 

and one or more detectors. Furthermore, due to its inherent merit of fast detection, 

Fourier Transform spectroscopy can study structures and properties of transient species, 

and dynamics of fast chemistry. To date, there are two types of Fourier Transform 

spectrometers in the microwave region, of which one is the Balle-Flygare type 

narrowband high-Q cavity FTMW spectrometer, while the other is the broadband 

chirped-pulse FTMW spectrometer. In this dissertation, the spectrometer we used is the 

first type. We will discuss the narrowband FTMW spectrometer in detail in this chapter 

as well as in Chapter 3. 

1.2.1 The common design of a narrowband FTMW spectrometer 

Based on their group spectroscopic experience with the static gases in the Fabry-

Perot cavity, Balle and Flygare proposed their unique design of the first FTMW 

spectrometer with a pulsed molecular beam and a supersonic nozzle in a high-Q cavity in 

1980. (Balle, Campbell, Keenan and Flygare 1979; Balle, Campbell, Keenan and Flygare 

1980; Balle and Flygare 1981; Campbell, Buxton, Balle and Flygare 1981)  Since then, 

Pulsed microwave Fourier transform spectroscopy has been proven to be one of the most 
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powerful tools to resolve molecular hyperfine structures in gas phase due to its high 

resolution and sensitivity. Now, similar spectrometers have been developed all over the 

world to study transient species. 

 

Figure 1.2 A simplified diagram showing the basic parts of a narrowband FTMW spectrometer. The 

signal generator transmits a polarizing pulse of microwave radiation into the cavity charging one of the 

TEM00q modes of the Fabry-Perot cavity. The molecules absorb the radiation through excitation of a 

rotational transition, which macroscopically polarizes the gas, and re-emits at the absorbed frequency. 

The echo signal from the molecules is amplified, mixed down to baseband and the free induction decay 

is digitized using an A/D converter. Also, the geometry and coordinate system used for the gas nozzle 

and cavity is shown: the microwave radiation travels along y axis, perpendicular to the nozzle axis 

[Balle and Flygare 1981]. 

The common design of a pulsed molecular beam narrowband FTMW spectrometer 

is shown in Figure 1.2. There are six main components: a 4-40 GHz wave generator, 

which not only gives a very short, normally 1-3 µs, strong electromagnetic radiation pulse 

to excite molecules, but also provides a reference signal for the mixer; a Fabry-Perot 

cavity formed by two symmetric aluminum mirrors in a near confocal arrangement; a 

molecular beam source controlled by a solenoid valve, which is normally open for 500 µs 

a time to pulse the sample gas; a low-noise amplifier to detect the weak emission signal 

from the pulsed molecules in the cavity; a mixer to mix the molecular emission signal 
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with the reference signal from the wave generator to generate low frequencies for the 

A/D conversion; a vacuum cell with a pumping system of high efficiency to maintain 

high vacuum for the cavity. In the following sections, we will try to give a concise but 

meaningful introduction on the key parts of the system. 

(i)  The Fabry-Perot cavity 

A Fabry-Perot cavity setup originated from laser experiments, where a few 

resonator modes with decent field amplitude can reproduce themselves after each round 

trip with low diffraction loss and thus induce a photon avalanche when the wave is 

passing through a population-inversed medium inside the cavity. The same theory can be 

applied to the narrowband FTMW spectrometer [Demtröder 2003]. The purpose here, 

however, is to trap a certain electromagnetic mode with a narrow frequency distribution 

and thus form a standing wave inside the cavity. Consider a plane Transverse 

Electromagnetic (TEM)mnq mode with the geometry inside the cavity shown in Figure 

1.2, the amplitude of the electric field in the yz plane, which is of the most interest to 

interact with a two-level system and thus induces transition, can be given: 

     E(r,t) = 2ž ξ(r) cos(ωt)                                    (1.1) 

where 

ξ(r) =ξ0 Hm (
)( yw

x2 )Hn ( )( yw
z2 )

)( yw
w0 exp(-

)( yw2

2ρ )cos(ky +
R

k
2

2ρ - Ф -
2
qπ )    (1.2) 
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2=

π
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2
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k = ωc/c                              (1.3) 

In Equation 1.2, Hm and Hn are Hermite polynomials of order m and n respectively; 

R is the radius of curvature of both mirrors; q+1 is the number of half-wavelengths 

between the mirrors; λ is the free space radiation wavelength; d is the mirror separation; 

w(y), known as the beam radius of a Gaussian beam, is the distance from a specific 

position at the cavity axis (y axis), to the 1/e point of the initial field strength, and w0, the 

beam waist, is the smallest beam radius (shown in Figure 1.3); k is the angular 

wavenumber; ωc is the central angular frequency trapped in the cavity; c is the speed of 

light in vacuum. The cosine term in Equation 1.2 accounts for the phase factor of the 

wave (it might be more appropriate to write this part in an exponential complex form by 

adding an imaginary sine part) and Ф is a phase shift difference between the Gaussian 

wave and plane wave. 

 

Figure 1.3 Phase fronts and intensity profiles of the fundamental TEM00q mode at several location y in a 

symmetric near-confocal resonator with the mirrors at y = ±d/2. ρ2=x2+z2 [Demtröder 2003]. 
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The resonant frequency, υ, of the cavity for a specific TEMmnq mode can be 

expressed: 

 υ =
d
c

2  [(q+1) + 
π
1 (m + n + 1) cos-1(1-

R
d )]                     (1.4) 

For a FTWM spectrometer, the fundamental mode inside the Fabry-Perot cavity, 

namely the mode with m = n = 0, is normally used. Since the spatial radiation intensity is 

proportional to the density of field amplitude, i.e. |ξ(r) ξ(r)*|, it would give a Gaussian 

profile of the intensity distribution at a specific cavity axial position (y), which is 

dominated by the term, exp(-
)( yw2

22ρ ), according to Equation 1.2. Phase fronts and 

intensity profiles of the TEM00q mode wave are shown in Figure 1.3. One might notice 

that the phase front at y=0 is planar whereas it approaches the radius of the curvature of 

the mirror when y approaches d/2. For the Gaussian beam, the frequency calculation in 

Equation 1.4 can be simplified to: 

υ =
d
c

2  [(q+1) + 
π
1 cos-1(1-

R
d )]                          (1.5) 

(ii)  The mirror design 

Mirrors for FTMW cavity are often made of solid aluminum type 6061 with a 

spherical concave mirror surface. It has been reported that this type of aluminum is easy 

to machine and the mirror alignment is not very critical to create a good cavity. The skin 

depth of the mirror, δ, which can be defined by a distance in the mirror where the 

amplitude of an incident electromagnetic wave has fallen to 1/e of its value at the surface. 

From the skin depth, the quality factor, Q, of the cavity can be thus defined: 

Q = d/2δ                                       (1.6) 

There is another definition for Q: 
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Q = ωcW/P                                     (1.7) 

where ωc is the angular frequency of the TEM wave inside the cavity, W is the total 

energy stored in the cavity, and P is the power dissipation. Equation 1.6 is valid when the 

absorption on the mirror surfaces is the only source of power dissipation. In order to meet 

that end, we have to make the mirror radius (indicated as ‘a’ in Figure 1.2, not ‘R’, which 

is the radius of curvature of the mirror) big enough to capture most of the amplitude of 

the TEM wave and thus avoid diffraction loss, which suggests the Fresnel number for all 

the frequency has to satisfy: 

Fresnel number = a2/(Rλ) ≥ 1  or  a ≥ ((Rλ)0.5                 (1.8) 

where a is the mirror radius and λ is the wavelength of the TEM wave. For example, in 

our case, the longest wavelength (4 GHz) is about 0.075 m; the aluminum mirrors are of a 

radius of curvature about 0.8 m, we will definitely need a mirror with a radius no less 

than 0.25 m. As a mater of fact, the mirrors we are using have much bigger radius, 0.50 

m in diameter.  

If we adopt the mirror design discussed above, i.e., two symmetric mirrors of a 0.8 

m radius of curvature and a diameter of 0.50 m, and plan to launch a TEM0,0,39 mode at a 

frequency of 10 GHz, we can calculate the mirror separation according to Equation 1.5, 

which should be about 0.6 m. For such a cavity with the mirror separation about 0.6 m, if 

we assume the skin depth of the mirrors is about 3 × 10-5 m, which is typical for 

aluminum mirrors, we find that Q equals 104 by inspecting Equation 1.6, which is a big 

number and indicates an efficient cavity.  

It might be instructive to examine the power decay stored in the cavity in the time 

domain by: 
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P= -
dt

dW =W/τc                                                    (1.9) 

where τc is the cavity decay time constant. According to Equation 1.7 and Equation 1.9, 

another way to examine the quality factor Q can be rewritten: 

Q = ωc τc                                             (1.10) 

In a real experiment, the power distribution in the frequency domain might be more 

informative in indicating the desired frequency region where molecules would be 

sufficiently excited and thus emission data should be taken. From this perspective, Q can 

also be written as: 

Q = υc /∆υc = ωc / ∆ωc                                (1.11) 

where ωc = 2π υc; ∆υc defines the bandwidth of the cavity. Power in the cavity is almost 

symmetrically distributed along υc and drops to around 20% or less at the edge of the 

bandwidth in practice. By combining Equation 1.10 and Equation 1.11, bandwidth of the 

cavity can be expressed by: 

∆υc =1/(2πτc)                               (1.12) 

So, for a cavity with Q = 104, at υc = 10 GHz, ∆υc = 1 MHz and τc = 0.16 µs. To get 

a sense of the sensitivity of this setup: with a mirror separation of 0.6 m, before the 

resonant TEM wave in the cavity dies away, there are about 80 reflective passes between 

the mirrors, which is equivalent to an ordinary absorption cell with a length about a 

football field. Unfortunately, since the bandwidth of the cavity is very narrow, in order to 

search a transition within a frequency range of 50 MHz, which is quite reasonable for a 

unknown transition, one mirror has to keep moving more than 100 steps (every single 

scan has a frequency coverage less than 0.5 MHz around the center frequency in practice 
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to maintain high signal-to-noise ratio of the emission signal) to complete the survey while 

the other mirror is fixed. 

(iii)  Gas dynamics in the cavity 

During the operation, the vacuum cell has to be maintained at a very low pressure 

by the pumping system, 10-5 Torr or less all the time. When high pressure gas behind the 

solenoid valve (nozzle) is pulsed through the nozzle opening, normally around 1 mm, to 

the vacuum cell, it would experience adiabatic expansion, which would produce a 

directed supersonic gas flow with low temperature due to Joule-Thompson effect. 

Supersonic flow speed is quoted in terms of the Mach number M: 

M= u/a                                       

u = [
1

2
−γ
γ

m
T0Bk (1-

0T
T )]1/2                            

a = (γ kB T/m)1/2                                     (1.13) 

where u is the mass flow velocity and a is the sound speed in the gas flow; γ is the ratio 

of the specific heat (5/3 for atomic gas), kB is Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature of 

the gas in the flow, T0 is the temperature of static gas in a reservoir behind the nozzle, m 

is the particle’s mass in the flow. 

From Equation 1.13, we expect a high Mach number when the ultimate temperature 

T approaches zero due to small a. However, the flow would stay at a constant speed even 

when the ultimate temperature zero reaches. In the case of Kr gas with an initial 

temperature behind the nozzle at 300 K, where the average particle speed is around 280 

m/s, the ultimate flow speed after expansion can reach at most 386 m/s according to 

Equation 1.13. Using the same mirror setup discussed above at 10 GHz with a mirror 
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separation about 0.6 m, the beam waist w0 according to Equation 1.3 would be about 6 

cm. So, a molecular beam pulsed from the nozzle along z direction would have a time of 

310 µs traveling within the beam waist, which is huge compared to a microwave pulse of 

1-3 µs and the life time τc = 0.16 µs of a resonant (charged) cavity, and thus allow the 

original microwave pulse to die away before the coherent polarization gets lost (the 

molecular emission typically lasts for 100-300 µs) inside the cavity. 

When the nozzle valve is open typically for 500 µs, a molecular beam enters the 

vacuum cell. The spatial density distribution is needed to analyze the transition line-shape 

in the later polarization process. A simplified density distribution function can be applied 

for distances from the nozzle with the same geometry shown in Figure 1.2: 

DEN(r,θ) = DENn (D2/r2)cosmθ                       (1.14) 

where r and θ are the radial distance and polar angle from the nozzle orifice, D is the 

nozzle diameter, DENn is the density of molecules at the nozzle, m is variable to account 

for different type of flow and ranges from 0.5 to 4 in practice. Based on Equation 1.4, the 

flow is more concentrated around the nozzle axial where θ is 0. During the expansion of 

an atomic gas, such as helium, neon, or argon, the random translational kinetic energy is 

efficiently converted into mass flow through binary collisions. Because the equilibrium 

between translational and rotational states can be established very fast in such a short-

pulsed gas beam, in an ideal situation, when all the random translational and rotational 

energies are converted into directed flow, the ultimate rotational temperature should 

equal the translational temperature and can be estimated by: 

T = T0[1+5896(pD)0.8]-1                        (1.15) 
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where p is the static pressure behind the nozzle in atmospheres, and D is the nozzle 

opening diameter in centimeters. For most of the FTMW experiments, sample gases 

(precursors) are diluted into argon gas to achieve low rotational temperatures. For 

example, 1% gas sample in argon with one atmosphere pressure at room temperature 

(300 K) behind a nozzle with 1 mm orifice, the terminal rotational temperature would be 

about 0.3 K. Statistical results from real experiments indicate that in most of the cases, 

for seeded chemicals in noble gases, a rotational temperature of 1-4 K and a vibrational 

temperature above 100 K are not surprising. 

 

Figure 1.4 Acetol A-state Jka,kc=30,3→20,2 transition. Left trace shows the time domain free-induction-

decay signal; right trace shows the frequency spectrum, where the Doppler splitting is close to 2υcu/c of 

75 kHz at υc = 19670 MHz [Apponi, Hoy, Halfen, Ziurys and Brewster 2006]. 

As the low temperature gas travels to the center of the cavity, a short microwave 

pulse charges the cavity with a high electric field, which causes macroscopic polarization 

in the gas. The theory about polarization of the expanding gas and the emission of the 

radiation by the molecules is very complicated and detail can be found elsewhere [Balle 

and Flygare 1981]. After a short delay to allow the original microwave pulse to die away, 

the low-noise amplifier is turned on to receive the signal, which is then mixed with the 

signal from the wave generator to give a lower frequency for A/D data sampling. As a 
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matter of fact, for such a pulsed molecular beam experiment, the most prominent feature 

of the line shape is the doublets due to Doppler dephasing, resulting from the movement 

of molecules from the region where they were polarized with one phase, to regions where 

they would have been polarized with a different phase. As shown in Figure 1.4, in the 

frequency domain, one of the Acetol pure rotational transition is split into two doublets 

by an amount close to the value 2υcu/c of 75 kHz for υc = 19670 MHz and u of Ar = 560 

m/s, which is normally called “Doppler splitting”. 

In actual operation, the first step is to choose the cavity center frequency and mode 

number, and then a computer program will calculate the separation of the mirrors and 

bring the sliding mirror to the right position. The rest of the sequence of a measurement is 

shown in Figure 1.5: the nozzle valve is open for a period of time t1, normally 500 µs; 

after a delay time t2 to allow the gas to expand into the cell (which can be adjusted to 

optimize the signal), a microwave pulse of t3, normally 1-3 µs is introduced along the 

cavity axis to macroscopically polarize the gas; then after a very short delay time, usually 

less than 1 µs, the low-noise amplifier is turn on to receive emission signal from the 

cavity. As also shown in Figure 1.2, after the signal from the low-noise amplifier is 

mixed with the original wave from the wave generator, it is sent to an A/D converter. 

After the signal is digitized, it is stored in a computer,where its Fourier transform will be 

taken. The whole measurement, excluding moving mirror, takes about 1000 µs. For most 

of the experiments on transient species, unfortunately, a single measurement is not 

enough to achieve the high signal-to-noise ratio. For such a case, a couple of 

measurements have to be taken and averaged. Such individual measurements in NMR are 

called “transient” and in FTMW are called “shot” or “pulse”. 
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Figure 1.5 A time diagram of the various pulses to the spectrograph (not scaled). The first sequence 

(S1), which is on for a period time of t1 (normally 500 µs), is applied to control the nozzle opening and 

introduce the gas beam into the Fabry-Perot cavity. After an appropriate delay of time t2 to allow the gas 

adiabaticly expanding into the center of the cavity, the second sequence (S2), which is a very short 

period of time t3, (normally 1-3 µs) is on for the microwave pulse to charge a specific cavity 

fundamental mode TEM00q. Following a very short delay time (less than 1 µs) to allow the original 

microwave pulse to die away, the last sequence (S3) is on for the low-noise amplifier to receive 

emission signal. 

1.2.2 The common design of a broadband FTMW spectrometer 

In 2006, the broadband FTMW spectrometer was invented by the Pate group in the 

department of chemistry at University of Virginia [Brown, Dian, Douglass, Geyer and 

Pate 2006; Brown, Dian, Douglass, Geyer, Shipman and Pate 2008]. Since a microwave 

pulse with a “chirp” function in the time-domain is required to provide a broadband with 

constant amplitude in the frequency domain, the Pate group also called this spectrometer 

the chirped-pulse Fourier Transform Microwave (CP-FTMW) spectrometer. 

First of all, we would like to give a short introduction on the chirped-pulse and the 

related Fourier transform [Marshall and Verdun 1990]. Compared to the narrowband 

FTMW spectrometer with a bandwidth about 1 MHz, the broadband FTMW spectrometer 

can provide a bandwidth more than 10 GHz almost simultaneously. In electronic 
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engineering, it is not a new idea to excite a wide bandwidth by a waveform consisting of 

a constant-amplitude sinusoid with instantaneous frequency increase linearly with time. 

The algebra for this waveform in the time domain can be simply written in complex form: 

f(t) = exp(i
2

2attA +ω ), when 0 ≤ t ≤ T 

f(t) = 0, when t < 0 or t > T                    (1.16) 

where the frequency sweep rate, a (in rad·s-2) is determined by the starting frequency ωA 

at t = 0 and end frequency ωB at t = T: ωB = ωA + aT. Equation 1.16 can be Fourier 

transformed into the frequency-domain as: 
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where the erf() is the error function. As shown in Figure 1.6, the time-domain signals 

were separated into real and imaginary parts first and then each part was Fourier 

transformed into the frequency-domain; the bottom-left shows the frequency-sweep 

linearity while the bottom-right shows the amplitude over the swept region. Obviously, 

over the frequency-sweep range from ωA to ωB, the wave amplitude is relatively uniform. 
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Figure 1.6 Representations of the Fourier transform of time-domain (top-left) ‘chirp’ pulse into 

frequency-domain (top-right) linear frequency-sweep. The bottom-left shows the frequency-sweep 

linearity while the bottom-right shows the amplitude over the swept region [Marshall and Verdun 1990]. 

Although a broadband FTMW spectrometer could theoretically exist, only with the 

recent advances in digital electronics, it is possible to create phase coherent, broadband 

linear frequency sweeps. As shown in Figure 1.7, the broadband spectrometer consists of 

three main components: (1) the chirped-pulse microwave source in the left, (2) the 

vacuum chamber with a molecular beam source in the center, (3) the broadband receiver 

in the right. The linear sweep is provided by a chirped pulse waveform programmed into 

an arbitrary waveform generator (AWG, 4-20 Gsamples/second). The waveform 

generator provides precise control over the sweep range, sweep rate (pulse duration, 

normally about 1 us), and overall phase. The waveform from the AWG mixes with a 

phase-locked dielectric resonant oscillator (PDRO) to give the desired initial frequency 

range before any further action. Then the pulse bandwidth is increased by passing 

through a multiplier, which gives the advantage of increasing the bandwidth without 
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changing the pulse duration. With the right bandwidth, the microwave pulse is amplified 

by a traveling wave tube (TWT) amplifier and further coupled into the vacuum chamber 

using double ridge standard feed horn to polarize (excite) molecules from the molecular 

beam source. A second horn is placed opposite the broadcast horn (0.2 m apart) to 

receive the molecular emission signal, namely the free induction decay. As shown in the 

figure, the emission signal from the second feed horn is mixed with another PDRO to 

lower the frequency to match the bandwidth of the terminal oscilloscope.         

 

Figure 1.7 A schematic representation of a broadband FTMW spectrometer. The chirped pulse from an 

arbitrary waveform generator (AWG) mixes with a phase-locked dielectric resonant oscillator (PDRO) 

to give the desired initial frequency range and then passes through a multiplier to increase the 

bandwidth without changing the pulse duration. The pulse with wide bandwidth is then amplified by a 

traveling wave tube (TWT) amplifier and further couples into the vacuum chamber using a double ridge 

standard feed horn to excite molecules from the molecular beam source. A second horn is placed 

opposite the broadcast horn (0.2 m apart) to receive the molecular emission signal. Finally, the emission 

signal from the second feed horn mixes with another PDRO to bring the emission frequency down and 

thus match the bandwidth of the terminal oscilloscope [Brown, Dian, Douglass, Geyer, Shipman and 

Pate 2008]. 
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Compared to the narrowband FTMW spectrometer, the new type of broadband 

spectrometer has a couple of advantages:  

(1) Simplified mechanic systems. No frequency tuning elements (mirrors) are required 

for adjustment under vacuum. 

(2) Simplified electronics. The electronics of the narrowband FTMW spectrometer is 

actually more complicated than that in Figure 1.2 and details can be found in Chapter 2.  

The broadband electronics are much simpler. As a matter of fact, the broadband 

transmission source and the receiver in Figure 1.7 could be even further simplified. By 

using AWG and oscilloscope with high sampling rates, the two mixing plans and the 

multiplier in Figure 1.7 could be omitted as long as both the AWG and oscilloscope are 

phase locked. 

(3) It was reported by the Pate group that the CP-FTMW spectrometer produces an equal 

sensitivity spectrum with a factor of 40 reduction in measurement time and a reduction in 

sample consumption by a factor of 20. 
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CHAPTER 2.  ROTATIONAL HAMILTONIANS AND MOLECULAR 

STRUCTURES 

2.1 Coupling Schemes 

The real rotational spectrum of a molecule could be very complicated because the 

certain species cannot be simply treated as a rigid rotor. The same molecule in different 

electronic states will give very different spectroscopic patterns due to the electronic 

orbital angular momenta.  Moreover, electrons and nuclei in the molecule also have their 

own spin angular momenta, which could further shift the rotational levels and thus give 

more complex spectra. In order to understand the rotational spectra of a molecule, one 

must understand all possible couplings among the angular momenta. Readers can find 

many sources that address the coupling schemes in molecules. Bernath (1995) is an 

excellent textbook for beginners with fundamental concepts and example spectra. Zare 

(1988) provides very rigorous mathematical approaches on angular momentum couplings. 

Brown and Carrington (2003) also gives mathematical derivations as well as 

spectroscopic examples. Nevertheless, Townes and Schalow (1975) and Gordy and Cook 

(1984) are really specific in rotational spectroscopy and provide both the profound 

theoretical derivations and experimental summaries of their time. 

Since interpretation of the rotational spectra involves understanding the interaction 

of different types of angular momenta, in this chapter, we will give a brief introduction 

on the angular momentum coupling schemes as well as the construction of effective 

Hamiltonians in different types of molecules.  
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Generally, there are four basic vector angular momentum qualities, namely R, the 

rotational angular momentum; L, the electronic orbital angular momentum; S, the 

electron spin angular momentum; I, the nuclear spin angular momentum. In principle, 

each angular momentum can interact with the other three in turn as shown in Figure 2.1.  

 

Figure 2.1 Possible interactions of angular momentum L, S, R and I in molecules [Carrington 1974]. 

Those interactions are frequently cited by: 

L·S—the electron spin-orbit coupling; 

L·R—the electronic-rotational coupling; 

I·L—the nuclear spin-orbit coupling; 

S·I—the electron spin-nuclear spin coupling; 

S·R—the electron spin-rotation coupling; 

I·R—the nuclear spin-rotation coupling. 

Besides those interactions, other interactions could also occur in molecules: 

S·S—the electron spin-electron spin coupling; 

I·I— the nuclear spin-nuclear spin coupling. 

The magnitudes of all the couplings listed above could have large difference among 

different types of molecules. According to the relative coupling strength in a molecule, 
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we can categorize certain molecules in one of the coupling schemes. Here, we just list 

three of the schemes for linear molecules we have worked with: 

(1) Closed-shell molecules.  

The coupling scheme of this type could only involve the I·R and/or I·I couplings. A 

representative scheme of this type is shown in Figure 2.2. One can find that the rotational 

angular momentum J couples with the nuclear spin angular momentum I to give the total 

angular momentum F.  As a matter of fact, weak I·I couplings occurring in a molecule 

were barely addressed in rotational spectroscopy due to the resolution. But the I·R 

coupling and other hyperfine static electronic couplings could be well resolved. As 

shown in Figure 2.2, the hyperfine couplings could involve more than one nucleus. 

 

Figure 2.2 The molecular coupling scheme of a linear closed-shell case [Townes and Schalow 1975]. 

(2) Hund’s case (a).  

Molecules of this type are open-shell and could be in high-spin states. The L·S 

coupling are much stronger than any other couplings occurring in the molecule. The L·S 

coupling along the molecular axis splits the degenerate electronic orbitals. A 

representative scheme is shown in Figure 2.3. In this case, the axial components of the 

electronic orbital angular momentum and the electron spin angular momentum, labeled as 
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Λ and Σ respectively in the figure, combine to generate the axial component of the total 

electronic angular momentum, Ω (Ω is not indicated in the figure). The angular 

momentum Ω then couples with the rotational angular momentum R to give the total 

angular momentum J exclusive of nuclear spin, which is normally called the fine 

structure splitting. The angular momentum J can also couples with the nuclear spin 

angular momentum I to give the total angular momentum F. 

 

Figure 2.3 One molecular coupling scheme of Hund’s case (a) [Townes and Schalow 1975]. 

(3) Hund’s case (b).  

Molecules of this type are open-shell and could also be in high-spin states. 

Normally, species in this category do not have any electronic angular momentum and 

thus no L·S coupling occurs. Then the S·R coupling and/or S·S coupling dominate in the 

coupling scheme. In such a case with multiple unpaired electrons, as shown in Figure 2.4, 

the total electron spin angular momentum generated by the S·S coupling could further 

couple with the rotational angular momentum R to give the total angular momentum J 

exclusive of nuclear spin, which is also called the fine structure splitting. Again, the 

angular momentum J can couple with the nuclear spin angular momentum I to give the 
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total angular momentum F. For molecules of this type with small electronic angular 

momenta, L·S could occur first to give angular momentum N, which is a ‘good’ quantum 

number and is the symbol used in literature instead of R even the electronic angular 

momentum is zero. Obviously, in Figure 2.4, R equals N. 

  

Figure 2.4 One molecular coupling scheme of Hund’s case (b) [Townes and Schalow 1975]. 

2.2 Construction of Effective Hamiltonians 

2.2.1 Closed-shell molecules 

The subjects of Fourier Transform Microwave spectroscopy are usually closed-shell 

molecules. The total Hamiltonian of a closed-shell linear molecule (Χ1Σ+) can be written: 

H = Hrot + HQ + Hmhf               (2.1) 

where H represents the total Hamiltonian while Hrot, HQ and Hmhf represent the 

rotational Hamiltonian, the nuclear electric quadrupole Hamiltonian and the magnetic 

hyperfine Hamiltonian respectively.  The first term in Equation 2.1 is described in detail 

by the following equation: 

Hrot = BJ2 – DJ4                       (2.2) 
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where J is the total angular momentum (excluding nuclear spin) operator from a rigid 

rotor, B is the rotational constant in the vibrational ground state, while D is the 

centrifugal distortion constant to correct the rigid rotor in a higher order. 

The next two terms in Equation 2.1 are hyperfine terms. HQ, the nuclear electric 

quadrupole term, refers to the electrostatic coupling. From the perspective the classic 

physics, due to nonspherical charge distribution, a nucleus will possess a quadrupole 

moment; if electronic charge surrounding that nucleus is also unevenly distributed in a 

molecule, the field gradient generated by electrons would interact with the quadrupole 

moment and thus put a torque on that nucleus. Consequently, the nuclear spin axis would 

precess around the axis of the field gradient and give the precessional frequencies and a 

nuclear quadrupole spectrum. In gas phase, the field gradients at all nuclei in a molecule 

depend on the rotational states, which provides one way for the nuclear angular 

momentum to couple with the rotational angular momentum. The nuclear electric 

quadrupole Hamiltonian can be expressed: 

HQ =                     (2.3) ∑
i

ii Qq )().( QV

where V(qi) and Q(Qi) are both second rank spherical tensors.  The term V(qi) represents 

the electric field gradient at the ith nucleus and involves the quadrupole coupling constant 

qi while Q(Qi) represents the electric quadrupole moment of the ith nucleus and involves 

the quadrupole coupling constant Qi.  For a linear rigid rotor, the electric quadrupole 

hyperfine energy shift from a J level due to the ith nucleus with a spin angular 

momentum I ≥ 1 is given by Casimir’s function [Townes and Schalow 1975]: 
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where e is the proton charge, C=F(F+1)-I(I+1)-J(J+1), and F represents the quantum or 

magnitude of angular moment F of two coupled angular momenta I + J, as shown in 

Figure 2.2. One has to notice that qiz here is the electric field gradient component the ith 

nucleus can sense along the internuclear axis and is thus independent of the rotational 

states. 

The nuclear electric quadrupole coupling would be the dominant interaction in a 

closed-shell molecule. This electrostatic coupling only happens to molecules containing 

certain nuclei with I≥1. Nevertheless, for molecules containing nuclei with nonzero spin 

angular momentum (I>0), the magnetic hyperfine couplings always occur. The last term 

in Equation 2.1, Hmhf, represents these kinds of couplings. The magnetic hyperfine 

coupling in closed-shell molecules normally refers to the nuclear spin-rotation interaction 

due to its magnitude: 

Hmhf = ∑CI i Ii · J                      (2.5) 

where CI i is the ith nuclear spin-rotation coupling constant, Ii is ith nuclear spin angular 

momentum and J is the rotational angular momentum. 

In a classic view, this coupling is the interaction between a magnetic dipole of 

certain nucleus with a spin I and a magnetic field generated by rotation of the molecule 

[Gordy and Cook 1984]. From this perspective, the Hamiltonian is very straightforward: 

Hm = -µI·H                          (2.6)            

The nuclear magnetic moment µI can be written in 
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µI = gI µN I                           (2.7)                      

where gI is the g-factor of the nucleus with a spin I and µN is the nuclear magneton. Since 

the rotation frequency is much higher than the magnetic hyperfine coupling frequency, 

the magnetic field can be averaged out with respect to a specific rotational level J: 

H = JJ
J 1/2][ 1)J(J

HH JJ

+
><

=
><        (2.8)                                

Substitution of Equation 2.7 and Equation 2.8 into Equation 2.6 yields 

Hm = JI ⋅
+

><
− 1/2][ 1)J(J

Hg JNIµ             (2.9) 

The problem now is to evaluate the average magnetic field generated by the rotation 

of the molecule. Due to its origin, the components of the magnetic field are proportional 

to the components of the rotational angular momentum, just like a second rank spherical 

tensor. For linear and symmetric molecules, the components of <HJ> along the principle 

axes can be written as  

∑
= +

>=<
cbag 1)J(J

JHH g
gJ

,,
1/2][

        (2.10) 

As mentioned above, since Hg is proportional to Jg, the above equation can be 

rewritten with the assumption Hg =hgg Jg by  

∑
=

⋅

+
>=<
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gJh

1)J(J
H ggJ

,,

2
1/2][

1

     
(2.11) 

For linear molecules with c axis the molecule axis (Ja = Jb whearas Jc = 0), and haa= 

hbb, we yield 

bbJ h1JJH 1/2)]([ +>=<                   (2.12) 
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Substitution of Equation 2.12 into Equation 2.9, we obtain a simple equation for 

linear molecules: 

Hm = JI ⋅− bbNI hg µ                        (2.13)  

With the definition of CI = - gI µN hbb, we can reach the common expression in 

Equation 2.5. This hyperfine interaction is also referring to I·J interaction. 

The discussion above was focused on linear molecules, which were mostly 

encountered in this dissertation. For a symmetric top with the coupling nucleus right on 

the symmetry axis, Equation 2.4 needs to change slightly since the field gradient 

depending on J also gets quantum number K involved; Equation 2.13 also gets slightly 

more complicated because of the nonzero component of the rotational angular 

momentum along the symmetry axis, and both quantum number K and a new coupling 

constant along the symmetry axis are introduced. For the asymmetric tops, considerations 

are in principle the same. But the derivations are more complicated due to the degeneracy 

lifting of K. If necessary, we will discuss more about the hyperfine couplings when we 

encounter a specific case.  

2.2.2 Hund’s case (a) 

The Hund’s case (a) molecules we will discuss in the following chapters are both in 

the ground electronic state X 2Π. We therefore only construct the Hamiltonian for a 2Π 

state: 

Hcase(a) = Hrot + Hso + HΛ-doubling + Hmhf        (2.14) 

where Hrot, Hso, HΛ-doubling and Hmhf represent the rotational Hamiltonian, the electron 

spin-orbit coupling Hamiltonian, the Λ-doubling Hamiltonian, and the magnetic 
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hyperfine Hamiltonian respectively. By using the coupling scheme in Figure 2.3, J = R + 

L + S, we can construct the fine-structure components in Equation 2.14, the first three 

terms, of which the Hrot can be written in: 

Hrot = BR2 – DR4 = B(J – L – S)2 – D(J – L– S)4             (2.15) 

 where B is the rotational constant and D is the centrifugal distortion constant. 

The second term, which represents the dominant interaction in the coupling scheme, 

is very straightforward: 

Hso = A(L·S) +
2

DA {(L·S), (J – S)2} + 
2
HA  {(L·S), (J – S)4 }     (2.16) 

where A is the electron spin-orbit coupling constant; AD and AH are the constants for 

higher order corrections. 

The lambda-doubling coupling in the 2П molecules is mostly due to the second 

order spin-orbit coupling and the electronic Coriolis interaction between the ground state 

and the low-lying 2Σ state. And the Hamiltonian can be written in: 

HΛ-doubling = 
2
1 (S+

2 + S-
2) –

2
2qp + (J+S+ + J-S-) + 

2
q (J+

2 + J-
2) + 

4
1 {(S+

2 + S-
2), (J – 

S)2} – 
4

2 DD qp + {(J+S+ + J-S-), (J – S)2} + 
4
Dq {(J+

2 + J-
2), (J – S)2}                 (2.17) 

where both p and q are the lambda-doubling constants and are normally reported as  p+2q; 

pD and qD  are the constants for higher order corrections. 

We just discussed the fine-structure components in Equation 2.14, which would 

roughly determine the rotational spectrum pattern. However, the magnetic hyperfine 

couplings could be strong enough to be detected by the mm/sub-mm spectrometers [Flory 
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2007], not to mention using FTMW spectrometer. Below we list a couple of magnetic 

hyperfine Hamiltonian frequently used: 

Hmhf = a(IzLz) + b(I·S) + c(IzSz) – ( )φφ ISIS 2i2i

2
+

−−
−

++ + eed                (2.18), 

where the first term is the diagonal part of the nuclear spin-orbit coupling; both the 

second and third terms contain contributions from the Fermi contact and the electron 

spin-nuclear spin dipolar interactions; the last term is called the hyperfine-doubling 

Hamiltonian that equally splits the existing lambda-doublets even further. 

2.2.3 Hund’s case (b) 

Due to zero or near zero electronic orbital angular momentum in this type of 

molecules, the fine or hyperfine couplings rarely go beyond the rotational frame. Based 

on the projects we have done, we only construct the Hamiltonian for molecules with zero 

orbital angular momentum: 

Hcase(b) = Hrot + Hsr + Hss + Hmhf                     (2.19) 

where Hrot, Hsr, Hss and Hmhf represent the rotational Hamiltonian, the electron spin- 

rotational coupling Hamiltonian, the electron spin-electron spin Hamiltonian, and the 

magnetic hyperfine Hamiltonian respectively. According to the coupling scheme in 

Figure 2.4, J = N + S, we can construct the rotational term in Equation 2.19 first: 

Hrot = BN2 – DN4 = B(J – S)2 – D(J – S)4                  (2.20) 

where B is the rotational constant and D is the centrifugal distortion constant. 

In Hund’s case (b) molecules, the electron spin-rotation coupling and the electron 

spin-electron spin coupling, if both are present, are normally in the same order of 

magnitude and dominate the fine structure splitting: 
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Hsr = γ(N·S) +
2
Dγ {(N·S), (J – S)2}                             (2.21) 

Hss = 
3

2λ (3Sz
2 – S2) +

2
Dλ { ( )

3
32 22 SS −z , (J – S)2}      (2.22) 

where γ and λ are the electron spin-rotation coupling constant and the electron spin- 

electron spin coupling respectively; γD and λD are the constants for higher order 

corrections. 

 Hyperfine terms in Equation 2.19 are intrinsically identical to the Hund’s case (a) 

molecules. But because of none electronic orbital angular momentum, it is reasonable to 

ignore insignificant terms: 

Hmhf = bF(I·S + 
3

zzSI ) + c(IzSz)                         (2.23) 

where the first term is the Fermi contact term and the second is the  dipolar interaction 

term. 

The Hamiltonians of the two Hund’s cases discussed above are only simple ones. 

For more precise derivations and more complicated cases, Brown, M. Raise, Kerr and 

Milton (1978) and Brown and Carrington (2003) are recommended. Frosch and Foley 

(1952) gives explicit expressions for the hyperfine constants in terms of quantities 

describing the electronic wave function. Another thing worthy of mention is that for all 

the Hund’s cases, the nuclear electric quadrupole coupling and nuclear spin-rotation 

coupling, if any, could always occur and be resolved by the FTMW spectrometer. 
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2.3 Molecular Structures 

Besides accurate frequency measurement, FTMW can provide the most precise 

methods for evaluation of the molecular structures due to the accuracy of the 

experimental measurements of the moment inertia. Molecular structural parameters, 

particularly the bond lengths, can be the major source to understand molecular bonding. 

However, there are a couple of different ways to derive the molecular structures based on 

the moment inertia or rotational constants from the spectrum fitting results. Gordy and 

Cook (1984) is again a good reference that reviewed the methods to derive the molecular 

structures. In this section, we will introduce the most common structures that can be 

found in literature. 

2.3.1 re structure 

The re structure represent the equilibrium bond lengths of a molecule for the 

vibrationless state, which is a hypothesized state and can only be evaluated by correction 

for the effects of vibration including zero-point vibrations. Some experimental methods 

below will provide the approximation of the re structure to some extent. 

2.3.2 r0 structure 

The r0 structure represents the bond lengths of a molecule in the ground vibrational 

state. This structure is directly obtained from a least-squares fit to the moment inertia or 

rotational constants of the ground vibrational state. Although r0 structure might not 

reflect the bonding nature as meaningful as the the re structure for the molecule, it can 

provide excellent evaluation on the moment inertia or rotational constants of 
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isotopologues, which is the most common method to predict the transitions of unknown 

isotopologues in laboratory. 

2.3.3 rs structure 

The rs structure is called the substitution structure, which is derived from the 

isotopic substitution by using Kraitchman’s equations. Derivation of the rs structure is a 

conventional approach by using both the center of mass conditions and the changes in the 

moments of inertia from the isotopic substitutions to determine the principle axis 

coordinates of a parent isotopologue [Demaison and Rudolph 2002]. 

2.3.4 rm structure 

The rm structure is the mass dependence bond lengths derived from a large number 

of isotopologues by a first order treatment of isotopic effects. As we discussed above, the 

basic assumption of the rs structure is that the rovibrational contribution ε, namely the 

difference between the zero-point and equilibrium moment inertia (ε = I0 - Ie), remains 

constant upon isotopic substitution. However, for such a case when light atoms such as 

hydrogen are involved and the relative mass change is huge, the assumption above is not 

valid and certain bond length of the rs structure could be significantly off the re bond 

length. Moreover, when there are large axis rotations upon isotopic substitution, the rs 

method could not be reliable either [Demaison and Rudolph 2002]. For such cases, the 

mass-dependant method introduced by Watson and coworkers [Watson, Roytburg and 

Ulrich 1999] can be applied by assuming the existence of the isotopic-independent rm 

structure: 

εm = I0 - Im = c(Im)1/2 + d(µr)1/2         (2.24) 
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where εm is the is the rotational contribution to the moment inertia and thus index m is 

label for Im; µr is the reduced mass of a certain isotopologue; c and d are isotopic-

independent constants. Since Im is also proportional to the reduced mass, εm in Equation 

2.24 can be simplified to the product of a constant and (µr)1/2. When the determination 

includes all the terms in Equation 2.24, the result is designated the rm
(2) structure; when 

constant d is set to zero, the result is called the rm
(1) structure. Watson and coworkers 

have shown that in many cases the rm
(2) structure is an excellent approximation to the 

equilibrium geometry as long as isotopic substitution was carried out for every single 

atom in the molecule. 
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CHAPTER 3.  EXPERIMENTAL 

3.1 Instrumentation 

The microwave experiments in this dissertation were conducted by using the 

FTMW spectrometer built by Dr. Aldo Apponi in the Ziurys group.  In Chapter 2, we 

have already provided general introduction on this type of equipment. In the following 

section, we will get into more details about the spectrometer in Ziurys group. And 

Appendix F (Sun, Apponi and Ziurys 2009) is recommended as the reference for this 

spectrometer. 

 

Figure 3.1 A schematic representation of the Ziurys group FTMW spectrometer. The vacuum chamber 

and the cavity are shown in the top right. Port A is used to introduce the gas with a solenoid valve at an 

angle of 40° relative to the cavity axis. Port C can be used for a 90° beam. Port B could be used either 

for laser beam or as a view port. D is a vacuum port for the cryopump, and E is a ventilation port. The 

TTL sequence for a single experiment or ‘shot’ is shown at the left, SV is the gas pulse; SDC is the high 

voltage discharge pulse; SL is for the laser pulse; SMW is the microwave pulse to excite molecules; SA/D 

is for the A/D converter to record the molecular free induction decay (FID). See text for more details. 
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A block diagram of the original design is shown in Figure 3.1. The spectrometer is 

similar to other such instruments but with some significant differences.  In the upper right 

of the diagram (the top view of the spectrometer), the cell is the typical Fabry-Pérot 

cavity, consisting of a large vacuum chamber, 127 cm in length and 76 cm in diameter, 

with two spherical mirrors symmetrically aligned.  Mirror diameter is about 0.5 m with a 

radius of curvature of 0.838 m. The large bottom port labeled D is for attachment of the 

main pump for the spectrometer, which in this case is a cryopump (ULVAC U22) while 

the top port E was designed for ventilation. The A or B ports are both at 40° relative to 

the mirror axis. One of them, port A, is used to introduce the supersonic jet expansion. 

The port B was designed either for introducing a laser beam or as a view port and latter 

was eventually implemented. The port C was originally planned for an alternative nozzle 

access to introduce the perpendicular molecular beam as described in Chapter 2. But 

using port A to introduce gas beam with the angle 40° relative to the mirror axis has been 

always used. This geometry was chosen because it provides almost equivalent sensitivity 

to the coaxial expansion often employed [Suenram, Grabow, Zuban and Leonov 1999; 

Ozeki, Okabayashi, Tanimoto, Saito and Bailleux 2007] without the drawbacks of 

introducing holes in a mirror or a rigid mechanical system to fix the nozzle to the mirror 

back.  A gate valve is attached to the nozzle port A and allows removal of the nozzle 

without breaking the chamber vacuum.  

We took some nice pictures during the instrumentation. As shown in Figure 3.2,   

the left picture shows the inside of the vacuum chamber from one side door. The sliding 

mirror rides on two parallel tracks mounted at the top. The sled is adjusted using a linear 
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actuator (Azber, T-LA60A, 60 mm maximum travel distance). The whole cavity is 

covered with a 0.03” shell of mu-metal shield to compensate the magnetic field from the 

Earth. The mu-metal shell is capped on both ends and supported from the bottom using 

two saddles with nylon studs. There are matching portholes in this shell as well, which 

can be accessed through the chamber portholes. 

The right picture in Figure 3.2 shows the ULVAC 22” cryopump attached to the 

underneath of the vacuum chamber. Although cryopumps are widely used in industry due 

to a lot of advantages, as a matter of fact, many FTMW laboratories are still using 

diffusion pumps. Like diffusion pumps, cryopumps have no internal moving parts. 

Although minor vibrations from the flow of compressed gas are introduced into the 

system, they do not interfere with the tuning operation of the spectrometer. Cryopumps 

are very efficient in pumping most of the carrier gases we will use in our studies and are 

much  more  compact  than  equivalent  diffusion  pumps.  Also,  it  is  possible to recover  

 

Figure 3.2 Photographs of the vacuum chamber and the pump. The left panel is a snapshot of the inside 

of the vacuum chamber from one the side doors. The aluminum mirror sled rides on two parallel tracks 

mounted at the top.  The sled is adjusted using a linear actuator.  The right panel shows the ULVAC 22” 

cryopump attached to the underside of the vacuum chamber. 
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expensive isotopically enriched samples. 

 

Figure 3.3 The detailed print of the microwave electronics of the Ziurys group FTMW spectrometer. A 

Rb lab reference is used for both the Agilent synthesizer and the frequency generation card to permit 

coherent detection. The microwave from the synthesizer is split by a Krystar coupler into two portions, 

of which the main one will be coupled into the cavity through pin-switches while the other is used as 

continuous wave reference for the mixer. The signal from the cavity is immediately amplified at the 

back of the mirror and goes further to the mixer and the adjustable preamplifier (SR-560) thus brings 

the signal down within 1 MHz for the A/D converter card. Two parallel microwave circuits were used 

somewhere for two different bands, of which the low-band is from 4 to 18 GHz while the high-band is 

from 18 to 40 GHz. See text for more details. 

As we mentioned in Chapter 1, electronics for a real narrowband FTMW 

spectrometer are more complicated than that in Figure 1.1.  The detailed electronics print 

is shown in Figure 3.3. We would like to give a concise description only on the key parts 

in the order the microwave signal flows: the continuous wave with constant power from 
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the synthesizer (Agilent E8257D/UNJ) is unevenly split by a coupler (Krystar, 1-40 GHz) 

into two portions, of which the weaker one (-11dB) goes to the mixer (Marki Microwave, 

2-40 GHz) whereas the stronger one (-2dB) is coupled into the cavity via antennas to 

excite molecules. The molecular emission signal coupled out of the cavity via another set 

of antennas goes further to the mixer and the adjustable preamplifier (Stanford Research 

Systems, SR-560, DC-10 MHz; also a Low-Pass filter), thus bringing the signal down 

within 1 MHz for the A/D converter card. A Rb-disciplined crystal oscillator operating at 

10 MHz gives lab references for both the synthesizer and the frequency generation card 

to permit coherent sequence control and the FID averaging in the time domain. Due to the 

limitation of the current microwave technology, two parallel microwave circuits were 

designed for two bands, of  which  the low-band is from 4 to 18 GHz while the high-band  

  

Figure 3.4 The microwave coupling scheme in the Fabry-Perot cavity (left) and detection scheme of the 

spectrometer (right) in the frequency-domain. In the left panel, the power spectrum of the short 

microwave pulse (~1 µs) from the synthesizer is centered at frequency ν0 with a squared sinc wave 

shape; the cavity is deliberately tuned to a frequency νc = ν0 + 0.4 MHz to suppress the image sideband 

of the original wave. The right panel shows that the selected frequency detection coverage (600 kHz) 

centered at frequency at νc could efficiently minimize the image contamination.  
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is from 18 to 40 GHz. One might notice that specific microwave parts such as amplifiers 

and attenuators in each band only work in the appropriate frequency range. 

As a matter of fact, the electronics scheme in Figure 3.3 is much simplified from 

previous designs [Balle and Flygare 1981; Suenram, Grabow, Zuban and Leonov 1999]. 

As shown both in Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.3, the microwave with a frequency ν0 from the 

synthesizer is controlled by a pin-switch before reaching the antenna in the cavity, which 

creates a rectangular wave with a short duration (~1 µs) in the time-domain. As a 

consequence of Fourier transform, the rectangular wave turns out to be a sinc wave with 

the center frequency at ν0 in the frequency-domain [Marshall and Verdun 1990]. The 

power spectrum of the sinc wave is shown in the left panel of Figure 3.4.  The cavity is 

deliberately tuned to a frequency νc (νc = ν0 + 0.4 MHz), which is also shown in the left 

panel of Figure 3.4. As shown in the right panel of Figure 3.4, since for a narrowband 

spectrometer, one data acquisition only covers 600 KHz, the cavity itself can suppress or 

filters out the image sideband centered at ν0 - 0.4 MHz efficiently such that additional 

image rejection is not needed.   

The synthesizer frequency ν0 is directly mixed with the amplified molecular signals 

ν0 + δ from the cavity. Signals +δ generated by the mixer are singled out and amplified 

by the preamplifier (SR-560), and then digitized.  Sometimes there is contamination from 

strong spectral lines in the image bandpass, but these can readily be distinguished by 

shifting the center frequency of the cavity. Compared to the well-known transition 

frequencies of five OCS isotopologues (J = 1 → 0 and J = 2 → 1; 16O12C32S, 17O13C32S, 
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18O12C32S, 18O13C32S, and 18O13C34S), our measurement uncertainty is always within 2 

kHz. 

 A representative pulse sequence is shown on the left in Figure 3.1: (i) A 500-1000 

µs pulse (Sv) of gas, controlled by a solenoid valve (General Valve), expands 

supersonically into the chamber; (ii) almost simultaneously, a high-voltage d.c. discharge 

is turned on for 900-1500 µs (SDC) through two ring electrodes in the nozzle;  (iii) if 

necessary, a short pulse SL, normally 10-20 µs, can be used to turn a laser on for laser 

ablation of metals; (iv) after a delay of 1500-1600 µs from Sv to allow the gas expansion 

to approach the center of the cavity, a 1.2 µs microwave pulse (SMW) from the synthesizer 

enters the cavity; (v) after a delay of 8 µs, a 324 µs A/D sequence (SA/D) is turned on and 

the free-induction decay is recorded.  The signal exiting the cavity is immediately 

amplified using a low-noise amplifier (Miteq: 4-18 GHz / Spacek: 18-40 GHz in Figure 

3.3), then is mixed down to baseband and further amplified before it is sent to a digitizing 

card. The A/D sequence is normally repeated four times but only the two middle free-

induction decay signals are used. The entire sequence takes of the order 3-3.5 

milliseconds and can be repeated as fast as 50 times a second before overwhelming the 

pumping system. The time-domain spectrum of each scan was recorded using an A/D 

converter at 0.25 µs intervals and averaged until a sufficient signal-to-noise ratio is 

achieved. Transitions are observed as Doppler doublets with a separation determined by 

both the transition frequency and the gas flow velocity in the cavity. The time domain 

signals were typically truncated such that the Fourier transform produced frequency-

domain spectra with a full width at half-maximum of 5 kHz per feature. 
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3.2 Production Techniques of Transient Molecules 

From the previous section, it is obvious that the original design has already 

provided the apparatus with the versatility to operate in different modes. Here we only 

focus on the molecular production techniques. Since almost all the subjects in this 

dissertation are transient species, they are not commercially available. The production 

techniques can make a large difference even thought this type of spectrometer is very 

sensitive. In Figure 3.1, we showed the high-voltage d.c. discharge nozzle with two ring 

electrodes (normally inside a Teflon piece). We also showed a metal rod for laser 

ablation in the same figure. Most of the laboratories in the world use one of the two 

techniques. In the rest of this chapter, we will introduce some new molecular production 

methods. 

3.2.1 Discharge Nozzle with Pin Electrodes 

Pin metal electrodes were first introduced to our group by Professor Dennis J. 

Clouthier in the Department of Chemistry at University of Kentucky although it is not a 

new technique at all. More details can also be found in Appendix B. Pin metal electrodes 

might have dual functions: (1) just like the ring electrodes, to ignite the carrier gas, 

normally argon, into plasma, (2) to provide atomic metal for gas-phase reactions [Jouvet, 

Lardeux-Dedonder and Solgadi 1989; Styger and Gerry 1992]. The good candidates for 

pin electrodes are metals that can be easily machined and soldered, such as copper, which 

can definably limit the application of this technique. As shown in Figure 3.5, the pulsed 

DC discharge source with two copper pin-electrodes inside a Teflon piece was attached 

to the end of the general valve nozzle. The pin-electrodes, of which one is grounded and 
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the other is negatively high (labeled with -), are basically copper rods with one end of the 

electrode fine sharpened. Both electrodes stay close in a tip-to-tip manner (1-2 mm 

clearance) in the Teflon housing with a 5 mm diameter flow channel flared at a 30° angle 

at the exit. Another disadvantage of using the pin electrodes is that the tip of the electrode 

can stay sharp only for about one hour during operation. So, in order to maintain constant 

rotational transition signal, the electrodes have to be pulled out for sharpening frequently. 

 

Figure 3.5 A diagram of the pulsed DC discharge source with two copper pin-electrodes inside a Teflon 

piece attached to the end of the general valve nozzle. The pin-electrodes can ignite the Ar carrier gas 

into a plasma and provide atomic copper for gas-phase reactions as well. The pin-electrodes are 

basically copper rods of 6 mm in diameter with one end fine sharpened. One of the electrodes is 

grounded while the other one is negatively high (labeled with -). Both electrodes stay close in a tip-to-

tip manner (1-2 mm clearance) in the Teflon housing with a 5 mm diameter flow channel flared at a 30° 

angle at the exit. 

3.2.2 Pyrex U-tube 

 Compared to laser ablation technique, using high-vapor pressure organometallic 

precursors, which are either commercially available or easy to produce by organic 

synthesis, could be a very good choice to maintain high and constant production of 
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transient species in the discharge plasma. However, organometallic precursors are 

normally flammable and some could be very explosive. For such cases, a Pyrex U-tube, 

which was invented by the Clouthier group at University of Kentucky [Wei, Grimminger, 

Sunahori and Clouthier 2008], can be very helpful. 

 

Figure 3.6 A three-valve Pyrex U-tube containing liquid precursor. Carrier gas enters or exits the tube 

via swagelok to ultra-torr fitting connectors. If the Valve 1 is open while the other valves are closed, the 

same gas will go through the top tube. However, if Valve 1 is closed while Valve 2 and Valve 3 are 

open, the carrier gas will follow the path indicated by the arrows and thus passed over the surface of the 

liquid precursor and the resultant gas mixture will be delivered. 

Figure 3.6 shows the design of the U-tube with a liquid precursor inside. The carrier 

gas, which is pure argon most of the time, is introduced into the glassware via a swagelok 

to ultra-torr fitting connector. If the Valve 1 is open while the other valves are closed, the 

same gas will go through the top tube. However, if Valve 1 is closed while Valve 2 and 

Valve 3 are both open, the carrier gas at a certain pressure will passed over the surface of 

the liquid precursor contained in the Pyrex U-tube, and the resultant gas mixture will be 

delivered to the pulsed discharge nozzle to create new transient species. Actually, the 
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application of Pyrex U-tube is not just limited to the organometallic precursors. Any 

liquid precursors with decent vapor pressure could be put into that tube. See more details 

in Appendix D [Sun, Clouthier and Ziurys 2009]. Moreover, the bottom of the tube could 

be buried into a tiny warm/cold bath with a temperature control to adjust the vapor 

pressure and thus to optimize the final production of the transient species under 

investigation. 

3.2.3 Discharge Assisted Laser Ablation System (DALAS) 

 

Figure 3.7 The left panel shows the nozzle designed for the Discharge Assisted Laser Ablation System 

(DALAS) while the right one shows the geometry to introduce the laser beam to the nozzle. To 

accommodate the angled nozzle source, the laser beam enters the vacuum chamber (through port C in 

Figure 3.1) at a 50° angle relative to the mirror axis through a borosilicate window. The new nozzle 

design is based on the conventional laser ablation apparatus, modified by the addition of a pulsed DC 

discharge nozzle at the end. See text for more details. 

In Figure 3.1, our original plan was to introduce the laser beam through the port B. 

But later on we found it was more convenient to use port C as the laser beam entrance, 

which can help a lot to align the laser beam with the small metal rod. The geometry of the 

laser ablation setup is shown in the right panel of Figure 3.7. To accommodate the angled 
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nozzle source, the laser beam enters the vacuum chamber at a 50° angle relative to the 

mirror axis through a borosilicate window. A “docking station” (not shown in the figure) 

was attached to the end of the laser window to insure perpendicular alignment of the 

metal rod relative to the laser beam. The second harmonic (532 nm) of a Nd:YAG laser 

(Continuum Surelite I-10) is used for the ablation. 

Discharge Assisted Laser Ablation System, or DALAS is a new technique for 

creating metal-bearing species. The original publication regarding this technique is 

attached as Appendix E. The DALAS apparatus consists of a Teflon DC discharge nozzle 

attached to the end of a pulsed-nozzle laser ablation source, as shown in the left panel of 

Figure 3.7. The laser ablation mechanism bolts to the pulsed valve (General Valve) and 

contains a 2.5-5 mm wide channel for the gas flow. A 6 mm diameter rod composed of 

the metal of interest, attached to a motorized actuator (MicroMo 1516 SR) for translation 

and rotation, slides into the ablation housing. The housing contains a 2-3 mm diameter 

hole to allow the ablating laser beam to intersect the rod. The DC discharge source, 

consisting of two copper ring electrodes in a Teflon housing, has a 5 mm diameter 

channel for exiting gas, which is flared at the end with a 30° angle. The DALAS source 

was operated at a rate of 10 Hz that is the maximum operation frequency of the laser. 

It was reported before that similar system can only effectively increase the 

population of vibrationally excited states of some diatomic molecules [Bizzocchi, 

Giuliano, Hess and Grabow 2007]. But in our work, we found that the discharge system 

is strictly required to produce MgCCH [Chapter 4], CuCCH [Appendix E] and ZnCCH 

[Chapter 8] in the gas phase. We also found that DALAS can improve the productivity 
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more than one order of magnitude for some molecules such as ZnO, ZnS and MgS by 

comparing the production with using the laser ablation technique alone. 

26387.10 26387.28 26387.46

DALAS v=3

J = 1      0→
ZnO (X 1Σ+) 

Frequency (MHz)

DALAS v=0

DALAS v=3

LASER v=0

 

Figure 3.8 Spectra of the J = 1 → 0 transition of ZnO main isotopologue. Each line consists of two 

Doppler components. The spectra were created by Discharge Assisted Laser Ablation System (DALAS) 

or laser ablation alone as indicated in the graph. The three spectra on the same intensity scale in the 

upper panel imply that DALAS can enhance both the productivity of ZnO and the higher vibrational 

population (up to v=3). The v=3 spectrum in the upper panel is zoomed in to give a better view of S/N 

ratio in the bottom panel. 

In Figure 3.8, by analyzing the S/N ratio of the J = 1 → 0 transition of the ZnO 

main isotopologue, we could compare the ZnO productivity between the DALAS 

technique and the conventional laser ablation technique with other conditions fixed: 0.5% 
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N2O in Ar was used; all the scans were taken at 60 psi backing pressure with 55 SCCM 

gas flow; only 100 shots were accumulated for each scan. For DALAS, the best signal 

occurred when the laser voltage was set to 1.16 kV while dc discharge voltage was 1.0 

kV. For laser ablation alone, the best signal was found when the laser voltage was set to 

1.06 kV. The result is: ZnO v=1 (DALAS), S/N ~550; ZnO v=1 (Laser ablation alone), 

S/N ~20; ZnO v=3 (DALAS), S/N ~12. Obviously, DALAS can improve both the 

productivity of ZnO as well as the higher vibrational populations. 

At this time, we can only speculate on the efficacy of the DALAS technique.   

Initially we thought that the discharge might be degrading larger metal clusters produced 

by ablation, yielding the metal atoms of interest, although we have no experimental 

evidence to prove that is the case. For the specific example of ZnO, the reaction of 

ground state Zn atoms with oxygen atoms to produce the monoxide is highly endothermic 

[McIndoe 2003]. So, it might be reasonable to propose that the discharge provides a 

higher concentration of excited state Zn atoms and also dissociates the N2O molecules to 

more reactive atomic oxygen atoms. 

For other polyatomic species such as MgCCH, CuCCH and ZnCCH, it may be 

necessary to either activate the metal atoms produced by laser ablation to give a greater 

yield of electronically excited species or to fragment the organic precursors, acetylene for 

such cases, to efficiently produce the metal acetylides.  Either mechanism may be operant 

in DALAS. It would be of interest to use mass spectrometry or some other analytical 

technique to further our understanding of the processes involved, in hopes of optimizing 

and improving the method. 
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3.3 Spectrum Prediction and Data Fitting Procedures 

In this dissertation, all of the spectroscopic predictions and fittings were done by 

Pickett’s SPCAT/SPFIT program suite developed by Herbert M. Pickett in the Jet 

Propulsion Laboratory [Pickett 1991]. By taking advantage of the current computer speed 

and massive spectroscopic data in the millimeter, sub-millimeter and microwave region,  

this program with some well-chosen features, such as the modified Wang basis functions 

and spin functions, efficient molecular Hamiltonians as well as labeling eigenstates, were 

well tested in the spectroscopy community and are now the universal procedure for pure 

rotation and ro-vibration studies. The Pickett suite is a very general program to predict 

and fit asymmetric molecules in the presence of vibration-rotation and spin-rotation 

interactions. Symmetric top or linear molecules are treated as special cases. Up to nine 

spins with gI > 1 and more than 100 states can be considered simultaneously [Müller, 

Schlöder, Stutzki and Winnewisser 2005]. 

On the other hand, due to the program’s versatility, new users definitely need some 

training for the Pickett suite before taking some real business. Fortunately, the JPL 

Molecular Spectroscopy Database and the Cologne Database for Molecular Spectroscopy 

are excellent sources for both beginners and experts. The program suit as well as the 

documentation for SPFIT and SPCAT can be downloaded from the websites. Specific 

fitting examples of different types, such as linear closed-shell molecules, symmetric tops, 

asymmetric tops, Hund’s case molecules, can all be found in the two websites. 

Although the Pickett suite has been proven to the most successful procedure in the 

field of rotational spectroscopy, some other programs are preferred by many 
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spectroscopists for certain applications. For example, two programs, HUNDA and 

HUNDB, developed by Professor J. M. Brown and coworkers, are specific for Hund’s 

case (a) and Hund’s case (b) molecules resepectively [Flory 2007].  

Another developing trend of rotational spectroscopy is that more and more big 

molecules, mostly closed-shell asymmetric tops, are the subjects of the high resolution 

microwave spectrometers. However, those molecules could possibly have quantized 

internal rotations due to internal rotors such as methyl group and thus result in the so-

called A-E splitting. The program ERHAM was developed by Professor Peter Groner to 

specifically solve the effective rotational Hamiltonian for molecules with two periodic 

large-amplitude motions. It allows to fit spectroscopic constants to observed transition 

frequencies and to predict the spectrum as well [Groner 1997]. 
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CHAPTER 4.  SPECTROSCOPY OF MAGNESIUM-CONTAINING 

MOLECULES 

4.1 Introduction 

Magnesium ranks the eighth most abundant element in the Earth's crust, among the 

top seven most found elements so far in the interstellar medium, as well as the possible 

ninth in the whole universe [Housecroft and Sharpe 2008; Ziurys, Barclay, JR. and 

Anderson 1993]. As the key cation in the catalytic centers of many enzymes in the living 

cells, magnesium is important simply because it is essential to maintain their biological 

functions by manipulate the polyphosphate compounds like ATP, DNA, and RNA 

[Maguire and Cowan 2002]. Magnesium is well known to be present in the chlorophyll to 

catalyze the photosynthesis process, which make its salt a common fertilizer for farmers. 

As a matter of fact, magnesium is one of the essential trace elements for human beings 

and ranks the eleventh most abundant element by mass in the human body [Frieden 1985]. 

In order to profoundly understand the functions of the metal-ligand interaction in big 

biological systems as well as to detect the existence of metals in the interstellar medium, 

laboratory spectroscopic work on small metal-bearing molecules, especially the 

monoligand species, would be necessary and constructive to achieve those goals. 

So far, a couple of magnesium-bearing molecules, MgF, MgCl, MgOH, MgNH2, 

MgCH3, MgCN, MgNC and MgCCH were synthesized by the Ziurys group in the mm 

and sub-mm wave region with the Broida oven. Based on these data, some of the 

magnesium-bearing species were detected in the interstellar sources by the Ziurys group, 

such as MgF, MgCN and MgNC in IRC+10216 [The Ziurys group publication website]. 
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With the new molecular production techniques described in Chapter 3, it might be 

tempting to characterize some magnesium-containing molecules by our FTMW 

spectrometer. So far, we have only tried to synthesized MgS (X1Σ+) and MgCCH (X2Σ+) 

by using the Ziurys FTMW spectrometer. Since MgS has already been done by FTMW 

spectroscopy [Walker and Gerry 1997] and the mm and sub-mm data of MgCCH were 

obtained by our group [Brewster, Apponi, Xin and Ziurys 1999], our FTMW experiments 

were quite simple compared to a project searching new molecules. Here we would like to 

provide the information about the synthesis, measurements as well as the hyperfine 

interactions that might appear in the two molecules. 

4.2 Experimental 

The molecular production technique used to produce MgS and MgCCH is called 

Discharge Assisted Laser Ablation Spectroscopy (DALAS). DALAS is a new technique by 

combining the discharge nozzle (with the ring electrodes) and the laser ablation source to 

create metal-bearing species and more details can be found in Chapter 3. For both MgS 

and MgCCH, the dc discharge voltage was set to 1.0 kV with a current about 50 mA.  In 

order to efficiently vaporize the magnesium metal (ESPI Metals, 99%, 6 mm in diameter), 

the laser (Nd:YAG laser: Continuum Surelite I-10, 532 nm) voltage was set to 1.10 

kV(100 mJ/5 ns pulse); the gas pulse was set to 10 Hz to match the laser operation 

frequency with a duration of 550 µs. As precursors, 0.5% OCS and 0.1% C2H2 in Ar were 

used for MgS and MgCCH respectively, and all the scans were taken at 50 psi backing 

pressure with 46 SCCM gas flow. Only one 150 µs free induction decay (FID) was 

recorded for a single gas pulse, and 100 shots were normally accumulated for one scan. 
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4.3 Results and Analysis 

16013.6 16013.8 16014.0

24Mg32S (X 1Σ+) 
J = 1      0→

Frequency (MHz)  

Figure 4.1 Spectrum of the J = 1 → 0 transition of MgS main isotopologue created by DALAS. (S/N 

~150) The line is shown in Doppler doublets. The spectrum is a 600 kHz wide scan taken at 50 psi 

backing pressure with 46 SCCM gas flow. Only 100 shots were accumulated for the scan. 0.5% OCS in 

Ar was used. For DALAS, the laser voltage was set to 1.10 kV while dc discharge voltage was 1.0 kV. 

The closed-shell molecule, MgS, was actually used as a test molecule since the 

frequencies of the FTMW transitions were obtained by the laser ablation technique 

[Walker and Gerry 1997]. The J = 1 → 0 transitions of the main isotopologue and the rare 

isotopologue 25MgS were scanned directly on our spectrometer. The recorded spectra of 

the main isotopologue and 25MgS are shown in Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2 respectively. 

Each spectrum is a 600 kHz wide scan with only 100 shots. Lines are shown in Doppler 

doublets. Compared to one single line in Figure 4.1 for the main isotopologue, the three 

hyperfine lines in Figure 4.2 for 25MgS are originated from the 25Mg nuclear spin (I=5/2). 

If the hyperfine splitting is considered for 25MgS, the intensities of the two spectra (S/N 

~150 for 24MgS vs. S/N ~4 for 25MgS) can roughly match the natural abundance of two 
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isotopes (24Mg/25Mg ~8) [Gordy and Cook 1984]. It was also reported by the Gerry group 

that, for the J = 1 → 0 transition of 25MgS, they accumulated 10000 shots to achieved 

S/N ratio comparable to Figure 4.2, which required only 100 shots on our spectrometer. It 

is obvious that DALAS can improve the productivity of MgS compared to the traditional 

laser ablation technique. 

15647.73 15647.94 15648.15

25Mg32S (X 1Σ+)
J = 1      0→

Frequency (MHz)

F = 1.5     2.5→

F = 3.5     2.5→

F = 2.5     2.5→

 

Figure 4.2 Spectrum of the J = 1 → 0 transition of 25Mg32S isotopologue created by DALAS. (S/N ~4) 

Three hyperfine lines arising from the 25Mg nuclear spin (I=5/2) labeled by quantum numbers F are 

shown in Doppler doublets. The spectrum is a 600 kHz wide scan with 100 shots. The conditions to take 

the scan were the same as those in Figure 4.1. 

Since the rotational and fine-structure constants of the MgCCH (X2Σ+) radical are 

well known from the mm and sub-mm data [Brewster, Apponi, Xin and Ziurys 1999], 

short surveys about 5 MHz were conducted to search the hyperfine lines of the main 

isotopologue. In total, 18 hyperfine lines of the four lowest rotational transitions were 

obtained for the main isotopologue and the frequencies are listed in Table 4.1. As shown 

in Figure 4.3, both the two fine-structure components of the N = 2 → 1 transition of 
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MgCCH are split into two hyperfine lines due to the 1H nuclear spin (I=1/2), which 

appear in Doppler doublets and are labeled by quantum numbers F. The spectrum is a 

compilation of four 600 kHz wide scans with a frequency break in the center. 

Table 4.1 Observed Rotational Transitions of MgCCH (X2Σ+) main isotopologue in MHz. 
N′ J′ F′ N″ J″ F″ νobs  νo-c
1 0.5 1 0 0.5 1 9912.300 -0.057 
 0.5 0  0.5 1 9913.391 -0.002 
 0.5 1  0.5 0 9917.113 0.001 
 1.5 1  0.5 1 9936.195 0.026 
 1.5 2  0.5 1 9938.931 -0.010 
 1.5 1  0.5 0 9940.903 -0.021 

2 1.5 2 1 0.5 1 19852.696 0.011 
 1.5 1  0.5 0 19853.248 0.021 
 2.5 3  1.5 2 19869.574 -0.008 
 2.5 2  1.5 1 19869.850 -0.004 

3 2.5 3 2 1.5 2 29783.341 0.011 
 2.5 2  1.5 1 29783.502 0.010 
 3.5 4  2.5 3 29800.086 -0.008 
 3.5 3  2.5 2 29800.209 -0.002 

4 3.5 4 3 2.5 3 39713.730 0.014 
 3.5 3  2.5 2 39713.801 0.003 
 4.5 5  3.5 4 39730.437 -0.002 
 4.5 4  3.5 3 39730.488 -0.016 

As described in Chapter 2, the SPFIT program with the Hund’s case (b) 

Hamiltonian containing the rotational, the electron spin-rotational coupling, as well as the 

hyperfine terms in general was applied to this radical for data fitting. The total coupling 

scheme for MgCCH radical is that: the rotational angular momentum N couples with the 

total electron spin angular momentum S to give the fine structure, J = N + S, which 

further couples with the nuclear spin angular momentum I to give the hyperfine structure,  

F = J + I(H). Due to the total electron spin (S=1/2) in the doublet state, every N state is 

split into two J levels, which are further doubly split into hyperfine levels by hydrogen 

nuclear spin (I=½). The combined fitting results of mm and sub-mm wave data (44 lines 
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from Brewster, Apponi, Xin and Ziurys (1999)) as well as the FTMW data are listed in 

Table 4.2. 

19852.8 19853.4 19869.5 19870.0

MgCCH (X 2Σ+)~
N = 2      1→

J = 1.5      0.5→ J = 2.5      1.5→

F = 2     1→
F = 1     0→

F = 3     2→

F = 2     1→

Frequency (MHz)  

Figure 4.3 Two fine-structure components of the N = 2 → 1 transition of the MgCCH main 

isotopologue created by DALAS. Hyperfine lines arising from the 1H nuclear spin (I=1/2) and 

appearing in Doppler doublets are labeled by quantum number F. This spectrum is a compilation of four 

600 kHz wide scans with 100 shots per scan, and there is one frequency break in the spectrum. The 

conditions to take the scans were the same as those in Figure 4.1 except that 0.1% C2H2 in Ar was used 

instead. 

Table 4.2 Spectroscopic Constants for MgCCH (X 2Σ+) main isotopologue in MHz.a

 Combined Fita Literature valuesb

   B 4965.33523(23) 4965.3346 
   D 0.00223274(16) 0.0022324 
   H 1.495(37)×10-9 1.44 ×10-9

   γ 16.6766(20) 16.488 
   γD -3.46(26)×10-5  
  bF (H) 4.7556(50)  
  c(H) 1.776(12)  
  rms 0.018  
aBoth the FTMW data in Table 4.1 and the mm & sub-mm data from b were used; 
 Errors in the parentheses are 1σ in the last quoted decimal places. 
bValues from Brewster, Apponi, Xin and Ziurys (1999). 
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4.4 Fine and Hyperfine structures in MgCCH 

Detailed discussion regarding the geometry and hyperfine structure of MgS can be 

found in Walker and Gerry (1997). Here, we will only focus on the fine and hyperfine 

structures of MgCCH radical in its X2Σ+ electronic state. 

The mm and sub-mm spectrum of MgCCH radical was first recorded in our group 

but with wrong assignment, which resulted in a bigger B value of 5010.38 MHz 

[Anderson and Ziurys 1995]. Four years later, a correction was made also by our group 

and the spectroscopic constants based on the corrected assignment are listed in Table 4.2 

as literature values for comparison [Brewster, Apponi, Xin and Ziurys 1999]. Apparently, 

the FTMW work matches the latter mm and sub-mm experiment very well with almost 

identical rotational and fine-structure constants from the combined fit with a fitting rms 

only 18 kHz. 

The electron spin-rotation coupling constant γ in Table 4.2 is only about 16 MHz. 

For a Hund’s case (b) molecule like MgCCH (X2Σ+), γ contains a direct but minor 

contribution from the rotation nuclei, as well as the major but indirect second order 

electronic contribution arising from the admixture of the ground and excited electronic 

states due to the end-to-end rotation, which is also called L uncoupling. L uncoupling is a 

transfer of angular momentum from the end-to-end rotation to electronic orbital motion. 

Electrons are partially excited by rotation to a state with orbital angular momentum lying 

along N quanta and hence have a magnetic field to interact with the electron’s magnetic 

moment. For a molecule with the ground state in 2Σ+, the magnitude of γ depends on how 

close the next state lies: the easer of the excitation, the bigger γ value [Carrington 1974; 
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Gordy and Cook 1984]. Therefore, the small γ value probably indicates the well isolated 

X2Σ+ state of MgCCH radical. 

In Table 4.2, the Fermi contact and the electron spin-nuclear spin dipolar constants 

bF and c are also listed for the hyperfine couplings arising from the hydrogen nucleus. 

The Fermi contact constant, bF, is proportional to both the nuclear g-factor and the 

electron density of the s orbitals around the coupling nucleus. The dipolar coupling 

constant, c, is proportional to the nuclear g-factor as well as the field gradient (mostly 

from p orbitals) around the coupling nucleus arising specifically from the electrons giving 

contribution to the electronic angular momentum [Townes and Schawlow 1975]. Both 

bF(H) and c(H) constants are quite small, which probably reflect the bulk of the unpaired 

electron density mostly lying at the magnesium atom, instead of the hydrogen atom. 

However, the bF(H) constant is about 3 times larger than the c(H) constant, suggesting 

that the electron density around hydrogen nucleus is primarily present in s orbitals as 

opposed to p orbitals, which is a reasonable expectation for a hydrogen atom. 
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CHAPTER 5.  SPECTROSCOPY OF ALUMINUM-CONTAINING 

MOLECULES 

5.1 Introduction 

Aluminum compounds can get involved in many reactions as catalysts during the 

organic synthesis. For example, AlCl3 is the well-known Friedel–Crafts catalyst for 

alkylation and acylation; in the presence of aluminumisopropylate, ketones can be 

reduced to secondary alcohols, or vice versa; methylalumoxane or triethylaluminium is 

one of the famous Ziegler-Natta catalysts used to synthesize polymers of 1-alkenes 

[Carey and Sundberg 1983; Jackman and Mills 1949; Groves 1972; Arlman and Cossee 

1964]. It is also reported that aluminum atoms can participate in many modes of chemical 

bonding, such as C-H, C-C and C-O insertion [Tse and Morris 1989; Himmel 2003]. In 

material sciences, aluminum-doped carbides, such as AlmCnHx clusters, can potentially 

act as hydrogen storage materials due to their non-classical and non-stoichiometric 

structures, which are different from most metal carbide clusters with cubic frameworks 

and layered structures [Boldyrev, Simons, Li and Wang 1999]. Despite many postulated 

mechanisms, to date, only limited spectroscopic knowledge has been obtained in the 

molecular level to explain or confirm the association between the properties of a single 

aluminum-containing compound and its bulky behaviors in complicated systems. On the 

other hand, over the past decade, aluminum-containing molecules, AlF, AlCl, and AlNC 

have been identified in the circumstellar envelope [Ziurys, Apponi and Phillips 1994; 

Ziurys, Savage, Highberger, Apponi, Guelin and Cernicharo 2002]. Since new molecules 

such as AlCCH and AlCC were proposed by astrochemists to potentially exist in many 
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interstellar sources [Liu, Zhao, Song, Zhang and Sun 2010], more laboratory 

spectroscopic data regarding those aluminum-containing species need to be recorded. 

Rotational spectra of many aluminum-containing molecules have been measured by 

other groups with the FTMW spectrometer. But most of those molecules, such as AlF, 

AlCl, AlBr, AlI and AlNC, are easy to produce by the laser ablation technique with 

appropriate halogen or cyanogen precursors [Hensel, Styger, Jäger, Merer and Gerry 

1993; Walker and Gerry 1997; Walker and Gerry 1999]. However, from our experience 

both in the mm/sub-mm laboratory and FTMW laboratory, organoaluminium molecules 

are always difficult to synthesize perhaps because of their explosive, as well as elusive, 

chemical behavior. It is very common that FTMW spectroscopy involving 

organoaluminium radicals requires repetitive, lengthy searches through frequency space 

due to their inefficient synthesis and scarce literature values. Since our targets molecules 

includes AlCCH(X1Σ+), AlCC(X2A’), and AlCH3(X1A1), we tried a flammable 

organoaluminium precursor, namely Al(CH3)3 to achieve better productivity. As long as 

the organometallic precursor works for the three species, it might be applied to others 

aluminum-bearing molecules. 

5.2 Experimental 

AlCH3 was selected as our test molecule at the beginning since its mm/sub-mm 

spectrum is known [Robinson and Ziurys 1996]. The other advantage is that monomethyl 

aluminum should be easy to make from the Al(CH3)3 by taking two methyl groups away 

with discharge. Pure argon at a pressure about 35 psi was passed over liquid Al(CH3)3 

(Aldrich, 99%) contained in a Pyrex U-tube at room temperature, as shown in Figure 3.6, 
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and the resultant gas mixture was delivered through the pulsed discharge nozzle (copper 

ring electrodes) at a repetition rate of 12 Hz. The gas pulse duration was set to 500 µs 

along with a 30-35 SCCM mass flow. The discharge voltage was set to 1000 V resulting 

in a current about 50 mA. Within a single gas pulse, three 150 µs free induction decay 

(FID) signals were recorded and averaged. (In order to take advantage of a single pulse 

with multiple FID recordings, the direction of the gas pulse should not be perpendicular 

to the mirror axis as shown in Figure 1.2, which only provides the minimum gas travel 

length inside the microwave beam. With nozzle setup along the mirror axis or in our case, 

40° relative to the mirror axis, multiple FIDs could possibly improve the signal to noise 

ratio due to the long lifetime of the molecules.) Unfortunately, we could not get AlCH3 

with the FTMW spectrometer at the beginning after a couple of narrow surveys (5-10 

MHz each). Then we switched to AlNC(X1Σ+) because the exactly FTMW frequencies 

were measured by the Gerry group [Walker and Gerry 1997]. This time, instead of pure 

argon, 0.05% (CN)2 in argon at about 35 psi was passed over the same Al(CH3)3 

containing Pyrex U-tube while other conditions were hold the same. We succeeded this 

time for the first trail with 500 shots per scan, which took less than an hour including 

making (CN)2 sample gas. 

Since we made AlNC, we proved that our aluminum source should not be the 

reason for the lack of success with AlCH3. We then tried more wide surveys (10-30 MHz) 

and failed without any reasonable explanation. When cleaning the nozzle system, 

however, we found that the inner wall of the Teflon tube was coated with Al2O3 powder 
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about 0.5 mm in thickness. Obviously, Al(CH3)3 is very reactive and reacted with the 

residual water and/or oxygen absorbed inside the Teflon tube. 

We also tried to search AlCCH based on the optical work (Maier), which provided 

estimated rotational constant B, 0.16487 cm-1 (4942.678 MHz) [Apetrei, Ding and Maier 

2007]. We set the conditions similar to that for AlNC except that 0.3% acetylene was 

used instead. We searched AlCCH about 1 GHz and found nothing. As a matter of fact, 

for more than one year, attempts to produce AlCCH on both FTMW spectrometer and 

mm/sub-mm spectrometers failed. However, the turning point came one day. Before we 

pumped a small amount (less than 0.5 ml) of Al(CH3)3 left in the U-tube after a long 

survey for AlCCH, we performed another short survey for AlCH3 with pure argon. We 

obtained the FTMW spectrum of AlCH3 for the first time. We also discovered that the 

production of aluminum bearing molecules became better when we kept the system 

working longer since Al(CH3)3 in the carrier gas would first neutralize the reactive 

contaminants along the gas path.  For AlCH3, with small dipole moment, it normally took 

about two hours for the lines showing up, which might apply to other species with the Al-

C bond. Later on, Professor Dennis Clouthier at University of Kentucky provided us with 

a more accurate AlCCH constant, 0.165737 cm-1 (4968.670 MHz). Combining his data 

and our new experience with the precursor Al(CH3)3, we obtained AlCCH spectrum in 

one week with the same condition we tried before. 

We also recorded the spectrum of AlOH  by using a setup with two parallel Pyrex 

U-tubes, of which one containing liquid Al(CH3)3 at RT and the other containing water at 

around 0 °C, right before the nozzle with 30 psi pure Ar and 25 SCCM gas flow.  
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5.3 Results and Analysis 

Figure 5.1 shows the spectrum of the test molecule, AlNC, measured by our FTMW 

spectrometer. This is just part of the hyperfine lines of the J = 2 → 1 transition. 

23939.20 23939.40 23939.60

J = 2      1→

AlNC (X 1Σ+) 
~

F = 4.5     3.5→

F1 = 4.5     3.5→

F = 5.5     4.5→

F1 = 3.5     2.5→
F = 3.5     2.5→

F1 = 4.5     3.5→

F = 3.5     2.5→

Frequency (MHz)  

Figure 5.1 Spectrum of the J = 2 → 1 transition of the AlNC main isotopologue, showing the hyperfine 

components due to both the 27Al nuclear spin (I=5/2) and 14N nuclear spin (I=1). Doppler components 

and quantum numbers labeled by the F1 and F are shown for each hyperfine transition. The spectrum is 

a 600 kHz wide scan with 500 shots and 35 psi backing pressure with 30 SCCM mass flow. 

For AlCH3, only the lowest rotational transition, Jk = 10 → 00, can be measured by 

this spectrometer. Three hyperfine lines were obtained for this species. While for AlCCH, 

spectra of all the five isotopologues were observed: thirty three hyperfine lines of four 

rotational transitions for the main isotopologue; ten hyperfine lines of two lowest 

rotational transitions for both Al12C13CH and Al13C12CH; twenty six hyperfine lines of 

four rotational transitions for Al13C13CH; and thirty three hyperfine lines of three 

rotational transitions for Al12C12CD. Just like AlCH3, only the lowest rotational transition 

is available for AlOH and thus three hyperfine lines were obtained for this species. All of 
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the measured frequencies of AlCH3 and AlOH and their representative spectra can be 

found in Appendix B. All of the measured frequencies of the five AlCCH isotopologues 

and the representative spectra of certain isotopologues can be found in Appendix A. Here 

we only show the complete hyperfine lines of J = 1 → 0 transitions of AlCCH and 

AlCCD, and J = 2 → 1 transition of AlCCH in Figure 5.2, Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4 

respectively. For AlCCH, the hyperfine components arising from the 27Al nuclear spin 

(I=5/2) are indicated by F quantum numbers in both Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.4. For 

AlCCD in Figure 5.3, the label F1 indicates the coupling with Al nucleus while label F 

indicates further coupling with deuterium nucleus. In all of the aluminum-containing 

species’ spectra we observed, as shown in the figures, due to the gas beam orientation to 

the cavity axis, every  measured  transition  appears  as Doppler doublets, which was also 

9957.8 9958.0 9958.29954.0 9954.2 9954.49945.2 9945.4 9945.6
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Figure 5.2 Spectrum of the J = 1 → 0 transition of the AlCCH main isotopologue, showing the 

hyperfine components due to the 27Al nuclear spin (I=5/2). Doppler components and quantum numbers 

labeled by the F are shown for each hyperfine transition. The spectrum is a compilation of three 600 

kHz wide scans and there are two frequency breaks in the spectrum. 1000 shots were accumulated for 

each scan with 35 psi backing pressure and 32 SCCM gas flow. 
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explained in Chapter 3. There are frequency breaks in Figure 5.2, Figure 5.3 and Figure 

5.4 since every spectrum compiles a couple of 600 kHz wide scans. 
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Figure 5.3 Spectrum of the J = 1 → 0 transition of AlCCD, showing the hyperfine components mainly 

due to 27Al nuclear spin (I=5/2). The additional small splittings caused by the deuterium nuclear spin 

((I=1) is resolvable. Doppler components and quantum numbers labeled by the F1 and F are shown for 

each hyperfine transition. This spectrum is a compilation of three 600 kHz wide scans. 1000 shots were 

accumulated for each scan with 35 psi backing pressure and 30 SCCM gas flow. 

The hyperfine structure patterns of the lowest rotational transitions of the main 

isotopologues of AlCH3, AlCCH and AlOH resemble each other since the hyperfine 

coupling arises from the 27Al nuclear spin (I=5/2). The wide line width of the Doppler 

components in the AlCH3 spectrum compared to other species is probably caused by tiny 

H spin-H spin couplings in the molecule. For the 13C singly substituted or doubly 

substituted AlCCH species, the hyperfine patterns turned out to be the same as the main 

isotopologue because 13C does not introduce resolvable hyperfine splittings in closed-

shell molecules. But for AlCCD, although the coupling arising from Al is dominant, the 

hyperfine splittings due to deuterium is resolvable. 
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Figure 5.4 Spectrum of the J = 2 → 1 transition of the AlCCH main isotopologue, showing the complete 

hyperfine components due to the 27Al nuclear spin (I=5/2). Doppler components and quantum numbers 

labeled by the F are shown for each hyperfine transition. This spectrum is a compilation of seven 600 

kHz wide scans. 1000 shots were accumulated for each scan with 35 psi backing pressure and 30 SCCM 

gas flow. 

Our data of the three closed-shell species, AlCH3, AlCCH and AlOH, were 

analyzed by using the nonlinear least square routine SPFIT with a Hamiltonian containing 

rotation, nuclear quadrupole coupling, and nuclear spin-rotation terms in general as 

described in Appendix A and Appendix B. Detailed information regarding the fitted 

constants can be found in those references. 

5.4 Hyperfine structure 

5.4.1 The Nuclear Spin-Rotation Coupling 

As described in Chapter 2, two types of hyperfine couplings could be resolved in 

closed-shell molecules, of which one is the magnetic hyperfine interaction, namely 
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nuclear spin-rotation interaction. The nuclear spin-rotation constant CI is defined by the 

term -gI µN hbb in Equation 2.13 for the coupling nucleus with a spin I and the nuclear g-

factor gI. As shown in Equation 2.11, for a linear molecule, the magnetic field created by 

the molecular rotation is perpendicular to the molecular axis with the expression, H = hbb 

J, where the parameter hbb, a constant to be more exact, determines the magnitude of the 

magnetic field at a specific rotational level. Although closed-shell molecules are not 

supposed to have any electronic angular momentum, the fast rotation can introduce a 

small amount of electronic angular momentum by the admixture of the ground electronic 

state and higher states, which could be the main source of the magnetic field in most of 

the cases and thus determine the magnitude of hbb [Townes and Schawlow 1975]. 

Naturally, we should divide the sources of the contribution to the magnetic field 

into two groups: the electrons and the nuclei, which is, as a matter of fact, what Townes 

and Schalow did at the beginning of their exact treatment to understand the insight into 

the coupling nature [Townes and Schalow 1975].  Here we just quote the results: 

CI = CI
elec + CI

nucl

where CI
elec represents the contribution from the electronic angular momentum and CI

nucl 

is the contribution from nuclear part. Townes and Schalow worked out the two terms 

above by treating the coupling as an effect arising from a second order perturbation of the 

electronic states: 

CI
elec = 4hB∑ −n 0n

2
)n0(

WW
a xL

                            (5.1) 
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CI
nucl = -16πB gI µN

 
∑ ⋅s s
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q

                           (5.2)
      

 

where W0 and Wn are the electronic energies at the ground state and the nth excited state 

respectively; B is the rotational constant at the ground state; L is the electronic orbital 

angular momentum operator; gI is the g-factor of the coupling nucleus under 

consideration and µN is the nuclear magneton; rs is the distance between the coupling 

nucleus and the sth nucleus; qs is the net charge of the sth nucleus; and a = 2gI µNµB (1/r3)av, 

among which µB is the Bohr magneton, r is distance between the certain nucleus and an 

electron, and (1/r3)av is averaged over the electronic wave function. Apparently, both 

Equation 5.1 and Equation 5.2 are related to the rotational constant B and the nuclear 

magnetic moment gI µN, and so does the CI constant. For a given atom, the matrix 

elements in Equation 5.1 might be very close for a series of chemically similar molecules, 

which could result in CI values of the same magnitude as long as the rotational constants 

are also close. 

In fact, Equation 5.1 could be further simplified. The electrons in the inner shells 

can be treated as charges tightly bound to the nuclei in a molecule and the contribution 

from the inner shells can thus be put into Equation 5.2. Then CI
elec would be dominated 

by contribution from the valence electrons and CI
nucl could be very small due to the 

neutralization of the inner electrons. For most closed-shell molecules, the contribution 

from the electronic angular momentum dominates. To a rough approximation, only the 

first excited electronic state dominates in the summation of Equation 5.1 and is 

proportional to the (1/r3)av of the p electron around the certain nucleus, hence 
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  CI
 = 8hBgI µNµB<r-3>np

 +ΣΠ
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                      (5.3) 

where  and  are the two lowest electronic energies of a linear closed-shell 

molecule. Finally, the parameter h

Π1A
W +Σ1X

W

bb in Equation 2.13 (CI
 = -gI µN hbb) is endowed with 

precise physical meanings. As a matter of fact, Gerry and coworkers also worked out the 

problem by using the Hund’s case (b) Hamiltonian in Equation 2.19 as a perturbing 

Hamiltonian and reached the same conclusion indicated by Equation 5.3 [ Hensel, Styger, 

Jäger, Merer and Gerry 1993]. They even further simplified the results in Equation 5.3 by 

using the coefficients of linear-combination-of-atomic-orbitals (LCAO) and the single-

electron integrals, and thus provided a method to qualitatively evaluate the contribution 

of atomic orbitals to the molecular orbitals based on the nuclear spin-rotation coupling 

constants. 

If we rearrange the Equation 5.3 slightly, we can conclude that: 

 nprBg
C

>< −3
0I

I should be proportional to 
+ΣΠ

+

−

ΠΣ

11 XA

211 )AX

WW
xL

 

Ideally, if CI values of different nuclei are resolved in the same molecules, every 

individual CI value should be able to reach the same CI/B0gI<r-3> ratio since all the 

coupling nuclei are in the same electronic state manifold. In Table 5.1, we listed the 

rotational and nuclear spin-rotation coupling constants of five Al-containing molecules, 

AlCCH, AlCN, AlBr, AlCl and AlNC. From the calculation of CI/B0gI<r-3>, one can find 

that although the CI/B0gI<r-3> ratios in the same molecule are of the same order of 

magnitude, they do not precisely agree with each other. It seems that there is a trend, 
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more clearly seen in molecules such as halides, the CI/B0gI<r-3> ratio at the Al nucleus is 

much larger than that at the halogen nucleus. According to Townes and Schalow (1975), 

the discrepancy could be mainly ascribed to the ‘quite dissimilar electronic surroundings’ 

around the different nuclei. Since <r-3> appearing in Equation 5.3 is also related to the 

field gradient around the certain nucleus [Gordy and Cook 1984], the nuclear spin-

rotation coupling, just like the nuclear electric quadrupole coupling, could be more 

appropriate to be regarded as a local property, rather than a uniform property of the 

molecule. Since <r-3> values in Table 5.1 are from the calculation of atoms, we have to 

reconsider or estimate the real values in a molecule. Townes and Schalow (1975) 

proposed that, besides the atomic characteristics, <r-3> is proportional to the time the 

electron spends on the coupling nucleus when producing the molecular magnetic moment 

during the rotation. So, larger CI/B0gI<r-3> values at Al atoms in all five molecules could 

be roughly explained: due to the electronegativity difference across the Al bond, the 

electron spends less time at the Al nucleus and thus results in smaller <r-3>Al. However, 

the conditions might vary slightly from one molecule to another as shown in Table 5.1. 

Table 5.1. Spectroscopic Constants of Five Al-bearing Molecules and Group Electronegativities of  
Five Moieties in these Molecules.a

 AlCCHb,c AlCNb AlBrb AlClb AlNCb

B0 4976.086 5025.412 4759.727 7288.724 5984.677 
CI (Al) 4.9 4.38 4.12 5.54 3.85 

CI (Al)/B0gI(Al)<r-3>Al 4.53 4.01 4.00 3.50 2.96 
CI (X)d  1.47 13.56 3.52 1.56 

CI (X)/B0gI(X)<r-3>X
d  2.01 1.33 1.05 1.79 

Electronegativity(G)e 2.66 2.69 2.96 3.16 3.26 
aB0  in MHz; CI in kHz; gI in nm from Stone (2005), gI(Al)=1.46, gI(Cl)=0.55, gI(Br)=1.40 and gI(N) = 0.40; 
<r-3> in a.u. from Morton and Preston (1978), <r-3>Al = 1.49, <r-3>Cl = 8.39, <r-3>Br = 15.25, <r-3>N =3.60; 
CI /B0gI<r-3> in 1.5×10-8 nm2. 
bSpectroscopic constants from Appendix B. 
cSpectroscopic constants from Appendix A. 
dX = N for both AlCN and AlNC; X = Br and Cl for AlBr and AlCl respectively. 
eValues from Appendix B; G=-CCH, -CN, -Br, -Cl, -NC for AlCCH, AlCN, AlBr, AlCl, AlNC respectively. 
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Another trend in Table 5.1 is that the Al CI/B0gI<r-3> ratios change the opposite 

way as the electronegativity of the counterpart moiety of the Al atom in the five species. 

The explanation from Townes and Schalow (1975) for metal halides is that the energy 

difference between the two lowest electronic energies, - in Equation 5.3, could 

dominantly cause that phenomenon: for halides of the same metal, the energy separation 

would decrease from small molecules to big molecules. By using the ionicity of the bond 

across the metal instead of the size of the molecules, we might make a similar conclusion: 

from AlNC to AlCCH, due to less ionic and more covalent characters across the Al bond, 

the energy difference between  and decreases, and thus causes the increase of 

the Al C

Π1A
W +Σ1X

W

Π1A
W +Σ1X

W

I/B0gI<r-3> ratios. Since it is well accepted that covalent character can strengthen 

and shorten a bond in a molecule, a comparison of the Al-C bond lengths in two 

molecules, 1.986 Å for AlCCH, and 2.015 Å for AlCN [Appendix B], might validate our 

conclusion above to some extent.  

For the nuclei N, Cl, and Br in AlCN, AlCl and AlBr respectively, the same trend of 

CI/B0gI<r-3> can also be observed, but not for AlNC, which might suggest that 

comparison of different nuclei by that method is not very practical due to their ‘dissimilar 

electronic surroundings’. However, in spite of the small discrepancy, the CI/B0gI<r-3> 

ratios among all the five Al-containing species in Table 5.1 are very close, especially for 

the Al values (3.0-4.5 in the unit shown in Table 5.1), which might suggest similar 

electronic state manifolds for those molecules, to be more specific, a single ionic bond 

across the Al atom, but possibly with a small amount of covalent characters for certain 

molecules such as AlCCH. 
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5.4.2 Nuclear Electric Quadrupole Coupling 

The nuclear electric quadrupole coupling in a molecule is informative because it is 

indicative of the electric field gradient across the coupling nucleus as well as the local 

bonding nature around that nucleus. In Appendix A and Appendix B, the nuclear electric 

quadrupole coupling among the aluminum-containing molecules has been thoroughly 

discussed. So, in this chapter, we will only cite some important data and summarize the 

final conclusions reached in those papers. 

Table 9 in Appendix B lists the Al nuclear quadrupole coupling constants (NQCCs) 

of ten closed-shell aluminum-containing molecules, including those synthesized with our 

FTMW spectrometer, namely AlNC, AlCH3, AlCCH, and AlOH. Although Al atom is 

expected to form a single p-σ bond with the ten groups in that table, the NQCCs suggest 

otherwise. The field gradient at the Al nucleus with a single p-σ bond in a molecule 

should be close to the field gradient in a free Al atom, eQq310(Al) = -37.52 MHz, 

provided that the pσ bond is pure covalent. Considering the positive pole at the aluminum 

atom in all the ten species, one might expect less field gradient at the Al nucleus in those 

molecules than that in a free Al atom. However, both AlCCH and AlCH3 provide larger 

Al NQCCs than the free Al atom. Another extreme case is AlF, which should give no 

quadrupole coupling at the Al nucleus due to the pure ionic bonding nature compared to 

the observed -37.49 MHz, the same magnitude as the free atom.  

According to Gordy and Cook, the hybridization among the Al 3s and 3p atomic 

orbitals could be induced during the bonding formation in the molecules [Gordy and 

Cook 1984]. By doing so, the predominant contribution to the field gradient at the Al 
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nucleus comes from the fully filled counter-hybridized orbital, instead of the pσ bond. By 

applying Townes-Dailey model, the αs
2 values, namely the s character percentages of the 

pσ bond as a consequence of the hybridization at the Al atom, are obtained and the results 

are shown in Table 11 of Appendix B.  

Apparently, the Al NQCC is roughly proportional to αs
2, especially among the 

molecules of the same type of bonding, such as AlCH3, AlCCH and AlCN with Al-C 

bond, or aluminum halides. However, the Al NQCC increases with less ionic character 

across the Al bond only among AlCH3, AlCCH and AlCN, but follows the opposite 

direction for the other species. The conclusion made for the NQCC pattern among AlCH3, 

AlCCH, and AlCN is that hybridization of the Al atomic orbitals might strengthen Al-C 

bonding by introducing a small amount of covalent feature to the bond and is thus more 

favored for groups such as CH3 with less electronegativity, which matches the earlier 

conclusion we made about the nuclear spin-rotation coupling constants of five Al-

containing molecules in the last section. It might be further confirmed by the Al-C bond 

lengths listed in Table 12 of Appendix B, 1.980 Å for AlCH3, 1.986 Å for AlCCH, and 

2.015 Å for AlCN. But for halides, AlOH, and AlNC, the hybridization on the positive 

atom is induced entirely by the strong electric field created by the large primary dipole 

moment of the ionic bond. That is why the general trends among those molecules are 

toward increasing hybridization on the positive atom with increasing ionic character of 

the bond. 

Based on the Al NQCCs and the theoretical calculation of Largo and coworkers, the 

back-donation from the 1πu
 orbital of the -CCH, -CN or -NC moiety to Al 3px or 3py 
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orbital should not happen due to the large energy gap between those orbitals. A 

conclusion similar to the one made in the last section about the bonding nature across the 

Al atom was reached in Appendix B: bonds across the Al atom among the ten species are 

dominantly ionic without multiple characters, but possibly with a small amount of 

covalent characters in the Al-C bond among AlCH3, AlCCH and AlCN. 

In Appendix A, the deuterium quadrupole coupling was also resolved for the 

AlCCD isotopologue due to the high resolution of our FTMW spectrometer. Compared to 

aluminum, the deuterium quadrupole coupling strength in AlCCD is very weak, 0.2 MHz 

vs. 42.4 MHz in Table 3 of Appendix A. The origin of the deuterium quadrupole 

coupling is quite different from most of the nuclei that can also give quadrupole 

interactions in molecules. Normally, small deuterium coupling was observed only in 

high-resolution spectroscopy and is believed to be introduced by orbital distortion effects, 

which is proportional to the bond force constant and is thus related to the bond length as 

shown in Table 5 of Appendix A. Therefore, the deuterium quadrupole coupling strength 

would be a simple but sensitive probe to sense the bond length, i.e. a decrease of bond 

length would increase the quadrupole coupling, or vice versa. 
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CHAPTER 6.  SPECTROSCOPY OF ARSENIC-CONTAINING 

MOLECULES AND RELATED SPECIES 

6.1 Introduction 

Arsenic is actually a metalloid and probably due to its notoriously poisonous nature, 

not many arsenic-containing molecules were characterized by spectroscopic techniques. 

In the theoretical field, however, due to the rising interests in the functional materials 

made of arsenic-doped carbon clusters as well as the arsenic ylides in organic synthesis, 

calculations of many arsenic containing species have been done at different levels to 

achieve understanding on their bonding natures [Naito, Nagase and Yamataka 1994; 

Dobbs, Boggs and Cowley 1997; Liu, Chen, Zheng, Zhang and Au 2004]. 

So far, the only new arsenic-containing molecule produced by our FTMW 

spectrometer is the CCAs radical in its X2Пr state. Just like silicon dicarbide, CCSi, the 

competition between linear structure and T-shape structure could only be confirmed by 

the experimental spectroscopic results. Largo and coworkers predicted that main group 

metals in the second row and the first row transition metals should always form the T-

shaped structure in the ground electronic state [Largo, Redondo, Barrientos 2004; Rayon, 

Redondo, Barrientos and Largo 2006]. However, in spite of the metallic nature of arsenic, 

the Largo group predicted that, just like the phosphorus dicarbide (CCP), the arsenic 

dicarbide (CCAs) should also adopt a linear geometry in the ground electronic state with 

a stable low-lying T-shaped 2B2 state nearby (0.4 eV above ground state for CCP vs. 0.2 

eV for CCAs) [Rayon, Barrientos, Redondo and Largo 2010]. The structures of both CCP 

and CCAs radicals were firstly confirmed by the Clouthier group via their electronic data 
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[Sunahori, Wei and Clouthier 2008; Wei, Grimminger, Sunahori and Clouthier 2008]. 

Based on their estimated electronic structure and rotational constants, more precise 

geometries of both radicals were determined in our group by both the mm and sub-mm 

spectrometer and the FTMW spectrometer. More details can be found in Appendix C and 

Appendix D. Since we also obtained another phosphorus-containing radical, PCN, in its 

X3Σ- state, it might be reasonable to put them together in this chapter.    

6.2 Experimental 

The traditional discharge nozzle with the copper ring electrodes was used to 

produce CCAs, CCP and PCN radicals. The precursors of CCAs radical were a mixture 

of AsCl3 and unpurified acetylene in argon gas. 0.3% acetylene in Ar at 20 psi (absolute) 

stagnation pressure was passed over the surface of liquid AsCl3 (Aldrich, 99%) in a Pyrex 

U-tube at room temperature as described in Chapter 3, and then was pulsed through a 0.8 

mm nozzle orifice into the discharge source at a repetition rate of 12 Hz. The gas pulse 

duration was set to 500 us and created a 20-30 SCCM mass flow. To achieve maximum 

signal of CCAs, the discharge voltage was adjusted to 1000 V with 50 mA current. To 

take advantage of one single gas pulse, three 150 µsec FIDs from individual microwave 

pulses were taken. To produce 13C isotopologues of CCAs, 0.3% H13C13CH (Cambridge 

Isotopes, 99% enrichment) in Ar was used for 13C13CAs while a mixture of 0.2% CH4 

and 0.2% 13CH4 (Cambridge Isotopes, 99% enrichment) in Ar was for C13CAs and 

13CCAs. The backing pressure for C13CAs and 13CCAs was enhanced to 25 psi during the 

signal optimization. Normally, 1000 shots per scan were taken for CCAs and 13C13CAs 

while 2000 shots per scan were obtained for C13CAs and 13CCAs. 
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In order to produce CCP radical, liquid PCl3 (Aldrich, 99%) at -20 °C was used 

instead. The best signal of CCP was produced using a mixture of PCl3 and 0.3% HCCH 

in Ar at 35 psi with a mass flow of about 30 SCCM. The typical discharge voltage needed 

to create CCP was 1000 V at 50 mA. To create the 13C isotopologues of CCP, 0.3% 

H13C13CH in Ar was used for 13C13CP with other conditions fixed to the same as for the 

main isotopologue; for both C13CP and 13CCP, a mixture of 0.2% CH4 and 0.2% 13CH4 in 

Ar was used and the backing pressure was adjusted to 10-15 psi with a mass flow about 

20 SCCM. While for PCN radical, the mixture of PCl3 and 0.3% (CN)2 in Ar was used. 

PCN radical was very difficult to make compared to CCP and CCAs. Although only the 

main isotopologue was searched, it took almost three months to obtain enough transitions. 

The conditions varied from one day to another, but the best PCN signal was achieved one 

day when 12 psi gas mixture with a mass flow about 20 SCCM was used and the dc 

discharge was set to 1100 V. Averagely, 1500 shots per scan was applied to most of the 

surveys for PCN radical. 

6.3 Results and Analysis 

Before we searched the CCP and CCAs lines, we tried to record the spectra of the 

precursors, AsCl3 and PCl3 based on Kisliuk and Townes’ work [Kisliuk and Townes 

1950]. Due to the resolution of their spectrometer back to 1950s, Kisliuk and Townes 

could not resolve the hyperfine splitting for either PCl3 or AsCl3. Since their frequency 

coverage was right for our FTMW spectrometer, we did not do any prediction and aimed 

our spectrometer directly at the main isotopologue frequencies they recorded. As shown 

in Figure 6.1, one strong hyperfine component of the J = 5 → 4 transition of PCl3 was 
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recorded. The spectrum is a 600 kHz wide scan with 500 shots. As a matter of fact, we 

obtained a few more lines around, but we did not assign them. The tiny splitting in Figure 

6.1 is very likely due to the small chlorine nuclear spin-chlorine nuclear spin interaction. 

We also recorded a couple of AsCl3 lines. One AsCl3 spectrum of the J = 6 → 5 transition 

is shown in Figure 6.2, which is a compilation of two 600 kHz wide scans with 500 shots 

per scan. We could not assign the hyperfine lines either. Apparently, the line intensity of 

AsCl3 in Figure 6.2 is weaker than the PCl3 line in Figure 6.2, which could be caused by 

the extra arsenic hyperfine splitting as well as the low population in higher rotational 

level of AsCl3 (J = 6 → 5 for AsCl3 vs. J = 5 → 4 for PCl3). 

26172.52 26172.74 26172.96

PCl3 (X 1A1) 
~

J = 5     4→

spin-spin?

F1,F2,F = ?,?,?

Frequency (MHz)  

Figure 6.1 One hyperfine component of the J = 5 → 4 transition of the PCl3 main isotopologue shown in 

Doppler doublets. The spectrum is a 600 kHz wide scan of 500 shots and was taken at 35 psi backing 

pressure with 30 SCCM pure argon flow passing over the surface of liquid PCl3 in a Pyrex U-tube at -20 

°C. The hyperfine line in the spectrum was not assigned. The small splitting is likely caused by the Cl 

nuclear spin-Cl nuclear spin interaction. 
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Figure 6.2 Unassigned hyperfine lines of the J = 6 → 5 transition of the AsCl3 main isotopologue shown 

in Doppler doublets. The spectrum is a compilation of two 600 kHz wide scans with 500 shots per scan 

and was taken at 20 psi backing pressure with 20 SCCM pure argon flow passing over the surface of 

liquid AsCl3 in a Pyrex U-tube at RT. 

For the CCP radical, since the mm and sub-mm data were obtained first and the 

rotational constants are thus well known, short surveys about 20 MHz were conducted to 

search the hyperfine lines of the X2П1/2 state, namely the Ω = ½ component. In total, two 

lowest rotational transitions were obtained for all the four isotopologues: 12 hyperfine 

lines for the main isotopologue, 49 hyperfine lines for 13C13CP, and 22 hyperfine lines for 

both 12C13CP and 12C12CP isotopologues. As described in Chapter 2, the CCP radical is a 

typical Hund’s case (a) molecule with dominate L·S coupling compared to other 

interactions. Then, Hamiltonian for case (a) molecules containing the electron spin-orbit, 

the Λ-doubling as well as the magnetic hyperfine terms in general was applied to this 

radical for data fitting. For the CCP main isotopologue, the hyperfine splitting arises from 

the phosphorus nuclear spin (I=1/2) with the coupling scheme, F = J + I(P). But for 
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13Cα
13CβP, the reasonable coupling scheme is F1=J + I1(P), F2 = F1 + I2(13Cα), and F = F2 

+ I3(13Cβ). For C13CP and 13CCP, the complexity of the coupling is in between: the 

scheme of F1=J + I1(P), F = F1 + I2(13Cα/β) is appropriate. All the rotational lines, 

including the mm, sub-mm and FTMW data, as well as the fitted spectroscopic constants 

of the CCP species can be found in Appendix C. In contradiction to our expectation, from 

the resolved hyperfine constants, hyperfine coupling strength arising from Cα is much 

stronger than that from Cβ. 

In order to make a precise prediction of the CCAs pure rotational transitions for the 

FTMW experiment without mm and sub-mm data, a couple of references were used at 

the very beginning. Firstly, Wei et al provided spin-orbital, rotational, and lambda-

doubling constants for two CCAs species (12C12CAs and 13C13CAs) based on their 

experimental fitting [Wei, Grimminger, Sunahori and Clouthier 2008]. Also, it might be 

reasonable to propose that the magnitude of magnetic hyperfine couplings in CCAs is of 

the same order as that in CCP. Although P has nuclear g-factor twice than As, the spin 

density, if following the decreasing trend from CCN to CCP, might just offset the 

coupling strength. So, our previous experimental magnetic hyperfine constants for CCP 

were directly copied for the CCAs system. However, in contrast to the CCP radical, 

whose nuclei do not have any electric quadrupole moments, CCAs might have strong 

quadrupole coupling arising from the As nucleus due to its large quadrupole moment 

(0.3×10-28 m2) [Stone 2005]. For the atomic As, since the 4p orbitals are half filled and 

thus produce spherical field gradient around the nucleus, the quadrupole coupling does 

not happen to the free atom. However, during the bonding with other atoms, the 
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hybridization of p atomic orbitals with s or d orbital can cause the spherical field gradient 

of p orbitals unbalanced and thus introduce significant electric coupling in molecules. In 

CCP radical, C-P bond length indicates a blend of double-bond and triple-bond characters. 

Here if we assume a similar molecular structure for CCAs radical, a degree of 

hybridization lies between sp3 and sp hybrids might be expected and a 45 percent of s 

character (αs
2) in the pσ bond should be a reasonable estimation (The same number of αs

2 

was used for NNO) [Townes and Schawlow 1975]. From the simple model described 

above, the expected quadrupole coupling resulting from the unbalanced electron 

population in both hybridized and counterhybridized sp orbitals should be eQq = 

αs
2×eQq410(As), where eQq410  is  the  free  atomic  coupling  constant  and  has a value of  
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Figure 6.3 Spectrum of the J= 2.5→1.5 transition of CCAs (main isotopologue) in its electronic ground 

state, X2П1/2, showing two strong hyperfine lines of both the lambda-doublets, indicated by e and f.  The 

hyperfine lines in Doppler doublets arising from the nuclear spin of As (I=3/2) are labeled by F 

quantum number. Image lines of the two hyperfine transitions were also recorded. The total spectrum 

was created from an aggregate of twelve scans with 1000 shots per scan, and 20 psi backing pressure 

with 20 SCCM gas flow, and there is a frequency break in the spectrum. 
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-433 MHz. So, the electric quadrupole-coupling constant in CCAs is expected to be -195 

MHz [Leung, Cooke and Gerry 2006]. 

Based on the prediction above, we searched the CCAs main isotopologue, and 

obtained 38 hyperfine lines of three lowest rotational transitions. Then, the SPFIT 

program with the Hund’s case (a) Hamiltonian, which is similar to that for CCP but 

including an extra arsenic nuclear quadrupole term, was applied to fit the data, and the 

rotational, lambda doubling as well as the arsenic hyperfine constants were precisely 

obtained. The fitted eQq(As) constant turns out to be -201.79 MHz, very close to our 

predicted -195 MHz. 

Although representative spectra were shown in Appendix D, we want to provide 

more complementary information here regarding this research. As shown in Figure 6.3, 

both the lambda doublets, indicated by e and f, of the J=2.5→1.5 transition of the CCAs 

main isotopologue are further split by the hyperfine interaction arising from the arsenic 

nuclear spin (I=3/2). Each hyperfine line is shown in Doppler doublets and labeled by the 

F quantum number. The two main hyperfine lines (F=4→3) are separated by about 200 

MHz, which is comparable in magnitude to the lambda doubling constant. The spectrum 

was created by combining 12 successive scans, with 1000 shots per scan, and there is a 

frequency break in the spectrum. 

For 13C13CAs, prediction were made by using the fine-structure constants from Wei 

et al, the newly obtained arsenic hyperfine constants, and the two sets of 13C hyperfine 

constants from 13C13CP. A similar coupling scheme to that for 13C13CP was used here: F1 

= J + I1(As), F2 = F1 + I2(13Cα), and F = F2 + I3(13Cβ) for 13Cα
13CβAs. Based on the 
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prediction, 143 hyperfine lines of four lowest rotational transitions were recorded by our 

spectrometer. In Figure 6.4, the spectrum shows the hyperfine structures of the f parity 

component of the J=3.5→2.5 transition of 13C13CAs. Compared to Figure 6.3, a single 

feature there is now split into four components in Figure 6.4 resulting from the hyperfine 

couplings of the two 13C nuclei. The spectrum is a compilation of twelve 600 KHz wide 

scans, with 1000 shots per scan, and there is a frequency break in the spectrum. 
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Figure 6.4 Spectrum of the lambda-doubling f component of the J= 2.5→1.5 transition of 13C13CAs 

(X2П1/2). The hyperfine structure arises from three nuclear spins (13Cα
13CβAs), as indicated by F1(As),  

F2(13Cα), and F(13Cβ). The Doppler doublets are shown for each transition and there is a frequency break 

in the spectrum. The spectrum was created from an aggregate of twelve 600 kHz wide scans with 1000 

shots per scan, and 20 psi backing pressure with 20 SCCM gas flow. The image line of one strong 

transition was also recorded. 

Although larger hyperfine coupling constants were expected from Cα than that from 

Cβ in 13Cα
13CβAs, which is the case for CCP radical, further experiment on the two 13C 

singly substituted species was definitely required to confirm the 13C hyperfine coupling 

assignments. Since we obtained two important isotopologues, additional searches for the 
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two 13C singly substituted species, which have the coupling scheme F1=J+I1(As) and 

F=F1+I2(13Cα/β), became relatively easy due to the known hyperfine constants. Although 

only 34 hyperfine lines of three rotational transitions were obtained for 12C13CAs and 24 

hyperfine lines of two rotational transitions were recorded for 13C12CAs, these data are 

more than enough to provide precise rotational constants and assign the 13C hyperfine 

constants. 
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Figure 6.5 Spectrum of the lambda-doubling f component of the J= 2.5→1.5 transition of 12C13CAs in 

the X2П1/2 state. Hyperfine components, labeled by F1 and F, arise from the coupling of two nuclear 

spins, As (I=3/2) and 13C (I=1/2). The Doppler doublets are shown for each transition. The spectrum 

was created from an aggregate of six scans with 2000 shots per scan, and 25 psi backing pressure with 

30 SCCM gas flow. 

From the fitting results, larger hyperfine coupling constants arising from Cα were 

obtained as expected. Two representative spectra of 12C13CAs and C13C12As in Figure 6.5 

and Figure 6.6 respectively show the hyperfine structures of the f parity component of the 

J=2.5→1.5 transition, which is also comparable to Figure 6.4. Based on the fitting results, 

the first wide splitting (4-5 MHz) in Figure 6.4 should arise from the 13Cα nucleus while 
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the small 2 MHz splitting due to the 13Cβ. Both Figure 6.5 and Figure 6.6 are a 

compilation of six 600 KHz wide scans, with 2000 shots per scan, and there is a 

frequency break in Figure 6.6. It is obvious that the S/N ratio of the two 13C singly 

substituted species is much worse than the two other isotopologues due to different 

production methods. And line contamination from other unknown species made the 

assignments of 13C12CAs even more difficult. As shown in Figure 6.6, two strong 

unidentified lines (*1 and *2 in the graph) as well as the image of the *1 were recorded 

by the spectrometer. All the hyperfine lines, the fitted spectroscopic constants, and more 

representative spectra of the CCAs isotopologues can be found in Appendix D. 
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Figure 6.6 Hyperfine lines of the lambda-doubling f component of the J= 2.5→1.5 transition of 

13C12CAs in the X2П1/2 state. The conditions were the same as those in Figure 6.5. There is a frequency 

break in the spectrum to display the same transitions for 12C13CAs. Two strong unidentified lines are 

shown in *1 and *2, and the image line of *1 was also recorded. 

As mentioned in the experimental section, it took a while to get the PCN (X3Σ-) 

radical by the FTMW spectrometer due to its elusive nature although the rotational 

constants of this species were already obtained from our mm and sub-mm data.  We  only  
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Table 6.1 Observed Rotational Hyperfine Transitions of PCN X3Σ- in MHz. 
N′ J′ F1′ F′ N″ J″ F1″ F″ νobs  νo-c N′ J′ F1′ F′ N″ J″ F1″ F″ νobs  νo-c

1 2 1.5 1.5 2 1 0.5 1.5 19326.171 0.002 2 3 2.5 2.5 1 2 1.5 1.5 29338.626 0.000 
  1.5 0.5   0.5 0.5 19328.700 0.002   2.5 3.5   1.5 2.5 29340.037 -0.001 
  1.5 1.5   0.5 0.5 19329.544 0.000   3.5 3.5   2.5 3.5 29368.765 -0.001 
  1.5 2.5   0.5 1.5 19332.112 0.001   3.5 2.5   2.5 2.5 29371.983 -0.005 
  2.5 2.5   1.5 2.5 19369.123 -0.001   3.5 2.5   2.5 1.5 29373.247 0.002 
  2.5 1.5   1.5 1.5 19371.745 0.004   3.5 3.5   2.5 2.5 29374.572 0.001 
  2.5 1.5   1.5 0.5 19371.401 0.000   3.5 4.5   2.5 3.5 29375.970 0.001 
  2.5 2.5   1.5 1.5 19372.998 0.000 3 3 2.5 2.5 2 2 1.5 1.5 34603.808 -0.006 
  2.5 3.5   1.5 2.5 19374.928 -0.001   2.5 3.5   1.5 2.5 34604.905 -0.005 

2 2 1.5 1.5 1 1 0.5 0.5 23039.743 0.001   3.5 3.5   2.5 2.5 34622.017 0.000 
  1.5 0.5   0.5 0.5 23041.927 -0.001   3.5 2.5   2.5 1.5 34622.152 -0.002 
  1.5 2.5   0.5 1.5 23042.184 0.003   3.5 4.5   2.5 3.5 34622.999 0.001 
  1.5 1.5   0.5 1.5 23043.513 0.000  4 3.5 2.5  3 2.5 1.5 39628.686 -0.002 
  2.5 2.5   1.5 1.5 23088.016 0.000   3.5 3.5   2.5 2.5 39629.837 -0.001 
  2.5 1.5   1.5 0.5 23089.387 0.001   3.5 4.5   2.5 3.5 39630.868 -0.001 
  2.5 3.5   1.5 2.5 23090.680 -0.002   4.5 3.5   3.5 2.5 39657.607 0.000 
 3 2.5 2.5  2 1.5 2.5 29332.686 0.001   4.5 4.5   3.5 3.5 39658.680 0.001 
  2.5 1.5   1.5 1.5 29336.299 -0.001   4.5 5.5   3.5 4.5 39659.735 0.001 
  2.5 1.5   1.5 0.5 29337.146 0.000           
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Figure 6.7 Spectrum of one fine-structure component of the N=1→2 transition of PCN (X3Σ-). 

Hyperfine components arising from two nuclear spins, P(I=1/2) and N(I=1), are labeled by F1 and F 

respectively, and are shown in Doppler doublets for each transition. The spectrum is a compilation of 

twelve 600 kHz wide scans with 1500 shots per scan, and 12 psi backing pressure with 20 SCCM gas 

flow. Image lines (indicated by ‘Im’) of the three ∆F=1 lines were also recorded. Three unidentified 

lines are indicated by ‘*’. 

searched the PCN main isotopologue and obtained 37 hyperfine lines of two rotational 

transitions as listed in Table 6.1. The representative FTMW spectrum of PCN radical in 

Figure 6.7 only shows a few hyperfine lines of the N = 1 → 2 transition as indicated also 

in Figure 6.8. This spectrum is a compilation of twelve 600 KHz wide scans, with 1500 

shots per scan. The F=1.5→1.5 line, which took 3000 shots to get decent S/N ratio, is not 
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really in the figure although the line position is indicated.  As usual, each line is shown in 

Doppler doublets. Image lines (indicated by Im) of some strong transitions were also 

recorded. Unidentified lines (indicated by *) with the same pattern as the strong ∆F=1 

lines might come from certain vibrational state of the same molecule. 

 

Figure 6.8 Energy diagram of two pure rotational levels (N=1 and N=2) of PCN radical in the ground 

vibrational state of the X3Σ- electronic state. The fine structure levels, indicated by J, results from the 

coupling between the rotational angular momentum N and the total electron spin angular momentum S, 

J = N + S. Hyperfine levels are created by the further coupling arising from two nuclear spins, 31P(I=1/2) 

and 14N(I=1), with the coupling scheme: F1 = J + I(31P), F = F1 + I(14N). The solid arrows indicate some 

hyperfine transitions of the normal ∆N=1 transition while the dashed arrows show hyperfine lines from 

the unusual ∆N=-1 transition. 

The SPFIT program with the Hund’s case (b) Hamiltonian containing the rotational, 

the electron spin-rotational coupling, the electron spin-electron spin, as well as the 

hyperfine terms in general was applied to this radical for data fitting. As shown in Figure 

6.8, the total coupling scheme for PCN radical is: the rotational angular momentum N 
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couples with the total electron spin angular momentum S to give the fine structure, J = N 

+ S; then for the hyperfine coupling,  F1 = J + I(P), F = F1 + I(14N). Due to the total 

electron spin (S=3) in the triplet state, both N = 1 and N = 2 states are split into three J 

levels, which are mostly doubly split into hyperfine levels by phosphorus nuclear spin 

(I=½) and are further triply split, in most of the cases, due to the nitrogen nuclear spin 

(I=1). The combined fitting results of mm and sub-mm wave data (145 lines; data not 

shown) as well as the FTMW data are listed in Table 6.2. 

Table 6.2 Spectroscopic Constants for PCN (X 3Σ-) main isotopologue in MHz.a

   B 5769.45738(17) 
   D 0.00197253(11) 
   γ -27.986(11) 
   γD 0.0000878(55) 
   λ 73783.49(15) 
  λD 0.00556(20) 
  bF (P) 155.4126(67) 
  c(P) -447.934(11) 
  bF (N) 5.6225(23) 
  c(N) -14.1938(48) 
  eQq (N) -4.6423(30) 
  rms 0.004 
aBoth the FTMW data (lines in Table 6.1) and mm & sub-mm data (145 lines) were used; 
Errors in the parentheses are 1σ in the last quoted decimal places. 

6.4 Fine and Hyperfine structures in CCAs and Related Molecules 

Detailed discussion regarding the bond lengths, fine structure and hyperfine 

structure of the three group 15 dicarbides, CCN, CCP and CCAs, can be found in 

Appendix C and Appendix D. Here, we intend to gain deeper understanding about the 

electronic states of these dicarbides by providing more spectroscopic information. As 

listed in Table 6.3, some fine and hyperfine constants of the three species are listed for 

comparison. Although the spin-orbit coupling in the 2Пr ground state increases in a rapid 

way from CCN to CCAs, the lambda-doubling of the Ω=1/2 component rises relatively 

slowly. The lambda-doubling constants p+2q for the 2Пr molecule is mostly due to the 
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second order spin-orbit coupling and the electronic Coriolis interaction between the 

ground state and the low-lying 2Σ state, and is assumed to be proportional to 4ABv/hve for 

the Ω=1/2 component, where Bv is the effective rotational constant and ve is the separation 

between the ground state and the low-lying 2Σ state. If we also assume that, for the three 

species, both the electronic manifold and the separation between the ground state and the 

first excited state are comparable, which is true for CCP and CCAs [Sunahori, Wei and 

Clouthier 2008; Wei, Grimminger, Sunahori and Clouthier 2008], the lambda-doubling 

strength could be estimated by the ABv ratio among these species. By comparing the 

ratios between the p+2q constants and relative ABv values, namely (p+2q)/[AB/(AB)CCP] 

in Table 6.3, one can tell this method works well for CCP and CCAs (14% deviation), but 

not for CCN although the ratio for CCN is of the same order of magnitude as the others. 

As a matter of fact, a more complicated calculation for CCN by Ohshima and Endo also 

failed and they ascribed the discrepancy to many different origins such as significant 

contribution from other low-lying excited Σ states [Ohshima and Endo 1995]. 

Hyperfine parameters such as a, b, c, and d could be derived in terms of one-

electron integrals and thus only the expectation values of the separated radial part and 

angular part are required for the calculation [Varberg, Field and Merer 1991]. This 

method was also applied to derive spin densities from the experiment fit [Ohshima and 

Endo 1995]. For both CCP and CCAs, the independent dipolar coupling parameter d was 

used to determine the spin density on each atom of the two radicals, and the results are 

calculated in Appendix C and Appendix D. The spin density on the heteroatoms in CCN, 

CCP and CCAs radicals were listed in Table 6.3. Based on the spin density values, it was 
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concluded that from CCN to CCAs, with the unpaired electron density shifting from the 

terminal carbon to the heteroatom, the major resonant structure also changes 

from ·C─C≡N to C═C═As·. 

Table 6.3 Comparison of fine and hyperfine constants,  nuclear g-factor,  spin density 
and hybridization for CCX (X=N, P, and As).a

CCX X=Ne X=Pf X=Asg

Ab 40.3799 140.5037 875.4 
AB/(AB)CCP 0.54 1.00 4.36 

p+2qc 44.5 50.0 188.9 
( p+2q)/ [AB/(AB)CCP]c 82 50 43 

h1/2(X)c 36.0 484.2 547.3 
d(X)c 46.8 632.5 672.5 
gN

d 0.4038 2.2632 0.9596 
Spin Density(X) 30.0% 57.5% 67.2% 

eQq(X) c -4.8  -201.8 
αs

2(X) 48%  46.6% 
aData from the main isotopologues are used. 
bIn cm-1. 
cIn MHz. 
dIn nm and from Stone (2005). 
eOhshima and Endo (1995). 
fAppendix C. 
gAppendix D. 

Based on the nuclear g-factors and the derived spin density of the heteroatoms in 

Table 6.3, the two parameters, h1/2=a-(b+c)/2 and d are also understandable in a 

qualitative way. As predicted at the beginning, the effects of decease in the nuclear g-

factor and increase in the spin density at the two heteroatoms from CCP to CCAs greatly 

cancel each out and thus make the magnetic hyperfine coupling strength similar in both 

molecules. For CCN, however, both the small nitrogen nuclear g-factor and spin density 

at N atom cause the magnetic hyperfine coupling strength one order of magnitude weaker 

than CCP or CCAs. 

Finally, the degree of s character (αs
2) of the hybridized pσ bond originated from the 

As atomic orbitals was refined to be 46.6% from our experimental eQq value, which was 

slightly bigger than our estimation (45%) but quite reasonable even compared to a true 
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triple bond (P≡As, eQq=-249.1 MHz and αs
2=58%) [Leung, Cooke and Gerry 2006]. 

Although P atom does not have a nuclear electric moment to allow such kind of 

investigation in CCP, CCN does provide a consistent result of eQq(N). With the same 

formula, eQq(N) = αs
2×eQq210(N), where eQq(N) in CCN was determined to be -4.8 

MHz and eQq210 is -10 MHz for the free atomic N electric quadrupole coupling [Gordy 

and Cook 1984], the s hybridization character (αs
2) of the N atomic orbitals should be 

48%, which indicates more triple-bond character in C-N bond for CCN than C-As bond 

for CCAs, the same conclusion we reached before. All the eQq and αs
2 values at the 

heteroatoms are listed in Table 6.3. 

The formula for nuclear quadrupole coupling constant (NQCC) evaluation above is 

in principle the Townes-Dailey model. As described in Gordy and Cook (1984), this 

model can be more complicated by taking the orbital hybridization, the covalent bond 

polarity, and the nuclear screening effect into account. For example, due to the negative 

pole at N atom, the NQCC(N) in CCN radical can be written into: 

NQCC(N) =  [(n2pz– 2
1 (n2px+n2py)]×eQq210(N) 

 = {[(1+iσ)(1– αs
2)+2αs

2] – (2+πc)/2}×eQq210(N)/[1+(iσ+πc)×εN]                 (6.1) 

where iσ is the ionic character across the C-N pσ bond; πc is the ionic character across the 

C-N pπ bond; εN is the nitrogen nuclear screening effect. iσ can be evaluated by the 

electronegativity difference between carbon atom and nitrogen atom: iσ = |xC-xN|/2 = 0.25 

[Gordy and Cook 1984]. If the calculated spin density at N (30% in Table 6.3) is totally 

due to the ionic character across the C-N π bond, πc can then be assumed to be 0.3. Now, 

we can plug the nuclear screening factor εN =0.3, eQq210 = -10 MHz, as well as the 
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experimental NQCC(N) value, -4.8 MHz into the equation to figure out the only 

unknown parameter αs
2, which turns out to be 0.613.  

However, for CCAs radical, due to the positive pole at the As atom, the Townes-

Dailey model is slightly different: 

NQCC(As) =  [(n4pz– 2
1 (n4px+n4py)]×eQq410(As) 

           = {[(1-iσ)(1– αs
2)+2αs

2] – (2–πc)/2}×eQq410(As)×[1+(iσ+πc)×εAs]              (6.2) 

iσ is determined also to be 0.25, but with the opposite polarity compared to C-N bond. If 

the spin density at the As atom, 67.2% listed in Table 6.3, is brought down by the ionic 

character across the C-As π bond, πc can then be estimated to be 0.328. By plugging the 

nuclear screening factor εAs = 0.15, eQq410= -433 MHz, as well as the experimental 

NQCC(As) value, -201.8 MHz, into Equation 6.2, αs
2 across the C-As σ bond then equals 

to 0.412. Considering the major resonant structures of ·C─C≡N and C═C═As· for the 

two radical, the αs
2 values (0.613 for CCN vs. 0.412 for CCAs) might be more reasonable 

since the sp hybridization occurs more likely in a triple bond. 

6.5 Fine and Hyperfine structures in PCN 

Besides the production difficulty for PCN radical, we encountered an even bigger 

problem when we tried to fit the FTMW data. Initially, the fitting of the mm and sub-mm 

wave data provided a negative electron spin-electron spin coupling constant, λ, which 

could also be positive as pointed out by Dr. Aldo Apponi. Although the sign of λ did not 

affect the mm and sub-mm fitting at all, only the positive λ can bring the fitting rms to 4 

kHz for a combined fit of FTMW and mm & sub-mm data as shown in Table 6.2. Due to 

the large positive λ that dominates the fine-structure splitting in the 3Σ- ground state, the 
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fine and hyperfine structures of N=1 and N=2 rotational levels are scrambled into each 

other as shown in Figure 6.8. The solid arrows in the energy diagram represent the 

hyperfine lines of the regular ∆N=1 and ∆J=1 transitions while the dashed arrows 

represent the irregular ∆N=-1 and ∆J=1 transitions. As a matter of fact, the irregular 

hyperfine lines corresponding to three of the dashed arrows in Figure 6.8 are the three 

strong ∆F1=1 and ∆F=1 lines shown in Figure 6.7. 

The electron spin-rotation coupling constant γ in Table 6.2 is only about -28 MHz. 

For a Hund’s case (b) molecule like PCN(X 3Σ-), γ arises from the second order electronic 

contribution by the admixture of the ground and excited electronic states due to the end-

to-end rotation, and the magnitude of γ mostly depends on how close the ground state and 

the first electronic state are: the easer of the excitation, the bigger γ value [Gordy and 

Cook 1984]. So, the small γ value probably indicates the well isolated X 3Σ- state of PCN 

radical. 

In Table 6.2, the Fermi contact and the electron spin-nuclear spin dipolar constants 

bF and c are also listed for both phosphorus and nitrogen nuclei. The Fermi contact 

constant, bF, is proportional to both the nuclear g-factor and the electron density of the s 

orbitals around the coupling nucleus. The dipolar coupling constant, c, is proportional to 

the nuclear g-factor too, as well as the field gradient (mostly from p orbitals) around the 

coupling nucleus arising specifically from the electrons giving contribution to the 

electronic angular momentum [Townes and Schawlow 1975]. As listed in Table 6.2, bF(P) 

and c(P) constants are about 30 times larger than the bF(N) and c(N) constants 

respectively, which can not be convincingly accounted for only by the different nuclear 
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g-factors: gI(P) = 2.2632 nm and gI(N) = 0.4038 nm [Stone 2005]. Hence, the large bF(P) 

and c(P) constants might also reflect the bulk of the unpaired electron density lying at the 

phosphorus atom compared to nitrogen atom in the PCN molecule. For both phosphorus 

and nitrogen nuclei, the c constants are about 3 times larger than the respective bF values, 

suggesting that the electron density around P or N is primarily present in p orbitals as 

opposed to s orbitals. 
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CHAPTER 7.  SPECTROSCOPY OF COPPER-CONTAINING 

MOLECULES 

7.1 Introduction 

Copper compounds might have a long history as catalysts. Copper cation was 

proposed to play a crucial role for the origin of life in the prebiotic reaction scenarios on 

the primitive earth due to its catalytic ability for the peptide formation via the salt-

induced peptide formation (SIPF) mechanism [Rode 1999]. Cu-catalyzed peptide 

formation is now well accepted as a library-synthesis strategy and Cu-peptide complexes 

could be a new generation of catalysts for certain asymmetric synthesis [Tanaka, 

Kageyama, Shirotsuki and Fukase 2007; Brown, Degrado and Hoveyda 2005]. During 

the history of the conventional organic synthesis, copper is believed to be the most 

economical and efficient catalyst for construction of carbon-carbon and carbon-

heteroatom bonds [Grotjahn, Halfen, Ziurys and Cooksy 2004; Shafir and Buchwald 

2006; Eckhardt and Fu 2003; Kllhofer, Pullmann and Plenio 2003]. Since the first 

organocopper compound, copper(I) acetylide (Cu-C≡C-Cu), was synthesized by Böttger 

in 1859, many copper-organo reagents have been developed and many copper catalyzed 

reactions have been discovered, such as the well-known Gilman reagents (lithium alkyl 

cuprate) and Sonogashira reactions [Böttger 1859; Carey and Sundberg 1983; Gilman, 

Jones and Woods 1952; Sonogashira, Tohda and Hagihara 1975]. In many copper 

catalyzed alkyne-alkyl additions, alkyne-aryne additions, and alkyne-azide additions, the 

organocopper species were proposed to be the key intermediates during the carbon-

carbon and carbon-heteroatom transformation [Castro, Havlin, Honwad, Malte and Moje 
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1969; Lorenzen and Weiss 1990; Jin, Kamijo and Yamamoto 2004]. Due to the sparse 

and imprecise structural data available, spectroscopically characterizing those 

organocopper reagents or intermediates would definitely improve our understanding on 

their catalytic stereo-selectivity during the reactions. 

A few copper-bearing molecules, CuCN, CuCH3, CuS, and CuSH, were synthesized 

by the Ziurys group in the mm and sub-mm wave region with the Broida oven [Grotjahn, 

Brewster and Ziurys 2002; Grotjahn, Halfen, Ziurys and Cooksy 2004; Thompsen and 

Ziurys 2001; Janczyk, Walter and Ziurys 2005]. With the new molecular production 

techniques described in Chapter 3, it is very promising to characterize more copper-

containing molecules by the FTMW spectrometer. So far, we have successfully 

synthesized CuCl, CuCN, CuOH, CuSH, CuCH3 and CuCCH by using the Ziurys FTMW 

spectrometer [Appendix B and Appendix E]. Among those molecules, CuCCH, the 

copper acetylide, was synthesized and characterized in the gas phase in its Χ1Σ+ ground 

electronic state for the first time. Here we would like to provide some complementary 

information about the synthesis, measurements as well as the hyperfine interactions that 

might not appear in the published articles. 

7.2 Experimental 

Two different techniques were applied to make CuCl, CuOH, CuSH, CuCH3, CuCN 

and CuCCH radicals. Instead of using copper ring electrodes for normal operation, 

copper pin electrodes, as shown in Figure 3.5, were tried to make CuCl, CuOH and CuSH. 

The idea of using pin electrodes was brought to our lab by Professor Dennis J. Clouthier 

in the Department of Chemistry at University of Kentucky. His Chinese postdoctoral 
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fellow already made a couple of metal-bearing molecules by using that technique. As 

described also in Appendix B, the pulsed DC discharge source with two copper pin-

electrodes inside a Teflon piece was attached to the end of the general valve nozzle. The 

pin-electrodes, of which one is grounded and the other is negatively high, are basically 

copper rods (ESPI Metals) of 6 mm in diameter with one end fine sharpened. Both 

electrodes stay close in a tip-to-tip manner (1-2 mm clearance) in the Teflon housing with 

a 5 mm diameter flow channel flared at a 30° angle at the exit.  

Since FTMW spectra of CuCl and its argon complex have been obtained by the 

Gerry group [Hensel, Styger, Jäger, Merer and Gerry 1993; Evans and Gerry 2000], they 

were chosen as our test molecules. 0.1% Cl2 in Ar at a pressure of 30 psi was sent to the 

copper pin electrodes at a repetition rate of 12 Hz. The gas pulse duration was set to 550 

µs, which resulted in a 28 SCCM mass flow. The voltage of the copper pin electrodes 

was set to 1.0 kV. 500 shots were accumulated for each scan. We obtained both the CuCl 

spectrum and Ar-CuCl spectrum without any difficulties except that we spent a while in 

the machine shop to make the electrodes.  

For both CuOH and CuSH, the rotational constants are known from their mm and 

sub-mm work [Whitham, Ozeki and Saitoa, 1999; Janczyk, Walter and Ziurys 2005], and 

short surveys about 5 MHz each were conducted to search the hyperfine transitions 

among the lowest rotational levels. For CuSH, 0.5% H2S in Ar at a pressure of 30 psi was 

used. The gas pulse frequency stayed at 12 Hz with the duration 550 µs, which resulted in 

a 25-30 SCCM mass flow. The voltage of the copper pin electrodes was set to 1.0 kV. 

And 1000 shots were accumulated for each scan. One interesting discovery here was that 
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the copper pin electrodes could last at most two hours for a continuous survey due to the 

formation of a blunt end tip that could not provide the atomic metal in an efficient way. 

CuOH radical was produced under the same conditions as those for CuSH except that 

0.5% CH3OH in Ar was used and 500 shots were accumulated for each scan. It actually 

took much longer to make CuOH than both CuCl and CuSH. We tried two different 

precursors, H2O and H2O2, and did not succeed. CH3OH finally provided decent CuOH 

signal without reasonable explanations. For CuCl, CuOH and CuSH, three 150 µs free 

induction decays (FIDs) were recorded for every single gas pulse. 

The other technique used to produce CuCH3, CuCN and CuCCH is called 

Discharge Assisted Laser Ablation Spectroscopy (DALAS). DALAS is a new technique by 

combining the discharge nozzle (with the ring electrodes) and the laser ablation source to 

create metal-bearing species and more details can be found in Chapter 3, Appendix B and 

Appendix E. For CuCH3, CuCN and CuCCH, the dc discharge voltage was set to 0.8-1.0 

kV(30-50 mA) while the laser (Nd:YAG laser: Continuum Surelite I-10, 532 nm) voltage 

was set to 1.20 kV(100 mJ/5 ns pulse); the gas pulse was set to 10 Hz to match the laser 

operation frequency with a duration of 550 µs; only one 150 µs free induction decay (FID) 

was recorded for a single gas pulse compared to other radicals made by the pin-electrodes; 

200-2000 shots were accumulated depending on species. For CuCH3, 0.5% CH4 in Ar 

was used and all the scans were taken at 45 psi backing pressure with 43 SCCM gas flow. 

For CuCN, 0.1% (CN)2 in Ar was used and all the scans were taken at 40 psi backing 

pressure with 38 SCCM gas flow. For CuCCH, 0.1% acetylene or 0.2% methane in Ar 

was used and all the scans were taken at 45 psi backing pressure with 40-50 SCCM mass 
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flow. Compared to CuCCH, the rotational constants of CuCH3 and CuCN are known 

from their mm and sub-mm work [Grotjahn, Brewster and Ziurys 2002; Grotjahn, Halfen, 

Ziurys and Cooksy 2004] and short surveys were conducted for the two species. 

7.3 Results and Analysis 

10657.68 10657.90 10658.12

CuCl (X 1Σ+)
J = 1      0→

Frequency (MHz)

F1 = 2.5     1.5→

F = 4     3→

Image

 

Figure 7.1 Portion of the hyperfine lines of the J = 1 → 0 transition of the CuCl main isotopologue 

produced by pin-electrodes. Doppler components and quantum numbers labeled by F1 and F are shown 

for the hyperfine transition, where F1 indicates the coupling with Cu nucleus (I=3/2) while F indicates 

further coupling with chlorine nucleus (I=3/2). The image line is the F1 = 2.5 → 1.5, F = 1 → 1 

transition with the real frequency at 10657.245 MHz. The spectrum is a 600 kHz scan with 500 shots 

and was taken at 30 psi backing pressure with 28 SCCM gas flow. 

Figure 7.1 shows part of the hyperfine lines of the J = 1 → 0 transition of the test 

molecule, CuCl main isotopologue, produced by the pin-electrodes. The spectrum is a 

600 kHz scan with 500 shots. Doppler components and quantum numbers labeled by F1 

and F are shown for the F1 = 2.5 → 1.5, F = 4 → 3 hyperfine transition at 10657.898 

MHz, where F1 indicates the coupling with Cu nucleus (I=3/2) while F indicates further 

coupling with chlorine nucleus (I=3/2). Due to the sensitivity of our spectrometer, the 
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image line (F1 = 2.5 → 1.5, F = 1 → 1 with real frequency at 10657.245 MHz) was also 

captured. Information about image lines can be found in Chapter 3. As shown in Figure 

7.2, the other test molecule, the argon van der Waals complex of CuCl (Ar-CuCl) was 

also obtained under the same conditions. The hyperfine line in the figure is the F1 = 4.5 

→ 3.5, F = 6 → 5 of the J = 3 → 2 transition at 8645.804 MHz. This spectrum is also a 

600 kHz scan of 500 shots. It is obvious that the CuCl signal (S/N ~ 300) is much better 

than its argon complex (S/N ~ 10) due to their different productivities in the gas phase. 

8645.6 8645.8 8646.0
Frequency (MHz)

J = 3      2→

F = 6     5→

F1 = 4.5     3.5→

Ar-CuCl (X 1Σ+) ~

 

Figure 7.2 Portion of the hyperfine lines of the J = 3 → 2 transition of the Ar-CuCl van der Waals 

complex produced by pin-electrodes. Doppler components and quantum numbers labeled by F1 and F 

are shown for the hyperfine transition, where F1 indicates the coupling with Cu nucleus (I=3/2) while F 

indicates further coupling with chlorine nucleus (I=3/2). The spectrum is a 600 kHz scan with 500 shots 

and was taken at 30 psi backing pressure with 28 SCCM gas flow. 

For CuOH (X 1A’) and CuSH (X 1A’), only the lowest rotational transitions, Jka,kc = 

10,1 → 00,0, were recorded by our FTMW spectrometer. Three hyperfine lines were 
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obtained for each species. All of the measured frequencies of CuOH and CuSH and their 

spectra can be found in Appendix B. 
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Figure 7.3 Portion of the hyperfine lines of the J = 2 → 1 transition of the CuCN produced by DALAS. 

Doppler components and quantum numbers labeled by F1 and F are shown for each hyperfine transition, 

where F1 indicates the coupling with Cu nucleus (I=3/2) while F indicates further coupling with 

nitrogen nucleus (I=1). This spectrum is a compilation of three 300 kHz scans. All the scans were taken 

at 40 psi backing pressure with 38 SCCM gas flow. And 200 shots were accumulated for each scan. 

For CuCH3, only the lowest rotational transition, Jk = 10 → 00, can be reached by 

our spectrometer and three hyperfine lines were obtained for both the main isotopologue 

and 65CuCH3. Some tiny H spin-H spin coupling features were noticeable but could not 

be assigned due to both the limited number of lines and the resolution. For the linear 

species CuCN, four lowest rotational transitions, 77 hyperfine transitions in total were 

measured for the main isotopologue. Hyperfine structure arising from both the copper 

nuclear spin (I=3/2) and the nitrogen nuclear spin (I=1) were well resolved. As shown in 

Figure 7.3, hyperfine lines of the J = 2 → 1 transition of CuCN are labeled by F1 and F 

for each transition, where F1 indicates the coupling with Cu nucleus while F indicates 
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further coupling with nitrogen nucleus. This spectrum is a compilation of three 300 kHz 

wide scans with only 200 shots for each scan. All of the measured frequencies of both 

CuCH3 and CuCN and their spectra can be found in Appendix B. 
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Figure 7.4 Spectra of the J = 1 → 0 transitions of the CuCCH (upper panel) and CuCCD (lower panel) 

produced by DALAS, showing the hyperfine components mainly due to 63Cu nuclear spin (I=3/2). 

Doppler components and quantum numbers labeled by the F are shown for each hyperfine transition. 

The additional small splittings caused by the deuterium nuclear spin ((I=1) is evident in the CuCCD 

spectrum. Each spectrum is a compilation of three 300 kHz wide scans (250 shots per scan for CuCCH 

and 1000 shots per scan for CuCCD). There are two frequency breaks in both spectra. The scans were 

taken at 45 psi backing pressure with 40 SCCM gas flow. 

While for the new molecule CuCCH, spectra of all the six isotopologues were 

observed: four rotational transitions were measured for 63Cu12C12CH (23 hyperfine lines), 

65Cu12C12CH (17 hyperfine lines), 63Cu13C12CH (17 hyperfine lines), and 63Cu13C13CH 
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(17 hyperfine lines) while five rotational transitions were measured for 63Cu12C13CH (21 

hyperfine lines) and 63Cu12C12CD (88 hyperfine lines). For all the isotopologues, 

hyperfine structures due to the copper spin of I=3/2 were well resolved. In addition, 

hyperfine splittings were also observed due to the deuterium nucleus (I=1), creating more 

complex patterns for 63Cu12C12CD. All of the measured frequencies of CuCCH 

isotopologues and their representative spectra can be found in Appendix E. Here we only 

show the complete hyperfine lines of J = 1 → 0 transitions of CuCCH and CuCCD in 

Figure 7.4 for comparison: in the upper panel for the main isotopologue, the hyperfine 

components arising from the 63Cu nuclear spin (I=3/2) are indicated by F quantum 

numbers; for CuCCD in the lower panel, the label F1 indicates the coupling with Cu 

nucleus while label F indicates further coupling with deuterium nucleus. Each spectrum 

is a compilation of three 300 kHz wide scans with 250 shots per scan for CuCCH and 

1000 shots per scan for CuCCD, and there are two frequency breaks in both spectra. 

The hyperfine structure patterns of the lowest rotational transitions of the main 

isotopologues of CuCCH, CuOH and CuSH resemble each other since the hyperfine 

coupling arising solely from the 63Cu nuclear spin (I=3/2) might have the same order of 

magnitude. But for CuCH3, the intensity pattern of the two side lines reverses compared 

to CuCCH, CuOH or CuSH. The wide line-width of the Doppler components in the 

CuCH3 spectrum compared to other species is probably caused by tiny H spin-H spin 

couplings in the molecule. For the 13C singly substituted or doubly substituted CuCCH 

species, the hyperfine patterns turned out to be the same as the main isotopologue 

because 13C does not introduce resolvable hyperfine splittings in closed-shell molecules. 
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Our data of the five closed-shell species, CuOH, CuSH, CuCH3, CuCN and CuCCH, 

were analyzed by using the nonlinear least square routine SPFIT with a Hamiltonian 

containing rotation, nuclear quadrupole coupling, and nuclear spin-rotation terms in 

general as described in Appendix B and Appendix E. Detailed information regarding the 

fitted constants can be found in those references. 

7.4 Bond lengths 

Table 7.1 Bond Lengths of CuCCH and Related Molecules.a 
Molecule r(M-X) (Å) r(C-C) (Å) r(C-H) (Å) Method Ref. 

CuCCH (X 1Σ+) 1.818(1) 1.212(2) 1.058(1) r0 Appendix E 
 1.819 1.213 1.058 rs Appendix E 
 1.822(1) 1.213(2) 1.058(1) rm

(1) Appendix E 
 1.8177(6) 1.2174(6) 1.046(2) rm

(2) Appendix E 
LiCCH (X 1Σ+) 1.886 1.230 1.060 r0 Apponi, Brewster and Ziurys 1998 

 1.888 1.227 1.062 rs Apponi, Brewster and Ziurys 1998 
NaCCH (X 1Σ+) 2.221 1.217 1.060 r0 Brewster, Apponi, Xin and Ziurys 1999 

 2.239 1.192 1.072 rs Brewster, Apponi, Xin and Ziurys 1999 
KCCH (X 1Σ+) 2.540 1.233 1.060 r0 Xin and Ziurys 1998 

MgCCH (X 2Σ+) 2.040 1.204 1.056 r0 Anderson and Ziurys 1995 
CaCCH (X 2Σ+) 2.349 1.204 1.056 r0 Anderson and Ziurys 1995 
SrCCH (X 2Σ+) 2.460 1.204 1.056 r0 Nuccio, Apponi and Ziurys 1995 
AlCCH (X 1Σ+) 1.963(5) 1.210(7) 1.060(3) r0 Appendix A 

 1.978 1.202 1.060 rs Appendix A 
 1.986(1) 1.2061(6) 1.0634(3) rm

(1) Appendix A 
CuCN (X 1Σ+) 1.83231(7)   r0 Grotjahn, Brewster and Ziurys 2002 

 1.83284(4)   rs Grotjahn, Brewster and Ziurys 2002 
 1.82962(4)   rm

(2) Grotjahn, Brewster and Ziurys 2002 
CuCH3 (X 1A1) 1.8841(2)  1.091(2) r0 Grotjahn, Halfen, Ziurys and Cooksy 2004 

 1.8817(2)  1.0923(2) rs Grotjahn, Halfen, Ziurys and Cooksy 2004 
 1.8799(2)  1.0914(3) rm

(1) Grotjahn, Halfen, Ziurys and Cooksy 2004 
 1.8809(2)  1.0851(1) rm

(2) Grotjahn, Halfen, Ziurys and Cooksy 2004 
CuOH (X 1A’) 1.7689(2)   rs Whitham, Ozeki and Saitoa 1999 
CuSH (X 1A’) 2.091(2)   r0 Janczyk, Walter and Ziurys 2005 

 2.0899(4)   rs Janczyk, Walter and Ziurys 2005 
 2.0908(3)   rm

(1) Janczyk, Walter and Ziurys 2005 
HC≡CH  1.20241(9) 1.0625(1) re Kostyk and Welsh 1980 

a M = Cu, Li, Na, K, Mg, Ca, Sr, or Al; X = O for CuOH, S for CuSH and C for the rest species. 
Values in parentheses are 1 σ uncertainties. 

The r0, rs and rm bond lengths of CuCCH, CuCN, CuCH3 and CuSH were well 

determined in the Ziurys group based on the rotational constants of their isotopologues. 

The bond lengths of five copper-containing molecules are listed in Table 7.1 as well as 

the metal-C, C-C, and C-H bond lengths of other metal acetylides. Apparently, the CCH 
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group in all the metal hydrogenacetylides retains its integrity of linear structure and 

carbon sp hybridization since their bond lengths are virtually the same as those in 

acetylene (HC≡CH) in spite of slightly C-C bond lengthening due to the electronic charge 

transferred from metal to the C≡CH group. 

However, it might be surprising to find Cu-C bond length is shortest among all the 

metal acetylides by only comparing their neutral metal atomic size without considering 

their bonding nature. Metal-C bonding in alkali metal acetylides and alkali earth metal 

acetylides might be close to pure ionic [Grotjahn, Brewster and Ziurys 2002] and the 

bond lengths thus follow the trend of the atomic size very well. The same conclusion 

might also be reached for AlCCH in the same periodic row if one could compare rNa-

C=2.22 Å, rMg-C =2.04 Å, rAl-C =1.96 Å in the respective acetylides with the metal atomic 

radii. But for transition metal complexes with σ-donor ligands such as cyanide, alkenes, 

alkynes, alkyls, hydroxyl and thiol, there might be significant amount of covalent 

character in the metal-C bonding, which might account for the short Cu-C bond lengths 

in CuCCH (rCu-C =1.82 Å), CuCN (rCu-C=1.83 Å) and CuCH3 (rCu-C=1.88 Å). With the 

coordinate covalent bond model of copper(I) center with one σ-donor ligand, we might do 

a simple calculation on the Cu radii in the five copper-containing molecules (CuCCH, 

CuCN, CuCH3, CuOH and CuSH): Cu radius = Cu-X bond length – X radius (X = C, O 

or S). Considering different hybridization and multiple characters can result in different 

radius [Cordero, Gómez, Platero-Prats, Revés, Echeverría, Cremades, Barragán and 

Alvarez 2008], 0.76 Å for sp3 carbon, and 0.69 Å for sp carbon, 0.63 Å for the single-

bond oxygen and 1.03 Å for the single-bond sulfur, we subtract appropriate numbers 
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from the Cu-C bond lengths in Table 7.1 and obtain 1.13 Å for CuCCH, 1.14 Å for 

CuCN, 1.12 Å for CuCH3, 1.14 Å for CuOH, and 1.06 Å for CuSH, which match the 

Cu(I) cation covalent radius very well (Pyykkö, 1.06 Å; Pauling, 1.17 Å) [Pyykkö 1988]. 

Nevertheless, cyanide and alkynes can also act as π-acid ligands and cause the 

back-bonding from metal atomic d orbital to the π* molecular orbital [Brewster and 

Ziurys 2002; Grotjahn, Brewster and Ziurys 2002], which might result in some, but not 

significant variation between CuCH3 and CuCCH or CuCN. It was predicted by Largo 

and coworkers, not like AlCCH, π bonding could occur in CuCCH and CuCN [Rayon, 

Redondo, Barrientos and Largo 2006]. Since the copper 3d and 4s orbitals are right 

between the LUMOs (3σg and 1πg) of the C2 or CN moieties, both σ bonding and π 

bonding could contribute to these molecules. Based on their model for CuCCH and 

CuCN, σ bonding could be achieved by the electron donation from the Cu 4s orbital and 

3dz2
 orbital to the first LUMO (3σg) of the C2 or CN moieties; and the π bonding could be 

mostly due to the electron donation from the copper 3dxz and 3dyz to the next LUMO 1πg 

(π*). Because the copper 3d orbitals are fully filled, the back-donation from the 1πu 

HOMO of C2 or CN moieties to the copper 3dxz and 3dyz, although reachable, might not 

be very likely. This bonding model might be further confirmed by the Cu-C bond lengths 

listed in Table 7.1, 1.884 Å for CuCH3, 1.818 Å for CuCCH, and 1.832 Å for CuCN, 

which definitely implies that bonding in CuCH3 is much weaker than that in CuCCH and 

CuCN. The same phenomenon was also observed in HZnCN (rZn-C=1.90 Å) and HZnCH3 

(rZn-C=1.93 Å) [Appendix F]. 
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7.5 Hyperfine structure 

As discussed in Chapter 5 for aluminum-containing molecules, two types of 

hyperfine couplings would be resolved in closed-shell molecules, of which one is the 

nuclear spin-rotation coupling and the other is the nuclear quadrupole coupling. We will 

follow the same structures as in Chapter 5 to discuss the hyperfine couplings in the 

copper-containing molecules here. 

7.5.1 The Nuclear Spin-Rotation Coupling 

According to a rough approximation, the nuclear spin-rotation coupling constant CI 

in closed-shell molecules is related to the ground, the first excited electronic state, and the 

(1/r3)av of the p electron around the coupling nucleus as indicated in Equation 5.3. And 

thus 
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Table 7.2 CI(Cu)/gN(Cu)×B0 Ratio of Six CuCCH Isotopologues.a 

Parameter 63Cu12C12CH65Cu12C12CH63Cu12C13CH63Cu13C12CH63Cu13C13CH 63Cu12C12CD

106×CI /(gN×B0) 1.47 1.40 1.50 1.47 1.46 1.45 
aCI(Cu) and B0 are from this work and in MHz. 
gN values are from Stone (2005). gN(63Cu) = 1.48 nm. gN(65Cu) = 1.59 nm. 

For all isotopologues of CuCCH, the Cu nuclear spin-rotation constants were 

precisely determined. This magnetic hyperfine constant CI is isotopic dependant and is 

proportional to both the nuclear g factor and the rotational constant, gN×B0. As listed in 

Table 7.2, the ratio of CI/(gN×B0) is very consistent for all isotopologues, especially for 

the 63Cu species, among which the values in agreement within 3% to each other. 
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As we discussed in Chapter 5, if CI values of different nuclei are resolved in the 

same molecules, the CI/B0gI<r-3> ratio for every individual coupling nucleus should be 

the same due to the same electronic state manifold. In Table 7.3, we listed the rotational 

and nuclear spin-rotation coupling constants of six Cu-containing molecules, CuCCH, 

CuCN, CuI, CuBr, CuCl, and CuF. 

Table 7.3 Spectroscopic Constants of Five Cu-bearing Molecules and Group Electronegativities of Five 
Moieties in these Molecules.a 

 CuCCHb CuCNc CuId CuBre CuCle CuFf 
B0 4120.788 4224.973 2192.848 3048.899 5328.550 11325.890 

CI (Cu) 9.00 7.83 2.27 4.84 10.42 34.64 
CI (Cu)/B0gI(Cu)<r-3>Cu 1.74 1.48 0.82 1.26 1.56 2.44 

CI (X)d  1.01 0.65 0.13 -0.25 -16.89 
CI (X)/B0gI(X)<r-3>X

g  1.65 0.14 0.02 -0.10 -0.32 
Electronegativity(G)h 2.66 2.69 2.66 2.96 3.16 3.98 

aB0  in MHz; CI in kHz; gI in nm from Stone (2005), gI(Cu)=1.48, gI(F)=5.26, gI(Cl)=0.55, gI(Br)=1.40, 
gI(I)=1.13 and gI(N) = 0.40; <r-3> in a.u. from Morton and Preston (1978), <r-3>Cu = 8.46, <r-3>F = 8.77, 
<r-3>Cl = 8.39, <r-3>Br = 15.25, <r-3>I = 18.92, <r-3>N =3.60; CI /B0gI<r-3> in 1.5×10-8 nm2. 
bSpectroscopic constants from Appendix E. 
cSpectroscopic constants from Appendix B. 
dSpectroscopic constants from Bizzocchi, Giuliano and Grabow (2007). 
eSpectroscopic constants from Low, Varberg, Connelly, Auty, Howard and Brown (1993). 
fSpectroscopic constants from Evans and Gerry (2000). 
gX = N for CuCN; X = F, Cl, Br and I for CuF CuCl, CuBr and CuI respectively. 
hValues from Appendix B; G=-CCH, -CN, -I, -Br, -Cl, -F for CuCCH, CuCN, CuI, CuBr, CuCl, CuF respectively. 

Obviously, the CI/B0gI<r-3> ratios in CuCN match the prediction with 1.5 for 

copper and 1.6 for nitrogen. But for halides, the CI/B0gI<r-3> ratio at the Cu nucleus is 

roughly one order of magnitude larger than that at the halogen nucleus. As we explained 

for aluminum halides, the discrepancy could be mainly ascribed to the ‘quite dissimilar 

electronic surroundings’ around the different nuclei. Since <r-3> is regarded as a local 

property, rather than a uniform property of the molecule, it is proportional to the time the 

electron spends on the coupling nucleus when producing the molecular magnetic moment 

during the rotation. So, larger CI/B0gI<r-3> values at copper atoms in the halides could be 

roughly explained by the electronegativity difference across the Cu bond: the electron 
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spends less time at the Cu nucleus and thus results in smaller <r-3>Cu. However, the 

conditions might vary slightly from one molecule to another. But it is very strange we 

have negative CI/B0gI<r-3> ratios for Cl and F neuclei. 

On the other hand, the copper CI/B0gI<r-3> ratios for the same nucleus among the 

halides change the same way as the electronegativity of the halogen groups, which is 

exactly the opposite direction we observed among aluminum molecules. For aluminum 

halides, we explained that due to less ionic and more covalent characters across the Al 

bond, the energy difference between 
Π1A

W  and +Σ1X
W decreases, and thus causes the 

increase of the Al CI/B0gI<r-3> ratios. But here, it is not reasonable to jump to a similar 

conclusion for copper halides. The Equation 5.3 might be oversimplified for transition-

metal-bearing molecules due to multiple low-lying levels above the ground states. 

However, the argument for aluminum molecules might still validate for CuCCH and 

CuCN, smaller electronegativity of -CCH group results in more covalent Cu-C bond and 

bigger Cu CI/B0gI<r-3> ratio, which can be proven by the Cu-C bond lengths in the two 

molecules, 1.818 Å for CuCCH and 1.832 Å for CuCN as listed in Table 7.1.  

For aluminum halides, the halogen CI/B0gI<r-3> ratio changes the same way as that 

of aluminum metal. But for copper halides, the trend of halogen CI/B0gI<r-3> ratios 

changes the opposite way to that of the copper metal although among both aluminum and 

copper halides, the halogen CI/B0gI<r-3> ratio increases with the decrease of the halogen 

electronegativity. It is very interesting to find the halogen CI/B0gI<r-3> changes sign from 

CuCl to CuBr. More sophisticated computational approaches might be necessary to solve 

this type of coupling for transition metals. 
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7.5.2 Nuclear Electric Quadrupole Coupling 

In Appendix B and Appendix E, the nuclear electric quadrupole coupling among the 

copper-containing molecules has been discussed. Unfortunately, due to the complexity of 

the transition metal involved, no decisive conclusions were made for copper nuclear 

quadrupole coupling among those molecules. 

Table 9 in Appendix B lists the Cu NQCCs of nine closed-shell Cu-R molecules, 

including those synthesized with our FTMW spectrometer, namely CuCCH, CuCN, 

CuCH3, CuOH and CuSH. Generally, the Cu NQCC increases with group 

electronegativity of R, just like the aluminum halides we observed before. The new 

discovery here is that the same trend for halides was also observed among the molecules 

containing Cu-C bond, where the Cu nuclear quadrupole coupling not only varies its 

magnitude with the group electronegativity of R, but also changes its sign (Cu NQCC: 

CuCN, 24.52 MHz; CuCCH, 16.39 MHz; CuCH3, -3.73 MHz). Apparently, no simple 

relationship can be found between the Cu NQCCs and Cu-C bond lengths, 1.832 Å for 

CuCN, 1.818 Å for CuCCH,  and 1.884 Å for CuCH3 as listed in Table 7.1. 

Since Cu has the outshell configuration, 3d104s1 and the s-p hybridization treatment 

we did for the aluminum species will leave the counter-hybridized orbital absolutely 

empty. In a pure ionic molecule such as CuF, such a simple treatment should make no 

difference: the d10 orbitals are totally balanced and the electrons in the σ bond, although 

bearing some p character introduced by hybridization, are totally grabbed away from the 

copper by the fluorine, which should result in no quadrupole coupling at all, at least not 

the highest among the copper halides (Cu NQCC: CuF, 21.96 MHz; CuCl, 16.17 MHz; 
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CuBr, 12.85 MHz; CuI, 7.90 MHz). As a matter of fact, Gerry and coworker tried to use 

the Townes-Dailey model including the d-orbital contributions along with the Mulliken 

valence orbital population analyses to calculate the Cu NQCCs among halides, but they 

predicted neither the magnitude nor the signs. 

Based on Gerry and coworkers’ experience, it is extremely hard to explain the 

nuclear quadrupole coupling in all the transition-metal-bearing molecules. Even for the 

simplest transition metal Sc with the valence shell 3d24s1, their attempts to account for 

variations of the measured eQq(Sc) values among the Sc halides turned out to be 

unsuccessful either. Besides Gerry’s efforts, Schwerdtfeger, Thierfelder and Saue 

reported that their newly developed Coulomb-attenuated Becke three-parameter Lee-

Yang-Parr (CAM-B3LYP) approximation with some new adjusted parameters can 

predict the field gradient in nine Cu bearing molecules and nine Au bearing molecules 

very accurately. However, according to the results of their systematic approaches in the 

same work, some traditional pure-density-function methods, such as LDA, GGA and 

B3LYP, could not even yield the right sign for the copper electric field gradient among 

all the copper halides and the copper hydride [Thierfelder, Schwerdtfeger and Saue 2007]. 

Apparently, in order to build a simple but reasonable model to account for the quadrupole 

couplings in the transition metal bearing molecules, more theoretical efforts are required 

to gain deeper understanding in this area. 

In Appendix E, the deuterium quadrupole coupling was also resolved for the 

CuCCD isotopologue. Compared to copper, the deuterium quadrupole coupling strength 

in CuCCD is very weak (0.2 MHz vs. 16.4 MHz) due to the “s” electronic character in 
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the C-D bonding orbital, which is spherical and thus has no contribution to the field 

gradient q in principle. However, the small D coupling normally observed in high-

resolution spectroscopy is believed to be introduced by orbital distortion effects [Gordy 

and Cook 1984], which is proportional to the bond force constant and is thus related to 

the bond length [Kukolich 1975]. Therefore, the D quadrupole coupling strength would 

be a simple but sensitive probe to sense the bond length, i.e. a decrease of bond length 

would increase the quadrupole coupling, or vice versa, which is consistent with our 

results of eQq(D) and D-X bond length shown in Table 7.4. 

Table 7.4 eQq(D) Values and Related Bond Lengths of Five Species.a 
 CuCCDb AlCCDc CH3D CF3D HZnCNg 

eQq(D) (MHz) 0.214 0.207 0.192d 0.171d 0.081 
rH-X (Å) 1.058 1.060 1.092e 1.099f 1.497 

aValues are rounded and/or averaged based on original references. 
X = C except for HZnCN where X = Zn. 
bAppendix E. rs bond length is used. 
cAppendix A. rs bond length is used. 
dKukolich (1975). 
eAppendix A. rs bond length is used. 
fAppendix A. r0 bond length is used. 
gAppendix F. rs bond length is used. 
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CHAPTER 8.  SPECTROSCOPY OF ZINC-CONTAINING MOLECULES 

8.1 Introduction 

The study of 3d transition-metal-containing molecules has been a traditional but 

also a growing field in the Ziurys group, and numerous projects regarding the titanium, 

vanadium, chromium, manganese, iron, cobalt, nickel, copper and zinc have been 

conducted in the mm and sub-mm wave region. Publications about the rotational 

spectroscopy of the 3d transition-metal-containing molecules and ions can be found on 

the Ziurys group publication website. 

There are a couple of reasons to account for the importance of the transition-metal-

bearing species. First of all, the geometries of the transition-metal-bearing species have 

attracted the attention of chemists from both theoretical and experimental aspects. One 

example is the transition-metal monohydroxides, such as YOH, AgOH and CuOH, which 

have been well studied in literature. The electronic spectrum of YOH suggests a linear 

ground state [Adam, Athanassenas, Gillett, Kingston, Merer, Peers and Rixon 1999] 

while both CuOH and AgOH, on the contrary, are bent from their rotational spectra 

[Whitham, Ozeki and Saito 1999]. Another hot topic in the theoretical field is that, for a 

transition metal dicarbide or cyanide, the molecular geometry in the electronic ground 

state is the result of the competition between a linear or a cyclic structure (as a matter of 

fact, the cyclic isomer might correspond to a true ring, with peripheral metal-C or metal-

N bonding or to a T-shaped structure with M-C2 or M-CN bonding) [Rayon, Redondo, 

Barrientos and Largo 2006]. In this chapter, our attempts to obtain the FTMW spectra of 

ZnOH, ZnCC, ZnCCH, ZnCN, and HZnCN will be described in details. 
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In the inorganic chemistry field, small 3d transition-metal-containing molecules 

could be excellent model system for understanding the metal-ligand interactions. For 

example, from the high resolution spectroscopy studies of ZnCN, HZnCN, ZnCl, HZnCl, 

one might answer the questions about special properties during the ligand-addition or 

ligand-removal, which might play important roles in biochemistry and catalysis 

[Appendix F]. Using the same example of ZnCN, due to the quasi-isotropic charge 

distribution of the cyanide group, establishing a cyanide or isocyanide structure of ZnCN 

could provide a deep understanding of the bonding properties of the Zinc metal with 

regards to the CN ligand and their respective chemical reactivities. 

On the other hand, 3d transition-metal-containing species could have many 

interesting practical applications. ZnO and ZnS have wide applications in 

nanotechnology, semiconductors, thin films, and solar cells. In biological systems, the 

ZnOH unit is an important part of a number of enzymes and proteins [Maret and Li 2009]. 

Enzyme-bound ZnOH units also seem to play a role in the regulation of pH balance of 

biological environments, likely a result of zinc’s redox inertness. Even in the material 

sciences, transition metals can interact with carbon to potentially form new functional 

materials such as metallocarbohedrenes (met-cars). 

In this chapter, we would like to summarize the information regarding the synthesis, 

measurements as well as the hyperfine interactions among the seven Zinc-containing 

molecules, ZnO (Χ1Σ+), ZnS (Χ1Σ+), ZnOH (Χ2Α’), ZnCN (Χ2Σ+), HZnCN (Χ1Σ+), 

HZnCl (Χ1Σ+) and ZnCCH (Χ2Σ+), captured by our FTMW spectrometer with the new 

molecular production techniques described in Chapter 3. Among those molecules, 
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ZnCCH and HZnCN were synthesized and characterized in the gas phase in their 

electronic ground states by our FTMW spectrometer for the first time. 

8.2 Experimental 

Two different techniques were applied to make the zinc-bearing radicals. The 

traditional discharge nozzle with the copper ring electrodes was used to produce Zinc 

cyanide (ZnCN), zinc cyanide hydride (HZnCN), as well as zinc chloride hydride 

(HZnCl). Dimethyl zinc (Alfa Aesar, 99%), namely Zn(CH3)2, was used as the metal 

precursor for those species. For both HZnCN and ZnCN, the mixture of 0.5% Zn(CH3)2 

and 0.05% (CN)2 in argon was introduced into the discharge nozzle with a back pressure 

about 10-40 psi and at a 10 Hz repetition rate resulting in a total mass flow of about 30-

60 SCCM. For DZnCN, an extra 1% D2 (Cambridge Isotopes, 99%) was added to the 

precursor sample. The d.c. discharge voltage was set to 1 kV with the current about 50 

mA. While for HZnCl, a mixture of 0.1% Cl2 and 2% of Zn(CH3)2 in argon was used 

instead. The gas was introduced into the discharge nozzle at a 10 Hz repetition rate with 

30 psi back pressure and 30 SCCM mass flow. The d.c. discharge was adjusted to 800 V 

with about 35 mA to get decent HZnCl signals. Since the rotational constants of both 

ZnCN and HZnCl are known from their mm and sub-mm work [Brewster and Ziurys 

2002], short surveys about 10-30 MHz each were conducted to search the hyperfine 

transitions among the lowest rotational levels. Typically 1000 shots per scan was applied 

for HZnCl, 2500 shots per scan for ZnCN, and 1500 shots per scan for the HZnCN (5000 

shots for both H67ZnCN and H64Zn13CN in natural abundance). As a matter of fact, 

HZnCN lines were accidentally found in a survey for ZnCN around 30.9 GHz. Harmonic 
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check of higher and lower rotational transitions confirmed the spectrum arising from a 

linear closed-shell molecule. More details about the production of the three species can 

be found in Appendix F and Appendix G. For the three species, one 330 µs free induction 

decay (FID) was recorded for a single gas pulse. 

The other technique used to produce ZnO, ZnS, ZnOH and ZnCCH is called 

Discharge Assisted Laser Ablation Spectroscopy (DALAS). DALAS is a new technique by 

combining the discharge nozzle (the ring electrodes) and the laser ablation source to 

create metal-bearing species and more details can be found in Chapter 3. For the four 

species, the dc discharge voltage was set to 1.0-1.1 kV(30-50 mA). In order to efficiently 

vaporize the zinc metal (ESPI Metals, 99%, 6 mm in diameter), the laser (Nd:YAG laser: 

Continuum Surelite I-10, 532 nm) voltage was optimized to 1.23 kV(150 mJ/5 ns pulse) 

for ZnCCH, but between 1.10 and 1.16 kV(~100 mJ/5 ns pulse) for ZnO, ZnS and ZnOH. 

The gas pulse was set to 10 Hz to match the laser operation frequency with a duration of 

550 µs; one 150 µs free induction decay (FID) was recorded for a single gas pulse 

compared to the zinc-bearing radicals made by the dimethyl zinc precursor; 100-250 

shots were accumulated depending on species. For ZnO, 0.5% N2O in Ar was used and 

all the scans were taken at 60 psi backing pressure with 55 SCCM gas flow; only 100 

shots were accumulated for each scan. For ZnS, 0.5% OCS in Ar was used instead and all 

the scans were taken at 50 psi backing pressure with 48 SCCM gas flow; 200 shots were 

accumulated for each scan. For ZnOH, 0.5% methanol in Ar was used and all the scans 

were taken at 50 psi backing pressure with 50 SCCM mass flow; 250 shots were 

accumulated for each scan. For ZnCCH, 0.2% acetylene in Ar was used and all the scans 
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were taken at 40 psi backing pressure with 40 SCCM mass flow; 200 shots were 

accumulated for each scan. The duration of the dc discharge was found to be critical, 

depending on the species. Production of ZnO was optimized when the dc discharge was 

turned off 300-400 µs after the laser pulse; but for ZnS, ZnOH and ZnCCH radicals, 

production was better when the dc discharge was stopped right after the laser pulse. For 

ZnO, ZnS and ZnOH, since their rotational constants are known from the mm and sub-

mm work [Zack, Pulliam and Ziurys 2009; Zack and Ziurys 2009; Appendix H], short 

surveys about 5 MHz or direct scans were conducted. For ZnO, we first tried the pin-

electrodes, but we could only obtain the main isotopologue. For both ZnO and ZnS, only 

DALAS can give decent production for the detection of the rare 67ZnO and 67ZnS 

isotopologues. The search for ZnCCH was based on the prediction from Professor Dennis 

J. Clouthier in the Department of Chemistry at University of Kentucky (the predicted B0 

value for the ZnCCH main isotopologue: 3759.4464 MHz). Due the breach of the 

integrity of the mu-metal shield that was designed to compensate the magnetic field from 

the earth as described in Chapter 3, we searched more than three GHz to confirm the 

discovery of the ZnCCH main isotopologue. 

8.3 Results and Analysis 

For both ZnCN and HZnCl, only the main isotopologues were searched by our 

FTMW spectrometer. Thirty three hyperfine lines of four rotational transitions in total 

were observed for the open-shell species ZnCN while twenty hyperfine lines of four 

rotational transitions were observed for HZnCl. However, hyperfine transitions were 

recorded for seven HZnCN isotopologues, H64Zn12C14N, H66Zn12C14N, H67Zn12C14N, 
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H68Zn12C14N, D64Zn12C14N, D66Zn12C14N, and H64Zn13C14N, among which all the non-

deuterated species were observed in their natural abundance. Five rotational transitions 

were recorded for H64Zn12C14N, H66Zn12C14N, H68Zn12C14N, D64Zn12C14N and 

D66Zn12C14N, each consisting of numerous hyperfine lines arising from the nitrogen 

nuclear spin, and in certain cases as well as the deuterium spin. But for both H64Zn13C14N 

and H67Zn12C14N, only three rotational transitions were searched. No hyperfine splitting 

due to 13C was observed for H64Zn13C14N. On the contrary, hyperfine interaction arising 

from 67Zn nuclear spin is very strong and thus results in very complicated spectrum for 

H67Zn12C14N. All of the measured frequencies of ZnCN, HZnCl and HZnCN, as well as 

their representative FTMW spectra can be found in Appendix F and Appendix G. 

Table 8.1 Observed Rotational Transitions of Four ZnO (X1Σ+) isotopologues in MHz.a

   64ZnO 66ZnO 68ZnO 70ZnO 
v J′ J″ νobs  νo-c νobs  νo-c νobs  νo-c νobs  νo-c
0 1 0 27072.788 0.023 26909.031 0.036 26754.756 0.043 26609.181 0.028 
1 1 0 26843.893 0.050 26682.213 0.022     
2 1 0 26615.559 0.029       
3 1 0 26387.293 0.018       
aνo-c = νcal - νobs, where νcal is the frequency calculated from Zack, Pulliam and Ziurys (2009). 

For ZnO, five isotopologues were detected, but for each only the lowest rotational 

transition can be reached by our spectrometer. As listed in Table 8.1, for the ZnO main 

isotopologue, pure rotational transitions from the four lowest vibrational states were 

obtained; for 66ZnO, rotational transitions in the two lowest vibrational states were 

recorded; for both 68ZnO and 70ZnO, only the rotational transitions in the ground 

vibrational  states  were  detected.   The  errors  in  Table 8.1  are  actually  the  difference  

Table 8.2 Observed Rotational Hyperfine Transitions of 67ZnO in MHz. 
J′ F′ J″ F″ νobs  νo-c
1 1.5 0 2.5 26830.286 -0.001 
 3.5  2.5 26830.486 -0.002 
 2.5  2.5 26830.999 -0.002 
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Figure 8.1 Spectra of the J = 1 → 0 transition of two ZnO isotopologues created by DALAS. Each line 

in the spectra consists of two Doppler components. The spectrum of the main isotopologue is shown in 

the upper panel.(S/N ~550) The image line of the J = 1 → 0 transition was also captured by the 

spectrometer. Spectrum of the 67ZnO in the lower panel shows the hyperfine components arising from 

the 67Zn nuclear spin (I=5/2) labeled by quantum numbers F.(S/N ~20) Each spectrum is a compilation 

of two 600 kHz wide scans. All the scans were taken at 60 psi backing pressure with 55 SCCM gas flow. 

Only 100 shots were accumulated for each scan. 0.5% N2O in Ar was used. The laser voltage was set to 

1.16 kV while dc discharge voltage was 1.0 kV. 
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between the observed frequencies and the predictions by using the rotational constants 

from mm and sub-mm work. For the 67ZnO isotopologue, due to the 67Zn nuclear spin 

(I=5/2), three hyperfine lines were obtained as shown in Table 8.2. 

In Figure 8.1, the pure rotational spectra of 64ZnO and 67ZnO in the ground 

vibrational state are shown in the top panel and bottom panel respectively.  Both spectra 

are two 600 kHz wide scan with only 100 shots and each line is shown in Doppler 

doublets. For the main isotopologue, the image line was also captured due to the 

sensitivity of our spectrometer. Information about image lines can be found in Chapter 3. 

For the 67ZnO, quantum numbers labeled by F are shown for the three hyperfine 

transitions arising from the 67Zn nucleus (I=5/2). If the extra hyperfine splitting is 

considered for 67ZnO, the intensities of the two spectra (S/N ~550 for 64ZnO vs. S/N ~20 

for 67ZnO) can roughly match the natural abundance of 64Zn and 67Zn (64Zn/67Zn ~12) 

[Gordy and Cook 1984]. Since we detected both the pure rotational transitions of higher 

vibrational states and the rare isotopologue 67ZnO, it is obvious that DALAS can improve 

both the productivity of ZnO as well as the higher vibrational populations. Arguments 

and graphs regarding the vibrational levels can be found in Chapter 3. 

Table 8.3 Observed Rotational Transitions of Three ZnS (X1Σ+) isotopologues in MHz.a

  64ZnS 66ZnS 68ZnS 
J′ J″ νobs  νo-c νobs  νo-c νobs   νo-c
1 0 11291.658 0.010 11177.795 0.011 11070.525 0.010 
2 1 22583.223 0.021 22355.498 0.024 22140.959 0.022 
3 2 33874.603 0.032 33533.021 0.035 33211.217 0.033 

aνo-c = νcal - νobs, where νcal is the frequency calculated from Zack and Ziurys (2009). 

For ZnS, only the pure rotational transitions of the ground vibrational states were 

searched and three lines were obtained for 64ZnS, 66ZnS and 68ZnS as listed in Table 8.3. 
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But for the 67ZnS isotopologue, due to the 67Zn nuclear spin (I=5/2), twenty hyperfine 

lines of three rotational transitions were obtained as shown in Table 8.4.  

Table 8.4 Observed Rotational Hyperfine Transitions of 67ZnS in MHz. 
J′ F′ J″ F″ νobs  νo-c
1 1.5 0 2.5 11121.966 0.000 
 3.5  2.5 11122.797 0.000 
 2.5  2.5 11124.766 0.002 

2 1.5 1 2.5 22244.292 0.000 
 2.5  2.5 22245.621 -0.001 
 0.5  1.5 22245.892 0.001 
 3.5  2.5 22246.086 0.002 
 4.5  3.5 22246.242 0.000 
 1.5  1.5 22247.088 -0.002 
 3.5  3.5 22248.050 0.000 
 2.5  1.5 22248.418 -0.002 

3 2.5 2 2.5 33368.845 0.000 
 1.5  1.5 33369.092 0.003 
 4.5  3.5 33369.240 -0.002 
 3.5  3.5 33369.240 -0.009 
 5.5  4.5 33369.332 0.002 
 3.5  2.5 33369.710 -0.001 
 2.5  1.5 33370.177 0.002 
 1.5  0.5 33370.286 -0.001 
 4.5  4.5 33371.051 0.001 

11291.40 11291.57 11291.74 11291.91

64Zn32S (X1Σ+) 

J = 1      0→

Frequency (MHz)  

Figure 8.2 Spectrum of the J = 1 → 0 transition of the ZnS main isotopologue created by DALAS.(S/N 

~500) The line consists of two Doppler components. The spectrum is a 600 kHz wide scan that was 

taken at 50 psi backing pressure with 48 SCCM gas flow. Only 200 shots were accumulated for the scan. 

0.5% OCS in Ar was used. The laser voltage was set to 1.10 kV while dc discharge voltage was 1.0 kV. 
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Figure 8.3 Spectra of the J = 1 → 0 transition of two ZnS isotopologues created by DALAS. Each line 

in the spectra consists of two Doppler components. The spectrum of the main isotopologue is shown in 

the upper panel, which is identical to the spectrum in Figure 8.2. Spectrum of the 67ZnS in the lower 

panel shows the hyperfine components arising from the 67Zn nuclear spin (I=5/2) labeled by quantum 

numbers F.(S/N ~12) The 67ZnS spectrum is a compilation of six 600 kHz wide scans. All the 

conditions to produce 67ZnS are identical to that in Figure 8.2. 

Figure 8.2 shows the spectrum of the J = 1 → 0 transition of the ZnS main 

isotopologue in Doppler doublets. The spectrum is a 600 kHz wide scan with 200 shots. 

In Figure 8.3, the spectra of the J = 1 → 0 transitions of both 64ZnS and 67ZnS are shown 
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in the top panel and bottom panel respectively for comparison. The 67ZnS spectrum is a 

compilation of six 600 kHz wide scans with 200 shots per scan. Again, if the extra 

hyperfine splitting is considered for 67ZnS, the intensities of the two spectra (S/N ~500 

for 64ZnS vs. S/N ~12 for 67ZnS) really suggest the natural abundance ratio of 64Zn and 

67Zn. 

22228.8 22229.4 22230.0
Frequency (MHz)

NKa,Kc = 1 0,1    0 0,0
→

J = 1.5      0.5→

F = 1     0→

F = 2     1→
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Figure 8.4 The fine-structure of the Nka,kc = 10,1 → 00,0 transition of ZnOH main isotopologue created by 

DALAS. Hyperfine lines arising from the 1H nuclear spin (I=1/2) and appearing in Doppler doublets are 

labeled by quantum numbers F. The spectrum is a compilation of three 600 kHz wide scans. All the 

scans were taken at 50 psi backing pressure with 50 SCCM gas flow. 250 shots were accumulated for 

each scan. 0.5% methanol in Ar was used. The laser voltage was set to 1.12 kV while dc discharge 

voltage was 1.1 kV. 

For ZnOH, only the lowest rotational transitions, Nka,kc = 10,1 → 00,0, can be reached 

by our spectrometer. For the main isotopologue, three hyperfine lines of the J = 1.5 → 0.5 

transition and two hyperfine lines of the J = 0.5 → 0.5 transition were recorded. But for 

66ZnOH, only three hyperfine lines of the J = 1.5 → 0.5 transition were obtained. All of 

the measured frequencies can be found in Appendix H. As shown in Figure 8.4, the J = 
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1.5 → 0.5 transition of the Nka,kc = 10,1 → 00,0 transition of the ZnOH main isotopologue 

is further split by the hyperfine interaction arising from the 1H nuclear spin (I=1/2) and 

the two hyperfine lines in Doppler doublets are labeled by quantum numbers F. The 

spectrum is a compilation of three 600 kHz wide scans. Because the mu-metal shield is 

not perfect, a small magnetic field from the earth penetrates the cell, and the line shape of 

F = 1 → 0 transition is quite different from that of the F = 2 → 1 transition. The latter is a 

standard FTMW line with the reasonable Doppler doublets. 

Table 8.5 Observed Rotational Transitions of ZnCCH (X2Σ+) main isotopologue in MHz. 
N′ J′ F′ N″ J″ F″ νobs  νo-c
1 1.5 2 0 0.5 1 7697.428 -0.003 
 1.5 1  0.5 0 7700.893 0.000 

2 1.5 2 1 0.5 1 15223.875 -0.006 
 1.5 1  0.5 0 15224.891 0.000 
 2.5 3  1.5 2 15338.139 0.016 
 2.5 2  1.5 1 15338.760 -0.003 

3 3.5 4 2 2.5 3 22978.718 -0.004 
 3.5 3  2.5 2 22978.995 -0.003 

4 3.5 4 3 2.5 3 30505.420 0.001 
 3.5 3  2.5 2 30505.600 0.005 
 4.5 5  3.5 4 30619.216 -0.003 
 4.5 4  3.5 3 30619.372 -0.001 

For ZnCCH, since the project is still in progress, the latest data can only provide the 

transitions from two isotopologues, ZnCCH and ZnCCD, which are shown in Table 8.5 

and Table 8.6 respectively, where N represents the rotational levels, J represents the fine-

structure levels arising from the unpaired electron and F represents the hyperfine levels 

arising from the hydrogen nucleus or deuterium nucleus. In Table 8.5, twelve hyperfine 

transitions of four rotational transitions of the ZnCCH main isotopologue were observed. 

While in Table 8.6, fifteen hyperfine lines of five rotational transitions of the ZnCCD 

main were observed. 
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Table 8.6 Observed Rotational Transitions of ZnCCD in MHz. 
N′ J′ F′ N″ J″ F″ νobs  νo-c
1 0.5 0.5 0 0.5 1.5 6904.511 0.000 
1 0.5 1.5 0 0.5 0.5 6906.182 0.000 
1 1.5 2.5 0 0.5 1.5 7061.447 -0.002 
2 1.5 2.5 1 0.5 1.5 13966.173 0.011 
2 1.5 1.5 1 0.5 0.5 13966.330 0.002 
2 2.5 3.5 1 1.5 2.5 14070.730 -0.008 
2 2.5 2.5 1 1.5 1.5 14070.949 0.004 
2 2.5 1.5 1 1.5 0.5 14070.968 0.004 
3 2.5 3.5 2 1.5 2.5 20975.507 0.001 
3 2.5 2.5 2 1.5 1.5 20975.525 -0.014 
3 3.5 4.5 2 2.5 3.5 21079.964 -0.005 
4 3.5 4.5 3 2.5 3.5 27984.700 -0.004 
4 4.5 5.5 3 3.5 4.5 28089.144 0.013 
5 4.5 5.5 4 3.5 4.5 34993.796 0.004 
5 5.5 6.5 4 4.5 5.5 35098.197 -0.006 

15224.0 15224.8 15337.8 15338.7

ZnCCH (X 2Σ+)~
N = 2      1→

J = 1.5      0.5→ J = 2.5      1.5→

F = 2     1→
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Figure 8.5 Two fine-structure components of the N = 2 → 1 transition of ZnCCH main isotopologue 

created by DALAS. Hyperfine lines arising from the 1H nuclear spin (I=1/2) and appearing mostly in 

Doppler doublets are labeled by quantum numbers F. The spectrum is a compilation of six 600 kHz 

wide scans. There is one frequency break in the spectrum. All the scans were taken at 40 psi backing 

pressure with 40 SCCM gas flow. 200 shots were accumulated for each scan. 0.2% acetylene in Ar was 

used. The laser voltage was set to 1.23 kV while dc discharge voltage was 1.0 kV. 

As shown in Figure 8.5, both fine-structure components of the N = 2 → 1 transition 

of ZnCCH are split into hyperfine lines due to the 1H nuclear spin (I=1/2), which appear 
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mostly in Doppler doublets and are labeled by quantum numbers F. The spectrum is a 

compilation of six 600 kHz wide scans with a frequency break in the center. Again, due 

the breach of the integrity of the mu-metal shield, both the intensity and the line shape of 

the hyperfine lines of the J = 2.5 → 1.5 fine-structure component are quite strange 

compared to the other component. Normally, the fine structure with higher J quanta 

should be much stronger than the lower J transitions in the same rotational transition 

frame, as shown in Figure 4.3 for MgCCH as a typical example. 

Table 8.7 Newly Fitted Spectroscopic Constants of HZnCN (X1Σ+).a
 Bb Dc CI(N)c eqQ(N)b CI(Zn)c eqQ(Zn)b eqQ(D)b rmsb

H64ZnCN 3859.17616(47) 1.130(12) 1.01(72) -5.0901(44)    0.000 

H66ZnCN 3830.90806(47) 1.116(12) 0.73(72) -5.0898(44)    0.001 

H67ZnCN 3817.33747(28) 1.104(11) 1.10(47) -5.0896(47) 1.62(26) -104.5792(93)  0.001 

H68ZnCN 3804.18983(47) 1.098(12) 0.93(72) -5.0891(44)    0.001 

D64ZnCN 3722.20564(39) 1.008(11) 1.00(64) -5.0899(37)   0.082(13) 0.001 

D68ZnCN 3697.66702(40) 0.995(11) 0.88(76) -5.0915(42)   0.076(14) 0.001 

H64Zn13CN 3817.77804(71) 1.119(28) 1.0(15) -5.0892(79)    0.000 
aErrors in parentheses are 1σ in the last quoted decimal places. 
bValues in MHz. 
cValues in kHz. 

The measured FTMW frequencies of ZnCN, HZnCl, HZnCN, 67ZnO, 67ZnS, ZnOH 

and ZnCCH were analyzed by using the nonlinear least square routine SPFIT. As 

described in Chapter 2, the Hamiltonian for closed-shell molecules such as HZnCN 

contains rotation, nuclear quadrupole coupling, and nuclear spin-rotation terms in general; 

but for open-shell molecules such as ZnCN, the Hund’s case (b) Hamiltonian was used 

instead. Detailed information regarding the fitted constants of both ZnCN and HZnCN 

can be found in Appendix F. However, in order to determine the nitrogen nuclear spin-

rotation interaction among the HZnCN isotopologues, we refit the same HZnCN data in 

Appendix F, and obtained new results listed in Table 8.7.  
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Table 8.8 Spectroscopic Constants for 67ZnO (X1Σ+) and 67ZnS (X1Σ+) in MHz.a

 ZnO ZnS 
Parameter Our Work Literature Valuesc Our Work Literature Valuesd

   B 13415.3475b,c 13415.3475 5561.64146(77) 5561.6491 
   D 0.020196b,c 0.020196 0.003741(49) 0.0037339 
  CI (Zn) -0.0025(12)  -0.00153(55)  
  eQq (Zn) 2.399(23)  9.338(11)  
  rms 0.002  0.002  
aErrors in the parentheses are 1σ in the last quoted decimal places. 
bValues are fixed during fitting.
cZack, Pulliam and Ziurys (2009). 
dZack and Ziurys (2009). 

For ZnOH, the fitting results can be found in Appendix H. Table 8.8 shows the 

analysis results of both 67ZnO, 67ZnS based on our FTMW data as well as literature 

values. Table 8.9 shows the fitting results of both ZnCCH and ZnCCD. 

Table 8.9 Spectroscopic Constants for two ZnCCH (X2Σ+) isotopologues in MHz.a 
Parameter ZnCCH ZnCCD 
   B 3820.34085(83) 3504.64760(49) 
   D 0.001292(29) 0.000922(14) 
   γ 113.6704(40) 104.3826(23) 
  bF (H) 9.361(17) 1.4452(69) 
  c(H) 2.424(37) 0.347(12) 
  eQq (D)  0.217(30) 
  rms 0.006 0.007 
aErrors in the parentheses are 1σ in the last quoted decimal places. 

8.4 Centrifugal Constants of the HZnCN Isotopologues 

It is well known that the centrifugal constant D is proportional to B2 among the 

isotopologues of the same species [Townes and Schawlow 1975]. In Table 8.10, we listed 

the D/B2 ratios of the seven HZnCN isotopologues. Although all the ratios agree well 

with each other, the single isomer substitution of the same parent molecule can give 

much better results. For example, the D/B2 ratios of H64ZnCN, H66ZnCN, H67ZnCN and 

H68ZnCN agree to each other within 0.3%; both D64ZnCN and D66ZnCN give the same 

value 7.28. It seems that the magnitude of centrifugal effect depends on atoms, the lighter 
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the atom, the more severe the effect, which might explain the close D/B2 ratios of the zinc 

substitution and the carbon substitution compared to the hydrogen substitution. 

Table 8.10 The D/B2 ratios of Seven HZnCN Isotopologues.a 
 H64ZnCN H66ZnCN H67ZnCN H68ZnCN D64ZnCN D66ZnCN H64Zn13CN 

D/B2 7.59 7.60 7.58 7.59 7.28 7.28 7.68 
a Rotational constants are from Table 8.7; D/B2 values are in 10-14 KHz-1. 

8.5 Bond Lengths & Fine and Hyperfine Structures 

In Appendix F, discussions regarding the geometries and hyperfine coupling in 

ZnCN and HZnCN were made based on the measured spectroscopic constants and 

literature values of other related species, such as HZnCH3. Similar discussions regarding 

HZnCl molecules can be found in Appendix G. Bond lengths of ZnO and ZnS were 

discussed in Zack, Pulliam and Ziurys (2009) and Zack and Ziurys (2009) respectively 

and the trends among both transition metal oxides and sulfides were also precisely 

described in those references. In this chapter, we will mostly focus on the hyperfine 

interactions among the zinc-bearing molecules. But first of all, we will concisely discuss 

the fine structure among the open shell molecules, ZnCN, ZnOH and ZnCCH. 

Table 8.11 Fine and Hyperfine Constants of the Four X2Σ+ molecules.a 
 ZnCCH ZnCNb ZnFc MgCCH 
γ 113.67 104.06 150.93 16.68 

bF (X) 9.36 2.12 326.3 4.76 
c(X) 2.42 6.36 524.0 1.78 

aValues of main isotopologues are used and rounded up based on original references. 
X = H for both ZnCCH and MgCCH; X = N for ZnCN; X = F for ZnF. 
bAppendix F. 
cFlory, McLamarrah and Ziurys (2006). 

In chapter 2, we mentioned that γ is the electron spin-rotation coupling constant for 

a Hund’s case (b) molecule. γ contains a direct but minor contribution from the rotation 

nuclei, as well as the major but indirect second order electronic contribution arising from 

the admixture of the ground and excited electronic states due to the end-to-end rotation, 
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which is also called L uncoupling. L uncoupling is a transfer of angular momentum from 

the end-to-end rotation to electronic orbital motion. Electrons are partially excited by 

rotation to a state with orbital angular momentum lying along N quanta and hence have a 

magnetic field to interact with the electron’s magnetic moment. For a molecule with the 

ground state in 2Σ+, the magnitude of γ depends on how close the next state lies: the easer 

of the excitation, the bigger γ value [Carrington 1974; Gordy and Cook 1984]. As listed 

in Table 8.11, one can find that MgCCH has the smallest γ value among the four species. 

Since the FTMW spectra of both ZnCCH and MgCCH were measured after the recent 

breach of the integrity of the mu-metal shield, Figure 4.3 and Figure 8.5 are good 

comparison for the influence of the earth magnetic field on open-shell molecules. The 

large γ value of ZnCCH would reflect a big molecular magnetic moment due to rotation, 

normally referred as gJ, which might explain the strange fine structure pattern of ZnCCH 

in Figure 8.5, compared to Figure 4.3 for MgCCH. 

In Table 8.11, the Fermi contact and the electron spin-nuclear spin dipolar constants 

bF and c are also listed for the four species. Obviously, it is hard to give a rough 

prediction on the hyperfine coupling constants based on the fine structures: bF and c 

values are so different even among the zinc-containing molecules that have the γ values 

of the same order of magnitude. The Fermi contact constant, bF, is directly proportional to 

both the nuclear g-factor and the electron density of the s orbitals around the coupling 

nucleus. However, the dipolar coupling constant, c, is proportional to, besides the nuclear 

g-factor, the field gradient around the coupling nucleus arising specifically from the 

electrons giving contribution to the electronic angular momentum [Townes and 
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Schawlow 1975]. As listed in Table 8.11, bF and c constants have been determined for H, 

N and F nuclei in ZnCCH, ZnCN and ZnF respectively. The constants in ZnCCH and 

ZnCN are smaller by about 1~2 orders of magnitude than those established for ZnF, 

which can not be convincingly accounted for by the ratio of the respective nuclear g-

factors: gI(H)/gI(N)/gI(F) = 13/1/14 [Stone 2005]. Hence, the large magnetic hyperfine 

constants in ZnF might reflect the fact that the bulk of the unpaired electron density 

originally lying on the zinc nucleus is actually distributed in a very ionic way (Zn+F-) due 

to the electronegativity of F atom. For both ZnCN and ZnF, the c constants are about 

1.5~3 times larger than the respective bF values, suggesting that the electron density 

around N or F is primarily present in orbitals with p, as opposed to s, character. On the 

contrary, in either ZnCCH or MgCCH, since s character dominates around H nucleus, the 

bF value is thus about four times stronger than the c value. 

Table 8.12 The CI(N)/B0 Ratios of Seven HZnCN Isotopologues.a 
 H64ZnCN H66ZnCN H67ZnCN H68ZnCN D64ZnCN D68ZnCN H64Zn13CN 

CI(N)/B0 ×107 2.62 1.91 2.88 2.44 2.69 2.38 2.62 
aBoth CI(N) and B0 values are from Table 8.7; CI(N)/B0

 values are dimensionless. 

In Chapter 7, we examined the CI(Cu)/B0gI(Cu) for CuCCH and obtained very close 

ratios among the six isotopologues, which indicates that the same electronic manifold for 

all the isotopologues. In Table 8.12, we used a similar technique to examine the CI(N) 

values among the seven HZnCN isotopologues. Since only the coupling arising from 14N 

nucleus is considered and gI(N) is the same for all isotopologues, close CI(N) /B0 ratios 

should be expected. However, compared to CuCCH, the CI(N) /B0 values do not agree so 

well for HZnCN although they all fluctuate inside 2.50± 0.60. 
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Table 8.13 CI, CI/gNB0<r-3> and eQq Values of Five Zinc-Containing Molecules.a 
 HZnCH3

b HZnCN ZnS ZnO ZnFc 
CI (67Zn) 5.92 1.62 -1.53 -2.50  

CI (Zn)/B0gI(Zn)<r-3>Zn 1.75 1.15 -0.75 -0.51  
CI (14N)  1.10    

CI (N)/B0gI(N)<r-3>N  1.98    
eQq(67Zn) -109.12 -104.58 9.34 2.40 -60 

aB0  in MHz; CI in kHz; gI in nm from Stone (2005), gI(67Zn)= 0.35 and gI(N) = 0.40; <r-3> in a.u. from Morton 
and Preston (1978), <r-3>Zn = 10.52 and <r-3>N =3.60; CI /B0gI<r-3> in 1.5×10-8 nm2. 
bFlory (2007). Cbb is quoted for CI. 
cFlory, McLamarrah and Ziurys (2006). 

As listed in Table 8.13, we also examined CI values among four different molecules, 

HZnCH3, HZnCN, ZnS and ZnO. In theory, CI values should have the same sign as the g-

factor of the coupling nucleus [Townes and Schawlow 1975]. However, we obtained 

negative CI(67Zn) values for both ZnO and ZnS, the same phenomenon also observed in 

Chapter 7 with negative CI(Cl) and CI(F) for CuCl and CuF respectively. We also 

calculated the CI/B0gI values in Table 8.13 and expected to find some indication regarding 

the low-lying electronic states of the four species. For the species containing Zn-C bond, 

the zinc CI/B0gI ratio for HZnCH3 is bigger than that for HZnCN. According to the 

conclusion drawn in Chapter 7 based on the Cu CI/B0gI ratios for CuCCH and CuCN, Zn-

C bond in HZnCH3 should be more covalent than in HZnCN, which actually contradict 

the Zn-C bond lengths in Appendix F, 1.50 Å in HZnCN vs. 1.52 Å HZnCH3. Then, we 

might draw a new conclusion for both the Cu-R and HZn-R molecules containing metal-

C bond, the less of the electronegativity of R group, the bigger of the metal CI/B0gI ratio. 

Both 67Zn and 14N CI/B0gI<r-3> ratios for HZnCN in Table 8.13 have the same order 

of magnitude and thus reflect the electronic manifold of the same molecule. The 

discrepancy could be mainly ascribed to the ‘quite dissimilar electronic surroundings’ 

around the different nuclei in the same molecule. In both Chapter 5 and Chapter 7, we 
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used <r-3> to qualitatively explain the bigger CI/B0gI<r-3> ratio of metal than halogen in 

the same metal halide. But obviously, it does not work here since 14N CI/B0gI<r-3> is 

slightly larger than 67Zn CI/B0gI<r-3> in HZnCN. Actually, the same phenomenon was 

observed for CuCN molecule in Chapter 7. 

So far, we have obtained metal CI values of many aluminum halides, copper halides 

as well as zinc halides. In Chapter 5, the trend observed for aluminum CI/B0gI ratios 

among aluminum halides is that the ratio increases when the halogen electronegativity 

deceases. In Chapter 7, the trend of copper CI/B0gI ratios among copper halides is just 

opposite to aluminum CI/B0gI ratios among aluminum halides. If the 67Zn CI/B0gI ratios of 

ZnS and ZnO in Table 8.13 are compared, the trend follows the copper halides if the sign 

of the values is taken into account. But if only the magnitude of the Zn CI/B0gI ratios is 

considered, the trend then follows the aluminum halides: relatively small 

electronegativity of sulfur results in slightly larger Zn CI/B0gI in ZnS than in ZnO. 

Anyway, the nuclear spin-rotation coupling in zinc-containing molecules seems 

even more complicated than in copper-containing molecules probably due to the 

interaction between the ground electronic state and multiple low-lying states. It might be 

too early to draw any concrete conclusion about this type of coupling here. As we 

discussed in Chapter 7, more sophisticated theoretical approaches are required to solve 

this type of coupling for all transition metals. 

Table 8.13 listed the eQq(67Zn) values of five zinc-containing species, which are the 

only eQq(67Zn) measurements by rotational spectroscopy so far and were all measured in 

the Ziurys group for the first time. In Appendix F, after comparing the eQq(67Zn) values 
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of HZnCH3, HZnCN and ZnF, we concluded that the eQq(67Zn) value is indicative of the 

degree of covalent bonding across zinc atom, which is not really supported, unfortunately, 

by the Zn-C bond lengths, 1.90 Å for HZnCN vs. 1.93 Å for HZnCH3. As listed in Table 

9 of Appendix B, from CuCN to CuCH3, the magnitude of eQq(Cu) drops a lot, and the 

sign eQq(Cu) also changes, which is in sharp contrast with the similar magnitude and 

same sign of the eQq(67Zn) values in HZnCN and HZnCH3.  

On the other hand, the eQq(67Zn) values of both ZnO and ZnS are small but positive 

whereas HZnCN, HZnCH3 and ZnF have big negative values. Both copper atom and zinc 

atom have balanced d10 orbitals, and just like copper-containing species, the simple 

Townes-Dailey model can not handle the eQq(67Zn) variation among the zinc-containing 

molecules either. Hence, we have to leave this problem to theoretical chemists who are 

willing to put more efforts to gain deeper understanding in this area. 

Table 8.14 eQq(D) Values and Related Bond Lengths of Six Species.a 
 ZnCCDb CuCCDc AlCCDd CH3De CF3Df HZnCNg 

eQq(D) (MHz) 0.217 0.214 0.207 0.192 0.171 0.081 
rH-X (Å) 1.058 1.058 1.060 1.092 1.099 1.497 

a Values are rounded and/or averaged based on original references. 
X = C except for HZnCN where X = Zn. 
Except ZnCCD, the values are copied from Table 7.4. 
b Estimated r0 bond length is used. 
c rs bond length is used. 
d rs bond length is used. 
e rs bond length is used. 
f r0 bond length is used. 
g rs bond length is used. 

We thoroughly discussed the deuterated species in both Chapter 5 and Chapter 7: 

due to the “s” electronic character across the deuterium nucleus, the small deuterium 

coupling introduced by orbital distortion effects is proportional to the bond force constant 

and is thus related to the bond length. Table 8.14 is a copy of the Table 7.4, except that 
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we add ZnCCD in. As what we concluded before, for a D-X bond, a decrease of bond 

length would increase the quadrupole coupling, or vice versa. Although the bond lengths 

of ZnCCH are not well determined since the project is still in progress, the estimated C-H 

bond and measured quadrupole coupling constant for this molecule are consistent with 

the H-X bond lengths and eQq(D) values of other molecules shown in the table. 
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CONCLUSION 

In this dissertation, transient molecules containing magnesium, aluminum, arsenic, 

copper and zinc were thoroughly investigated by the Ziurys group FTMW spectrometer 

in the gas phase. By combining both the traditional and new techniques, we successfully 

produced many simple organometallic molecules on the spectrometer. With the 

traditional discharge nozzle and organometallic precursors, we obtained the spectra of 

ZnCN, HZnCN, HZnCl, CCAs, AlCH3, AlOH and AlCCH. A Pyrex U-tube was also 

used for CCAs and aluminum bearing species. With the copper pin-electrodes, we 

recorded the spectra of CuOH and CuSH. Finally, with the new DALAS technique, we 

obtained the spectra of ZnO, ZnS, ZnOH, ZnCCH, MgCCH, CuCH3, CuCN and CuCCH 

with excellent S/N ratio. Due to the sensitivity of the spectrometer, isotopologues of 

many molecules, such as CCAS, AlCCH, CuCCH and HZnCN, were also detected, and 

the geometries of those molecules were thus precisely determined based on the rotational 

constants of the isotopologues. Since the fine and hyperfine structures were also well 

resolved for most of the metal-containing molecules owing to the resolution of the 

spectrometer, the charge distribution and bonding nature of those molecules were also 

derived from the fine and hyperfine coupling constants. The FTMW measurements of all 

these metal-containing molecules in this dissertation thoroughly demonstrate the 

versatility of our spectrometer, as well as the feasibility of studies of other organometallic 

species with this unique system. 
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APPENDIX A 

FOURIER TRANSFORM MICROWAVE AND MILLIMETER/SUBMILLIMETER 
SPECTRA OF AlCCH (X 1Σ+) 

Sun, M.; Halfen, D.T.; Min, J.; Clouthier, D.J.; Ziurys, L.M. 
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Abstract 
 

The pure rotational spectra of AlCCH in its ground electronic state (X1Σ+) has been 

measured by using both the Fourier Transform Microwave (FTMW) spectrometer and the 

direct absorption mm/sub-mm spectrometer in the Ziurys Group. In the microwave region, 

four rotational transitions were measured for Al12C12CH and Al13C13CH in the frequency 

range of 9 to 40 GHz; three rotational transitions were measured for Al12C12CD between 

9 and 37 GHz; and two rotational transitions for Al12C13CH and Al13C12CH between 9 

and 20 GHz. For all the isotopologues, hyperfine structures due to the Al nuclear spin of 

I=5/2 were well resolved. In addition, hyperfine splittings were also observed due to the 

D nuclei (I=1), creating more complex patterns for Al12C12CD. In addition to the 

microwave data, five rotational transitions were obtained from 238 to 309 GHz for the 

main isotopologue by the mm/sub-mm direct absorption spectrometer. The spectra were 

analyzed with a Hamiltonian incorporating the appropriate number of nuclear spins, and 

effective rotational, aluminum and deuterium hyperfine constants were determined. From 

the effective rotational constants, bond lengths for this linear radical have been 

established, rAl-C = 1.986 Å, rC-C = 1.206 Å and rC-H = 1.063 Å. The bonding nature and 

the distribution of the electrons in this radical have also been inferred from the hyperfine 

constants. Besides its potential significance in astrochemistry, this study also suggests 

that metal-carbon chain species are candidates for systematic investigations in our system 

to expose the nature of their bonding and chemical reactions.
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I. INTRODUCTION 
In material sciences, metal-doped carbide clusters are regarded as a new class of 

functional materials for semiconductors, ceramics, hydrogen storage, and catalysis.1 

While specific to aluminum carbide clusters, certain AlmCnHx clusters can potentially act 

as hydrogen storage materials due to their non-classical and non-stoichiometric 

structures1-4, which are different from most metal carbide clusters with cubic frameworks 

and layered structures1,5,6. However, because of scarce knowledge available about the 

physical and chemical properties of these clusters, it is important to start investigating 

simple systems such as AlCC and AlCCH, which will be instructive to build a solid basis 

for understanding and designing more complex species and devises.7-12 On the other hand, 

during the organic synthesis, the Al atom can participate in many modes of chemical 

bonding, such as C-H, C-C and C-O insertion.13-17 As we know, certain aluminum 

containing reagents can show some special catalysis capability18-20, such as the famous 

Ziegler-Natta catalyst20. In order to illustrate the mechanisms behind those complex 

reactions, the simple aluminum-acetylene model system has been a controversial topic 

and has attracted a lot of attentions from both experimental and theoretical chemists.21-29 

As the photolysis products of the aluminum-acetylene adducts, the two shortest Al-doped 

carbon clusters, AlCC and AlCCH are also of particular interest in astrochemistry. It was 

postulated that in the circumstellar envelopes of carbon-rich stars such as IRC + 10216 

with abundant aluminum element and acetylene detected, acetylene could be 

photodissociated in the star’s outershell resulting in the formation carbon chain radicals, 
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which would further react with Al atoms to form aluminum acetylide species such as 

AlCCH or AlCC.12,30

In spite of their significance in many scientific subjects, only limited experimental 

researches have been conducted to discover the fundamental properties of those 

individual aluminum acetylide species, perhaps because of their explosive, as well as 

elusive, chemical behavior. The need for spectroscopic characterization of simple 

aluminum acetylides would seem to be imperative in order to understand their production 

pathways as well as their bulky functions. During the early 1990s, both AlCCH and 

AlCC were characterized by different experimental methods combined with theoretical 

calculations. In 1990, Knight and coworkers successfully produced AlC, AlCC and their 

13C isotopologues by the laser vaporization of aluminum carbide, trapped them in neon 

and argon matrices at 4 K, and characterized these species by electron spin resonance 

(ESR) for the first time.31 In 1993, Burkholder and Andrews deposited aluminum atoms 

vaporized from a thermal source along with C2H2 at high dilution in argon on a 12 K CsI 

window and further exposed them into intense UV-vis irradiation. From the IR spectra of 

the photolyzed products on the argon matrix, they identified one main photolysis product 

as AlCCH by assigning three new IR bands to the C≡C stretching, H–C≡C bending and 

C–Al stretching modes.32 With a similar approach but equipped with new pulsed-laser-

ablation technique, Taylor and coworkers also synthesized AlCCH as well as AlCC on 

the argon matrix and characterized them with IR spectra in 1994.33 Till 2007, Maier and 

coworkers synthesized AlCCH and AlCC in the gas phase by laser ablation of an 

aluminum rod in the throat of a pulsed supersonic expansion of low concentration of 
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acetylene in helium or neon at high backing pressure, characterized them by the gas 

phase electronic spectra, and thus confirmed their geometries for the first time as 

predicted by ab initio methods, a linear structure for AlCCH while a T-shape structure for 

AlCC.30,34,35

In the present paper, we present the gas-phase synthesis and structural 

characterization of the aluminum acetylide (Al-C≡C-H), in its Χ1Σ+ ground electronic 

state using both the Fourier transform microwave (FTMW) spectrometer and the 

millimeter/submillimeter direct absorption spectrometer. Since the invention of the 

pulsed FTMW spectroscopy in the late 1970s36,37, this Balle-Flygare-type spectrometer, 

equipped with new molecular production techniques such as laser ablation or pulsed dc 

discharge sources,38-40 is now used in laboratories worldwide to detect numerous radicals 

and other transient species in the gas phase due to its high resolution (5 KHz) and 

sensitivity (0.1 ppm/debye)41. In this work, rotational transitions of five isotopologues of 

this species were first recorded in the range of 9-40 GHz by the FTMW spectrometer, as 

well as five rotational transitions for Al12C12CH were later obtained from 238 to 309 GHz 

by the mm/sub-mm direct absorption spectrometer.  Hyperfine splittings due to the 

aluminum and deuterium nuclei have been resolved.  Here we describe our synthesis, 

measurements and analysis, and discuss the implications of this study for aluminum 

metal-ligand bonding. 

II. EXPERIMENTAL 

The measurements of the five AlCCH isotopologues were first conducted by using 

the Fourier transform microwave spectrometer of the Ziurys group in the 9-40 GHz range. 
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This Balle-Flygare type narrow-band spectrometer consists of a vacuum chamber with an 

unloaded pressure about 10-8 torr maintained by a cryopump, a Fabry-Perot type cavity 

constructed by two spherical aluminum mirrors in a near cofocal arrangement, and 

antennas embedded in both mirrors for injecting and detecting radiation.  A supersonic jet 

expansion is used to introduce the sample gas, produced by a pulsed-valve nozzle 

(General Valve) containing a dc discharge source. In contrast to other FTMW 

instruments of this type, the supersonic expansion is injected into the chamber at a 40° 

angle relative to the mirror axis. More details regarding the instrumentation can be found 

in Ref. 42. 

The AlCCH main isotopologue was generated in the Ar plasma using the precursors 

Al(CH3)3 and unpurified acetylene. Argon at a pressure of 242 kPa (35 psi), seeded with 

0.3% acetylene, was passed over liquid Al(CH3)3 (Aldrich, 99%) contained in a Pyrex U-

tube43 at room temperature, and the resultant gas mixture delivered through the pulsed 

discharge nozzle (0.8 mm orifice) at a repetition rate of 12 Hz. The gas pulse duration 

was set to 500 µs, which resulted in a 30-35 SCCM mass flow.  AlCCH production was 

maximized with a discharge of 1000 V at 50 mA. To produce Al13C13CH and Al12C12CD, 

0.3% 13C2H2 (Cambridge Isotopes, 99% enrichment) and C2D2 (Cambridge Isotopes, 

99% enrichment) in argon was used respectively under the same sample conditions, while 

a mixture of 0.2% CH4 and 0.2% 13CH4 (Cambridge Isotopes, 99% enrichment), also in 

argon, was employed to create Al12C13CH and Al13C12CH. Normally, 1000 shots per scan 

were taken for the Al12C12CH, Al13C13CH, and Al12C12CD spectral measurements, while 

2000 shots per scan were used for Al12C13CH and Al13C12CH. 
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Within a single gas pulse, three 150 µs free induction decay (FID) signals were 

recorded. The Fourier transform of the time domain signals produced spectra with a 600 

kHz bandwidth with 2 kHz resolution. Because of the beam orientation to the cavity axis, 

every measured transition appears as a Doppler doublet with a FWHM of about 5 kHz. 

Transition frequencies are simply taken as the average of the two Doppler components. 

Several rotational transitions of AlCCH were also measured in the millimeter/ 

submillimeter region using direct absorption spectroscopy.  Briefly, the instrument used 

consists of a frequency source, a double-pass gas cell, and InSb hot electron bolometer 

detector, and is described in more detail elsewhere.44  The radiation source comprises sets 

of Gunn oscillators and Schottky diode multiplier combinations that operate from 65 to 

850 GHz.  The steel reaction cell contains a Broida-type oven, and is water cooled.  The 

radiation is directed through the system from a feedhorn to the detector using several 

Teflon lenses, a polarizing grid, and a rooftop reflector.  Frequency modulation and 

phase-sensitive detection are utilized to remove background noise, and the system is 

under computer control. 

AlCCH was formed in the gas phase from a mixture of Al vapor, produced in the 

Broida oven, acetylene, and argon with a DC discharge.  Signals due to this species were 

observed using 10 mTorr of Ar, flowing over the lenses to prevent coating of the optics, 

and 20 mTorr of Ar and 5 mTorr of HCCH, introduced from beneath the oven.  The 

acetylene could be added from above the oven with similar intensities of AlCCH.  A 

discharge of 1 A at 50 V was needed to create this species, and the plasma created 

glowed a light purple color from atomic emission of argon.  The oven was regularly run 
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at 500-800 W of power to produce a stable discharge, but this created a problem such that 

the aluminum would condense over the top of the oven crucible forming  a crust that 

stopped production of Al vapor and the signals due to AlCCH.  

The millimeter/submillimeter search for AlCCH was greatly facilitated by 

predictions based on the microwave data.  However, even with these data, the intensities 

of the lines of AlCCH that were finally obtained were quite weak.  Significant signal-

averaging had to be performed to achieve a sufficient signal-to-noise ratio to verify the 

observed features.  Usually, 16-28 scans 110 MHz wide were necessary to record to 

observe the features of AlCCH. 

Rest frequencies for AlCCH were determined by recording scan pairs 5 MHz wide, 

with one scan taken increasing in frequency, and the other decreasing in frequency.  

Typically, 20-60 such scans were needed to acquire an adequate signal-to-noise ratio.  

Gaussian line profiles were fit to the observed features to obtain the center frequency and 

line widths, which ranged from 570 to 760 kHz from 248 to 308 GHz.  The experimental 

accuracy is estimated to be ±50 kHz. 

III. RESULTS 
The search for the pure rotational spectrum AlCCH was based on the optical work 

(Maier and Clouthier)30, which provided estimates of the rotational constant B, 0.16487 

cm-1 (4942.678 MHz) from Maier30 while 0.165737 cm-1 (4968.670 MHz) from Clouthier. 

We made the prediction with SPCAT45 by using the above B0 values, and eQq (Al), -

37.22 MHz from AlCN46 for our initial search in the microwave region. A couple of 

scurvies for the J= 2→1 transition of the main isotopologue have been conducted in the 
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range between 19.68 GHz and 19.92 GHz to cover the two estimated B0 values. We 

finally found a cluster of lines at around 19.9 GHz matching the Al hyperfine pattern as 

predicted. By searching upper and lower J transitions, we confirmed this linear molecule 

the main isotopologue of AlCCH. As shown in Table 1, eventually, 33 hyperfine lines of 

four rotational transitions were obtained for Al12C12CH. Representative FTMW spectra of 

AlCCH is given in Figure 1, where the J = 1→0 transition is shown in upper panel and 

the J = 2→1 transition in lower panel. All the hyperfine components arising from the 27Al 

nuclear spin (I=5/2) are indicated by F quantum numbers. Each feature is composed of 

two Doppler components. There are two frequency breaks in the J = 1→0 transition in 

order to display the three compiled 600 kHz wide scans. The J = 2→1 spectrum is a 

compilation of two 600 kHz wide scans. 1000 shots were accumulated for each scan. 

For the 13C singly substituted or doubly substituted species, the hyperfine patterns 

were expected to be the same as the Al12C12CH since 13C might not introduce resolvable 

hyperfine splittings in closed-shell molecules. After further searches, we found 10 lines 

for both Al12C13CH and Al13C12CH, and 26 lines for Al13C13CH as shown in Table 1 with 

expected patterns. However, for 63Cu12C12CD, hyperfine splittings due to deuterium 

nucleus (I = 1) was also resolved and 33 hyperfine transitions were obtained in Table 2. 

In Figure 2, the J = 2→1 transition of Al12C12CD is shown for comparison with the main 

isotopologue, where the label F1 indicates the coupling with Al nucleus while label F 

indicates further coupling with deuterium nucleus. As shown in Figure 2, although the 

coupling arising from Al is dominant, the hyperfine splittings due to deuterium in AlCCD 
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is noticeable compared to Al12C12CH. This spectrum compiled two 600 kHz scans with 

1000 shots for each scan. 

Based on the microwave data, the rotational transitions of AlCCH were additionally 

searched for in the mm/sub-mm region. Five rotational transitions were obtained from 

238 to 309 GHz for the main isotopologue. Figure 5 displays all the transitions as listed 

in Table 1. 

IV. ANALYSIS 

Our data of the five AlCCH isotopologues were analyzed by using the nonlinear 

least square routine SPFIT45 with a 1Σ Hamiltonian containing rotation, eclectic nuclear 

quadrupole, and nuclear spin-rotation terms respectively47 shown below: 

 H = Hrot + HeqQ + Hnsr                                       (1). 

The resulting constants from this analysis are given in Table 3. For the main isotopologue, 

the B0 value agrees well with the optical experiments, especially with the result from 

Clouthier; the microwave and millimeter-wave transitions measured are in good 

agreement and thus give low rms for the combined fit, 22 kHz. The rms values for other 

species are only about 1-2 kHz that is the typical accuracy for FTMW measurements. 

Both the rotational parameter B and the electric quadrupole coupling constant were 

established for the Al nuclei among all species, as well as for the deuterium nucleus for 

Al12C12CD.  The centrifugal constant D was determined for Al12C12CH, Al13C13CH, and 

Al12C12CD within their 3σ uncertainties, but not for the rest due to limited observed lines. 

In this case, for those species, D values were estimated by using that from the Al12C12CH 

according to their respective B values since D is proportional to B2.48 As a test, this 
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approach gives a D value of 0.00185 MHz for AlCCD, which definitely falls within the 

3σ uncertainty of the measured value, 0.00174(55) MHz.  

Just like the centrifugal constant D, a similar approach was used to scale the nuclear 

spin-rotation parameter, CI, which could only be determined for the Al nucleus in the 

main isotopologue. This magnetic hyperfine constant CI is isotopic dependant and is 

proportional to both the nuclear g factor and the rotational constant B0, i.e. gN×B0.48  

Since the Al nuclear g factor is a constant for all species, CI(Al) values were thus scaled 

according to their respective B values. As listed in Table 3, except for Al12C12CH, CI(Al) 

values were fixed during the fitting. 

V. DISCUSSION 
From the rotational constants established in this work for all five AlCCH 

isotopologues, the precise linear structure for the molecule has been derived.  The 

resulting bond lengths of AlCCH are listed in Table 4. Several structures were 

determined: r0, rs, and rm
(1). The r0 bond lengths were obtained directly from a least-

squares fit to the moments of inertia, while the rs substitution structure was calculated 

using Kraitchman’s equations, which accounts in part for the zero-point vibrational 

effects.47 The rm
(1) bond lengths were derived by the method developed by Watson49 and 

are believed to be closer to the equilibrium structure than the rs or r0 geometries.  (The 

Watson rm
(2) structure would be optimal, but could not be calculated because no isotopic 

substitution is possible for the Al atom.) As the table shows, depending on the method, 

the Al-C bond length is 1.963-1.986 Å, the C-C bond length in the range of 1.202-1.210 
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Å, and the C-H bond length is 1.060-1.063 Å. (All three structures agree to each other 

within 0.3%.) 

Also listed in Table 4 are the metal-C, C-C, and C-H bond lengths of other 

molecules.46,50-58 Apparently, the CCH group in all the metal hydrogenacetylides listed in 

Table 4 retains its integrity of linear structure and carbon sp hybridization since their 

bond lengths are virtually the same as that in acetylene (HC≡CH) in spite of slightly C-C 

bond lengthening due to the electronic charge transferred from metal to the C≡CH group. 

Metal-C bonding in alkali metal acetylides and alkali earth metal acetylides might be 

close to pure ionic and the bond lengths thus follow the trend of the atomic size very well. 

The same conclusion might also be reached for AlCCH in the same periodic row if one 

could compare rNa-C= 2.22 Å, rMg-C = 2.04 Å, rAl-C = 1.96 Å in those acetylides listed in 

Table 4 with their metal atomic radii. Compared to AlCN and AlCH3, Al-C bond length 

in AlCCH falls into the category of single bonding57 in spite of some tiny variation in 

these molecules, which might be true for all metal hydrogenacetylides in Table 4. 

A comparison of the electric quadrupole coupling constants is informative because 

it is indicative of the electric field gradient across the various nuclei. As mentioned 

before, eQq(Al) in AlCN46 was used to predict our initial search, which turns out to be a 

reasonable estimation (-42.39 MHz vs. -37.22 MHz). In Table 5, eQq(Al) values are 

listed for a couple of Al bearing molecules.46,47,59 The predominant contribution to the 

field gradient at the Al nucleus in a molecule was supposed to come from the bonding 

molecular orbital, i.e. the pσ bond in this case, which should be close to that in a free Al 

atom provided that the pσ bond is pure covalent. Considering the electron distribution 
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due to the positive pole at the metal atom across the metal acetylide, one might expect 

less field gradient at the Al nucleus in AlCCH than that in a free Al atom. However, as 

listed in Table 5, both AlCCH and AlCH3 provide larger Al electric quadrupole coupling 

constants than the free Al atom, which gives eQq310(Al) = -37.52 MHz. Another extreme 

case is AlF, which should give no quadrupole coupling at all at the Al nucleus due to the 

pure ionic pσ bonding nature compared to the observed -37.49 MHz, the same magnitude 

as the free atom. Here, one might ask what cause the unusual big electric quadrupole 

coupling among the Al bearing molecules. As illustrated by Gordy and Cook, the answer 

must be that the hybridization among the Al 3s and 3p atomic orbitals is induced 

somehow during the bonding formation in the molecules.47 By doing so, the predominant 

contribution to the field gradient at the Al nucleus results from the fully filled counter-

hybridized orbital, instead of the pσ bond. By further taking into account the ionic 

character across the pσ bond and the Al nuclear screening effect for the field gradient, we 

can calculate the hybridization percentage by applying Townes-Dailey model47,60

eQq(Al) = [(1-ic)(1- αs
2) + 2αs

2)](1+ic ε) eQq310(Al)                    (2) 

where eQq(Al) is the measured value in a molecule; eQq310(Al) is the free atomic 

coupling constant; αs
2 is the percentage of the s character in the pσ bond; ic is the ionic 

character across the pσ bond; ε is the nuclear screening factor and (1+ic ε) represents the 

screening correction for the positive charged atom. The ionic character ic can be either 

estimated from the electronegativity difference across the bond or derived from 

experimental results47, whereas the nuclear screening factor, namely ε, has a fixed value 

of 0.35 for the Al 3p orbital. Besides the measured eQq(Al) values, the ionic characters 
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across the Al bonds obtained by certain methods are listed in Table 5 for all the species. 

Based on these data, the s character percentage for the pσ bond, αs
2, during the 

hybridization at the Al atom are obtained from the Equation (2) and the results are also 

shown in Table 5.  

Apparently, there is no simple relationship between ic and eQq(Al) or αs
2 for all the 

species listed in Table 5. But if we divide them into two groups, of which one consists of 

molecules with Al-C bond while the other containing molecules with Al-halogen bond, 

one might be able to draw some conclusions based on the trends. Inside both groups, one 

can find that the eQq(Al) increases with more s character in the pσ bond, i.e. larger αs
2. 

However, in the Al-C group, eQq(Al) increases with less ionic character across the pσ 

bond; bigger eQq(Al) values, on the contrary, were observed for more ionic species in the 

Al-halogen group. For AlCH3, AlCCH, and AlCN, we might propose that hybridization 

among the Al atomic orbitals might strengthen Al-C bonding by introducing a small 

amount of covalent feature to the bond and is thus more favored for groups such as CH3 

with less electronegativity, which might be further confirmed by the Al-C bond lengths, 

1.980 Å for AlCH3, 1.986 Å for AlCCH, and 2.015 Å for AlCN. Unfortunately, some of 

these bond-length values above were estimated instead of being measured. Nevertheless, 

for aluminum halides, it is surprising to find significant hybridization occurring at the Al 

atom since strengthening Al-halogen bond with covalent character might not be very 

likely due to the high electronegativity difference across the bond. It has been pointed out 

by Gordy and Cook, where there is no orbital overlap, the hybridization on the positive 

atom is induced entirely by the strong electric field created by the large primary dipole 
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moment of the ionic bond.47 That is why the general trend in aluminum halides is toward 

increasing hybridization on the positive atom with increasing ionic character of the bond. 

In our previous discussion about eQq(Al), we focused on the σ bond and related 

hybridization, which we believe the predominant contribution for field gradient come 

from. However, it might be worthy to mention that for AlCCH and AlCN, back-donation 

from the 1πu
 orbital of the C2 or CN moiety to Al 3px or 3py orbital can also bring the 

filed gradient down and thus decrease the electric quadrupole coupling strength at Al 

nucleus compared to AlCH3.47 Based on the theoretical calculation of metal dicarbides by 

Largo and coworkers, this type of back bonding should not happen for AlCCH or AlCN 

due to the large energy gap between those orbitals7, which might validate our conclusion 

made above to some extent. 

Compared to aluminum, the deuterium quadrupole coupling strength in AlCCD is 

very weak, 0.2 MHz vs. 42.4 MHz in Table 3) due to the “s” electronic character in the 

C-D bonding orbital, which is spherical and thus has no contribution to the field gradient 

q in principle. However, the small D coupling normally observed in high-resolution 

spectroscopy is believed to be introduced by orbital distortion effects,47 which is 

proportional to the bond force constant and is thus related to the bond length61. Therefore, 

the D quadrupole coupling strength would be a simple but sensitive probe to sense the 

bond length, i.e. a decrease of bond length would increase the quadrupole coupling, or 

vice versa, which is consistent with our results of eQq(D) and D-X bond length shown in 

Table 542,61-64. 
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VI. CONCLUSION 
  This study has demonstrated the combination of Fourier Transform Microwave 

(FTMW) and mm/sub-mm direct absorption techniques to synthesize and characterize the 

organometallic species, AlCCH, in its 1Σ+ ground electronic state. From the five 

isotopologues of AlCCH investigated in this work, an accurate structure has been 

established that further validates the conclusions reached in other researches during the 

past. The quadrupole coupling constants at the Al nucleus suggest that there is certain 

degree of covalent bonding character in the metal-carbon bond for AlCCH compared to 

some pure ionic species. The measurements of AlCCH also demonstrate that 

organometallic precursors are excellent sources of metal vapor in supersonic nozzles and 

studies of other organometallic species would certainly be feasible and be of interest with 

this system.  
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Table 1. Observed Rotational Transitions of AlCCH and its C Isotopologues (X 1Σ+) in MHz. 

    Al12C12CH Al13C12CH Al12C13CH Al13C13CH 
J′ F′ J″ F″ νobs  νo-c νobs  νo-c νobs  νo-c νobs  νo-c
1 2.5 0 2.5 9945.376 -0.001 9897.660 0.002 9606.350 -0.001 9566.069 0.000 
 3.5  2.5 9954.297 0.001 9906.587 0.002 9615.278 0.002 9575.000 0.004 
 1.5  2.5 9958.083 0.000 9910.375 0.002 9619.061 -0.005 9578.786 -0.001 

2 2.5 1 1.5 19895.316 0.000 19799.884 -0.002 19217.270 0.001 19136.706 -0.001 
 3.5  3.5 19896.999 0.001 19801.571 0.002 19218.950 -0.003 19138.390 -0.001 
 2.5  3.5 19899.101 -0.002       
 1.5  1.5 19901.358 0.000 19805.932 -0.000 19223.316 0.000 19142.754 -0.001 
 4.5  3.5 19905.196 0.001 19809.773 -0.001 19227.156 0.001 19146.596 0.000 
 3.5  2.5 19905.918 0.001 19810.495 -0.001 19227.881 0.003 19147.325 0.007 
 0.5  1.5 19906.800 -0.001 19811.379 -0.000 19228.762 -0.001 19148.203 -0.001 
 2.5  2.5 19908.022 0.000 19812.601 -0.000 19229.985 0.000 19149.426 0.000 
 1.5  2.5 19914.064 0.000     19155.471 -0.003 

3 3.5 2 4.5 29848.998 0.020       
 4.5  4.5 29848.998 -0.001     28711.105 0.002 
 1.5  0.5 29852.453 -0.005     28714.561 -0.004 
 2.5  1.5 29852.965 -0.003     28715.078 0.003 
 3.5  2.5 29855.069 -0.002     28717.180 0.000 
 0.5  0.5 29856.261 -0.005     28718.372 -0.004 
 5.5  4.5 29856.798 0.000     28718.908 0.000 
 3.5  3.5 29857.197 0.021       
 4.5  3.5 29857.197 0.001     28719.308 0.001 
 1.5  1.5 29857.902 0.001     28720.013 -0.001 
 2.5  2.5 29859.011 0.001     28721.124 0.001 

4 5.5 3 5.5 39800.910 -0.006       
 2.5  1.5 39806.485 -0.002     38289.316 -0.003 
 3.5  2.5 39806.812 -0.001     38289.645 0.000 
 1.5  0.5 39807.212 0.003     38290.044 0.002 
 4.5  4.5 39807.802 0.022       
 4.5  3.5 39807.802 0.001     38290.635 0.001 
 6.5  5.5 39808.462 -0.001     38291.297 0.001 
 5.5  4.5 39808.714 -0.001     38291.547 -0.001 
 3.5  3.5 39810.752 0.000       
 2.5  2.5 39811.415 -0.005       

24  23 a 238731.258 -0.077       
25  24 a 248667.671 -0.094       
29  28 a 288399.791 -0.062       
30  29 a 298329.190 -0.014       
31  30 a 308257.045 0.063       

a Hyperfine collapsed. 
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Table 2. Observed Rotational Transitions of AlCCD (X 1Σ+) in MHz.

J′ F1′ F′ J″ F1″ F″ νobs  νo-c
1 2.5 2.5 0 2.5 2.5 9160.587 -0.001 
 2.5 3.5  2.5 3.5 9160.637 0.000 
 2.5 1.5  2.5 1.5 9160.657 -0.002 
 3.5 2.5  2.5 1.5 9169.522 0.000 
 3.5 4.5  2.5 3.5 9169.537 0.003 
 3.5 3.5  2.5 2.5 9169.573 -0.001 
 1.5 0.5  2.5 1.5 9173.321 -0.003 
 1.5 2.5  2.5 3.5 9173.333 0.000 
 1.5 1.5  2.5 2.5 9173.346 0.003 
2 2.5 2.5 1 1.5 1.5 18325.801 0.002 
 2.5 3.5  1.5 2.5 18325.828 -0.002 
 3.5 3.5  3.5 3.5 18327.488 0.005 
 3.5 4.5  3.5 4.5 18327.511 -0.003 
 3.5 2.5  3.5 2.5 18327.524 0.001 
 1.5 1.5  1.5 1.5 18331.830 0.001 
 1.5 2.5  1.5 2.5 18331.874 -0.002 
 4.5 5.5  3.5 4.5 18335.699 0.000 
 4.5 3.5  3.5 2.5 18335.699 0.000 
 4.5 4.5  3.5 3.5 18335.718 0.005 
 3.5 2.5  2.5 1.5 18336.380 -0.006 
 3.5 4.5  2.5 3.5 18336.413 0.002 
 3.5 3.5  2.5 2.5 18336.469 -0.001 
 0.5 0.5  1.5 1.5 18337.301 -0.002 
 0.5 1.5  1.5 1.5 18337.301 -0.002 
 0.5 1.5  1.5 2.5 18337.314 0.001 
 0.5 0.5  1.5 0.5 18337.325 0.003 
 2.5 1.5  2.5 1.5 18338.511 -0.003 
 2.5 3.5  2.5 3.5 18338.529 0.003 
 2.5 2.5  2.5 2.5 18338.552 -0.002 
4 6.5 7.5 3 5.5 6.5 36669.563 0.000 
 6.5 5.5  5.5 4.5 36669.563 -0.001 
 6.5 6.5  5.5 5.5 36669.568 0.001 
 5.5 6.5  4.5 5.5 36669.812 -0.001 
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Table 3. Spectroscopic Constants for AlCCH (X 1Σ+) in MHz. 
Parameter Al12C12CH Al13C12CH Al12C13CH Al13C13CH Al12C12CD 

 MW and MMW Literature Values MW MW MW MW 

   B 4976.08610(56) 4942.7c; 4968.7d 4952.230(14)4806.575(14)4786.435(14) 4583.710(11)
   D 0.00218502(81)  0.002164b 0.002038b 0.00201(56) 0.00174(55)
  CI (Al) 0.0049(11)  0.00488b 0.00473b 0.00471b 0.00451b

  eQq (Al) -42.393(28)  -42.42(41) -42.42(41) -42.43(30) -42.40(25) 
  eQq (D)      0.207(28) 
  rms 0.022  0.001 0.002 0.002 0.002 
a Errors are 3σ in the last quoted decimal places. 
b Values are fixed during fitting. 
c Reference 30. 
d Clouthier. 

 

 

 
Table 4. Bond Lengths of XCCH and Related Molecules.a

Molecule r(X-C) (Å) r(C-C) (Å) r(C-H) (Å) Method Ref. 
AlCCH (X  1Σ+) 1.963(5) 1.210(7) 1.060(3) r0 This work 

 1.978 1.202 1.060 rs This work 
 1.986(1) 1.2061(6) 1.0634(3) rm

(1) This work b
LiCCH (X  1Σ+) 1.886 1.230 1.060c r0 50 
NaCCH (X  1Σ+) 2.221 1.217 1.060c r0 51 
KCCH (X  1Σ+) 2.540 1.233 1.060c r0 52 

MgCCH (X  2Σ+) 2.040 1.204 1.056c r0 53 
CaCCH (X  2Σ+) 2.349 1.204 1.056c r0 54 
SrCCH (X  2Σ+) 2.460 1.204 1.056c r0 55 
AlCN (X  1Σ+) 2.015   r0 d 
AlCH3 (X  1A1) 1.980  1.090c r0 57 

HC≡CH  1.20241(9) 1.0625(1) re, Infrared, Raman 58 
a X = Al, Li, Na, K, Mg, Ca, or Sr. Values in parentheses are 1 σ uncertainties. 
b cb = -0.028(8). 
c Values were estimated in the original references. 
d Reference 46 and 56. Results calculated at the TZ2P+fCISD level in Ref. 56 were adopted. 
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Table 5. eQq(Al), Ionic character (ic), and s Hybridization Percentage (αs

2) Across the Al-X Bond 
in Related Species. 

 Free Al atom AlCH3 AlCCH AlCN AlFb AlClb AlBrb AlIb

eQq(Al)a -37.52b -50.34 c -42.39 d -37.22e -37.49 -29.8 -27.9 -25.9 
ic  0.41 b,f 0.60 b,f 0.65 b,f 1.00g 0.92g 0.90g 0.86g

αs
2
 (%) 0 41 33 28 37 27 25 21 

a Values in MHz. 
b Reference 47. 
c Reference 59. 
d This work. 
e Reference 46. 
f ic values were calculated from electronegativity difference across the Al-C bond. 
g ic values were estimated from halogen eQq in the original reference. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Table 6. eQq(D) Values and Related Bond Lengths of Five Species.a

 CuCCDb AlCCDc CH3D CF3D HZnCNg

eQq(D) (MHz) 0.214 0.207 0.192d 0.171d 0.081 
rH-X (Å) 1.058 1.060 1.092e 1.099f 1.497 

a Values are rounded and/or averaged based on original references. 
X = C except for HZnCN where X = Zn. 

b Reference 62. rs bond length is used.
c This work. rs bond length is used. 
d Reference 61. 
e Reference 63. rs bond length is used. 
f Reference 64. r0 bond length is used. 
g Reference 42. rs bond length is used. 
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Figure Captions: 

Figure 1. Spectra of the J = 1 → 0 transition (upper panel) and J = 2 → 1 transition 

(lower panel) of the AlCCH main isotopologue, showing the hyperfine components due 

to 27Al nuclear spin (I=5/2). Doppler components and quantum numbers labeled by the F 

are shown for each hyperfine transition. The J = 1 → 0 spectrum is a compilation of three 

600 kHz wide scans and there are two frequency breaks in the spectrum. The J = 2 → 1 

spectrum is a compilation of two 600 kHz wide scans. 1000 shots were accumulated for 

each scan. 0.3% C2H2 in Ar at 242 kPa (35 psi) backing pressure passed over liquid 

(CH3)3Al contained in a Pyrex U-tube at RT right before the nozzle with 32 SCCM gas 

flow and thus brought the mixture to the discharge source to generate AlCCH radical. The 

dc discharge voltage was set to 1.0 kV. 

Figure 2. Spectrum of the J = 2 → 1 transition of AlCCD, showing the hyperfine 

components mainly due to 27Al nuclear spin (I=5/2). The additional small splittings 

caused by the deuterium nuclear spin ((I=1) is evident in the AlCCD data. Doppler 

components and quantum numbers labeled by the F1 and F are shown for each hyperfine 

transition. This spectrum is a compilation of two 600 kHz wide scans. 1000 shots were 

accumulated for each scan. 0.3% C2D2 in Ar at 242 kPa (35 psi) backing pressure passed 

over liquid (CH3)3Al contained in a Pyrex U-tube at RT right before the nozzle with 30 

SCCM gas flow and thus brought the mixture to the discharge source to generate AlCCD 

radical. The dc discharge voltage was set to 1.0 kV. 

Figure 3. Spectra of the J = 24 ← 23, J = 29 ← 28 , J = 30 ← 29 , and J = 31 ← 30 

transitions of AlCCH near 248, 288, 298, and 308 GHz, respectively.  The data are an 
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average of 20, 16, 24 and 28 scans, respectively, 110 MHz wide, each acquired in 70 s, 

and cropped to display a 60 MHz wide frequency range. 
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Abstract 
 

The pure rotational spectra of AlCH3, AlOH, CuCH3, CuOH, CuSH and CuCN in 

their ground electronic state have been measured by combining the Fourier Transform 

Microwave (FTMW) spectrometer and a couple of other molecule production techniques. 

Only one rotational transition was measured for AlCH3, AlOH, CuCH3, CuOH, and 

CuSH in the frequency range of 10 to 32 GHz; four rotational transitions were measured 

for CuCN between 8 and 34 GHz. For all those species, hyperfine structures due to the 

metal nuclear spin (Al, I=5/2; Cu, I=3/2) were well resolved. The nuclear quadrupole 

coupling constants from our work were compared with literature values of other Al 

bearing and Cu bearing molecules. The bonding nature and the electron distributions in 

those species have also been inferred from the quadrupole coupling constants. The 

origins of the metal nuclear quadrupole coupling among nineteen species were 

intensively discussed and certain bonding models were adopted to address this issue. This 

study is definitely an instructive beginning for the further systematic investigations on all 

the transition metal bearing molecules. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
In a closed-shell molecule without external field, the electrostatic interaction 

between the quadrupole moments of the positively charged nuclei and the field gradients 

arising from the surrounding electrons would be the dominant one compared to other 

hyperfine interactions, such as the nuclear spin-rotation coupling and the nuclear spin- 

nuclear spin coupling.1-3 Due to the symmetrical charge distribution of all the nuclei, only 

certain nuclei (I>1/2) who deploy their positive charges in a prolate/oblate shape can 

possess quadrupole moments and thus give the quadrupole couplings in a molecule. As 

we know, the dipole moment of a molecule can indicate the overall charge distribution in 

the molecule. Nevertheless, the electric quadrupole coupling strength, on the other hand, 

can probe the local electronic charge distribution around the coupling nucleus.3 A 

comparison of the electric quadrupole coupling constants of the same nucleus in different 

molecules could be very informative because it is indicative of the electric field gradient 

across that nucleus and thus the bonding nature of that atom. 

Metals in the IA (alkali) group, ШA (boron) group, IB (copper) group and ШB (Sc) 

group can easily form closed-shell mono-ligand molecules with alkyl, alkynyl, hydrogen, 

halogen, and hydroxyl moieties via the σ bonds.3-20 Among those metals, aluminum in the 

ШA group and copper in the IB group are ideal metals for spectroscopic investigation on 

their organometallic species. Both aluminum and copper metals are very economical and 

stable materials. They can be easily introduced into the molecule production system by 

many different methods such as the laser ablation technique.16,17,19,20 Moreover, both 

aluminum and copper nuclei possess big electric quadrupole moments, Q(27Al) = 0.1466 
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barns, Q(63Cu) = -0.211 barns and Q(65Cu) = -0.195 barns,21 which would result in 

resolvable hyperfine splittings in the low-level rotational spectra for many aluminum 

bearing or copper bearing molecules.  

In the present paper, we present the gas-phase synthesis and hyperfine structural 

characterization of six Al/Cu bearing species, namely AlCH3, AlOH, CuCH3, CuOH, 

CuSH and CuCN, in their ground electronic state by using the Fourier transform 

microwave (FTMW) spectrometer equipped with different molecule production 

techniques. Since the invention of the pulsed FTMW spectroscopy in the late 1970s22,23, 

this Balle-Flygare-type spectrometer, equipped with new molecular production 

techniques such as laser ablation or pulsed dc discharge sources,24-26 is now used in 

laboratories worldwide to detect numerous radicals and other transient species in the gas 

phase due to its high resolution (5 KHz) and sensitivity (0.1 ppm/debye)27. In this work, 

rotational transitions of six Al/Cu bearing species (two isotopologues for CuCH3) were 

recorded in the range of 8-34 GHz by the FTMW spectrometer.  Hyperfine splittings due 

to the aluminum and copper nuclei have been resolved.  Here we describe our synthesis, 

measurements and analysis, and discuss the implications of this work and related studies 

for different types of metal-ligand bonding. 

II. EXPERIMENTAL 

The measurements of the AlCH3, AlOH, CuCH3, CuOH, CuSH, and CuCN were 

conducted by using the Fourier Transform Microwave spectrometer of the Ziurys group 

in the 8-35 GHz range. This Balle-Flygare type narrow-band spectrometer consists of a 

vacuum chamber with an unloaded pressure about 10-8 torr maintained by a cryopump, a 
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Fabry-Perot type cavity constructed by two spherical aluminum mirrors in a near cofocal 

arrangement, and antennas embedded in both mirrors for injecting and detecting radiation.  

A supersonic jet expansion is used to introduce the sample gas, produced by a pulsed-

valve nozzle (General Valve, 0.8 mm orifice) containing a laser ablation part and/or a dc 

discharge source. In contrast to other FTMW instruments of this type, the supersonic 

expansion is injected into the chamber at a 40° angle relative to the mirror axis. More 

details regarding the instrumentation can be found in Ref. 10 and Ref. 28. 

The AlCH3 main isotopologue was generated in the Ar plasma using the precursors 

Al(CH3)3. Argon at a pressure of 242 kPa (35 psi) was passed over liquid Al(CH3)3 

(Aldrich, 99%) contained in a Pyrex U-tube29 at room temperature, and the resultant gas 

mixture delivered through the pulsed discharge nozzle (copper ring electrodes) at a 

repetition rate of 12 Hz. The gas pulse duration was set to 500 µs, which resulted in a 30-

35 SCCM mass flow. AlCH3 production was maximized with a discharge of 1000 V at 50 

mA. Within a single gas pulse, three 150 µs free induction decay (FID) signals were 

recorded and averaged. The Fourier transform of the time domain signals produced 

spectra with a 600 kHz bandwidth with 2 kHz resolution. Because of the beam 

orientation to the cavity axis, every measured transition appears as a Doppler doublet 

with a FWHM of about 5 kHz. Transition frequencies are simply taken as the average of 

the two Doppler components. For AlCH3, 800 shots were accumulated for each scan to 

give decent S/N ratio. 

In order to produce AlOH, a slightly different setup from that for AlCH3 was used. 

The difference is that pure Ar at 207 kPa (30 psi) backing pressure passed over two 
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parallel Pyrex U-tubes instead, of which one containing liquid Al(CH3)3 at RT and the 

other containing water at around 0 °C, right before the nozzle with 25 SCCM gas flow 

and thus brought the mixture to the discharge source (copper ring electrodes) to generate 

the AlOH radical. 800 shots were also accumulated for each scan. 

However, for copper species, since no good organometallic precursors are 

commercially available, two different techniques were applied to make CuCH3, CuOH, 

CuSH, and CuCN radicals. Instead of using copper ring electrodes, copper pin electrodes 

were tried to make CuOH and CuSH. As a matter of fact, the technique of using metal 

pin electrodes have been designed in certain literatures, where the metal electrodes might 

have dual functions, i.e.  to ignite the carrier gas, normally argon, into plasma, and to 

provide atomic metal for gas-phase reactions.30,31 As shown in Figure. 1, the pulsed DC 

discharge source with two copper pin-electrodes inside a Teflon piece was attached to the 

end of the general valve nozzle. The pin-electrodes, of which one is grounded and the 

other is negatively high (labeled with -), are basically copper rods (ESPI Metals) of 6 mm 

in diameter with one end of the electrode fine sharpened. Both electrodes stay close in a 

tip-to-tip manner (1-2 mm clearance) in the Teflon housing with a 5 mm diameter flow 

channel flared at a 30° angle at the exit. For CuOH, 0.5% CH3OH in Ar at a pressure of 

207 kPa (30 psi) was sent to the pulsed discharge nozzle (copper pin electrodes) at a 

repetition rate of 12 Hz. The gas pulse duration was set to 550 µs, which resulted in a 25-

30 SCCM mass flow. The voltage of the copper pin electrodes was set to 1.0 kV. And 

500 shots were accumulated for each scan. CuSH radical was produced under the same 
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conditions except that 0.5% H2S in Ar was used and 1000 shots were accumulated for 

each scan. 

The other technique used to produce CuCH3 and CuCN was called Discharge 

Assisted Laser Ablation Spectroscopy, or DALAS. DALAS is a new technique for creating 

metal-bearing species. The DALAS apparatus consists of a Teflon DC discharge part 

(copper ring electrodes) attached to the end of a pulsed-nozzle laser ablation source, as 

described in Ref. 10. For both CuCH3 and CuCN, the dc discharge voltage was set to 1.0 

kV while the laser (Nd:YAG laser: Continuum Surelite I-10, 532 nm) voltage was set to 

1.20 kV; the gas pulse was set to 10 Hz with a duration of 550 µs; one 150 µs free 

induction decay (FID) was recorded for a single gas pulse compared to other radicals in 

this work; only 200-300 shots were accumulated for each scan. For CuCH3, 0.5% CH4 in 

Ar was used and all the scans were taken at 310 kPa (45 psi) backing pressure with 43 

SCCM gas flow. For CuCN, 0.1% (CN)2 in Ar was used and all the scans were taken at 

276 kPa (40 psi) backing pressure with 38 SCCM gas flow. 

III. RESULTS 
The search for the AlCH3, AlOH, CuCH3, CuOH, CuSH, and CuCN was based on 

mm/sub-mm work, which provided precise rotational constants. For both AlCH3 and 

CuCH3, only the lowest rotational transition, Jk = 10 → 00, can be reached by this 

spectrometer. As listed in Table 1, three hyperfine lines were obtained for both species. 

Besides the main isotopologue of CuCH3, the spectrum of 65CuCH3 was also recorded. 

Figure 2 shows the three hyperfine lines AlCH3, resulting from the 27Al nuclear spin 

(I=5/2). Doppler components and quantum numbers labeled by F are indicated for each 
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hyperfine transition. This spectrum is a compilation of three 600 kHz wide scans and 

there are two frequency breaks in the spectrum. As shown Figure 3, CuCH3 main 

isotopologue also gives three hyperfine components mainly due to the 63Cu nuclear spin 

(I=3/2). Some tiny H spin-H spin coupling features were seen but could not be assigned 

due to both the limited number of lines and the resolution. This spectrum is a compilation 

of three 500 kHz wide scans and there are also two frequency breaks in the spectrum.  

Just like AlCH3 and CuCH3, only the lowest rotational transitions are available for 

AlOH and CuOH. But for CuSH, since we only planned to figure out the quadrupole 

coupling strength in the molecule, transitions above the lowest one were not measured 

although some can be reached by this spectrometer. All measured hyperfine transitions of 

the three species are listed in Table 2. Figure 4, Figure 5, and Figure 6 show the hyperfine 

lines of AlOH, CuOH, and CuSH respectively. Spectrum in Figure 4 is the J = 1 → 0 

transition of linear AlOH radical, showing the three hyperfine lines due to the 27Al 

nuclear spin (I=5/2). This spectrum is a compilation of three 600 kHz wide scans and 

there are two frequency breaks in the spectrum. Compared to linear structure of AlOH, 

both CuOH and CuSH are bent molecules. The Jka,kc = 10,1 → 00,0 transitions of both 

CuOH and CuSH in Figure 5 and Figure 6 show the hyperfine components due to the 

63Cu nuclear spin (I=3/2). The CuOH spectrum in Figure 5 is a compilation of three 500 

kHz wide scans while the CuSH spectrum in Figure 6 compiles three 300 kHz wide scans. 

There are two frequency breaks in both spectra. 

Compared to other species measured in this work, FTMW spectrum of CuCN was 

expected to have more complicated structures due to both the copper nuclear spin (I=3/2) 
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and the nitrogen nuclear spin (I=1/2). In order to precisely resolve the hyperfine 

structures, we measured as many transitions as we can in the frequency range of the 

spectrometer. As listed in Table 3, four rotational transitions, 77 hyperfine transitions in 

total were measured for the CuCN main isotopologue. Figure 7 is the spectrum of the J = 

1 → 0 transition of the CuCN main isotopologue, showing all the hyperfine components 

due to both the 63Cu nuclear spin and 14N spin. Doppler components and quantum 

numbers labeled by F1 and F are shown for each hyperfine transition, where F1 indicates 

the coupling with Cu nucleus while F indicates further coupling with nitrogen nucleus. 

This spectrum is a compilation of six 600 kHz wide scans and there are five frequency 

breaks in the spectrum. From the spectrum in Figure 7, one can find that although the 

coupling arising from 63Cu is dominant, the further coupling due to 14N spin is about to 

blend the previous splittings, which implies that 14N nucleus should have the electric 

quadrupole coupling strength none worse than one tenth of that from 63Cu nucleus in the 

CuCN molecule. 

IV. ANALYSIS 
Our data of the six closed-shell species, AlCH3, AlOH, CuCH3, CuOH, CuSH, and 

CuCN, were analyzed by using the nonlinear least square routine SPFIT32 with a 

Hamiltonian containing rotation, nuclear quadrupole coupling, and nuclear spin-rotation 

terms in general3 shown below respectively: 

 H = Hrot + Hnqc + Hnsr                                       (1). 

The resulting constants from the analyses are given in Table 4, Table 5, Table 6, and 

Table 7 for specific species. Due to limited data set recorded, some of the spectroscopic 
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constants were fixed during the fitting procedure for most of the species. In Table 4, one 

can find that for both AlCH3 and CuCH3, both B and eQq of metal nuclei were well 

resolved from the microwave data alone while DJK, DJ, HKJ, and HJK were fixed with 

results from the mm/sub-mm experiments.6,7 For the CuCH3 radical, eQq(63Cu)/eQq(65Cu) 

~ 1.083  is in well agreement with the ratio of quadrupole moments of the respective 

atoms with Q(63Cu) = -0.211 barns and Q(65Cu) = -0.195 barns.21 Also due to limited 

number of lines obtained, attempts to fit the nuclear spin-rotation parameter CI for both 

the Al and Cu nuclei resulted in values undefined within their 1σ uncertainties; the rms 

values for the two species (41 kHz for AlCH3, 39 kHz for 63CuCH3, and 42 kHz for 

65CuCH3) are not as low as a typical FTMW measurement, which normally gives a rms 

about 1-5 kHz. 

Table 5 listed the spectroscopic constants of the AlOH from both this work and the 

mm-wave experiment.11 All the constants from the two experiments match very well 

although we had to fix the D value in our work with the mm-wave data. eQq(Al) was 

more precisely resolved by our microwave experiment and should thus be more reliable 

than the mm-wave result. However, attempts to fit the nuclear spin-rotation parameter CI 

for Al were not successful at all. The rms for this fitting turned out to be 21 KHz. 

As shown in Table 6, for both CuOH and CuSH, only one parameter, χaa(Cu), i.e. 

the nuclear quadrupole coupling constant along the least principle axis, was fitted while 

the rest rotational constants were fixed with the values from the mm/sub-mm 

experiments.12,33 The fitting rms is 67 KHz for CuOH while 17 KHz for CuSH. 
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Compared to other species, the rotational and hyperfine constants of CuCN were 

well resolved by using the FTMW data independently. Those constants are listed in Table 

7 as well as the mm/sub-mm experimental results for comparison.34 Attempts to fit the 

Cu nuclear spin-N nuclear spin coupling in this molecule did not succeed probably due to 

the very tiny coupling strength of this type. 

V. DISCUSSION 
Before we make further discussion, we want to stress that our main goal of this 

paper is to interpret the hyperfine couplings, to be more specific, the electric nuclear 

quadrupole couplings, among the Al and Cu bearing molecules. In order to achieve our 

goal, we need to find some trends regarding this type of hyperfine interaction among 

many Al and Cu bearing molecules, of course including the molecules we synthesized 

and characterized in this work. 

From our work and other references, we can certainly gather the nuclear quadrupole 

coupling constants (NQCC) of many Al and Cu bearing molecules. As a matter of fact, 

NQCCs from the literatures (namely eQq or χ) are always along the principle axes 

although only the comparison of the field gradient along the bonding axis across the 

given atom would be meaningful. If the molecule is a linear one or a symmetric top with 

the given metal atom right on the symmetry axis, the least principle axis could also be the 

bonding axis. In that case, eQq values can be used directly as the NQCCs along certain 

bonds. However, for an asymmetric top, although the field gradient around the coupling 

nucleus is symmetric about a certain bond, that bonding axis might not be any principle 
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axis. In such case, as long as the angle between the bond and the least principle axis is 

known, a simple transformation can be done to obtain the NQCC along that bonding axis1: 

                           NQCCaa = NQCCbond×(3cos2 θ-1)/2                            (1) 

where NQCCaa is the nuclear quadrupole coupling constant along the least principle axis 

and is usually quoted as χaa in literatures; NQCCbond is the coupling constant along the 

bond across the given nucleus; θ is the angle between the bond and the least principle 

axis. Listed in Table 8 are the angles between the metal-X (X=O, S) bonds and the least 

principle axes, and χaa (metal) of the three asymmetric tops, AlSH, CuOH and 

CuSH.12,33,35,36 NQCCs along the metal-X bond were calculated by using the Equation (1) 

and were also listed in Table 8 as NQCCbb. Since hydrogen is the lightest atom, the least 

principle axes in the three molecules are almost parallel to the metal-X bonds, resulting in 

very small θ (1º-2º). As a consequence, the NQCCbond values in these molecules are 

almost equal to the χaa(metal) values. 

We collected the NQCCs of metal nuclei in a couple of closed-shell Al and Cu 

bearing molecules having been characterized so far. As listed in Table 9, all the 

quadrupole coupling constants are the NQCCbond values as described 

above.3,9,10,16,17,19,20,25,39 Ten neutral groups or moieties (namely R in Table 9), -CH3, -

CCH, -CN, -NC, -OH, -SH, -F, -Cl, -Br and -I, are expected to form the closed-shell 

molecules with atomic Al or Cu via a single bond. If the bonding nature of these species 

does not really have significant multiple characters, the electronegativities of the R 

groups will dominantly determine the charge distribution around the metal atom in the 
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Al-R or Cu-R molecules and thus provide a reasonable explanation for the measured 

NQCCs. 

Although it has been accepted that electronegativity is capable to interpret the 

nuclear quadrupole coupling in molecules, or vice versa, technically, lots of controversies 

about electronegativity are still out there.3 As we know, electronegativity is not a fixed 

property of an atom, but is better a bulky property of a group/moiety. Unfortunately, even 

for the same moiety, the “group electronegativity” might not be the same in different 

molecules due to different types of bonding natures. For example, -C≡N can attract 

electrons via the σ bond and/or donate electrons via the π feedback bond, which might 

result in some inconsistence between a singly bonded system and a conjugated system. 

Moreover, it was pointed out by Mulliken that the electronegativities of certain groups in 

molecules could be underestimated due to the overlap moment which is in the opposite 

direction to the primary moment.3 In view of the fact that the discrepancy of evaluating 

group electronegativity exists, we have to use some extra care to cite values from 

literatures: the relative magnitude of electronegativities should be consistent among the 

given groups. The electronegativities of the ten groups are also listed in Table 9 in the 

Pauling scale.37,38 These values are averagely about 0.2 units higher than that in Gordy 

and Cook’s book, which has, unfortunately, only a very incomplete but reliable table of 

the group electronegativity.3

We have to point out that what directly relates to the measured NQCCs is not the 

electronegativity of an individual group in a molecule, but the ionic character (ic) of a 

given bond, which can be evaluated from the electronegativity difference across that 
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bond. For a molecule A-B, ic of the bond between group A and group B can be expressed 

approximately by a simple formula1,3: 

         ic = |xA-xB|/2 when |xA-xB| ≤ 2;   ic = 1 when |xA-xB| > 2                 (2) 

where xA and xB are the electronegativities of group A and group B respectively. In Table 

10, we listed the ionic character values across the metal-X bonds of eight Al and Cu 

halides estimated by Equation (2). Halogen electronegativity values in Table 9 were 

plugged into the equation along with 1.61 for Al or 1.90 for Cu.38 Due to the uncertainty 

of the group electronegativity and the simplicity of Equation (2), we have to bear in mind 

that a quick estimation of ionicity by this method might not be a very accurate one.  

Fortunately, for such simple linear halides, there is another way to evaluate the 

ionic character more precisely. In a molecule with a halogen atom possessing a negative 

pole, as long as the bond connecting the halogen atom does not show significant multiple 

characters, the ionic character across that bond can also be evaluated by the halogen 

nuclear quadrupole coupling strength3: 

                                      ic = 1 + eQqm/eQqn10                                               (3) 

where eQqm is the measured halogen nuclear quadrupole coupling constant in a molecule; 

eQqn10 is the free halogen atomic coupling constant. Since the nucleus of 19F is spherical 

and thus Q(F) = 0, Equation (3) can not be applied for fluorides. For other halides, we 

have specific values for eQqn10: eQq310 = 109.74 MHz for 35Cl, eQq410 = -769.76 MHz for 

79Br, and eQq510 = 2292.71 MHz for 127I.3 By applying Equation (3) with the measured 

halogen eQqm for specific halides in Table 10,16-20 we calculated another set of ionic 

characters for the six halides and listed the results in the same table. As one can find there, 
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although two methods predicted the same trend of ionicity in halides, the ionic characters 

in the molecules estimated by the group electronegativity could be up to 38% lower than 

the values calculated from halogen eQq (~15% for chlorides, ~25% for bromides, and 

~38% for iodides). However, in order to evaluate the bonding ionicity of the species in 

Table 9 in a systematic way, the method of using the group electronegativity is definitely 

our only available approach.36

Although both Al and Cu are supposed to form a single bond with the ten groups in 

Table 9, their detailed bonding types could be quite different: Al is expected to form a p-

σ bond while Cu is very possible to form an s-σ bond. Since the major contribution of 

NQCCs is widely regarded as the uneven charge distribution of the p electron around the 

coupling atom,1,3 it might be a good idea to discuss the Al-R species and Cu-R species 

separately. In Table 11, we listed the NQCCs again and the ionic characters estimated by 

the group electronegativity only for the ten Al-R molecules. The predominant 

contribution to the field gradient at the Al nucleus in a molecule was supposed to come 

from the pσ molecular bonding orbital, which should be close to the field gradient in a 

free Al atom provided that the pσ bond is pure covalent.3 Considering the positive pole at 

the aluminum atom in all the ten species, one might expect less field gradient at the Al 

nucleus in those molecules than that in a free Al atom. However, as shown in Table 11, 

both AlCCH and AlCH3 provide larger Al NQCCs than the free Al atom, which gives 

eQq310(Al) = -37.52 MHz only.3 Another extreme case is AlF, which should give no 

quadrupole coupling at all at the Al nucleus due to the pure ionic pσ bonding nature 

compared to the observed -37.49 MHz, the same magnitude as the free atom. Here, one 
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might ask what cause the unusual big electric quadrupole coupling among the Al bearing 

molecules. As illustrated by Gordy and Cook, the answer must be that the hybridization 

among the Al 3s and 3p atomic orbitals is induced somehow during the bonding 

formation in the molecules.3 By doing so, the predominant contribution to the field 

gradient at the Al nucleus results from the fully filled counter-hybridized orbital, instead 

of the pσ bond. By further taking into account the ionic character across the pσ bond and 

the Al nuclear screening effect for the field gradient, we can calculate the hybridization 

percentage by applying Townes-Dailey model3,40

NQCCbond(Al) = [(1-ic)(1- αs
2) + 2αs

2)](1+ic ε) eQq310(Al)                    (4) 

where NQCCbond is the measured value in a molecule and was discussed in detail above; 

eQq310(Al) is the free Al atomic coupling constant; αs
2 is the percentage of the s character 

in the pσ bond; ic is the ionic character across the pσ bond; ε is the nuclear screening 

factor and (1+icε) represents the screening correction for the positive charged atom. The 

nuclear screening factor, namely ε, has a fixed value of 0.35 for the Al 3p orbital. Based 

on these data, the αs
2 values, the s character percentages of the pσ bond as a consequence 

of the hybridization at the Al atom, are obtained from the Equation (4) and the results are 

also shown in Table 11. Apparently, no simple relationship between the Al NQCCs and ic 

or αs
2 can be found for the ten species listed in Table 11. But if we divide them into a 

couple of groups, one might be able to draw some conclusions based on the trends. The 

first group we can single out consists of three molecules with Al-C bond, AlCH3, AlCCH 

and AlCN. The second group consists of two molecules with Al-chalcogen bond, AlOH 

and AlSH. And the last group contains all the aluminum halides. For the moment, we 
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leave AlNC alone and we will discuss it later. Inside each group, one can easily find that 

the Al NQCC increases with more s character in the pσ bond, i.e. larger αs
2. On the other 

hand, in the Al-C group, the Al NQCC increases with less ionic character across the pσ 

bond; bigger Al NQCC values, on the contrary, were observed for more ionic species in 

the other two groups. For AlCH3, AlCCH, and AlCN, we might propose that 

hybridization among the Al atomic orbitals might strengthen Al-C bonding by 

introducing a small amount of covalent feature to the bond and is thus more favored for 

groups such as CH3 with less electronegativity, which might be further confirmed by the 

Al-C bond lengths listed in Table 12, 1.980 Å for AlCH3, 1.986 Å for AlCCH, and 2.015 

Å for AlCN.6,9,39,41 Unfortunately, some of these bond-length values above were 

estimated instead of being measured. Nevertheless, for AlF and AlOH, it is surprising to 

find significant hybridization occurring at the Al atom since strengthening the bonds with 

covalent character might not be very likely due to the high electronegativity difference 

across the bond. It has been pointed out by Gordy and Cook, where there is no orbital 

overlap, the hybridization on the positive atom is induced entirely by the strong electric 

field created by the large primary dipole moment of the ionic bond.3 That is why the 

general trends inside these two groups are toward increasing hybridization on the positive 

atom with increasing ionic character of the bond. 

For the only left Al-R molecule, AlNC, the Al-N bond is very ionic according to the 

ic value (0.83) in Table 11 although Gerry et al thought both -CN group and -NC group 

should have the same electronegativity36. If we assume that our quoted electronegativity 

of -NC group is correct, it might be very reasonable to put AlNC either between AlOH 
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and AlSH or between AlF and AlCl. Since the Al-N bond in AlNC is more ionic than the 

Al-C bond in AlCN and more significant hybridization occurs in AlNC as shown in Table 

11, we have to conclude that different from AlCN, the hybridization at Al atom in AlNC 

is induced by the large primary dipole moment. 

All the discussion above about Al NQCCs was focused on the σ bond and related 

hybridization, which was assumed to make the predominant contribution to the field 

gradient. However, it might be worthy to mention that for AlCCH,  AlCN and AlNC, 

back-donation from the 1πu
 orbital of the -CCH, -CN or -NC moiety to Al 3px or 3py 

orbital can also bring the filed gradient down and thus decrease the electric quadrupole 

coupling strength at Al nucleus compared to AlCH3.3 Based on the theoretical calculation 

of metal dicarbides by Largo and coworkers, this type of back bonding should not happen 

for Al species due to the large energy gap between those orbitals7, which might further 

validate our conclusion made above.42

So far, we have explained the Al NQCCs among the ten Al-R species in a quasi-

quantitative way. Now we need to investigate the Cu NQCCs among the nine Cu-R 

molecules (no eQq references available for CuNC yet). If we go back to Table 9, we 

might be able to find some trends regarding the Cu NQCC similar to that among the Al 

species. It now becomes very obvious to us that the Cu-R molecules should also be 

divided into three groups, the Cu-C group consisting of CuCH3, CuCCH and CuCN, the 

Cu-chalcogen group containing CuOH and CuSH, as well as the group of Cu halides. 

Inside each of the three groups, the Cu NQCC increases with greater group 

electronegativity of R, just like the aluminum halides we discussed before. Some drastic 
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change even happens in the Cu-C group, where the Cu nuclear quadrupole coupling not 

only varies its magnitude with the group electronegativity of R, but also changes its sign 

for CuCH3 (Cu NQCC: CuCN, 24.52 MHz; CuCCH, 16.39 MHz; CuCH3, -3.73 MHz).  

Base on the observation, one might think that it is even easier to explain the Cu 

nuclear quadrupole coupling in Cu-R species than the Al ones: again, a larger primary 

dipole moment can induce a larger amount of the hybridization on the positive metal 

atom. But the question is, can hybridization always make stronger nuclear quadrupole 

coupling? As we know, because Al has the valence shell configuration of 3s23p1, s-p 

hybridization can introduce the filled counter-hybridized orbital a huge amount of p 

character, which can contribute to the field gradient the same way as the pz orbital. 

However, Cu has a very different outshell configuration, 3d104s1 and s-p hybridization 

will leave the counter-hybridized orbital absolutely empty. In a pure ionic molecule such 

as CuF, such a simple treatment should make no difference: the d10 orbitals are totally 

balanced and the electrons in the σ bond, although bearing some p character introduced 

by hybridization, are totally grabbed away from the copper by the fluorine, which should 

result in no quadrupole coupling at all, at least not the highest among the copper halides 

(Cu NQCC: CuF, 21.96 MHz; CuCl, 16.17 MHz; CuBr, 12.85 MHz; CuI, 7.90 MHz). 

As a matter of fact, Gerry and coworker did some ab initio calculation to predict Cu 

quadrupole constants in CuF, CuCl and CuBr by using a modified Townes-Dailey model 

to include the d-orbital contributions13,14,19: 

    NQCC = eQq410[(n4pz– 2
1 (n4px+n4py)] + eQq320[( n3dz2+ 2

1 (n3dxz+n3dyz)–(n3dxy+n3dx2+y2)]      

(5) 
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where eQq410 = 31.19 MHz and eQq320 = 231.22 MHz are the free copper atomic coupling 

constants containing singly occupied 4pσ and 3dσ atomic orbitals respectively; and n is 

the valence molecular orbital population written in the atomic orbital form. The terms can 

also be rewritten in a molecule orbital form: n4pz=n4pσ, (n4px+n4py)=n4pπ, n3dz2=n3dσ, 

(n3dxz+n3dyz)=n3dπ, and (n3dxy+n3dx2+y2)=n3dδ. Based on the Mulliken valence orbital 

population analyses, they only predicted the trend in magnitude, but neither the absolute 

values nor the signs.19

As we discussed above, for a simple treatment, if we assume the Cu 3d orbitals are 

not involved in bonding and are thus totally balanced, the second term on the right part of 

Equation (5) vanishes.  Even if s-p hybridization occurs and blends some p character into 

the bond, the high ionicity of the bond could also eliminate the first term of Equation (5). 

However, for the same molecule, CuF, if we assume that the Cu d orbitals are also 

involved in bonding, it is still difficult to explain the Cu quadrupole coupling measured. 

To our knowledge, during the bonding, copper 3dz2
 orbital could get involved either by d-

s hybridization or by directly donating electrons to the 2pz orbital of fluorine. Due to the 

orbital orientation, other fully filled copper 3d orbitals and fluorine p orbitals should not 

significantly interact with each other. No matter which way the copper 3dz2
 orbital gets 

involved, a negative Cu NQCC for CuF should be expected according to Equation (5), 

instead of the measured positive value. 

Although for CuF and many other Cu bearing moleclues in Table 9, the bonding 

between atom copper and -R group are expected to be mainly through the σ molecule 

orbitals, it might not be true for CuCCH and CuCN. It was predicted by Largo and 
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coworkers, not like AlCCH, π bonding could be very likely to occur in CuCCH and 

CuCN.43 Since the copper 3d and 4s orbitals are right between the LUMOs (3σg and 1πg) 

of the C2 or CN moieties, both σ bonding and π bonding could contribute significantly to 

these molecules. Based on their model for CuCCH and CuCN, σ bonding could be 

achieved by the electron donation from the Cu 4s orbital and copper 3dz2
 orbital to the 

first LUMO (3σg) of the C2 or CN moieties; and the π bonding could be mostly due to the 

electron donation from the copper 3dxz and 3dyz to the next LUMO (1πg). Because the 

copper 3d orbitals are fully filled, the back-donation from the 1πu HOMO of C2 or CN 

moieties to the copper 3dxz and 3dyz, although reachable, might not be very likely. This 

bonding model might be further confirmed by the Cu-C bond lengths listed in Table 12, 

1.884 Å for CuCH3, 1.818 Å for CuCCH, and 1.832 Å for CuCN, which definitely 

implies that bonding in CuCH3 is much weaker than that in CuCCH and CuCN.7,10,34 

However, as the other outcome from the same model, both the σ bonding and π bonding 

would eventually result in the electron deficiency in the copper 3dz2, 3dxz and 3dyz orbitals. 

According to Equation (5), negative Cu NQCCs should be also expected for CuCCH and 

CuCN. On the contrary, both CuCCH and CuCN have positive Cu NQCCs values as 

listed in Table 9, and the value for CuCN is the highest among all Cu species. 

Apparently, for the Cu-R species, more sophisticated methods are required to 

address the quadrupole coupling issue. Based on Gerry and coworkers’ experience, it is 

extremely hard to explain the nuclear quadrupole coupling in all the transition metal 

bearing molecules. As we know, the simplest transition metal is Sc with the valence shell 

3d24s1. Gerry and coworkers also measured three Sc bearing molecules, namely ScF, 
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ScCl and ScBr and found that the magnitude of eQq(Sc) increases with ionicity of the Sc-

halogen bond, the same phenomenon we discovered for the copper halides.13,14 But their 

attempts to account for variations in the measured eQq(Sc) values by applying the 

modified Townes-Dailey model with the results from the ab initio calculation turned out 

to be unsuccessful either.14 Besides Gerry’s efforts, Schwerdtfeger, Thierfelder and Saue 

reported that their newly developed Coulomb-attenuated Becke three-parameter Lee-

Yang-Parr (CAM-B3LYP) approximation with some new adjusted parameters can 

predict the field gradient in nine Cu bearing molecules and nine Au bearing molecules 

very accurately.44 However, according to the results of their systematic approaches in the 

same work, some traditional pure-density-function methods, such as LDA, GGA and 

B3LYP, could not even yield the right sign for the copper electric field gradient among 

all the copper halides and the copper hydride. From the discussion above, we believe that 

in order to build a simple but reasonable model to account for the quadrupole coupling in 

the transition metal bearing molecules, more theoretical efforts are required to gain 

deeper understanding in this area. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

  This study has demonstrated the combination of Fourier Transform Microwave 

(FTMW) and one of the three other techniques, the U-tube setup with organometallic 

precursors, the metal pin electrodes as well as DALAS, to synthesize and characterize the 

aluminum bearing and copper bearing species. Based on our investigation on the nuclear 

quadrupole coupling constants (NQCC) of the nineteen closed-shell molecules from this 

work and literatures, we can conclude that for the aluminum bearing species, large 
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nuclear quadrupole coupling at the Al atom mostly originates from the s-p hybridization, 

which could be induced by either a big dipole moment or some covalent bonding 

character. However, although a larger copper NQCC is always associated with a molecule 

with bigger dipole among the same bonding type, we can not construct a simple model to 

decisively account for the origin of the copper nuclear quadrupole coupling in these 

copper bearing species. We thus strongly suggest that more systematic investigations, 

especially in the theoretical field, are required to solve the quadrupole coupling issues for 

all the transition metal bearing molecules. 
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Table 1. Observed Rotational Transitions of AlCH3 (X 1A1) and CuCH3 (X 1A1) in MHz. 

AlCH3  63CuCH3
65CuCH3

J′ K′
 
    

     
F′ J″ 

 
K″

 
 F″ νobs  νo-c J′ K′ F′ J″ K″

 
F″ νobs  νo-c νobs  νo-c

1 0 2.5 0 0 2.5 23529.288 -0.017 1 0 1.5 0 0 1.5 20937.106 -0.024 20818.124 -0.026
        
         

3.5 2.5 23539.933 0.057 2.5 1.5 20938.117 0.054 20819.070 0.059
1.5 2.5 23544.367 -0.040 0.5 1.5 20938.778 -0.030 20819.667 -0.033

 

 

 

 

 
Table 2. Observed Rotational Transitions of AlOH (X 1Σ+), CuOH (X 1A’), and CuSH (X 1A’) in MHz. 

   AlOH CuOH CuSH 
J′

 
     

       
F′ J″

 
F″ νobs  νo-c J′ Ka′ Kc′ F′ J″ Ka″ Kc″

 
F″ νobs  νo-c νobs  νo-c

1 2.5 0 2.5 31474.674 -0.009 1 0 1 0.5 0 0 0 1.5 23287.178 -0.067 10548.542 -0.017
 3.5   
          

 2.5 31482.469 0.028    2.5    1.5 23289.452 0.066 10549.711 0.017
1.5 2.5 31485.745 -0.020 1.5 1.5 23291.995 -0.068 10551.096 -0.017
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Table 3. Observed Rotational Transitions of CuCN (X 1Σ+) in MHz. 
J′ F1′ F′ J″ F1″ F″ νobs  νo-c J′ F1′ F′ J″ F1″ F″ νobs  νo-c
1 0.5 1.5 0 1.5 2.5 8443.539 0.001 3 1.5 2.5 2 1.5 2.5 25344.740 0.001 
 0.5 1.5  1.5 1.5 8443.539 0.001  1.5 0.5  1.5 0.5 25345.465 -0.002 
 0.5 0.5  1.5 0.5 8443.766 0.002  2.5 2.5  2.5 2.5 25346.034 -0.001 
 0.5 0.5  1.5 1.5 8443.766 0.001  2.5 3.5  2.5 3.5 25346.460 0.000 
 2.5 2.5  1.5 2.5 8447.918 0.001  2.5 1.5  2.5 1.5 25346.574 0.001 
 2.5 2.5  1.5 1.5 8447.918 0.000  4.5 4.5  3.5 4.5 25348.000 0.001 
 2.5 3.5  1.5 2.5 8448.961 0.001  4.5 3.5  1.5 2.5 25348.147 -0.001 
 2.5 1.5  1.5 0.5 8449.395 0.001  3.5 3.5  2.5 2.5 25349.030 -0.001 
 2.5 1.5  1.5 2.5 8449.395 0.001  4.5 4.5  3.5 3.5 25349.326 0.000 
 2.5 1.5  1.5 1.5 8449.395 0.000  4.5 5.5  3.5 4.5 25349.455 0.001 
 1.5 0.5  1.5 0.5 8453.931 0.001  3.5 4.5  2.5 3.5 25349.516 -0.002 
 1.5 0.5  1.5 1.5 8453.931 0.000  3.5 2.5  2.5 1.5 25349.549 0.001 
 1.5 2.5  1.5 2.5 8454.714 0.002  4.5 3.5  3.5 2.5 25349.609 0.000 
 1.5 2.5  1.5 1.5 8454.714 0.001  1.5 1.5  0.5 1.5 25350.110 0.000 
 1.5 1.5  1.5 0.5 8455.822 0.002  1.5 1.5  0.5 0.5 25350.264 -0.002 
 1.5 1.5  1.5 2.5 8455.822 0.002  3.5 2.5  2.5 2.5 25350.292 0.002 
 1.5 1.5  1.5 1.5 8455.822 0.001  2.5 2.5  1.5 1.5 25350.364 0.000 

2 1.5 2.5 1 1.5 2.5 16895.198 0.000  2.5 3.5  1.5 2.5 25350.869 0.000 
 1.5 1.5  1.5 0.5 16895.692 0.000  1.5 2.5  0.5 1.5 25351.092 0.001 
 3.5 3.5  2.5 3.5 16898.105 0.001  2.5 1.5  1.5 0.5 25351.291 -0.001 
 2.5 2.5  1.5 1.5 16898.130 -0.001  2.5 1.5  1.5 1.5 25351.644 0.000 
 2.5 1.5  1.5 1.5 16898.872 -0.001  1.5 0.5  0.5 0.5 25352.037 -0.001 
 3.5 2.5  2.5 1.5 16899.055 0.000  3.5 4.5  3.5 4.5 25355.445 0.000 
 3.5 3.5  2.5 2.5 16899.147 -0.001  3.5 3.5  3.5 3.5 25355.918 0.001 
 3.5 4.5  2.5 3.5 16899.431 0.000 4 4.5 4.5 3 3.5 3.5 33799.081 -0.001 
 2.5 3.5  1.5 2.5 16899.607 0.001  5.5 5.5  4.5 4.5 33799.199 0.003 
 0.5 1.5  0.5 0.5 16899.793 -0.002  4.5 3.5  3.5 2.5 33799.241 -0.001 
 0.5 0.5  0.5 1.5 16899.866 0.001  5.5 4.5  4.5 3.5 33799.266 0.000 
 0.5 1.5  0.5 1.5 16900.021 0.000  5.5 6.5  4.5 5.5 33799.266 -0.002 
 1.5 2.5  2.5 1.5 16900.516 0.000  4.5 5.5  3.5 4.5 33799.296 0.001 
 2.5 1.5  1.5 0.5 16900.763 0.000  3.5 3.5  2.5 2.5 33799.719 0.001 
 3.5 2.5  0.5 1.5 16904.911 0.000  2.5 2.5  1.5 1.5 33799.758 0.000 
 2.5 3.5  2.5 3.5 16905.358 -0.001  2.5 1.5  1.5 0.5 33799.817 -0.001 
 1.5 1.5  0.5 0.5 16905.857 0.000  3.5 4.5  2.5 3.5 33799.969 0.000 
 2.5 2.5  2.5 2.5 16906.034 0.000  3.5 2.5  2.5 1.5 33799.988 0.001 
 1.5 2.5  0.5 1.5 16906.372 -0.001  2.5 3.5  1.5 2.5 33800.045 0.000 
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Table 4. Spectroscopic Constants for AlCH3 (X 1A1) and CuCH3 (X 1A1) in MHz.a

Parameter AlCH3
63CuCH3

65CuCH3

B 11768.7200 (15) 10468.9708 (15) 10409.4518 (15) 
DJK 0.71241b 0.236052c 0.233389c

DJ 0.02041092b 0.01636715c 0.01618776c

HKJ 0.0000827b 0.000013187c 0.000012987c

HJK 0.00001251b 0.000001625c 0.000001599c

eQq (X)d -50.338 (23) -3.729 (16) -3.443 (16) 
rms 0.041 0.039 0.042 

a Errors in parentheses are 1σ in the last quoted decimal places. 
b Values were fixed during fitting. Ref. 6. 
c Values were fixed during fitting. Ref. 7. 
d X=Al for AlCH3 and X=Cu for CuCH3. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Table 5. Spectroscopic Constants for AlOH (X 1Σ+).a

Parameter This Work Literature Valuesb

B 15740.346(15) 15740.3476 
D 0.024812c 0.024812 

eQq (Al) -36.94(23) -42.4 
rms 0.021  

a Errors in parentheses are 1σ in the last quoted decimal places. 
b Ref. 11. 
c Value was fixed during fitting from Ref. 11. 
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Table 6. Spectroscopic Constants for CuOH (X 1A’) and CuSH (X 1A’) in MHz.a

Parameter CuOH CuSH 
A 690693b 288887c

B 11757.0655b 5326.6603c

C 11532.9265b 5223.3335c

DJ 0.0175686b 0.00406957c

DJK 1.20635b 0.191511c

DK 692b  
δJ -0.0003486b -0.00008137c

δK -0.0000422b -0.00000598c

HJ  -0.00000000057c

HJJK 0.00000052b 0.0000006572c

HJKK 0.005443b 0.00000304c

HK 4.53b  
LKKJ -0.0000964b  
χaa (Cu) 10.706(15) 5.675(15) 

rms 0.067 0.017 
a Errors in parentheses are 1σ in the last quoted decimal places. 
b Values were fixed during fitting. Ref. 12. 
c Values were fixed during fitting. Ref. 33. 

 
 
 
 
 

Table 7. Spectroscopic Constants for CuCN (X 1Σ+) in MHz.a

Parameter This Work Literature Valuesb

   B 4224.97275 (31) 4224.9768 
   D 0.001471 (13) 0.00146816 
  CI (Cu) 0.00783 (37)  
  eQq (Cu) 24.5227 (56)  
  CI (N) 0.00101( 55)  
  eQq (N) -4.6685 (52)  
  rms 0.001  
a Errors are 1σ in the last quoted decimal places. 
b Ref. 34. 
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Table 8. Angle θ Between the Least Principle Axis and the Metal-X bond, 
NQCCs of Al or Cu along the two axes in AlSH, CuOH, and CuSH.a

 AlSH CuOH CuSH 
θ (degree) 1.06b,c 2.10d 1.21e

χaa (MHz) -33.73b 10.71f 5.68f

NQCCbond (MHz) -33.75 10.73 5.68 
a X=S for AlSH and CuSH; X=O for CuOH. 
b Ref. 35 and Ref. 36. 
c Ref. 36. 
d Ref. 12. 
e Ref. 33. 
f This work. 
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Table 9. NQCCs in Al-R or Cu-R molecules and Group Electronegativity of R moieties. 

R -CH3 -CCH -CN -NC -OH -SH -F -Cl -Br -I 
Electronegativitya 2.55c 2.66c 2.69c 3.26c 3.55c 2.65c 3.98d 3.16d 2.96d 2.66d

NQCC(Al)b -50.34e -42.39f -37.22g -35.63h -36.94e -33.75i -37.49j -30.41k -28.01l -25.90j

NQCC(Cu)b -3.73e 16.39m 24.52e  10.73i 5.68i 21.96n 16.17n 12.85n 7.90o

a Values in the Pauling scale. 
b Values in MHz. 
c Ref. 37. 
d Ref. 38. 
e This work. 
f Ref. 9. 
g Ref. 39. 
h Ref. 25. 
i Values from Table 8. 
j Ref. 3. 
k Ref. 16. 
1 Ref. 17. 
m Ref. 10. 
n Ref. 19. 
o Ref. 20. 
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Table 10. Ionic Character (ic) and eQq of Halogen in Metal  Halides. 

 AlF AlCl AlBr AlI CuF CuCl CuBr CuI 
ic

a 1.00 0.78 0.68 0.53 1.00 0.63 0.53 0.38 
eQq(X)b  -8.83d 78.71e -334f  -32.12g 261.18g -938.38h

ic
c  0.92 0.90 0.85  0.71 0.66 0.59 

a ic values were estimated from electronegativity difference across metal-X bond. 
Electronegativity values in Table 9 were used. 1.61 was used for Al while 1.9 for Cu(Ref.38). 
b Values in MHz; X = F, Cl, Br, or I. 
c ic values were calculated from halogen eQq in the molecules.
d Ref. 16. 
e Ref. 17. 
f Ref. 18. 
g Ref. 19. 
h Ref. 20. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Table 11. NQCC(Al), Ionic character (ic), and s Hybridization Percentage (αs

2) across 
the Al Bond in molecules. 

 AlCH3 AlCCH AlCN AlNC AlOH AlSH AlF AlCl AlBr AlI 
NQCC(Al)a -50.34 -42.39 -37.22 -35.63 -36.94 -33.75 -37.49 -30.41 -27.90 -25.90 

ic
b 0.47 0.53 0.54 0.83 0.97 0.52 1.00 0.78 0.68 0.53 

αs
2(%)c 42 32 24 31 36 18 37 23 17 7 

a Values in MHz and from Table 9. 
b ic values were estimated from group electronegativities in Table 9. 
c Values might be different from Ref. 3 and Ref. 36 due to the methods used to calculate ic. 
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Table 12. Metal-Carbon Bond Lengths of Some Molecules.a 

Molecule r(X-C) (Å) Method Ref. 
AlCH3 (X 1A1) 1.980b r0 6 
AlCCH (X 1Σ+) 1.986(1) rm

(1) 9 
AlCN (X 1Σ+) 2.015b,c r0 39,41 
CuCH3 (X 1A1) 1.8841(2) r0 7 
CuCCH (X 1Σ+) 1.818(1) r0 10 
CuCN (X 1Σ+) 1.83231(7) r0 34 

a X = Cu, or Al. Values in parentheses are 1 σ uncertainties. 
b Values were estimated in the original references. 
c Results calculated at the TZ2P+fCISD level in Ref. 41 are adopted. 
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Figure Captions: 

Figure 1. A diagram of the pulsed DC discharge source with two copper pin-electrodes 

inside a Teflon piece attached to the end of the general valve nozzle. The pin-electrodes 

have dual functions, i.e.  to ignite the Ar carrier gas into plasma and to provide atomic 

copper for gas-phase reactions. The pin-electrodes are basically copper rods of 6 mm in 

diameter with one end fine sharpened. One of the electrodes is grounded while the other 

one is negatively high (labeled with -). Both electrodes stay close in a tip-to-tip manner 

(1-2 mm clearance) in the Teflon housing with a 5 mm diameter flow channel flared at a 

30° angle at the exit. 

Figure 2. Spectrum of the Jk = 10 → 00 transition AlCH3 main isotopologue, showing the 

hyperfine components due to the 27Al nuclear spin (I=5/2). Doppler components and 

quantum numbers labeled by F are shown for each hyperfine transition. This spectrum is 

a compilation of three 600 kHz wide scans and there are two frequency breaks in the 

spectrum. 800 shots were accumulated for each scan. Pure Ar at 242 kPa (35 psi) backing 

pressure passed over liquid (CH3)3Al contained in a Pyrex U-tube at RT right before the 

nozzle with 30 SCCM gas flow and thus brought the mixture to the discharge source to 

generate AlCH3 radical. The dc discharge voltage was set to 1.0 kV.  

Figure 3. Spectrum of the Jk = 10 → 00 transition CuCH3 main isotopologue, showing the 

hyperfine components mainly due to the 63Cu nuclear spin (I=3/2). Some tiny H spin-H 

spin coupling features were seen but could not be assigned due to both the limited 

number of lines and the resolution.  Doppler components and quantum numbers labeled 

by F are shown for each hyperfine transition. This spectrum is a compilation of three 500 
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kHz wide scans and there are two frequency breaks in the spectrum. All the scans were 

taken at 310 kPa (45 psi) backing pressure with 43 SCCM gas flow. And 200 shots were 

accumulated for each scan. 0.5% CH4 in Ar was used. The dc discharge voltage was set 

to 1.0 kV while the laser voltage was 1.20 kV. 

Figure 4. Spectrum of the J = 1 → 0 transition AlOH main isotopologue, showing the 

hyperfine components due to the 27Al nuclear spin (I=5/2). Doppler components and 

quantum numbers labeled by F are shown for each hyperfine transition. This spectrum is 

a compilation of three 600 kHz wide scans and there are two frequency breaks in the 

spectrum. 800 shots were accumulated for each scan. Pure Ar at 207 kPa (30 psi) backing 

pressure passed over two parallel Pyrex U-tubes, of which one containing liquid 

(CH3)3Al at RT and the other containing water at around 0 °C, right before the nozzle 

with 25 SCCM gas flow and thus brought the mixture to the discharge source to generate 

AlOH radical. The dc discharge voltage was set to 1.0 kV. 

Figure 5. Spectrum of the Jka,kc = 10,1 → 00,0 transition CuOH main isotopologue, showing 

the hyperfine components due to the 63Cu nuclear spin (I=3/2). Doppler components and 

quantum numbers labeled by F are shown for each hyperfine transition. This spectrum is 

a compilation of three 500 kHz wide scans and there are two frequency breaks in the 

spectrum. All the scans were taken at 207 kPa (30 psi) backing pressure with 28 SCCM 

gas flow. And 500 shots were accumulated for each scan. 0.5% CH3OH in Ar was used. 

The voltage of the copper pin electrodes was set to 1.0 kV. 

Figure 6. Spectrum of the Jka,kc = 10,1 → 00,0 transition CuSH main isotopologue, showing 

the hyperfine components due to the 63Cu nuclear spin (I=3/2). Doppler components and 
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quantum numbers labeled by F are shown for each hyperfine transition. This spectrum is 

a compilation of three 300 kHz wide scans and there are two frequency breaks in the 

spectrum. All the scans were taken at 207 kPa (30 psi) backing pressure with 28 SCCM 

gas flow. And 1000 shots were accumulated for each scan. 0.5% H2S in Ar was used. The 

voltage of the copper pin electrodes was set to 1.0 kV. 

Figure 7. Spectrum of the J = 1 → 0 transition CuCN main isotopologue, showing the 

hyperfine components due to both the 63Cu nuclear spin (I=3/2) and 14N spin (I=1). 

Doppler components and quantum numbers labeled by F1 and F are shown for each 

hyperfine transition, where F1 indicates the coupling with Cu nucleus while F indicates 

further coupling with nitrogen nucleus. This spectrum is a compilation of six 600 kHz 

wide scans and there are five frequency breaks in the spectrum. All the scans were taken 

at 276 kPa (40 psi) backing pressure with 38 SCCM gas flow. And 250 shots were 

accumulated for each scan. 0.1% (CN)2 in Ar was used. The dc discharge voltage was set 

to 1.0 kV while the laser voltage was 1.20 kV. 
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The rotational spectrum of the CCP „X 2�r… radical and its 13C isotopologues
at microwave, millimeter, and submillimeter wavelengths

D. T. Halfen,1,a� M. Sun,1 D. J. Clouthier,2 and L. M. Ziurys1

1Department of Chemistry and Department of Astronomy, Arizona Radio Observatory,
and Steward Observatory, University of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona 85721, USA
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The pure rotational spectrum of CCP �X 2�r� has been measured at microwave, millimeter, and
submillimeter wavelengths �17–545 GHz�, along with its 13C isotopologues �13C13CP, C13CP, and
13CCP�. The spectra of these species were recorded using a combination of millimeter/submillimeter
direct absorption methods and Fourier transform microwave �FTMW� techniques. The phosphorus
dicarbides were created in the gas phase from the reaction of red phosphorus and acetylene or
methane in argon in an ac discharge for the direct absorption experiments, and using PCl3 as the
phosphorus source in a pulsed dc nozzle discharge for the FTMW measurements. A total of 35
rotational transitions were recorded for the main isotopologue, and between 2 and 8 for the
13C−substituted species. Both spin-orbit components were identified for CCP, while only the �

=1 /2 ladder was observed for 13C13CP, C13CP, and 13CCP. Hyperfine splittings due to phosphorus
were observed for each species, as well as carbon-13 hyperfine structure for each of the
13C−substituted isotopologues. The data were fitted with a Hund’s case �a� Hamiltonian, and
rotational, fine structure, and hyperfine parameters were determined for each species. The rm

�1� bond
lengths established for CCP, r�CuC�=1.289�1� Å and r�CuP�=1.621�1� Å, imply that there are
double bonds between both the two carbon atoms and the carbon and phosphorus atoms. The
hyperfine constants suggest that the unpaired electron in this radical is primarily located on the
phosphorus nucleus, but with some electron density also on the terminal carbon atom. There appears
to be a minor resonance structure where the unpaired electron is on the nucleus of the end carbon.
The multiple double bond structure forces the molecule to be linear, as opposed to other main group
dicarbides, such as SiC2, which have cyclic geometries. © 2009 American Institute of Physics.
�DOI: 10.1063/1.3043367�

I. INTRODUCTION

Several possible geometries have been identified for
metal and nonmetal dicarbide species. For example, there is
the linear MCC structure and a T-shaped cyclic MC2 form.
Another possibility is a bent molecule where the heteroatom
bonds to only one carbon off the CuC axis. The dicarbides
BC2, AlC2, and SiC2 are experimentally known to have
T-shaped ringlike structures,1–3 and species such as NaC2 and
MgC2 are predicted to have this geometry as well.4 In con-
trast, measurements have demonstrated that CCO, CCS, and
CCN are linear molecules,5–7 while theoretical predictions
suggest that CCF and CCCl are bent.8,9 There is thus a com-
petition between the linear, bent, and cyclic geometries for
the main group dicarbides.

Because of this structural diversity, the geometry of the
dicarbide of the main group element phosphorus, CCP, is of
interest. Furthermore, compounds containing phosphorus-
carbon bonds are found in a variety of chemical environ-
ments. The species CP and HCP have been detected astro-
nomically in the circumstellar material around asymptotic
giant branch �AGB� stars.10–12 Phosphorus-carbon clusters,

CnP, are prominent in materials science,13 and organophos-
phorus species, i.e., molecules with a CuP bond, are also
found in biochemistry. Certain bacteria, for example, use
2-aminoethylphosphonate, with the CuCuP linkage, as
their sole source of phosphorus,14 which is then subsequently
converted to PO4

3− and used in DNA, RNA, ATP, and
phospholipids.15

Several theoretical calculations for CCP have been re-
ported since 1994, all of which predict a linear structure and
a 2�r ground state.16–19 The first laboratory identification of
this radical occurred only very recently. In 2007, Sunahori
et al.16 used laser induced fluorescence to detect the
2�-X 2�r electronic transition of CCP with medium reso-
lution ��0.1 cm−1�, thus confirming the linear geometry.
This radical was produced in a supersonic jet expansion from
the reaction of PCl3 and CH4 in a pulsed dc discharge source.
Emission spectra down to the zero point level and several
excited vibrational states were observed for both CCP and
13C13CP, and the spin-orbit constant and vibrational frequen-
cies were determined. In subsequent work, these same au-
thors performed a high resolution rotational study of the 0-0
band of CCP and Renner–Teller analyses of the 2� and X 2�r
electronic states.17

Recently, the millimeter/submillimeter spectrum of CCP
a�NSF Astronomy and Astrophysics Postdoctoral Fellow. Electronic mail:

halfendt@as.arizona.edu.
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in its lower energy �=1 /2 ladder was recorded by our
group, followed by the astronomical detection of this mol-
ecule in the envelope around the AGB star IRC+10216.20 In
the present paper, we report measurements of the pure rota-
tional spectrum of CCP, 13C13CP, C13CP, and 13CCP in their
2�r ground states using a combination of millimeter/
submillimeter direct absorption and FTMW techniques. Ro-
tational transitions arising from both spin-orbit components
��=1 /2 and 3 /2� of the ground state of the main isotopo-
logue were observed for the first time, and hyperfine interac-
tions from the phosphorus and carbon-13 spins were re-
solved. From the spectroscopic constants, an accurate
structure of the molecule has been determined, as well as the
electron distribution. Here we present our results and analy-
sis of this novel dicarbide species.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

The pure rotational spectra of the four CCP isotopo-
logues were measured using two of the spectrometers of the
Ziurys group. Data in the range 120–545 GHz were re-
corded using one of the millimeter/submillimeter direct ab-
sorption systems. This instrument consists of a radiation
source, a single-pass gas cell, and a detector.21 The frequency
source is a Gunn oscillator/Schottky diode multiplier combi-
nation that operates from 65 to 650 GHz. The reaction
chamber is a double-walled glass cell with two ring dis-
charge electrodes, which is cooled to −65 °C using low-
temperature methanol. The detector is a liquid helium-cooled
InSb hot electron bolometer. The radiation is focused from
the source, through the gas cell, and into the detector by a
series of Teflon lenses. The radiation is modulated at a rate of
25 kHz, and detected at 2f using phase-sensitive detection.

Several synthetic methods were attempted in the direct
absorption experiments. An ac discharge of PCl3 and unpu-
rified HCCH was initially used, but the large number of
spectral lines resulting from this mixture made searching dif-
ficult. Elemental red phosphorus �Aldrich� was then used in
place of PCl3. It was placed in a hemispherical glass oven
connected to the bottom of one end of the cell, and warmed
by a heating mantle to around 300 °C. This source was
found to produce gas-phase phosphorus efficiently. It was
also found that unpurified acetylene �Matheson�, which con-
tains acetone, produced numerous contaminating lines. Puri-
fication of the HCCH by passing it through a dry ice/acetone
cooling trap eliminated the contamination.

The final conditions used to produce CCP in the
millimeter/submillimeter instrument were approximately
1–2 mtorr of acetone-free HCCH with �1 mtorr of gas-
phase phosphorus in a 200 W ac discharge in the presence of
40 mtorr of argon carrier gas. The discharge plasma from
this mixture glowed a faint blue in color. The rotational spec-
trum of the 13C doubly substituted isotopologue, 13C13CP,
was also measured to confirm the identification. The submil-
limeter transitions of this molecule were recorded in a simi-
lar manner as the normal species with about 1 mtorr of pure
H13C13CH �Cambridge Isotopes� substituted for normal
acetylene.

The millimeter/submillimeter rest frequencies were de-

termined by averaging pairs of 5 MHz wide scans, with
equal numbers in increasing and decreasing frequency. Typi-
cally one to eight scan pairs were required to achieve a suf-
ficient signal-to-noise ratio. The CCP and 13C13CP features
were fitted with a Gaussian-shaped line profile to determine
the center frequency, as well as the linewidth, which ranged
from 400 to 1700 kHz over 120–545 GHz. The experimen-
tal accuracy is estimated to be �50 kHz.

The microwave spectrum of CCP was measured using a
Balle–Flygare type FTMW spectrometer,22 recently con-
structed in the Ziurys laboratory.23 This instrument consists
of a vacuum chamber evacuated to a pressure of 10−8 torr
using a cryopump. Inside the cell is a Fabry–Perot cavity
consisting of two spherical mirrors; antennas are embedded
in both mirrors for injecting and detecting radiation. A
pulsed-valve nozzle, which lies at a 40° angle relative to the
cavity axis, is used to create a supersonic jet expansion. The
nozzle contains a pulsed dc discharge source consisting of
two copper ring electrodes. Data are acquired at a repetition
rate of 10 Hz, typically averaging 2500 nozzle pulses or
“shots” per scan. The time domain signals are fast Fourier
transformed to create spectra with 2 kHz resolution. The
emission features appear as Doppler doublets with a full
width at half maximum of 5 kHz per feature; the rest fre-
quencies are simply taken as the average of the two Doppler
components. More details can be found in Ref. 23.

Because the phosphorus source could not be directly
adapted to the FTMW machine, PCl3 was used instead as a
precursor, along with unpurified acetylene. The line conges-
tion problem was not evident in the Fourier transform spec-
trometer due to the supersonically cooled jet, which allows
population of only the lowest energy levels. The best signals
were produced using a mixture of �1% PCl3 in 200 psi of
Ar and 0.3% HCCH in 200 psi of Ar. The typical discharge
voltage needed to create CCP was 1000 V at 50 mA. This
mixture was pulsed into the chamber with a 35 psi �absolute�
stagnation pressure through a 0.8 mm nozzle orifice at a
10 Hz repetition rate, resulting in a 10–30 SCCM �SCCM
denotes cubic centimeter per minute at STP� mass flow. �The
mass flow rate depends on the backing pressure, as well as
on the duration of the gas pulse, and can thus be indepen-
dently adjusted to achieve maximum signal.� To create the
13C isotopologues of CCP, �1% PCl3 in Ar was reacted with
0.3% H13C13CH in Ar for 13C13CP, and a mixture of 0.125%
CH4 and 0.125% 13CH4 in Ar for C13CP and 13CCP. The
backing pressure was 10–15 psi �absolute� with a mass flow
of 25–30 SCCM.

III. RESULTS

The region from 360 to 390 GHz was searched initially
for transitions of CCP, after the production method was re-
fined. Without contaminating features due to PCl3 or acetone,
a harmonically related doublet was identified with a rota-
tional constant of �6.36 GHz, whose splitting decreased
with increasing frequency. This pattern is anticipated for the
�=1 /2 spin component of a molecule with a 2� ground
state, as expected for CCP, as a result of lambda-doubling
interactions. Chemical tests showed that these doublets arose
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from both acetylene and phosphorus. These features could
also be produced using methane, but were weaker in inten-
sity. The lambda doublets were then measured down to
120 GHz, at which point each line further split into two fea-
tures. This additional splitting can be attributed to hyperfine
interactions of the phosphorus nuclear spin of I�P�=1 /2,
where F=J+I�P�. These lines were therefore identified as
the �=1 /2 spin component of CCP.

Additional searches were then conducted for the �
=3 /2 component of CCP. Another 25 GHz was selectively
scanned and a doublet was observed that increased in sepa-
ration with increasing frequency. This doublet was identified
as arising from the �=3 /2 ladder.

The transition frequencies measured for CCP �X2�r� are
listed in Table I. As seen in the table, the lambda-doubling
splitting �� f −�e� for the �=1 /2 component decreases with
increasing J from �50 MHz at 19 GHz �neglecting the hy-
perfine structure�, is completely collapsed at 438 GHz, and
then, with the parity components reversed, increases up to
�20 MHz at 545 GHz. For the �=3 /2 ladder, the lambda-
doubling splitting is unresolved at 301 GHz, increasing
slightly at higher frequency. Also, the phosphorus hyperfine
structure was only resolved below 200 GHz. In the
millimeter/submillimeter region, 80 lines from 33 rotational
transitions were recorded in the range 120–540 GHz for the
�=1 /2 component, and 36 individual features from 18 tran-
sitions were measured from 301 to 545 GHz for the �
=3 /2 component. Data were also recorded for six transitions
of 13C13CP from 357 to 545 GHz, and are given in Table II.

Two rotational transitions of CCP were searched for with
the FTMW spectrometer near 19 and 32 GHz using fre-
quency predictions based on the millimeter/submillimeter
work. About 10–40 MHz in frequency were surveyed con-
tinuously to locate the CCP features, consisting of scans that
cover a 600 kHz bandwidth separated in frequency by
400 kHz. Doublet features were identified arising from the
phosphorus hyperfine interaction of CCP. In total, 12 micro-
wave lines were measured, including �F=0 and −1 transi-
tions, as listed in Table I.

Microwave spectra of C13CP, 13CCP, and 13C13CP were
also observed in the FTMW spectrometer. Two rotational
transitions were recorded for each isotopologue in the range
17–32 GHz. Multiple hyperfine components were observed
arising from the P and 13C nuclei �I�13C�=1 /2�: for C13CP
and 13CCP, from one 13C nucleus, and from both 13C atoms
in 13C13CP. A reasonable coupling scheme for this molecule
is F1=J+I1�P�, F2=F1+I2�13C��, and F=F2+I3�13C�� for
13C�

13C�P; for C13CP and 13CCP, the scheme F1=J+I1�P�
and F=F1+I2�13C� is appropriate. Table II presents the ob-
served rotational transitions of 13C13CP in the �=1 /2 com-
ponent of the 2�r ground state. With the nuclear spins from
all three atoms, the number of possible hyperfine transitions
is quite large. The 49 observed microwave transitions include
�F1=0 and −1, �F2=0 and −1, and �F=0 and −1 lines.
�The six submillimeter transitions of 13C13CP, listed in Table
II, are only split by lambda doubling because the hyperfine
structure is collapsed at these frequencies.�

The lines measured for C13CP and 13CCP are listed in

Table III. Two rotational transitions with a total of 22 fea-
tures were recorded for each species, including �F1=0 and
−1 and �F=0 and −1 lines.

Representative millimeter spectra of the �=1 /2 and 3 /2
components of CCP are exhibited in Figs. 1 and 2, respec-
tively. Figure 1 shows �=1 /2 sublevel data: the J=32.5
←31.5 transition near 413 GHz �top panel�, the J=21.5
←20.5 lines near 273 GHz �middle panel�, and the J=10.5
←9.5 transition near 133 GHz. Each of these transitions is
split by lambda doubling into two features, labeled by e and
f; for the J=10.5←9.5 line, each lambda doublet is addition-
ally split into two hyperfine components, labeled by the
quantum number F, due to the phosphorus nuclear spin. In
Fig. 2, the �=3 /2 data are presented. The top panel displays
the J=41.5←40.5 transition near 532 GHz, the J=32.5
←31.5 transition near 417 GHz is in the middle panel, and
the bottom panel shows the J=26.5←25.5 line near
340 GHz. In two higher J transitions, the lambda doublets
are barely resolved, while this splitting is totally collapsed
for the lowest J transition.

Figures 3 and 4 show representative FTMW spectra of
CCP. In Fig. 3, a single hyperfine component �F=3→2� of
the J=2.5→1.5 transition ��=1 /2� of CCP near 32 GHz is
shown in the upper panel. Here the lambda-doubling compo-
nents are separated by about 66 MHz, and the hyperfine
splitting is due to the phosphorus spin only, now comparable
in magnitude to the lambda doubling. Each line is composed
of Doppler doublets due to the arrangement of the supersonic
jet in the microwave cavity. Note that there is a frequency
break in the spectrum in order to show both lambda-doublet
features. The lower panel of Fig. 3 shows the J=2.5→1.5,
F1=3→2 transition ��=1 /2� of the e parity component of
13C13CP near 30 GHz. What was a single feature shown in
the upper spectra is now split into four components resulting
from the interactions of the two 13C nuclei. First the line is
separated into doublets from the first 13C nucleus, labeled by
F2, and then this doublet is further split into two lines, indi-
cated by F. Hence for each F1 �e.g., phosphorus� hyperfine
feature, four strong lines are produced for �F2=�F=−1.
Also present in the 13C13CP spectrum are a �F2=�F=0
transition, a feature arising in the image sideband, and an
unknown line marked by an asterisk. �Again, there is a fre-
quency break in the spectrum to show all of the hyperfine
features for this F1 component.�

In Fig. 4, representative spectra of 13C singly substituted
CCP in the e parity component of the �=1 /2 ladder are
shown. Here the F1=3→2 component of the J=2.5→1.5
transition from each isotopologue �C13CP: top panel and
13CCP: bottom panel� is displayed. There is a frequency
break in the spectrum of 13CCP in order to show both hyper-
fine components for the F1=3→2 transition. As is evident
from the figure, the hyperfine splitting in C13CP is
�2.5 MHz, while it is significantly larger in 13CCP
��7.3 MHz—hence the frequency break�. The larger split-
ting in 13CCP corresponds to the F2 splitting in 13C13CP
��7.4 MHz�, while the smaller splitting in C13CP agrees
with that of the F components in 13C13CP ��2.3 MHz—cf.
Figs. 3 and 4�. Hence, the nuclear spin of the end carbon C�
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TABLE I. Observed transition frequencies of CCP �X 2�r�.

J� ↔ J� F� ↔ F� Parity

2�1/2
2�3/2

�obs

�MHz�
�obs−�calc

�MHz�
�obs

�MHz�
�obs−�calc

�MHz�

1.5 → 0.5 2 → 1 e 19 011.684 −0.001
1 → 0 e 19 118.704 0.001
2 → 1 f 19 101.205 0.000
1 → 0 f 19 386.711 −0.002
1 → 1 f 18 641.438 0.000
1 → 1 e 19 224.057 −0.002

2.5 → 1.5 3 → 2 e 31 765.646 −0.005
2 → 1 e 31 797.989 −0.002
3 → 2 f 31 832.211 0.001
2 → 1 f 31 887.334 −0.002
2 → 2 f 31 427.568 −0.001
2 → 2 e 32 010.366 0.002

9.5 ← 8.5 10 ← 9 e 120 854.225 −0.013
9 ← 8 e 120 856.264 0.016
10 ← 9 f 120 901.727 0.052
9 ← 8 f 120 904.029 −0.028

10.5 ← 9.5 11 ← 10 e 133 577.511 0.073
10 ← 9 e 133 579.049 0.028
11 ← 10 f 133 623.741 0.014
10 ← 9 f 133 625.600 0.004

11.5 ← 10.5 12 ← 11 e 146 300.069 −0.033
11 ← 10 e 146 301.419 0.056
12 ← 11 f 146 345.254 0.037
11 ← 10 f 146 346.666 −0.040

12.5 ← 11.5 13 ← 12 e 159 022.241 0.037
12 ← 11 e 159 023.228 0.011
13 ← 12 f 159 066.072 −0.031
12 ← 11 f 159 067.279 −0.024

13.5 ← 12.5 14 ← 13 e 171 743.713 0.000
13 ← 12 e 171 744.554 0.024
14 ← 13 f 171 786.318 −0.024
13 ← 12 f 171 787.345 0.027

14.5 ← 13.5 15 ← 14 e 184 464.595 0.004
14 ← 13 e 184 465.265 0.014
15 ← 14 f 184 505.855 −0.034
14 ← 13 f 184 506.669 −0.018

15.5 ← 14.5 16 ← 15 e 197 184.904 0.108
15 ← 14 e 197 185.393 0.065
16 ← 15 f 197 224.813 0.115
15 ← 14 f 197 225.401 0.048

16.5 ← 15.5 a e 209 904.502 0.001
a f 209 942.937 −0.056

17.5 ← 16.5 a e 222 623.176 −0.013
a f 222 660.129 −0.013

18.5 ← 17.5 a e 235 341.085 0.004
a f 235 376.400 −0.024

19.5 ← 18.5 a e 248 058.139 0.010
a f 248 091.790 0.000

20.5 ← 19.5 a e 260 774.281 −0.004
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TABLE I. �Continued.�

J� ↔ J� F� ↔ F� Parity

2�1/2
2�3/2

�obs

�MHz�
�obs−�calc

�MHz�
�obs

�MHz�
�obs−�calc

�MHz�

a f 260 806.158 −0.037

21.5 ← 20.5 a e 273 489.512 0.009
a f 273 519.557 −0.032

22.5 ← 21.5 a e 286 203.743 0.007
a f 286 231.914 −0.014

23.5 ← 22.5 a e 298 916.909 −0.026 301 722.867 0.043
a f 298 943.166 0.003 301 722.867 0.043

24.5 ← 23.5 a e 311 629.023 −0.030 314 550.368 0.058
a f 311 653.236 −0.013 314 550.368 0.058

25.5 ← 24.5 a e 324 340.020 −0.023
a f 324 362.119 −0.021

26.5 ← 25.5 a e 337 049.852 −0.006 340 200.936 0.094
a f 337 069.805 0.016 340 200.936 0.094

27.5 ← 26.5 a e 349 758.443 −0.007 353 023.472 0.151
a f 349 776.151 0.001 353 024.077 −0.147

28.5 ← 27.5 a e 362 465.763 −0.008 365 844.700 0.133
a f 362 481.185 0.007 365 845.506 −0.068

29.5 ← 28.5 a e 375 171.774 −0.001 378 664.053 −0.066
a f 375 184.835 0.008 378 665.110 −0.129

30.5 ← 29.5 a e 387 876.409 −0.006 391 481.832 −0.087
a f 387 887.072 0.020 391 483.094 −0.069

31.5 ← 30.5 a e 400 579.636 −0.006 404 297.871 −0.042
a f 400 587.829 0.022 404 299.280 −0.009

32.5 ← 31.5 a e 413 281.401 −0.009 417 112.006 −0.037
a f 413 287.070 0.023 417 113.597 0.034

34.5 ← 33.5 a e 438 680.619 0.026 442 734.397 −0.093
a f 438 680.619 0.026 442 736.387 0.053

35.5 ← 34.5 a e 451 377.486 −0.005 455 542.619 −0.078
a f 451 375.248 0.017 455 544.841 0.120

36.5 ← 35.5 a e 464 072.927 −0.027 468 348.807 −0.012
a f 464 067.991 0.027 468 351.141 0.105

37.5 ← 36.5 a e 476 766.717 −0.006 481 152.792 −0.010
a f 476 758.898 −0.062 481 155.266 0.039

38.5 ← 37.5 a e 489 458.743 −0.009 493 954.611 0.019
a f 489 448.191 0.018 493 957.263 0.023

39.5 ← 38.5 a e 502 148.991 −0.004 506 754.132 −0.003
a f 502 135.571 0.011 506 757.073 0.051

40.5 ← 39.5 a e 514 837.429 0.024 519 551.411 0.033
a f 514 821.080 0.002 519 554.548 0.029

41.5 ← 40.5 a e 527 523.939 0.003 532 346.287 0.019
a f 527 504.672 −0.010 532 349.624 −0.057

42.5 ← 41.5 a e 540 208.557 0.016 545 138.786 0.034
a f 540 186.310 −0.020 545 142.334 −0.121

aHyperfine structure collapsed.
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TABLE II. Observed transition frequencies of 13C13CP �X 2�r :�=1 /2� �in megahertz; the coupling scheme is F1=J+I1�P�, F2=F1+I2�13C��, and F=F2

+I3�13C�� for 13C�
13C�P�.

J� ↔ J� F1� ↔ F1� F2� ↔ F2� F� ↔ F� Parity �obs �obs−�calc

1.5 → 0.5 2 → 1 2.5 → 1.5 3 → 2 e 18 085.174 0.000
2 → 1 2.5 → 1.5 2 → 1 e 18 092.137 −0.003
2 → 1 1.5 → 0.5 2 → 1 e 18 106.766 −0.002
2 → 1 1.5 → 0.5 1 → 0 e 18 114.417 0.005
2 → 1 2.5 → 1.5 3 → 2 f 18 179.068 0.004
2 → 1 2.5 → 1.5 2 → 1 f 18 184.633 0.001
1 → 0 1.5 → 0.5 1 → 0 e 18 188.971 −0.002
1 → 0 1.5 → 0.5 1 → 1 e 18 189.765 0.001
2 → 1 1.5 → 0.5 1 → 1 f 18 190.963 0.002
1 → 0 1.5 → 0.5 2 → 1 e 18 194.998 0.000
2 → 1 1.5 → 0.5 2 → 1 f 18 199.194 0.001
2 → 1 1.5 → 0.5 1 → 0 f 18 206.589 0.000
1 → 0 0.5 → 0.5 1 → 1 e 18 224.918 0.003
1 → 1 1.5 → 1.5 2 → 2 e 18 300.318 −0.002
1 → 0 0.5 → 0.5 1 → 1 f 18 424.762 0.002
1 → 0 1.5 → 0.5 1 → 0 f 18 493.653 −0.002
1 → 0 1.5 → 0.5 2 → 1 f 18 503.379 −0.003

2.5 → 1.5 2 → 2 2.5 → 2.5 3 → 3 f 29 894.646 0.000
2 → 2 2.5 → 2.5 2 → 2 f 29 896.824 −0.001
3 → 2 3.5 → 2.5 3 → 3 e 30 231.127 −0.002
3 → 2 2.5 → 2.5 3 → 3 f 30 232.865 −0.006
3 → 2 3.5 → 2.5 4 → 3 e 30 234.290 0.001
3 → 2 3.5 → 2.5 3 → 2 e 30 236.540 −0.001
3 → 2 2.5 → 1.5 2 → 2 e 30 238.448 0.000
3 → 2 2.5 → 1.5 3 → 2 e 30 241.641 −0.001
3 → 2 2.5 → 1.5 2 → 1 e 30 243.969 −0.002
2 → 1 2.5 → 1.5 2 → 2 e 30 262.454 0.000
2 → 1 2.5 → 1.5 3 → 2 e 30 265.652 0.004
2 → 1 2.5 → 1.5 2 → 1 e 30 267.687 −0.001
2 → 1 1.5 → 0.5 1 → 1 e 30 270.518 0.003
3 → 2 2.5 → 2.5 3 → 3 e 30 272.792 −0.006
2 → 1 1.5 → 0.5 2 → 1 e 30 273.744 0.000
2 → 1 1.5 → 0.5 1 → 0 e 30 275.859 −0.001
2 → 1 1.5 → 1.5 2 → 2 f 30 290.585 0.003
3 → 2 3.5 → 2.5 4 → 3 f 30 301.459 0.004
3 → 2 2.5 → 1.5 2 → 2 f 30 302.663 0.003
3 → 2 3.5 → 2.5 3 → 2 f 30 303.659 0.002
2 → 1 1.5 → 1.5 1 → 1 e 30 305.666 0.000
2 → 1 1.5 → 1.5 1 → 1 e 30 305.671 0.005
3 → 2 2.5 → 1.5 3 → 2 f 30 308.580 0.002
3 → 2 2.5 → 1.5 2 → 1 f 30 310.891 0.000
2 → 1 2.5 → 1.5 2 → 2 f 30 354.189 −0.001
2 → 1 2.5 → 1.5 3 → 2 f 30 360.087 0.001
2 → 1 2.5 → 1.5 2 → 1 f 30 361.932 −0.003
2 → 1 1.5 → 0.5 1 → 1 f 30 363.258 −0.003
2 → 1 1.5 → 0.5 2 → 1 f 30 369.202 −0.001
2 → 1 1.5 → 0.5 1 → 0 f 30 371.160 −0.003
2 → 2 2.5 → 2.5 3 → 3 e 30 480.795 0.001
2 → 2 2.5 → 2.5 2 → 2 e 30 483.013 0.002

29.5 ← 28.5 a a a e 357 163.850 −0.070
a a a f 357 178.581 −0.021

30.5 ← 29.5 a a a e 369 259.537 0.028
a a a f 369 272.012 0.015

31.5 ← 30.5 a a a e 381 353.890 0.058
a a a f 381 364.089 0.019

32.5 ← 31.5 a a a e 393 446.843 −0.006
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couples first to the phosphorus nucleus �F1�, and then the
spin of the second carbon C� adds to form F.

IV. ANALYSIS

The spectra of CCP and its isotopologues were analyzed
using Hund’s case �a� effective Hamiltonian, which consists
of rotation, spin-orbit, lambda-doubling, and magnetic hy-
perfine interactions, including the parity-dependent term

Ĥeff = Ĥrot + Ĥso + Ĥld + Ĥmhf + Ĥmhf-ld. �1�

The data were fitted using the nonlinear least squares routine
SPFIT.24 The spectroscopic constants from the analysis are
listed in Table IV. The spin-orbit constant A could not be
established for any of the species, and was thus fixed in all
cases to the value from Sunahori et al.17 While both � lad-
ders were detected and analyzed for CCP, only the �=1 /2
component was identified for 13C13CP, C13CP, and 13CCP.
Hence, the spin-orbit parameters AD, AH, and AL for these

isotopologues were fixed at the values determined for CCP.
The higher-order centrifugal distortion terms H and �p
+2q�H were determined for CCP and 13C13CP, but these pa-
rameters were held constant for C13CP and 13CCP because
of the limited data set. The lambda-doubling constant q
could not be determined to within a 3	 uncertainty when
floated in the fit, and therefore it was fixed to this fitted value
for all species in the final iteration; qD for the carbon-13
isotopologues was fixed to the value of CCP. Hyperfine split-
tings were only resolved in the �=1 /2 ladder for every iso-
topologue; consequently, only the case �c� hyperfine param-
eters h1/2, h1/2D, and d could be determined for each atom
with a nuclear spin. The constant d is the parity-dependent
hyperfine term and h1/2=a− �b+c� /2. The rms values for the
analysis of C13CP and 13CCP, where there are microwave
data only, are 1–3 kHz. For CCP and 13C13CP, the rms of
the fits are 13 and 46 kHz, respectively, combining both mil-
limeter and microwave data.

There is excellent agreement between several of the

TABLE II. �Continued.�

J� ↔ J� F1� ↔ F1� F2� ↔ F2� F� ↔ F� Parity �obs �obs−�calc

a a a f 393 454.767 −0.013

33.5 ← 32.5 a a a e 405 538.517 0.001
a a a f 405 544.101 0.014

34.5 ← 33.5 a a a e 417 628.776 −0.016
a a a f 417 631.937 −0.014

aHyperfine structure collapsed.

TABLE III. Observed transition frequencies of 13CCP and C13CP �X 2�r :�=1 /2� �in megahertz; the coupling scheme is F1=J+I1�P� and F=F1+I2�13C��.

J� → J� F1� → F1� F� → F� Parity

13CCP C13CP

�obs �obs−�calc �obs �obs−�calc

1.5 → 0.5 1 → 1 1.5 → 1.5 f 17 793.638 0.001 18 544.556 −0.001
2 → 1 2.5 → 1.5 e 18 164.616 0.000 18 915.371 0.000
2 → 1 1.5 → 0.5 e 18 185.820 −0.001 18 922.930 −0.001
2 → 1 2.5 → 1.5 f 18 258.382 0.001 19 004.993 0.001
2 → 1 1.5 → 0.5 f 18 277.346 0.001 19 012.154 0.002
1 → 0 0.5 → 0.5 e 18 301.172 0.002 19 020.052 0.001
1 → 0 1.5 → 0.5 e 18 270.752 0.001 19 025.926 0.001
1 → 1 1.5 → 1.5 e 18 379.972 −0.002 19 127.549 0.000
1 → 0 0.5 → 0.5 f 18 499.486 −0.001 19 286.814 0.000
1 → 0 1.5 → 0.5 f 18 576.974 −0.002 19 295.718 −0.002

2.5 → 1.5 2 → 2 2.5 → 2.5 f 30 024.874 −0.003 31 269.198 0.001
3 → 2 3.5 → 2.5 e 30 364.258 −0.004 31 607.564 −0.002
3 → 2 2.5 → 1.5 e 30 371.501 −0.003 31 609.968 −0.001
2 → 1 1.5 → 1.5 e 30 420.427 0.000 31 636.831 0.000
2 → 1 2.5 → 1.5 e 30 395.338 0.002 31 640.173 0.001
2 → 1 1.5 → 0.5 e 30 403.024 0.002 31 642.706 0.001
3 → 2 3.5 → 2.5 f 30 431.359 0.002 31 674.161 0.001
3 → 2 2.5 → 1.5 f 30 438.275 0.002 31 676.607 0.000
2 → 1 1.5 → 1.5 f 30 433.441 −0.001 31 723.468 0.000
2 → 1 2.5 → 1.5 f 30 489.620 −0.001 31 729.632 0.000
2 → 1 1.5 → 0.5 f 30 497.915 −0.001 31 732.372 −0.002
2 → 2 2.5 → 2.5 e 30 610.697 0.003 31 852.351 0.001
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parameters for the four isotopologues. The phosphorus hy-
perfine constants h1/2 are all in the range 484.2–484.9 MHz,
and the values of d are between 632.5 and 633.0 MHz. The
lambda-doubling parameters p+2q for the various species
are between 47.6 and 50.0 MHz. The carbon-13 hyperfine
constants h1/2 and d for 13CCP and C13CP also agree well
with those of the same atom of the doubly substituted spe-
cies, 13C13CP.

V. DISCUSSION

The r0, rs, and rm
�1� structures of CCP were determined

from a nonlinear least-squares analysis using the STRFIT

program.25 The r0 values were fitted to the moments of iner-
tia of the four isotopologues, while the rs structure was de-
termined using Kraitchman’s equations.26 The rm

�1� structure
partially takes into account the effects of zero-point vibra-
tions by modeling the mass dependence of the moment of
inertia, and is thought to be the closest of these methods to
predicting the equilibrium structure.27 The bond lengths for
CCP determined from these analyses are listed in Table V.

The three structures calculated for CCP all agree to within
0.6% of each other. This agreement suggests that the struc-
ture of CCP is relatively rigid with minor zero-point vibra-
tional effects. The rm

�1� calculation yields r�CuP�
=1.621 Å and r�CuC�=1.289 Å.

Bond lengths of CCP calculated by ab initio methods are
given in Table V as well.16–19 These values are all within
2.5% of the rm

�1� structure, with the CCSD�T� and B3LYP/
cc-pVTZ methods producing the bond distances closest to
the experimental ones.17,19

Also listed in Table V are the CuP and/or CuC bond
lengths present in other simple molecules.28–40 The nature of
the bonds between these atoms, i.e., single, double, or triple
bonds, is illustrated in the first column. From the table, the
range in bond lengths for a carbon-phosphorus single bond is
1.86–1.88 Å, 1.65–1.68 Å for a double bond, and a CwP
triple bond is 1.54–1.59 Å. A carbon-carbon single bond
varies from 1.34 to 1.52 Å, 1.24–1.34 Å for a double bond,
and a CwC triple bond is �1.20 Å.

The CuC bond length in CCP is 1.289 Å, and thus a
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e f 10 → 9
F = 11 ← 1010 ← 9F = 11 ← 10

Frequency (MHz)

CCP (X
2Πr) Ω = 1/2

FIG. 1. Representative millimeter/submillimeter spectra of CCP �X 2�r� in
the �=1 /2 ladder measured in this work. The J=32.5←31.5 �top panel�,
21.5←20.5 �middle panel�, and 10.5←9.5 �bottom panel� rotational transi-
tions are shown near 413, 273, and 133 GHz, respectively. Each transition
consists of e and f parity components generated by lambda-doubling inter-
actions. The J=10.5←9.5 lambda doublets are each additionally split into
two components due to phosphorus hyperfine coupling, labeled by quantum
number F. Each spectrum was created from one scan, 70 s in duration and
110 MHz in width, and then cropped to display a 70 MHz range.
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FIG. 2. Representative submillimeter spectra of CCP �X 2�r� in the �
=3 /2 spin-orbit ladder measured in this study. The J=41.5←40.5 �top
panel�, 32.5←31.5 �middle panel�, and 26.5←25.5 �bottom panel� rota-
tional transitions are shown near 532, 417, and 340 GHz, respectively. Each
transition consists of e and f parity components generated by lambda dou-
bling, but phosphorus hyperfine coupling is not resolved at these higher
frequencies. For the J=26.5←25.5 transition, the lambda doubling is col-
lapsed. Each spectrum was created from one scan, 35 s in duration and
55 MHz in width.
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double bond. The bond distance for CuP is 1.621 Å, also a
double bond with some slight triple bond character. From
these results, the bonding for CCP could be explained by a
resonance structure between three possible electron configu-
rations: two double bonds and the unpaired electron on the
phosphorus atom, CvCvP·, a CuC single bond and
CuP triple bond with the unpaired electron on the end car-
bon atom, ·CuCwP, and a CuC triple bond and CuP
single bond, the unpaired electron also on the end carbon
atom, ·CwCuP. The CvCvP· structure would domi-
nate, but the ·CuCwP and ·CwCuP configurations
would be present to lesser degrees as well, i.e., the unpaired
electron would be partly on the terminal carbon, with some
CwP triple bond character.

This proposed structure can be tested by examining the
hyperfine constants for CCP and its isotopologues. The only

hyperfine parameters determined for CCP are h1/2 and d,
where h1/2=a− �b+c� /2. The a, c, and d hyperfine terms are
related to �r−3� via the equations41

a = 2
BgN
N�
i
	 1

ri
3
 , �2�

c =
3

2
gs
BgN
N�

i
	 3 cos2 �i − 1

ri
3 
 , �3�

d =
3

2
gs
BgN
N�

i
	 sin2 �i

ri
3 
 . �4�

Therefore, the interaction between the nuclei and the un-
paired electron in CCP decreases with their relative distance.
As shown in Table IV, both the h1/2 and d constants are
relatively large for phosphorus, �484 and �632 MHz, re-
spectively. They decrease for the middle carbon �C�� with
h1/2=29.1 MHz and d=2.7 MHz, and increase again for

J = 2.5 1.5
F = 3 2

31765 31766 31832 31833

Frequency (MHz)

e f

CCP (X2�r�: � = 1/2

Frequency (MHz)
30234 30235 30236 30242 30243 30244

Image
*

13C13CP (X2�r): � = 1/2 e

J = 2.5 1.5, F1 = 3 2
F = 4 3

F = 2 1

F2 = 2.5 1.5F2 = 3.5 2.5

F = 3 2
F = 3 2

F2 = 2.5 2.5
F = 2 2

� = 1/2 f

FIG. 3. FTMW spectra of the F=3→2 phosphorus hyperfine component of
the J=2.5→1.5 transition in the �=1 /2 ladder of CCP �upper panel� and
13C13CP �lower panel� near 30–31 GHz. In the CCP data, the transition
consists of lambda doublets, labeled by e and f . The 13C13CP spectrum
displays only one lambda-doubling component �e�, which is split into hy-
perfine doublets of doublets, labeled by F2 and F, due to the coupling of the
two 13C nuclear spins �I=1 /2�. Every transition in these data has two Dop-
pler components, as indicated on the spectra, because of the geometry of the
instrument. There is a frequency break in both spectra. Each spectrum is a
compilation of 600 kHz wide scans, consisting of an average of 2000
‘shots’, and separated in frequency by 300 kHz. The spectra in the top panel
each consist of seven such scans, displayed over a 2 MHz range, while the
spectra in the bottom panel cover a 3 MHz range and are each made up of
ten scans.

Frequency (MHz)
31607.3 31608.0 31608.7 31609.4 31610.1

C13CP (X2�r): � = 1/2 e

J = 2.5 1.5, F1 = 3 2F = 3.5 2.5

F = 2.5 1.5

Frequency (MHz)
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13CCP (X2�r): � = 1/2 e

J = 2.5 1.5, F1 = 3 2F = 3.5 2.5

F = 2.5 1.5

FIG. 4. FTMW spectra of the F1=3→2 phosphorus hyperfine component of
the J=2.5→1.5 transition of C13CP �upper panel� and 13CCP �lower panel�
of the �=1 /2e lambda-doublet near 30–31 GHz. Because each of these
species has one 13C nucleus, this component is further split into hyperfine
doublets. The splitting is three times larger for 13CCP: Note the frequency
break in the spectrum. Each transition is composed of two Doppler compo-
nents, indicated over the data. Each spectrum is a compilation of 600 kHz
wide scans, consisting of an average of 2000 ‘shots’, and separated in fre-
quency by 300 kHz. The spectra of the top panel comprise ten such scans
and are displayed over a 3 MHz range, while each half of the bottom panel
encompasses a 2 MHz range and consists of seven scans.
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the terminal carbon �C�� where h1/2=91.1 MHz and d
=107.1 MHz. �Note that the magnetic moment for phos-
phorus is about twice that of carbon-13.� Hence, the terminal
carbon atom must have additional unpaired electron density.

The proposed main resonance structure for CvCvP·, with
minor contributions from ·CuCwP and ·CwCuP, is
plausible.

Using the d hyperfine constant and the expectation value

TABLE IV. Spectroscopic constants for CCP �X 2�r� �in megahertz for C�C�P; errors are 3	 in the last quoted decimal places�.

Parameter CCP 13CCP C13CP 13C13CP

B 6392.4138�26� 6111.8419�34� 6360.8733�34� 6085.948 36�61�
D 0.002 259 5�22� 0.00 203�23� 0.002 24�23� 0.002 044 7�34�
H 9.50�59��10−9 9.50�10−9a 9.50�10−9a 9.4�2.1��10−9

A 4 212 195a 4 212 195a 4 212 195a 4 212 195a

AD 40.5363�51� 40.5363a 40.5363a 40.5363a

AH −2.782�43��10−4 −2.782�10−4a −2.782�10−4a −2.782�10−4a

AL 4.8�1.2��10−9 4.8�10−9a 4.8�10−9a 4.8�10−9a

p+2q 50.0127�96� 47.676�17� 49.997�17� 47.6949�62�
�p+2q�D −0.015 124�47� −0.0133�11� −0.0154�11� −0.013 39�26�
�p+2q�H 7.29�21��10−7 7.29�10−7a 7.29�10−7a 5.5�1.5��10−7

q 0.0109a 0.0109a 0.0109a 0.0109a

qD 6.57�17��10−5 6.57�10−5a 6.57�10−5a 6.57�10−5a

h1/2 �P� 484.220�30� 484.466�23� 484.700�24� 484.950�17�
h1/2D �P� 0.8337�91� 0.8030�86� 0.8301�88� 0.7984�59�
d �P� 632.538�16� 632.713�15� 632.871�15� 633.053�13�
h1/2 �13C�� 91.094�44� 91.205�30�
h1/2D �13C�� 0.1212�85� 0.1225�56�
d �13C�� 107.138�19� 107.208�13�
h1/2 �13C�� 29.134�39� 29.138�26�
h1/2D �13C�� −0.1109�81� −0.1062�53�
d �13C�� 2.705�18� 2.716�12�
rms 0.046 0.002 0.001 0.014

aHeld fixed; A set to 140.5037 cm−1 �Ref. 17�.

TABLE V. Structural parameters of CCP and related molecules.

Molecule r�CuP� �Å� r�CuC� �Å� Methoda Ref.

CCP 1.615�2� 1.291�2� r0 This work
1.619�3� 1.288�3� rs This work
1.621�1� 1.289�1� rm

�1� This work

1.611 6 1.300 8 re, ab initio
CCSD�T�

17

1.611 4 1.301 8 re, ab initio
B3LYP/cc-pVTZ

19

1.620 3 1.314 4 re, ab initio
B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ

16

1.646 1.294 re, ab initio
MP2 /6-31G*

18

CH3uPH2 1.863�1� r0, MW 28
CH3uCH2uPH2 1.876�2� 1.525�2� r0, MW 29
HCvCvP 1.685�1� 1.241�1� r0, MMW 30
H2CvP 1.657 6�28� r0, MMW 31
H2CvPH 1.672�20� r0, MW, MMW 32
NwCuCwP 1.549�3� 1.374�3� r0, MMW 33
H2CuCwP 1.588 9�10� 1.341 8�10� re, MMW, ab initio

CCSD�T�
34

H3CuCwP 1.544�4� 1.465�3� rs, MW 35
CwP 1.564 906�1� r0, MMW 36
HCwP 1.540�1� re, MW 37
H2CvCH2 1.339 1�13� rz, MW 38
H2CvCvCH2 1.309 3�7� rz, ED,MW 39
HCwCH 1.202 41�9� re, IR, Ra 40

aMW=microwave, MMW=millimeter wave, ED=electron diffraction, IR=infrared, and Ra=Raman.
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of �sin2��=4 /5 for a p orbital,42 the spin density of the
unpaired electron on each atom can be estimated by compari-
son with the atomic values of gs
BgN
N�r−3�.43 The spin
density determined for C� 33.3%, 0.8% for C�, and for the
phosphorus atom 57.5%. This result indicates a node in the
electron density near the middle carbon in CCP. A similar
node has also been proposed for CCS, based on the data
from its 13C-substituted isotopologues.44

Spin polarization may have an effect on the h1/2 param-
eter of C� for CCP. This behavior was observed for the
middle carbon on CCS, where the Fermi contact term for
C13CS was negative.44 However, no information is known
about this parameter for CCP since it could not be indepen-
dently determined from the data.

Besides CCP, the only linear dicarbide species whose
structure can be evaluated with any accuracy is CCS. Based
on the rotational constants from Refs. 6 and 44, the rm

�2�

CuC bond length for CCS is calculated to be 1.313 Å,
which corresponds to a double bond, similar to CCP. Only
the microwave spectrum of the main isotopologue for CCN,
the second row analog of CCP, has been measured,7 so no
complete molecular structure is known for this radical.

The lambda-doubling parameter, p+2q, can be com-
pared to that of CCN. For the nitrogen analog, this value is
44.70 MHz,7 where for CCP it is 50.01 MHz. These con-
stants are very similar, suggesting that the electronic state
manifold of both species is comparable, with the interacting
� excited state high in energy. Little information is known
about the electronic states of CCP and CCN, and their further
study would be useful.

This work has confirmed the linear structure of CCP.
Largo et al.4 proposed a competition between linear and cy-
clic geometries for the main group dicarbides. These authors
suggested that the dominating factor influencing these struc-
tures is the degree of ionic and covalent bonding. Charge
transfer from the metal or nonmetal �B, Na, Mg, Al, and Si�
to the C2 moiety occurs for the earlier dicarbides, creating a
T-shaped ionic structure. Backbonding from the 1u orbital
of the C2 moiety to the atomic p orbitals of the heteroatom
becomes important for the more electronegative elements N,
O, P, and S, producing the linear geometry. The bent or cy-
clic forms can only have one or two single bonds to the
heteroatom, respectively. Thus, the dominant structure for
CCP with a CvP bond forces the structure to be linear, and
the backbonding has a significant influence on the geometry.
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The Fourier transform microwave spectrum of the arsenic dicarbide
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The pure rotational spectrum of the CCAs radical in its ground electronic and spin state, X̃ 2�1/2, has
been measured using Fourier transform microwave techniques in the frequency range of
12–40 GHz. This species was created in a supersonic expansion from a reaction mixture of AsCl3
and C2H2 or CH4 diluted in high pressure argon, using a pulsed nozzle containing a dc discharge
source. Three rotational transitions were measured for the main isotopologue, 12C12CAs, in the �= 1

2
ladder; both lambda-doubling and arsenic �I=3 /2� hyperfine interactions were observed in these
spectra. In addition, two to four rotational transitions were recorded for the 13C13CAs, 13C12CAs,
and 12C13CAs species. In these three isotopologues, hyperfine splittings were also resolved arising
from the 13C nuclei �I= 1

2
�, creating complex spectral patterns. The CCAs spectra were analyzed with

a case �a� Hamiltonian, and effective rotational, lambda-doubling, and arsenic and carbon-13
hyperfine constants were determined for the �= 1

2 ladder. From the effective rotational constants of
the four isotopologues, an rm

�1� structure has been derived with rC–C=1.287 Å and rC–As

=1.745 Å. These bond lengths indicate that the predominant structure for arsenic dicarbide is
CvCvAs·, with some contributing CwC and CwAs triple bond characters. The hyperfine
constants established in this work indicate that about 2 /3 of the unpaired electron density lies on the
arsenic atom, with the remaining percentage on the terminal carbon. The value of the arsenic
quadrupole coupling constant �eqQ=−202 MHz� suggests that the As–C bond has a mixture of
covalent and ionic characters, consistent with theoretical predictions that both � backbonding and
electron transfer play a role in creating a linear, as opposed to a cyclic, structure for certain
heteroatom dicarbides. © 2009 American Institute of Physics. �doi:10.1063/1.3267483�

I. INTRODUCTION

Compared to nitrogen and phosphorus-containing mol-
ecules, arsenic-bearing species have not attracted as much
attention from spectroscopists.1 In the field of pure rotational
spectroscopy, for example, only a limited number of mol-
ecules have been characterized, such as AsF3,2–4 AsCl3,5

AsBr3,6 AsH,7 AsH2,8,9 AsH3,10,11 CH3CAs,12 and AsP,13 us-
ing far-infrared, millimeter-wave, or microwave techniques.
However, due to a rising interest in functional materials
made of As-doped carbon clusters, as well as the reactivity of
arsenic ylides in organic synthesis, examining the basic prop-
erties of As-bearing compounds has acquired a renewed im-
portance. For example, calculations on numerous arsenic-
containing organic species have been carried out at various
levels of theory to achieve an understanding of As–C bond-
ing, and RAsvCF2-type molecules have been synthesized
and their reactivity experimentally investigated.14–17

Very recently, a novel arsenic-containing molecule has
been produced in the gas phase and studied using electronic
spectroscopy: arsenic dicarbide �CCAs�, the smallest As-

doped carbon cluster. The 2�r− X̃ 2�r band system of this
free radical was investigated by Wei et al.,18 who were able

to establish estimates of rotational constants for both the 12C
and 13C isotopologues in the �= 1

2 ladder of the ground elec-

tronic state, X̃ 2�r. These authors also determined that the
molecule is linear, as predicted theoretically.18

CCAs is only the tenth main group dicarbide that has
been studied by gas-phase spectroscopy and certainly war-
rants additional investigation. In the present paper, we
present the first pure rotational study of this free radical us-
ing Fourier transform microwave �FTMW� techniques. Spec-
tra of four isotopologues of arsenic dicarbide, CCAs, 13C2As,
13CCAs, and C13CAs, have been recorded in their X̃ 2�1/2
electronic states; from the resulting rotational constants, the
ground state geometry has been refined. In addition, hyper-
fine structures arising from As and 13C nuclear spins were
also resolved in the spectra, providing insight into the bond-
ing in this radical. Here we present our data and analysis and
a comparison of these results with the properties of other
group V dicarbides.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

Measurements of the pure rotational spectra of the four
CCAs isotopologues were conducted in the 12–40 GHz
range using the FTMW spectrometer of the Ziurys group.
This Balle–Flygare-type narrow-band spectrometer consistsa�Electronic mail: lziurys@as.arizona.edu.
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of a vacuum chamber �background pressure of �10−8 torr
maintained by a cryopump� which contains a Fabry–Pérot-
type cavity constructed from two spherical aluminum mirrors
in a near-confocal arrangement. Antennas are embedded in
each mirror for injecting and detecting microwave radiation.
A supersonic jet expansion is used to introduce the sample
gas, produced by a pulsed-valve nozzle �General Valve� con-
taining a dc discharge source. In contrast to other FTMW
instruments of this type, the supersonic expansion is injected
into the chamber at a 40° angle relative to the mirror axis.
More details regarding the instrumentation can be found in
Ref. 19.

The 12C12CAs radical was generated in the gas phase
using the precursors AsCl3 and unpurified acetylene. Argon
at a pressure of 20 psi, seeded with 0.3% acetylene, was
passed over liquid AsCl3 �Aldrich, 99%� contained in a
Pyrex U-tube,18 and the resultant gas mixture delivered
through the pulsed discharge nozzle �0.8 mm orifice� at a

repetition rate of 12 Hz. The gas pulse duration was set to
500 �s, which resulted in a 20–30 SCCM �SCCM denotes
cubic centimeter per minute at STP� mass flow. CCAs pro-
duction was maximized with a discharge of 1000 V at
50 mA. To produce 13C13CAs, 0.3% H13C13CH �Cambridge
Isotopes, 99% enrichment� in argon was used under the same
sample conditions, while a mixture of 0.2% CH4 and 0.2%
13CH4 �Cambridge Isotopes, 99% enrichment�, also in argon,
was employed to create C13CAs and 13CCAs. The backing
pressure was increased from 20 to 25 psi to optimize the
C13CAs and 13CCAs signals. Normally, 1000 shots per scan
were taken for the CCAs and 13C13CAs spectral measure-
ments, while 2000 shots per scan were used for C13CAs and
13CCAs.

Within a single gas pulse, three 150 �s free induction
decay signals were recorded. The Fourier transform of the
time domain signals produced spectra with a 600 kHz band-
width with 2 kHz resolution. Because of the beam orienta-

TABLE I. Measured rotational transitions of CCAs �X̃ 2�1/2� in megahertz.

J� F� J� F� Parity vobs vo-c

1.5 2 0.5 2 f 12 742.164 0.000
3 2 e 13 183.708 −0.001
2 1 e 13 283.391 0.000
2 2 e 13 466.271 −0.001
3 2 f 13 484.937 −0.001
1 1 e 13 552.714 −0.002
0 1 f 13 639.583 0.003
0 1 e 13 710.418 0.001
1 1 f 13 889.089 −0.005
2 1 f 14 369.309 0.001

2.5 3 1.5 3 e 21 849.122 0.002
2 2 e 22 177.334 −0.004
4 3 f 22 213.081 −0.002
3 2 f 22 220.538 0.000
2 1 f 22 239.456 0.004
1 0 f 22 307.744 −0.002
1 1 e 22 394.597 0.005
4 3 e 22 450.278 −0.002
1 1 f 22 465.450 0.003
3 3 f 22 503.102 0.001
2 2 f 22 508.777 0.000
3 2 e 22 591.895 0.002
1 0 e 22 644.102 −0.004
2 1 e 22 657.554 0.002

3.5 4 2.5 4 f 30 863.179 0.001
3 3 f 31 074.015 −0.005
5 4 e 31 187.792 −0.001
4 3 e 31 188.780 0.000
3 2 e 31 199.177 0.001
2 2 f 31 218.476 0.002
2 1 e 31 235.826 0.001
5 4 f 31 403.691 0.001
2 2 e 31 461.820 0.000
4 3 f 31 464.341 0.002
4 4 e 31 478.796 −0.001
2 1 f 31 481.432 −0.003
3 3 e 31 487.414 −0.001
3 2 f 31 488.578 0.002
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tion to the cavity axis, every measured transition appears as a
Doppler doublet with a full width at half maximum of about
5 kHz. Transition frequencies are simply taken as the aver-
age of the two Doppler components.

III. RESULTS

The search for the pure rotational spectrum of CCAs in

its X̃ 2�1/2 state was based on the optical work of Wei et
al.,18 who provided estimates of the rotational constant B,
spin-orbit parameter A, and lambda-doubling constant p for
two CCAs isotopologues �12C12CAs and 13C13CAs�. It was
assumed that the magnitude of the magnetic hyperfine split-
tings in CCAs resembled those of CCP, whose pure rota-
tional spectra had been recently recorded by our group.20

Furthermore, because arsenic �I=3 /2� has an electric quad-
rupole moment,21 unlike phosphorus �I= 1

2
�, the possibility of

additional hyperfine interactions had to be taken into consid-
eration.

Frequency predictions were made based on these as-
sumptions, and the region from 31 110 to 31 430 MHz was
searched to locate the J=3.5→2.5 transition of the CCAs
main isotopologue ��= 1

2 spin-orbit ladder�. The main hyper-
fine components in both lambda doublets in this 2�1/2 fine
structure level were readily found within the predicted range,
with a splitting of about 200 MHz. �The 2�3/2 component is
875 cm−1 higher in energy and is not expected to be popu-
lated in the free jet expansion�. However, because arsenic has
a nuclear spin of I=3 /2, each lambda doublet should consist
of a cluster of four strong ��F=−1� hyperfine components,
where F=J+I�As�. After additional searching, 14 hyperfine
components were measured for the J=3.5→2.5 transition, as
well as for the J=2.5→1.5 transition near 22 GHz, including

many weaker �F=0 transitions, as shown in Table I. In ad-
dition, ten hyperfine lines of the J=1.5→0.5 transition were
also measured, a total of 38 individual features.

A representative spectrum of CCAs measured with the
FTMW system is given in Fig. 1. Here the strongest hyper-
fine components of the J=3.5→2.5 transition near 31 GHz
of the 2�1/2 substate are shown: the F=5→4 lines arising
from the two lambda doublets, indicated by e and f , as well
as the F=4→3 transition in the e doublet. Each feature is
composed of two Doppler components. A few weak, con-
taminating lines arising from the image bandpass are also
present.19 There is a frequency break in the spectrum in order
to display both lambda doublets.

For the 13C doubly substituted species, 13C13CAs, the
search was aided by frequency predictions made on the basis
of the data of Wei et al.,18 the As hyperfine constants of the
main isotopologue, and the 13C hyperfine constants of
13C13CP. A case a�J coupling scheme was assumed for this
species: F1=J+I1�As�, F2=F1+I2�13C��, and F=F2

+I3�13C�� for 13C�
13C�As. A larger interaction from C� was

expected than from C�, based on results for the CCP radical.
The resulting spectral pattern was much more complicated in
this case. Four successive rotational transitions of 13C13CAs
with a total of 143 hyperfine components ��F=0, �1� were
measured in the range of 12–38 GHz, from J=1.5→0.5 to
J=4.5→3.5, as shown in Table II.

Figure 2 presents a typical spectrum of 13C13CAs show-
ing the eight strongest hyperfine components of the e parity
lambda doublet of the J=3.5→2.5 transition near 29 GHz. A
frequency break appears in the spectrum to display the com-
plete pattern. The single F=5→4 and F=4→3 features
from Fig. 1 for the e doublet of CCAs are now each split into
four components, resulting from the hyperfine interactions of
the two 13C nuclei. Doublets are first generated by 13C�,
labeled by F2, and then each line is further split by C� into
two lines, labeled by F. From the figure it is apparent that the
splitting from 13C� is about 4–5 MHz, much wider than that
generated by the coupling of the 13C� nucleus, which is
about 1 MHz. Further experiments with the singly substi-
tuted 13C species confirmed these hyperfine assignments.

Additional measurements were conducted for 13CCAs
and C13CAs in order to establish a more precise geometry.
Here the coupling scheme is F1=J+I1�As� and F=F1

+I2�13C�/��. The hyperfine analysis of 13C13CAs aided in the
search for these two isotopologues. As shown in Table III,
between 21 and 40 GHz, three rotational transitions of
C13CAs were recorded, and two were measured for 13CCAs,
each consisting of 10–14 hyperfine components. In total, 34
lines were obtained for C13CAs, while only 24 features were
recorded for 13CCAs. Line contamination from other un-
known molecules, as well as a less efficient synthetic
method, makes the study of these two species more difficult.

Representative spectra of the J=3.5→2.5 transition of
13CCAs �lower panel� and C13CAs �upper panel� are dis-
played in Fig. 3. For both isotopologues, the four strongest
hyperfine components of the e parity lambda doublet are
shown, in contrast to the eight components in Fig. 2. A fre-
quency break is necessary in the case of 13CCAs to show the
four hyperfine features �see lower panel�, but not for

31187.2 31188.8 31403.2 31404.8

CCAs(X2Пr): � = 1/2

Frequency (MHz)

J = 3.5 2.5→→→→F = 5 4→→→→

F = 5 4→→→→

F = 4 3→→→→

Image
Image

e f

FIG. 1. Spectrum of the J=3.5→2.5 transition of 12C12CAs in its electronic

ground state, X̃ 2�1/2, near 31 GHz, composed of lambda doublets, indicated
by e and f , as well as the hyperfine structure arising from the nuclear spin of
As�I=3 /2�, labeled by the F quantum number. The Doppler doublets are
indicated for each component, and there is a frequency break in the data.
The spectrum was created by combining 20 successive scans, with 1000
shots per scan and 20 psi �138 kPa� backing pressure with 20 SCCM gas
flow.
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TABLE II. Measured rotational transitions of 13C 13CAs �X̃ 2�1/2� in megahertz.

J� F1� F2� F� J� F1� F2� F� Parity vobs vo-c

1.5 3 3.5 4 0.5 2 2.5 3 e 12 372.191 0.001
3 3.5 3 2 2.5 2 e 12 378.100 0.000
3 2.5 3 2 1.5 2 e 12 388.073 −0.003
3 2.5 2 2 1.5 1 e 12 394.193 0.000
3 3.5 4 2 2.5 3 f 12 666.064 0.001
3 3.5 3 2 2.5 2 f 12 671.448 −0.005
3 2.5 3 2 1.5 2 f 12 675.537 −0.005
3 2.5 2 2 1.5 1 f 12 681.343 −0.003

2.5 3 3.5 4 1.5 3 3.5 4 e 20 491.546 −0.006
3 3.5 3 3 3.5 3 e 20 494.117 −0.003
3 2.5 3 3 2.5 3 e 20501.009 0.004
3 2.5 2 3 2.5 2 e 20 503.598 0.001
2 2.5 3 2 2.5 3 e 20 820.454 −0.004
2 1.5 2 2 1.5 2 e 20 820.981 0.001
2 2.5 2 2 2.5 2 e 20 822.215 −0.001
2 1.5 1 2 1.5 1 e 20 822.755 0.000
4 4.5 5 3 3.5 4 f 20 866.312 0.002
4 4.5 4 3 3.5 3 f 20 868.555 0.004
3 3.5 4 2 2.5 3 f 20 872.583 0.001
4 3.5 4 3 2.5 3 f 20 872.634 −0.001
3 3.5 3 2 2.5 2 f 20 873.701 −0.001
4 3.5 3 3 2.5 2 f 20874.947 −0.002
3 2.5 3 2 1.5 2 f 20 882.290 −0.001
3 2.5 2 2 1.5 1 f 20 883.585 0.001
2 2.5 2 1 1.5 1 f 20 889.238 0.003
2 2.5 3 1 1.5 2 f 20 889.470 0.001
2 1.5 2 1 0.5 1 f 20 905.021 0.000
2 1.5 1 1 0.5 0 f 20 905.646 −0.006
1 1.5 1 0 0.5 0 f 20 951.534 −0.005
1 1.5 2 0 0.5 1 f 20 954.835 −0.002
1 0.5 1 0 0.5 1 f 20 985.102 −0.006
1 1.5 1 1 1.5 1 e 21 045.769 0.005
1 1.5 2 1 1.5 2 e 21 047.683 0.007
4 4.5 5 3 3.5 4 e 21 094.415 0.000
4 4.5 4 3 3.5 3 e 21 096.700 0.004
4 3.5 4 3 2.5 3 e 21 098.666 −0.002
4 3.5 3 3 2.5 2 e 21 101.028 0.001
1 1.5 1 1 1.5 1 f 21 117.045 0.000
1 1.5 2 1 1.5 2 f 21 117.793 −0.003
3 3.5 4 3 3.5 4 f 21 158.588 0.001
3 2.5 3 3 2.5 3 f 21 160.931 0.000
3 3.5 3 3 3.5 3 f 21 161.161 0.002
3 2.5 2 3 2.5 2 f 21 163.538 −0.002
2 2.5 3 2 2.5 3 f 21 163.704 0.001
2 2.5 2 2 2.5 2 f 21 164.871 0.002
2 1.5 2 2 1.5 2 f 21 170.316 0.001
2 1.5 1 2 1.5 1 f 21 171.594 0.006
3 2.5 3 2 1.5 2 e 21 235.002 0.000
3 2.5 2 2 1.5 1 e 21 236.513 0.000
3 3.5 4 2 2.5 3 e 21 239.001 0.003
3 3.5 3 2 2.5 2 e 21 240.236 0.000
1 0.5 1 0 0.5 1 e 21 260.357 −0.002
2 1.5 2 1 0.5 1 e 21 291.939 0.004
2 1.5 1 1 0.5 0 e 21 292.585 0.001
1 1.5 1 0 0.5 0 e 21 308.730 −0.004
2 2.5 2 1 1.5 1 e 21 312.488 0.000
2 2.5 3 1 1.5 2 e 21 314.482 −0.005
1 1.5 2 0 0.5 1 e 21 319.110 −0.005

3.5 4 4.5 5 2.5 4 4.5 5 f 28 967.882 −0.005
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TABLE II. �Continued.�

J� F1� F2� F� J� F1� F2� F� Parity vobs vo-c

4 4.5 4 4 4.5 4 f 28 969.219 0.000
4 3.5 4 4 3.5 4 f 28 973.044 0.005
4 3.5 3 4 3.5 3 f 28 974.387 0.008
3 3.5 4 3 3.5 4 f 29 178.652 −0.006
3 3.5 3 3 3.5 3 f 29 179.799 −0.004
3 2.5 3 3 2.5 3 f 29 180.127 −0.002
3 2.5 2 3 2.5 2 f 29 181.280 0.000
5 5.5 6 4 4.5 5 e 29 303.072 0.000
4 4.5 5 3 3.5 4 e 29 303.338 0.001
5 5.5 5 4 4.5 4 e 29 304.299 −0.003
4 4.5 4 3 3.5 3 e 29 304.330 −0.005
5 4.5 5 4 3.5 4 e 29 306.428 0.001
5 4.5 4 4 3.5 3 e 29 307.684 0.002
4 3.5 4 3 2.5 3 e 29 308.237 0.006
4 3.5 3 3 2.5 2 e 29 309.279 0.002
3 3.5 4 2 2.5 3 e 29 312.720 0.004
3 3.5 3 2 2.5 2 e 29 313.602 0.004
3 2.5 3 2 1.5 2 e 29 319.263 0.000
3 2.5 2 2 1.5 1 e 29 320.246 0.001
2 2.5 3 2 2.5 3 f 29 325.756 0.001
2 2.5 2 2 2.5 2 f 29 326.192 0.003
2 2.5 3 1 1.5 2 e 29 348.444 0.000
2 2.5 2 1 1.5 1 e 29 349.525 0.001
2 1.5 2 1 0.5 1 e 29 354.143 −0.003
2 1.5 1 1 0.5 0 e 29 355.303 0.000
5 5.5 6 4 4.5 5 f 29 509.218 0.001
5 5.5 5 4 4.5 4 f 29 510.468 −0.002
5 4.5 5 4 3.5 4 f 29 511.637 0.000
5 4.5 4 4 3.5 3 f 29 512.916 0.000
2 1.5 2 1 1.5 2 f 29 535.000 −0.005
4 3.5 4 3 2.5 3 f 29 570.706 0.004
4 4.5 5 3 3.5 4 f 29 570.755 0.005
4 4.5 4 3 3.5 3 f 29 571.796 0.000
4 3.5 3 3 2.5 2 f 29 571.813 0.004
2 2.5 3 2 2.5 3 e 29 576.772 0.001
2 2.5 2 2 2.5 2 e 29 577.332 −0.001
2 1.5 1 1 0.5 1 f 29 586.411 0.000
2 2.5 3 1 1.5 2 f 29 592.569 0.003
2 2.5 2 1 1.5 1 f 29 592.912 −0.001
2 1.5 2 1 0.5 1 f 29 593.759 −0.002
3 2.5 3 2 1.5 2 f 29 594.155 0.004
2 1.5 1 1 0.5 0 f 29 594.339 0.002
3 2.5 2 2 1.5 1 f 29 595.040 0.001
4 4.5 5 4 4.5 5 e 29 595.615 0.001
4 3.5 4 4 3.5 4 e 29 596.525 −0.003
4 4.5 4 4 4.5 4 e 29 596.942 −0.001
3 3.5 4 2 2.5 3 f 29 597.201 0.003
3 3.5 3 2 2.5 2 f 29 597.825 0.001
3 3.5 4 3 3.5 4 e 29 603.835 −0.002
3 3.5 3 3 3.5 3 e 29 604.764 −0.001
3 2.5 3 3 2.5 3 e 29 607.282 −0.004
3 2.5 2 3 2.5 2 e 29 608.248 −0.001

4.5 5 5.5 6 3.5 4 4.5 5 f 37 723.618 0.000
6 6.5 7 5 5.5 6 f 37 724.228 0.006
5 5.5 5 4 4.5 4 f 37 724.319 −0.008
6 6.5 6 5 5.5 5 f 37 725.002 0.001
6 5.5 6 5 4.5 5 f 37 726.284 −0.002
5 4.5 5 4 3.5 4 f 37 726.478 −0.003
6 5.5 5 5 4.5 4 f 37 727.072 −0.003
5 4.5 4 4 3.5 3 f 37 727.209 0.000
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C13CAs. �Neglecting the break, both figures have the same
number of MHz/in. to facilitate comparisons of the hyperfine
splittings.� The outer 13C nucleus, C�, clearly has a stronger
interaction with the unpaired electron in this radical, gener-
ating a splitting about a factor of 2 larger than the middle C�

carbon, a situation also found for the CCP radical.20 It is
obvious that the S /N ratio of the two 13C singly substituted

species is not as good as that of the other two isotopologues.
Production of arsenic dicarbide from methane does not ap-
pear to be as favorable as from acetylene.

IV. ANALYSIS

The data from the four CCAs isotopologues were ana-
lyzed by using the nonlinear least squares routine SPFIT
�Ref. 22� with the following Hund’s case �a� effective
Hamiltonian:

Ĥeff = Ĥrot + Ĥso + Ĥld + Ĥmhf + ĤeQq + Ĥnsr. �1�

The terms in the Hamiltonian are nuclear rotation, electron
spin-orbit coupling, lambda-doubling, magnetic and electric
quadrupole hyperfine, and nuclear spin-rotation interactions,
respectively. The individual isotopologues were analyzed
separately.

In order to fit the FTMW data, which only included tran-
sitions in the �= 1

2 ladder, the spin-orbit constant A was fixed
in all cases to the value of 857.4 cm−1 from Wei et al.18 All
other parameters were allowed to float in the fit. Because
measurements of a single spin-orbit ladder were involved
��= 1

2
�, only the p lambda-doubling constant was deter-

mined; it was assumed that the lambda-doubling q constant
was negligible, as in the case of CCP,20 i.e., p+2q� p. A
centrifugal distortion correction to p, pD, was also used in the
fit. Furthermore, only the case �c� hyperfine constants h1/2,
h1/2D, and d could be determined for each atom with a
nuclear spin. The parameter h1/2D is the centrifugal distortion
correction to h1/2=a− �b+c� /2 and d is the parity-dependent
hyperfine term. Due to data set limitations, the h1/2D param-
eter for both 13CCAs and C13CAs was fixed to the value

TABLE II. �Continued.�

J� F1� F2� F� J� F1� F2� F� Parity vobs vo-c

4 4.5 5 3 3.5 4 f 37 729.725 0.000
4 4.5 4 3 3.5 3 f 37 730.439 0.005
4 3.5 4 3 2.5 3 f 37 733.227 −0.004
4 3.5 3 3 2.5 2 f 37 733.972 0.006
3 3.5 4 2 2.5 3 f 37 752.353 −0.001
3 3.5 3 2 2.5 2 f 37 753.183 −0.004
3 2.5 3 2 1.5 2 f 37 755.345 0.007
3 2.5 2 2 1.5 1 f 37 756.192 0.001
6 6.5 7 5 5.5 6 e 37 920.271 0.000
6 6.5 6 5 5.5 5 e 37 921.056 −0.007
6 5.5 6 5 4.5 5 e 37 921.833 −0.001
6 5.5 5 5 4.5 4 e 37 922.635 −0.001
5 5.5 6 4 4.5 5 e 37 954.466 −0.003
5 4.5 5 4 3.5 4 e 37 954.972 −0.003
5 5.5 5 4 4.5 4 e 37 955.198 −0.003
5 4.5 4 4 3.5 3 e 37 955.729 0.001
3 3.5 4 2 2.5 3 e 37 964.636 0.003
3 3.5 3 2 2.5 2 e 37 965.316 0.003
3 2.5 3 2 1.5 2 e 37 965.924 0.003
3 2.5 2 2 1.5 1 e 37 966.648 −0.003
4 3.5 4 3 2.5 3 e 37 967.594 0.001
4 4.5 5 3 3.5 4 e 37 967.949 0.001
4 3.5 3 3 2.5 2 e 37 968.295 0.003
4 4.5 4 3 3.5 3 e 37 968.585 −0.003

Frequency (MHz)
29302.5 29304.0 29307.0 29308.5

13C13CAs(X2Пr): � = 1/2 e

F1 = 5 4→→→→

F = 6 5→→→→
F2 = 5.5 4.5→→→→

F1 = 4 3→→→→

F2 = 4.5 3.5→→→→

F = 5 4→→→→

F1 = 5 4→→→→

F2 = 5.5 4.5→→→→

F = 5 4→→→→

F1 = 4 3→→→→

F2 = 4.5 3.5→→→→

F = 4 3→→→→

J = 3.5 2.5→→→→

F1 = 5 4→→→→

F2 = 4.5 3.5→→→→

F1 = 4 3→→→→

F2 = 3.5 2.5→→→→F = 5 4→→→→

F = 4 3→→→→

F = 4 3→→→→

F = 3 2→→→→

FIG. 2. Spectrum of the lambda doubling e component of the J=3.5→2.5

transition of 13C13CAs�X̃ 2�1/2� near 29 GHz. The hyperfine structure in
these data arises from three nuclear spins, as indicated by F1�As�, F2�13C��,
and F�13C��. The Doppler doublets are shown for each transition and there
is a frequency break in the data. The spectrum was created from an aggre-
gate of 25 successive scans, 1000 shots each, and 20 psi �138 kPa� backing
pressure with 20 SCCM gas flow.
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derived from the analysis of 13C13CAs. The As hyperfine
constants of the four isotopologues thus determined are in
excellent agreement with each other. Moreover, the 13C hy-
perfine constants from 13CCAs and C13CAs are virtually
identical to those of 13C13CAs. The nuclear spin-rotation
term C1 could only be determined for the arsenic atom, as
attempts to fit this constant for other nuclei within their 3	
uncertainties were not successful.

The spectroscopic constants from the analysis are listed
in Table IV. The rms values for the CCAs and 13C13CAs fits
are 2–3 kHz while those for 13C12CAs and 12C13CAs are
about 4 kHz. The rotational constants of the two main isoto-
pic species agree with those of Wei et al.18 to within 0.2%;
for the lambda-doubling constant p, there is about a 10%
agreement.

V. DISCUSSION

From the rotational constants established in this work for
the four isotopologues, an improved structure for CCAs has

been derived. The resulting bond lengths are listed in Table
V. Several structures were determined for this linear species:
r0, rs, and rm

�1�. The r0 bond lengths were obtained directly
from a least squares fit to the moments of inertia, while the rs

substitution structure was calculated using Kraitchman’s
equations, which account in part for zero-point vibrational
effects.23 The rm

�1� bond lengths were derived by the method
developed by Watson24 and are believed to be closer to the
equilibrium structure than the rs or r0 geometries. �The Wat-
son rm

�2� structure would be optimal, but could not be calcu-
lated because no isotopic substitution is possible for the As
atom.� As the table shows, the rm

�1� C–C bond length is
1.287 Å, almost identical to that in CCP, while the C–As
rm

�1� distance is 1.745 Å. �All three structures actually agree
to within 0.5%.� The difference between the C–P and the
C–As bond lengths is about 0.12 Å primarily due to the
greater atomic radius of arsenic. The theoretical value of the
C–C bond length in CCAs, rC–C=1.2933 Å, calculated with
density functional methods at the B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ

TABLE III. Measured rotational transitions of 12C 13CAS and 13C 12C �X̃ 2�1/2� in megahertz.

J� F1� F� J� F1� F� Parity

12C 13CAs 13C 12CAs

vobs vo-c vobs vo-c

2.5 4 4.5 1.5 3 3.5 f 21 949.866 −0.002 21 094.542 0.000
4 3.5 3 2.5 f 21 952.201 −0.007 21 100.843 0.002
3 3.5 2 2.5 f 21 957.819 −0.006 21 100.305 −0.008
3 2.5 2 1.5 f 21 959.083 0.002 21 110.006 0.001
2 2.5 1 1.5 f 21 977.250 −0.001 21 116.661 0.006
4 4.5 3 3.5 e 22 185.329 0.005 21 324.127 −0.004
4 3.5 3 2.5 e 22 187.759 −0.002 21 328.263 −0.004
3 3.5 2 2.5 e 22 327.275 −0.001 21 468.429 0.009
3 2.5 2 1.5 e 22 328.730 −0.004 21 464.226 0.006
2 2.5 1 1.5 e 22 394.466 0.003 21 542.269 −0.007

3.5 5 5.5 2.5 4 4.5 e 30 819.675 0.003 29 622.177 −0.001
4 4.5 3 3.5 e 30 820.782 0.007 29 622.324 −0.004
5 4.5 4 3.5 e 30 820.937 0.001 29 625.524 0.000
4 3.5 3 2.5 e 30 821.825 0.003 29 627.211 −0.001
3 3.5 2 2.5 e 30 831.216 −0.003 29 631.654 0.003
3 2.5 2 1.5 e 30 832.190 0.001 29 638.180 0.008
2 2.5 1 1.5 e 30 867.873 0.010 29 667.379 −0.005
5 5.5 4 4.5 f 31 033.862 −0.003 29 829.759 0.002
5 4.5 4 3.5 f 31 035.178 0.003 29 832.132 0.001
4 4.5 3 3.5 f 31 094.570 0.003 29 891.250 0.000
4 3.5 3 2.5 f 31 095.701 0.006 29 891.118 −0.001
2 2.5 1 1.5 f 31 112.221 −0.007 29 912.426 −0.001
3 3.5 2 2.5 f 31 119.071 −0.006 29 917.413 0.004
3 2.5 2 1.5 f 31 119.922 −0.001 29 914.236 −0.005

4.5 5 5.5 3.5 4 4.5 f 39 674.286 −0.009
6 6.5 5 5.5 f 39 674.433 −0.006
5 4.5 4 3.5 f 39 675.024 0.001
6 5.5 5 4.5 f 39 675.234 0.004
4 4.5 3 3.5 f 39 680.930 0.001
6 6.5 5 5.5 e 39 878.874 0.001
6 5.5 5 4.5 e 39 879.695 0.005
5 5.5 4 4.5 e 39 912.713 −0.004
5 4.5 4 3.5 e 39 913.482 0.000
4 4.5 3 3.5 e 39 925.484 0.000
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level,18 is in reasonable agreement, as well as rC–As

=1.7341 Å, determined from the laser-induced fluorescence
�LIF� experiments of Wei et al.18

Table V also summarizes the C–As and C–C bond
lengths of other relevant molecules.15,17,18,20,25–29 The ethyl-
ene C–C bond length of 1.339 Å is representative for a
CvC double bond, while the acetylene C–C bond length,
1.202 Å, is typical of a CwC triple bond. Our experimental
C–C bond distance of 1.287 Å for CCAs falls almost mid-
way between the double and triple bond values. Based on
other known molecules �see Table V�, C–As single, double,
and triple bond lengths are about 1.98, 1.80, and 1.65 Å,
respectively. Our value of rC–As=1.745 Å indicates a pre-
dominantly double bond but with some triple bond character

as well. We conclude that arsenic dicarbide has three contrib-
uting resonance structures, with the first being dominant:
CvCvAs·, ·C–CwAs and CwC–As·. These conclu-
sions are consistent with the hyperfine constants, as dis-
cussed later, and mimic the structure found for CCP.20

There is a significant increase in the lambda-doubling
parameter p in CCAs relative to CCP, 188.9 versus
50.0 MHz, assuming q is negligible. Because p is propor-
tional to the product of A
B,30 the increase in this param-
eter for CCAs can be accounted for by the larger A value
�875 versus 140 cm−1�. In fact, the ratio of p parameters for
these two molecules almost scales directly as the product AB.
In the limit of the pure precession approximation, this result
would suggest that the nearby perturbing � state lies at simi-
lar energies above the 2� ground state in both molecules.18,31

The values of the magnetic hyperfine constants vary
from nucleus to nucleus in CCAs, following the same pattern
as in CCP. Both h1/2 and d are considerably larger for the
arsenic nucleus, as opposed to the two 13C nuclei, although
the nuclear spin g factors are gN�75As�=0.960 and gN�13C�
=1.404, respectively. For example, d�As��673 MHz,
d�13C���97 MHz, and d�13C���6 MHz, considering all
isotopologues. The h1/2 constant follows the same trend. The
d parameter can be used to evaluate the average electron spin
density at the three nuclei by comparing it with the atomic
value gs�BgN�N�r−3� and using the expression20,32,33

d =
3

2
gs�BgN�N	

i

 sin2 �i

ri
3 � . �2�

Here gS is the electron spin g factor and �B and �N the Bohr
and nuclear magnetons, and the summation is over all un-
paired electrons.30 The electron configuration for CCAs is
postulated to be �core�12	25�1, and thus only one � electron
needs to be considered.18 Using the d constants for 12C12CAs
and 13C13CAs, and the expectation value of �sin2 ��=4 /5 for
a p� electron,34 comparison of the molecular versus atomic
values35 of gs�BgN�N�r−3� yields the following spin densities
for C�C�As: 30.2% on C�, 1.9% on C�, and 67.2% on As.
Clearly the bulk of the unpaired electron density is on the
arsenic nucleus, with a significant amount on the terminal
carbon. The middle carbon carries very little of the total
density. These results are consistent with the proposed reso-
nance structures for this molecule.

To date, three group V dicarbides, CCN,32 CCP,20 and
CCAs, have been characterized by microwave spectroscopy.
The relative values of the hyperfine d constant for the het-
eroatom for all three species are available and can therefore
be compared to examine trends within this group. The d
parameters are listed in Table VI, as well as their associated
spin densities. CCN has 30% of the spin density on the ni-
trogen nucleus, as compared to 57.5% for phosphorus in
CCP and 67.2% for arsenic in CCAs. It is obvious that from
CCN to CCAs, the unpaired electron density shifts to the
terminal heteroatom, presumably at the expense of the termi-
nal carbon. Note that for CCP, the spin densities on the car-
bon nuclei are 33.3% for 13C� and 0.8% for 13C�, as opposed
to 30.2% and 1.9% for the arsenic analog. Thus, the contri-
bution of the CvCvX· and CwC–X· structures increases

30819 30820 30821 30822

12C13CAs(X2Пr): � = 1/2 e

J = 3.5 2.5→→→→
F1 = 5 4→→→→

F = 5.5 4.5→→→→
F1 = 5 4→→→→

F = 4.5 3.5→→→→

F1 = 4 3→→→→

F = 3.5 2.5→→→→F = 4.5 3.5→→→→
F1 = 4 3→→→→

29622 29623 29626 29627

13C12CAs(X2Пr): � = 1/2 e

J = 3.5 2.5→→→→

Frequency (MHz)

F1 = 5 4→→→→

F = 5.5 4.5→→→→

F1 = 5 4→→→→

F = 4.5 3.5→→→→

F1 = 4 3→→→→

F = 3.5 2.5→→→→

F = 4.5 3.5→→→→
F1 = 4 3→→→→

FIG. 3. Spectra of the lambda-doubling e component of the J=3.5→2.5
transition of 12C13CAs �upper panel� and 13C12CAs �lower panel� near

30–31 GHz in the X̃ 2�1/2 state. Hyperfine components, labeled by F1 and
F, arise from the coupling of two nuclear spins, As�I=3 /2� and 13C�I
=1 /2�. The Doppler doublets are shown for each transition. There is a
frequency break in the spectrum of 13C12CAs to display the same hyperfine
components as for 12C13CAs. Each spectrum was created by combining 15
successive scans, with 2000 shots per scan and 25 psi �172 kPa� backing
pressure with 30 SCCM gas flow.
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down the Periodic Table, while nitrogen prefers ·C–CwN
with the electron on the terminal carbon. The effect probably
arises from the fact that the valence orbitals are more diffuse
on phosphorus and even more so for arsenic; nitrogen forms
bonds that are more directional and can make a true triple
bond. Furthermore, nitrogen is substantially more electrone-
gative than the other two atoms, favoring a closed valence
shell.

The quadrupole coupling constants eQq for the isotopo-
logues of arsenic dicarbide are uniformly near −202 MHz.
This constant can be compared to eQq410 of atomic arsenic
�−433 MHz �Ref. 13�� to estimate the degree of ionic char-
acter using the Townes Dailey model,30 namely,

eQq�CCAs�/eQq�As� = �1 − x� , �3�

where x is the percent ionic character. Use of this equation
suggests that CCAs is about 53% ionic in its bonding. In the
case of CCN, eQq was determined to be −4.8 MHz, while
eQq210 is −10 MHz �Ref. 23� for the free atom, yielding an
almost identical degree of ionic character.

The relative ionic/covalent bonding contributions for
CCAs and CCN are consistent with theoretical predictions of
dicarbide structures. Largo et al.36 have suggested that the
main group dicarbides form a T-shaped structure if they are
highly ionic. This geometry is a result of charge transfer
from the electropositive heteroatom �e.g., Na, Al, Mg, Si� to

TABLE IV. Spectroscopic constants �MHz� of C�C�As �X̃ 2�1/2�. Values in parentheses are 3	 uncertainties.

Parameter 12C 12CAs 12C 13CAs 13C 12CAs 13C 13CAs

B 4 474.593 1�16� 4 421.937 1�16� 4 250.413 9�37� 4 204.779 77�63�
D 0.001 121�67� 0.001 093�40� 0.001 08�13� 0.000 978�18�
A 26 243 832a 26 243 832a 26 243 832a 26 243 832a

p 188.851�11� 187.161�23� 179.502�35� 178.077 2�65�
pD −0.001 54�41� −0.001 63�55� −0.001 4�12� −0.001 34�15�
CI�As� −0.201 8�99� −0.207�56� −0.149�83� −0.171 8�60�
h1/2�As� 547.262�26� 547.65�19� 547.61�26� 547.795�20�
h1/2D�As� 0.536�22� 0.54�13� 0.42�19� 0.468�14�
d�As� 672.542 3�75� 672.82�16� 672.77�22� 672.907 2�52�
eQq�As� −201.790�20� −202.07�23� −201.98�24� −201.937�14�
h1/2�C�� 84.54�18� 84.733�40�
h1/2D�C�� 0.018 4b 0.018 4�40�
d�C�� 97.304�98� 97.519�20�
h1/2�C�� 36.27�15� 36.132�38�
h1/2D�C�� −0.0120b −0.012 0�40�
d�C�� 6.14�12� 6.164�22�
rms 0.002 0.004 0.004 0.003

aA is fixed to 875.4 cm−1 �Ref. 18�.
bh1/2D�C� /C�� is fixed to the fitting results of 13C 13CAs.

TABLE V. Bond lengths of CCAs and related molecules. Values in parentheses are 1	 uncertainties.

Molecule
r�C–C�

�Å�
r�C–X�a

�Å� Method Ref.

CCAs 1.2884�48� 1.7362�33� r0 This work
1.2851�4� 1.7427�5� rs This work
1.2872�3� 1.7455�5� rm

�1� This work

1.2933 1.734�4� Theory/LIF
B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ

18

CCP 1.291�2� 1.615�2� r0 20
1.288�3� 1.619�3� rs 20
1.289�1� 1.621�1� rm

�1� 20

�CH3�3As 1.968�3� rz, Electron diffraction 25
CH3AsH2 1.980 re, ab initio

MP2/6-31G�d,p�
26

R1AsvCR2R3 1.865b rz, x-ray 17
CH2vAs 1.784 Theory

B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ
18

C6H5CwAs 1.651�5� rz, x-ray 27
CH3CwAs 1.661�1� r0, microwave 15
CH2vCH2 1.3391�13� rz, microwave 28
HCwCH 1.20241�9� re, infrared, raman 29

aX=As or P.
bAveraged value for different R1, R2, and R3 groups.
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the C–C group. The linear structure is preferred for more
electronegative elements such as N, P, and As. In these cases,
backbonding from the 1�u orbital of the C2 moiety to the
atomic unfilled 4p orbital of the heteroatom occurs, relevant
to the CwC–X· structure. In addition, charge transfer from
the partly occupied 4p orbital �CvCvX ·�to the 1�g anti-
bonding orbital in C2 can also occur. Such structures suggest
a mix of covalent and ionic bonding in CCX linear species,
as indicated by the quadrupole constant.

VI. CONCLUSION

Determining the geometries and electronic properties of
heteroatom dicarbide species remains a challenge for spec-
troscopists and theoreticians alike. In this work we have bet-
ter characterized the CCAs molecule using pure rotational
spectroscopy. This species was found to be similar in struc-
ture and bonding to CCP, but both molecules differ consid-
erably from CCN. Backbonding and charge transfer involv-
ing the � orbitals of the CC moiety and the p orbital of the
electronegative heteroatom appear to dictate the linear struc-
tures in CCP and CCAs. The linear geometry in CCN is
more likely a result of a strong triple bond between the C and
N atoms. Studies of additional heteroatom dicarbides would
be quite enlightening in establishing the nature of the bond-
ing in these model carbon cluster systems.
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The rotational spectrum of CuCCH„X̃ 1�+…: A Fourier transform microwave
discharge assisted laser ablation spectroscopy and millimeter/
submillimeter study
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The pure rotational spectrum of CuCCH in its ground electronic state �X̃ 1�+� has been measured
in the frequency range of 7–305 GHz using Fourier transform microwave �FTMW� and direct
absorption millimeter/submillimeter methods. This work is the first spectroscopic study of CuCCH,
a model system for copper acetylides. The molecule was synthesized using a new technique,
discharge assisted laser ablation spectroscopy �DALAS�. Four to five rotational transitions were
measured for this species in six isotopologues �63CuCCH, 65CuCCH, 63Cu13CCH, 63CuC13CH,
63Cu13C13CH, and 63CuCCD�; hyperfine interactions arising from the copper nucleus were resolved,
as well as smaller splittings in CuCCD due to deuterium quadrupole coupling. Five rotational
transitions were also recorded in the millimeter region for 63CuCCH and 65CuCCH, using a Broida
oven source. The combined FTMW and millimeter spectra were analyzed with an effective
Hamiltonian, and rotational, electric quadrupole �Cu and D� and copper nuclear spin-rotation
constants were determined. From the rotational constants, an rm

�2� structure for CuCCH was
established, with rCuuC=1.8177�6� Å, rCuC=1.2174�6� Å, and rCuH=1.046�2� Å. The geometry
suggests that CuCCH is primarily a covalent species with the copper atom singly bonded to the
CwCuH moiety. The copper quadrupole constant indicates that the bonding orbital of this atom
may be sp hybridized. The DALAS technique promises to be fruitful in the study of other small,
metal-containing molecules of chemical interest. © 2010 American Institute of Physics.
�doi:10.1063/1.3493690�

I. INTRODUCTION

Organocopper reagents have widespread usage in or-
ganic chemistry.1 These compounds have many desirable
synthetic properties as alkylating agents, including regiose-
lectivity in carbon-carbon bond formation.2 For instance, the
Gilman reagent �lithium alkyl cuprate: R2CuLi� is particu-
larly useful for conjugate or 1,4-addition to � ,�-unsaturated
aldehydes and ketones.3,4 In the Ullmann reaction, biaryls are
created through an active copper�I�-compound, which under-
goes oxidative addition followed by reductive elimination,
resulting in formation of an aryl-aryl carbon bond.5,6

The use of copper acetylides �CuCwCR, R=H, CH3,
C6H5, etc.� in organic synthesis began in 1859, when Böttger
created the first organocopper compound, dicopper�I� acetyl-
ide �CuCwCCu�.7 Despite the fact that this species and
other similar small organocopper acetylides are explosive in
air,3,4,8 they are useful reagents in solution. Substitution re-
actions with copper acetylides �Castro–Stephens couplings�
have long been known to be a convenient route to a wide
variety of aromatic acetylides.9 Allylic and aryl halides also
react with copper acetylide reagents to form indoles, benzo-
furans, phthalides, thianaphthenes, and furans.10 These cop-
per species can also be found as active intermediates in or-

ganic transformations, such as in the Cadiot–Chodkiewicz
reaction.11,12 Here a terminal alkyne and a haloalkyne are
coupled together via a copper acetylide intermediate, offer-
ing access to asymmetrical dialkynes. Another widely used
process is the Sonogashira reaction, which couples terminal
alkynes with aryl halides, alkyl halides, vinyl halides, arynes,
azides, and allylic ethers in the presence of a palladium cata-
lyst and a copper �I� cocatalyst.3,13–17 Evidence has been
found for in situ formation of copper acetylides as a key step
in the overall process, which then proceeds through PduCu
transmetalation.18 However, the role of the copper catalyst
cycle is still poorly understood.19 Dicopper�I� acetylide has
also been used to make nanowires and nanocables,8 and solid
state material with carbyne moieties.20

Despite their widespread use in synthesis, little is known
about the fundamental properties of individual copper acetyl-
ide species, perhaps because of their explosive, as well as
elusive, chemical behavior. The need for spectroscopic char-
acterization of simple copper acetylides would seem to be
imperative in order to understand their catalytic and syn-
thetic functions. Yet, spectroscopic investigation of copper
acetylides has been limited to solid-state infrared and Raman
measurements of the vibrational frequencies of copper
methylacetylide �CuCwCCH3�, copper butylacetylide
�CuCwC�CH2�3CH3�, and copper phenylacetylidea�Electronic mail: lziurys@as.arizona.edu.
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�CuCwCC6H5�.21 The simplest copper acetylide, CuCCH,
has never been studied by any spectroscopic method, al-
though it is clearly the model system for this class of com-
pounds.

In this paper, we present the first spectroscopic study of
copper monoacetylide, CuCCH. The pure rotational spec-

trum of this molecule in its X̃ 1�+ ground electronic state
was recorded using a combination of Fourier transform mi-
crowave �FTMW� and millimeter/submillimeter direct ab-
sorption methods across the 7–305 GHz frequency range.
Copper hyperfine interactions were resolved in the FTMW
data. In order to create CuCCH, a new technique was devel-
oped for the FTMW instrument: discharge assisted laser ab-
lation spectroscopy �DALAS�. This method facilitated the
study of six isotopologues of this species, which has enabled
an accurate structure determination. Here we describe our
measurements and analysis of CuCCH, and discuss some
implications for copper metal-ligand bonding.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

Prior to the search for the spectrum of CuCCH, density
functional theory was used to calculate the ground state
properties using the GAUSSIAN 03 program suite.22 The Becke
three parameter hybrid density functional with the Lee, Yang,
and Parr correlation functional �B3LYP� was employed with
Dunning’s correlation consistent triple-zeta basis set aug-
mented by diffuse functions �aug-cc-pVTZ� to predict the
geometry, vibrational frequencies, rotational constant, and
copper quadrupole coupling constant.23–25 A stable stationary
point with a linear copper acetylide geometry was found on
the CuCCH potential energy surface with a dipole moment
of 3.6 D, indicating the feasibility of microwave studies.

Measurements of the pure rotational spectrum of
CuCCH were then conducted using the Balle–Flygare-type
Fourier transform microwave �FTMW� spectrometer of Zi-
urys and co-workers.26,27 This instrument consists of a
vacuum chamber �unloaded pressure about 10−8 Torr main-
tained by a cryopump�, which contains a Fabry–Pérot cavity
consisting of two spherical aluminum mirrors in a near con-
focal arrangement. Antennas are embedded in the mirrors for
the injection and detection of microwave radiation. A super-
sonic jet is introduced into the cavity by a pulsed valve �Gen-
eral Valve, 0.8 mm nozzle orifice�, aligned 40° relative to the
optical axis. Time domain signals are recorded over a 600
kHz frequency range from which spectra with 2 kHz reso-
lution are created via a fast Fourier transform. Transitions
appear as Doppler doublets with a full width at half maxi-
mum of 5 kHz; transition frequencies are taken as the dou-
blet average. More details regarding the instrumentation can
be found in Ref. 27.

To initially create CuCCH, DALAS was used. DALAS
is a new technique for creating metal-bearing species. The
DALAS apparatus consists of a Teflon dc discharge nozzle
attached to the end of a pulsed-nozzle laser ablation source,
as shown in Fig. 1. The laser ablation mechanism bolts to the
pulsed valve �General Valve� and contains a 2.5–5 mm wide
channel for the gas flow. A 6 mm diameter rod composed of
the metal of interest, which is attached to a motorized actua-

tor �MicroMo 1516 SR� for translation and rotation, slides
into the ablation housing. The housing contains a 2–3 mm
diameter hole to allow the ablating laser beam to intersect
the rod. The dc discharge source, consisting of two copper
ring electrodes in a Teflon housing, has a 5 mm diameter
channel for exiting gas, which is flared at the end with a 30°
angle. To accommodate the angled nozzle source, the laser
beam enters the vacuum chamber at a 50° angle relative to
the mirror axis through a borosilicate window. A “docking
station” was attached to the laser window to ensure perpen-
dicular alignment of the metal rod relative to the laser beam.
The second harmonic �532 nm� of Nd:YAG �yttrium alumi-
num garnet� laser �Continuum Surelite I-10� is used for the
ablation. The DALAS source was operated at a rate of 10
Hz.

CuCCH was produced in the DALAS source from a
mixture of 0.1% acetylene in argon and the ablation of a
copper rod �ESPI Metals�. The gas pulse, which is 550 �s in
duration, was introduced into the chamber at a stagnation
pressure of 310 kPa �absolute�. The laser, set at a flash-lamp
voltage of 1.20 kV �200 mJ/pulse�, was fired 990 �s after
the initial opening of the valve. The dc discharge, using a
voltage of 0.8 kV at 30 mA, was turned on for 1390 �s
following the triggering of the valve pulse. The spectra of
63CuCCH and 65CuCCH were obtained in their natural abun-
dance, while for the 13C and D isotopologues of CuCCH,
0.1% DCCD �Cambridge Isotopes, 99% enrichment� or 0.2%
13CH4 �Cambridge Isotopes, 99% enrichment� were used, re-
spectively. A mixture of 0.1% CH4 and 0.1% 13CH4 was
employed for CuC13CH and Cu13CCH. Typically, 250–500
pulses were accumulated to achieve an adequate signal-to-
noise ratio for the main isotopologue, while for the other
species, 250–2000 pulses were necessary.

Once the identity of CuCCH was confirmed, the
millimeter/submillimeter spectrum was recorded using one
of the direct absorption spectrometers of Ziurys et al.28

Briefly, the instrument consists of a radiation source, gas cell,
and detector. The frequency source is a series of Gunn
oscillator/Schottky diode multiplier combinations that cover

Pulsed
Valve

–

Teflon discharge nozzle

Cu ring electrodes

Laser
beam

Metal rod

Ablation source

FIG. 1. A diagram of the DALAS source. The device consists of a conven-
tional supersonic nozzle/laser ablation apparatus, modified by the addition
of a pulsed dc discharge nozzle. A miniature motor translates and rotates the
metal rod, which is ablated through a small opening �2–3 mm in diameter�
by a laser �Nd:YAG� beam. The dc discharge source consists of two copper
ring electrodes in a Teflon housing with a 5 mm diameter flow channel
flared at a 30° angle at the exit.
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the range of 65–850 GHz. The reaction chamber is a double-
pass steel cell, which contains a Broida-type oven. The de-
tector is a liquid helium-cooled hot electron bolometer. The
radiation passes quasioptically from a scalar feedhorn
through the system via a series of Teflon lenses, a rooftop
reflector, and a polarizing grid, and into the detector. Fre-
quency modulation of the Gunn oscillator at a rate of 25 kHz
is employed for phase-sensitive �2f� detection, and a second-
derivative spectrum is obtained.

For the millimeter measurements, CuCCH was synthe-
sized in a dc discharge by the reaction of copper vapor, pro-
duced in the Broida oven, with acetylene in argon carrier gas.
The best signals were obtained using 5–10 mTorr of HCCH,
introduced over the oven, and 10 mTorr of Ar, flowed from
underneath the oven, with a discharge of 1 A at 50 V. About
10 mTorr of argon was also continuously streamed over the
cell lenses to help prevent coating by the metal vapor. The
plasma exhibited a dark green color due to atomic emission
from copper.

Transition frequencies were measured by averaging pairs
of 5 MHz wide scans, one scan increasing in frequency, and
the other decreasing in frequency. One to five scan pairs
were needed to achieve a sufficient signal-to-noise ratio. The
center frequency and line width were determined by fitting
the line profile with a Gaussian function. The line widths
varied from 630 to 750 kHz in the frequency range of 261–
305 GHz. The experimental accuracy is estimated to be �50
kHz.

III. RESULTS

Based on the theoretical calculations, the J=2→1 tran-
sition of CuCCH was searched for using the DALAS tech-
nique with the FTMW instrument near 16 GHz. Searches for
this molecule had previously been conducted at millimeter
wavelengths, and also with the FTMW machine with a laser
ablation source, but without success. Using DALAS, two
clusters of lines were found near 16.28 and 16.48 GHz, both
due to a copper-containing species. The patterns were simi-
lar, with a relative intensity ratio of about 2:1, and resembled
the predicted splittings for copper quadrupole interactions.
�I�63Cu�= I�65Cu�=3 /2�.29 Transitions at higher and lower
frequencies were then observed for both sets of lines, leading
to the unambiguous assignment of 63CuCCH and 65CuCCH
�63Cu: 65Cu=69:31�.29 Following these measurements, the
spectra of 63Cu13C13CH, 63Cu13CCH, 63CuC13CH, and
CuCCD were recorded with the FTMW instrument, spanning
the range of 7.5–39.5 GHz.

As shown in Table I, 23 and 17 individual copper hyper-
fine components were measured in the range of 8–33 GHz
for 63CuCCH and 65CuCCH, respectively, arising from the
four rotational transitions J=1→0 through J=4→3. For
both 63Cu13C13CH and 63Cu13CCH, 17 hyperfine lines were
recorded, and 21 for 63CuC13CH, all originating in the J=1
→0 through J=4→3 or J=5→4 transitions �see Table I�.
Hyperfine interactions from the 13C nuclear spin of I=1 /2
were not observed for any of these isotopologues. For
63CuCCD, hyperfine splittings due to the deuterium nucleus
�I=1� were resolved, as well as those from copper, and a

total of 88 lines were recorded from five rotational transi-
tions; these data are available electronically.30

Also shown in Table I are the millimeter/submillimeter
rotational transitions recorded for 63CuCCH and 65CuCCH.
Five rotational transitions were measured for each isotopo-
logue in the frequency range of 261 to 305 GHz. At these
frequencies, the quadrupole structure found at lower J is
completely collapsed, and the transitions appear as single
lines.

Representative spectra of CuCCH measured with the
FTMW instrument are displayed in Figs. 2 and 3. In Fig. 2,
the J=1→0 transition of the main isotopologue, 63CuCCH,
near 8.2 GHz is shown. This transition consists of several
hyperfine components arising from the 63Cu nuclear spin,
indicated by the quantum number F. The Doppler doublets
for each feature are indicated by brackets. The J=1→0
spectrum shows the classic triplet quadrupole pattern; there
are two frequency breaks in these data to display all three
features. The spectrum of 63Cu13C13CH exhibits a similar
pattern to the main isotopologue, but with somewhat weaker
signal strength because of less efficient chemical production.
For the 13C singly substituted species, the hyperfine patterns
are the same as for 63CuCCH, as the 13C hyperfine structure
was again not resolved.

In Fig. 3, the J=2→1 transition of 63CuCCD at 15 GHz
is shown. Although the hyperfine interactions arising from
63Cu are dominant, indicated by quantum number F1, split-
tings due to deuterium are also resolved in this species, la-
beled by F �F=F1+ I�D��. The splittings arising from the
deuterium nucleus are comparable in magnitude to the Dop-
pler doubling.

Representative millimeter-wave spectra are shown in
Fig. 4. Here the J=35←34 transition of 63CuCCH �upper
panel� and 65CuCCH �lower panel� near 288 and 286 GHz,
respectively, are presented. The data are displayed on the
same intensity scale to illustrate the observed natural abun-
dance ratio of 63Cu / 65Cu�2 /1.29

IV. ANALYSIS

The spectra of the six CuCCH isotopologues were indi-
vidually analyzed using an effective 1� Hamiltonian consist-
ing of rotation, electric quadrupole coupling, and nuclear
spin-rotation terms31

Heff = Hrot + HeQq + Hnsr. �1�

A combined fit of the FTMW and millimeter measurements,
weighted by the experimental accuracies, was carried out in
cases where both data sets were available, i.e., 63CuCCH and
65CuCCH. The nonlinear least-squares routine SPFIT was
employed to analyze the data and obtain spectroscopic
parameters,32 and the results are given in Table II. In addition
to the rotational parameters B and D, the electric quadrupole
coupling constant eQq was determined for the copper nuclei
in all species, as well as for the deuterium nucleus in
63CuCCD. In contrast, the nuclear spin-rotation parameter CI

could only be determined for the 63Cu and 65Cu nuclei; at-
tempting to fit this constant for the either deuterium or 13C
resulted in values that were undefined to within their 3�
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uncertainties. The combined FTMW/millimeter-wave analy-
ses give excellent rms values of 4 kHz �63CuCCH� and 12
kHz �65CuCCH�; the values for the other isotopologues are 2
kHz, which are typical for FTMW measurements

V. DISCUSSION

A. DALAS: A new molecule production method

Discharge assisted laser ablation spectroscopy �DALAS�
was essential for our success in detecting CuCCH by FTMW
methods. The spectra of this molecule could not be produced
without the simultaneous use of both the laser ablation and
the dc discharge sources in our FTMW spectrometer. The
ablation source alone did not create CuCCH in detectable
quantities. Experiments with other known species, such as
ZnO, showed an increase in S/N as high as a factor of 20
when using DALAS, as opposed to laser ablation itself. It
was also found that higher laser power �1.20 kV flash lamp
voltage� could be employed with DALAS. Without the dis-
charge, the laser flash lamp voltage had to be decreased to
1.08 kV, and molecule production was found to vary more
erratically from pulse to pulse. The duration of the dc dis-

charge was also found to be critical, depending on the spe-
cies. Production of CuCCH, ZnO, and other closed-shell spe-
cies was optimal when the dc discharge was turned off
300–400 �s after the laser pulse �total length is
1300–1400 �s�; for radicals such as MgCCH and ZnCCH,
production was better when the discharge duration was re-
duced to a total time of 1000 �s, i.e., terminated immedi-
ately after the laser pulse.

At this time, we can only speculate on the efficacy of the
DALAS technique. Initially, we thought that the discharge
might be degrading larger clusters produced by ablation,
yielding the smaller molecules of interest, although we have
no experimental evidence that this is the case. For the spe-
cific example of ZnO, the reaction of ground state Zn atoms
with O2 to produce the monoxide is highly endothermic,33 so
it may be that the discharge provides excited state Zn atoms
and/or dissociates the O2 molecules to more reactive oxygen
atoms. Also, the extended “on time” of the discharge
�1000–1400 �s� compared to the relatively short ablation
event �5 ns� may help provide a greater concentration of
reactive species. In the case of copper acetylide, previous
studies have shown that ground state thermalized copper at-

TABLE I. Observed rotational transitions �MHz� of CuCCH and its Cu and C isotopologues �X̃ 1�+�.

J�↔J� F�→F�

63CuCCH 65CuCCH 63CuC13CH 63Cu13CCH 63Cu13C13CH

�obs �obs−�calc �obs �obs−�calc �obs �obs−�calc �obs �obs−�calc �obs �obs−�calc

1→0 0.5→1.5 8237.454 0.002 8172.466 0.001 7892.589 0.000 8155.981 0.000 7821.166 0.000
2.5→1.5 8240.766 0.000 8175.535 0.000 7895.900 �0.002 8159.298 0.000 7824.484 0.002
1.5→1.5 8244.842 0.000 8179.306 0.001 7899.974 �0.004 8163.375 �0.003 7828.562 �0.001

2→1 1.5→1.5 16 479.819 0.000 16 349.480 0.002 15 790.093 0.000 16 316.880 �0.001 15 647.255 0.002
2.5→1.5 16 482.765 �0.003 16 352.209 0.000 15 793.039 �0.003 16 319.830 �0.002 15 650.199 �0.005
3.5→2.5 16 482.778 0.001 16 352.221 0.003 15 793.050 �0.001 16 319.843 0.002 15 650.213 0.001
0.5→0.5 16 483.097 0.001 16 352.512 0.000 15 793.372 0.001 16 320.161 �0.001 15 650.532 �0.002
2.5→2.5 16 486.844 0.001 16 355.981 0.002 15 797.120 0.002 16 323.912 0.000 15 654.285 0.000
1.5→0.5 16 487.209 0.001 16 356.318 0.000 15 797.483 0.000 16 324.279 0.001 15 654.650 0.000

3→2 1.5→1.5 24 721.292 0.000
2.5→2.5 24 722.463 0.000
3.5→2.5 24 724.407 0.000 24 528.546 0.001 23 689.821 �0.001 24 480.003 �0.001 23 475.565 �0.004
4.5→3.5 24 724.416 0.000 24 528.558 0.004 23 689.831 0.000 24 480.013 0.000 23 475.578 0.001
1.5→0.5 24 725.405 0.001 24 529.465 �0.001 23 690.819 �0.001 24 481.001 �0.001 23 476.569 0.002
2.5→1.5 24 725.413 0.001 24 529.477 0.002 23 690.830 0.002 24 481.014 0.004 23 476.579 0.004
3.5→3.5 24 728.474 0.001

4→3 2.5→2.5 32 962.209 0.001
3.5→3.5 32 964.393 �0.001
4.5→3.5 32 965.872 0.001 32 704.712 �0.003 31 586.434 0.000 32 639.999 �0.002 31 300.766 �0.002
5.5→4.5 32 965.881 0.000 32 704.723 �0.001 31 586.445 0.002 32 640.008 �0.002 31 300.778 0.001
2.5→1.5 32 966.325 �0.004 32 705.136 �0.001 31 586.893 0.001 32 640.460 0.001 31 301.226 �0.001
3.5→2.5 32 966.339 0.001 32 705.141 �0.004 31 586.903 0.002 32 640.470 0.002 31 301.236 0.001
4.5→4.5 32 969.928 �0.001

5→4 5.5→4.5 39 482.902 0.000
6.5→5.5 39 482.912 0.001
3.5→2.5 39 483.162 �0.003
4.5→3.5 39 483.173 �0.001

32←31 a 263 568.134 0.008 261 481.199 0.051
34←33 a 280 018.881 �0.018 277 801.810 �0.003
35←34 a 288 242.789 0.004 285 960.662 �0.004
36←35 a 296 465.625 �0.005 294 118.482 �0.012
37←36 a 304 687.414 0.009 302 275.252 �0.016

aHyperfine collapsed.
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oms react with acetylene to produce the mono- and diacety-
lene copper complexes.34 Thus, it may be necessary to either
activate the copper atoms produced by laser ablation to give
a greater yield of electronically excited species or to frag-
ment the acetylene reactant to efficiently produce CuCCH.
Either mechanism may be an operant in DALAS. It would be
of interest to use mass spectrometry or some other analytical
technique to further our understanding of the processes in-
volved in hopes of optimizing and improving the method.

An experimental apparatus similar to DALAS has been

previously described by Bizzocchi et al.35 These authors
used a laser ablation/dc discharge source to create SnTe and
SnSe. Bizzocchi et al.35 did not report a dramatic increase in
molecule production, but rather an improvement in the popu-
lation of vibrationally excited states of their molecules when
the discharge was applied. They used composite rods to pro-
duce the molecules; their discharge nozzle contained an
after-flow channel or “integration zone;” and they utilized
the 1064 nm laser output with a higher power of 500 mJ/
pulse. These are all rather different from our DALAS ar-
rangement. Whether these or other differences in source de-
sign are important is yet to be established. As noted by
Walker and Gerry,36 laser ablation in FTMW spectrometers
is subject to a wide range of variables that can adversely
affect molecule production.

B. Structure and bonding of CuCCH

Molecular r0, rs, rm
�1�, and rm

�2� structures for CuCCH
have been determined from the rotational constants estab-
lished for the six isotopologues. The r0 bond lengths were
obtained directly from a least-squares fit to the moments of
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FIG. 2. FTMW spectrum of the J=1→0 transition of the CuCCH main
isotopologue, measured near 8.2 GHz. This transition is composed of hyper-
fine components due to 63Cu nuclear spin �I=3 /2�, labeled by quantum
number F. Doppler doublets are indicated by brackets. There are two fre-
quency breaks in the spectrum in order to show all three hyperfine lines. The
spectrum is a compilation of three 300 kHz wide scans with 250 pulse
averages per scan.
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FIG. 3. FTMW spectrum of the J=2→1 transition of CuCCD near 15 GHz
showing the hyperfine interactions originating with the 63Cu nuclear spin,
which is indicated by quantum number F1, as well as the deuterium nucleus
�I=1� labeled by F. Brackets show the Doppler doublets. This spectrum is a
compilation of two 500 kHz wide scans with 1000 pulse averages per scan.
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FIG. 4. Millimeter-wave spectra of the J=35←34 transition of 63CuCCH
�upper panel� and 65CuCCH �lower panel� near 288 and 286 GHz, respec-
tively. The quadrupole splittings are sufficiently collapsed at these frequen-
cies that the rotational transitions appear as single lines. The data for
63CuCCH is a single, 110 MHz wide scan acquired in 70 s and cropped to
display a 60 MHz wide frequency range; the 65CuCCH spectrum is an
average of four such scans. The data are plotted on the same intensity scale
to illustrate the 63Cu: 65Cu natural abundance ratio.
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inertia, while the rs substitution structure was calculated us-
ing Kraitchman’s equations, which accounts, in part, for the
zero-point vibrational effects.31 The rm

�1� and rm
�2� geom-

etries were derived by a mass-dependent method developed
by Watson.37 The rm

�2� bond lengths are believed to be clos-
est to the equilibrium structure, as long as isotopic substitu-
tion is carried out for every single atom in the molecule, as is
the case here. The resulting bond lengths of CuCCH are
listed in Table III. As the table shows, depending on the
method, the CuuC bond length is 1.818–1.822 Å, the
CuC bond length lies in the range of 1.212–1.217 Å, and
the CuH bond length is 1.046–1.058 Å. The r0, rs, and rm

�1�

structures calculated for CuCCH all agree to within 0.2%,
whereas the rm

�2� structure shows a significant difference for
the CuH bond of 0.012 Å, which is not surprising consid-
ering the deuterium substitution. The re structure of CuCCH
calculated using the B3LYP method, as described earlier, is
given in Table III as well. The theoretical bond distances are
all within 1.5% of the rm

�2� structure.
Table III also displays bond lengths of related

molecules.38–40 As can be seen from the table, the CuC and
CuH bond lengths for CuCCH are very similar to those in
acetylene �HCwCH�. In CuCCH, rm

�2��CuC�
=1.2174�6� Å and rm

�2��CuH�=1.046�2� Å; for HCCH,
re�CuC�=1.20241�9� Å and re�CuH�=1.0625�1� Å.40

However, it is notable that in the copper compound, the

CuC triple bond is slightly longer, while the CuH bond is
shorter. The rm

�2� CuuC bond length �1.8177�6� Å� in
CuCCH is slightly shorter than those of CuCN �1.829 62�4�
Å� and CuCH3 �1.8809�2� Å�.37,39 Both CuCN and CuCH3

are thought to have single copper-carbon bonds. Given these
comparisons, the likely structure of CuCCH is
CuuCwCuH.

For transition metal complexes with �-donor ligands
such as cyanides, alkenes, alkynes, and alkyls, there is a
significant amount of covalent character in the metal-carbon
bond. This property probably accounts for the small varia-
tions in CuuC bond lengths among CuCCH, CuCN, and
CuCH3. In the covalent scheme, the type of hybridization
results in different carbon radii: 0.76 Å for sp3 and 0.69 Å
for sp.41 When the appropriate carbon radii are subtracted
from the CuuC bond lengths in Table IV, copper covalent
radii of 1.13 Å for CuCCH, 1.14 Å for CuCN, and 1.12 Å for
CuCH3 are obtained. These values match the Cu�I� covalent
radius of 1.17 Å very well.42 Therefore, the small differences
in CuuC bond lengths in these species reflect the hybrid-
ization state of the carbon atom.

C. Interpretation of the hyperfine constants

The magnitude of the experimental electric quadrupole
coupling constant, eQq�63Cu�=+16.391�21� MHz, is similar

TABLE II. Spectroscopic constants �MHz� for CuCCH�X̃ 1�+�.a

Parameter 63CuCCH MW, MMW Theor.b 65CuCCH MW, MMW 63CuC13CH MW 63Cu13CCH MW 63Cu13C13CH MW 63CuCCD MW

B 4120.788 53�65� 4076.34 4088.142 19�68� 3948.3564�13� 4080.0547�18� 3912.6467�18� 3771.034 72�98�
D 0.001 238 56�48� 0.001 220 33�48� 0.001 162�33� 0.001 238�69� 0.001 114�69� 0.000 975�27�
CI �Cu� 0.0090�18� 0.0091�26� 0.0088�25� 0.0089�27� 0.0085�27� 0.0081�16�
eQq �Cu� 16.391�21� �12.65 15.169�29� 16.392�29� 16.409�29� 16.408�29� 16.394�19�
eQq �D� 0.214�23�
rms 0.004 0.012 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.002

aErrors are 3� in the last quoted decimal places.
bB3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ.

TABLE III. Bond lengths of CuCCH and related species.a

Molecule
r�M–C�

�Å�
r�CuC�

�Å�
r�CuH�

�Å� Method Ref.

CuCCH�X̃ 1�+� 1.818�1� 1.212�2� 1.058�1� r0 This work
1.819 1.213 1.058 rs This work

1.822�1� 1.213�2� 1.058�1� rm
�1� This workb

1.8177�6� 1.2174�6� 1.046�2� rm
�2� This workc

1.834 1.212 1.062 re, B3LYP This work

CuCN�X̃ 1�+� 1.832 31�7� r0 38
1.832 84�4� rs 38

1.829 62�4� rm
�2� 38

CuCH3�X̃ 1A1� 1.8841�2� 1.091�2� r0 39
1.8817�2� 1.0923�2� rs 39

1.8799�2� 1.0914�3� rm
�1� 39

1.8809�2� 1.0851�1� rm
�2� 39

HCwCH 1.202 41�9� 1.0625�1� re, infrared, Raman 40

aValues in parentheses are 1� uncertainties.
bcb=−0.028�8�.
ccb=−0.091�3� and db=0.401�18�.
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to the theoretical value, but is opposite in sign. An analysis
using a negative value of eQq for CuCCH did not produce a
reasonable fit �rms value of several MHz�, and the strengths
of the predicted transitions did not reproduce the observed
intensities of the FTMW data. A positive value of eQq for Cu
has been established for most other copper-containing spe-
cies, such as CuF, CuCl, CuBr, and CuCN.43–45 The ratio
eQq�63CuCCH� /eQq�65CuCCH��1.082 is in excellent
agreement with the ratio of quadrupole moments of the re-
spective atoms �1.082� with Q�63Cu�=−0.211 barns
�1 barn=10−24 cm2� and Q�65Cu�=−0.195 barns.46

The 63Cu electric quadrupole coupling constants �eQq
for linear molecules and 	aa for nonlinear species� for related
copper-containing species are listed in Table IV.43–45 These
numbers range from +24.5 MHz in CuCN to �3.8 MHz in
CuCH3.45 As seen in the table, CuCCH and CuCl have a
similar eQq value of �16 MHz, as do CuF and CuCN
��24 MHz�. The values of eQq are smaller for CuOH and
CuSH, while that in CuCH3 is negative. Relating the degree
of ionic character of the halides CuF and CuCl to the eQq
constants suggest simplistically that CuCN is quite ionic, as
is CuCCH, while CuOH, CuSH, and CuCH3 are mostly co-
valent. However, the CuCCH structure suggests a large de-
gree of covalent character. Moreover, if CuCN were very
ionic, it should have a T-shaped structure similar to NaCN
and KCN.47,48 As explained by Gerry and co-worker,43 the
analysis of copper quadrupole constants often does not
present a coherent picture.

Perhaps a clearer approach would be to employ the
modified Townes–Dailey model to calculate the Cu quadru-
pole constants,49 using the relationship43

eQq = eQq410�n4p� −
1

2
n4p
� + eQq320�n3d� +

1

2
n3d
 − n3d�� .

�2�

Here eQq410 and eQq320 are the copper quadrupole coupling
constants containing singly occupied 4p� and 3d� atomic
orbitals, 31.19 and 231.22 MHz,43 respectively, and the n’s
are the valence molecular orbital populations. Since Cu has a
filled 3d subshell, the second term is zero to a first approxi-
mation. As demonstrated earlier, the carbon atom in the
CuuC bond is sp hybridized, so one might assume there is
some degree of 4s-4p hybridization for the copper atom. In
the simplest picture, the amount of 4p� character would be
0.5, with no 4p
 character. Using these assumptions, the
eQq for CuCCH is calculated to be 15.6 MHz. This quantity

agrees well with the experimental value of 16.391�21� MHz.
This approach could also be applied to CuCN, for which the
experimental 63Cu eQq parameter is 24.523�17� MHz, about
40% larger than the calculated value of 15.6 MHz. Previ-
ously, Gerry and co-worker43 attempted to apply the modi-
fied Townes–Dailey model to CuF and CuCl, but without
much success. They concluded that the model could not
“cope” with copper coupling constants.

Copper is a transition metal and has 3d electrons. In the
case of CuCCH and CuCN, the ligands have triple bonds and
empty 
� orbitals, allowing backbonding from the 3d elec-
trons of copper. This backbonding could easily affect the
orbital populations and alter the inferred eQq values from
Eq. �2�. Therefore, a simple comparison with CuF and CuCl
may not be realistic. Furthermore, in the case of CuCH3, the
eQq value is small and negative, and changes sign with re-
spect to the other copper compounds. In this case, there are
no empty 
� orbitals, and no backbonding to the methyl
ligand, likely causing a quite different charge distribution
around the Cu nucleus.

In CuCCD, the deuterium quadrupole coupling is much
smaller in comparison to that of copper: 0.214�23� MHz ver-
sus 16.391�21� MHz. Within the uncertainties, this difference
appears to reflect the variation in quadrupole moments of the
respective nuclei: 0.0028 barns versus �0.211 barns.46 How-
ever, it is certain that the electric field distribution at the
deuterium nucleus dramatically differs from that of copper. It
is noteworthy that the sign of Q changes for the deuterium
nucleus relative to copper, but both eQq values have the
same sign.

VI. CONCLUSION

CuCCH, which is a model system for larger CuCCR
species, has now been characterized in the gas phase. Analy-
sis of its molecular structure suggests a CuuC single bond
with an acetylenic ligand. A comparison of the Cu quadru-
pole coupling constants of CuCCH with other copper species
suggests that a more complex interpretation is needed where
transition metals are concerned, especially if backbonding is
involved. This work also has demonstrated the viability of a
new synthetic technique, DALAS, which couples laser abla-
tion with a dc discharge. This method has potential for the
study of other transition metal species of interest to synthetic
chemistry and catalysis. Finally, this work shows the versa-
tility gained by combining FTMW spectroscopy with
millimeter-wave techniques.
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The pure rotational spectrum of HZnCN in its X 1�+ electronic state has been recorded using pulsed
Fourier transform microwave �FTMW� techniques in the frequency range 7–39 GHz—the first
spectroscopic study of this species in the gas phase. The FTMW spectrum of ZnCN�X 2�+� has been
measured as well. A new FTMW spectrometer with an angled beam and simplified electronics,
based on a cryopump, was employed for these experiments. The molecules were created in a dc
discharge from a gas mixture of Zn�CH3�2 and cyanogen �1% D2 for the deuterated analogs�, diluted
with argon, that was expanded supersonically from a pulsed nozzle. Seven isotopologues of HZnCN
arising from zinc, deuterium, and 13C substitutions were studied; for every species, between three
and five rotational transitions were recorded, each consisting of numerous hyperfine components
arising from nitrogen, and in certain cases, deuterium, and 67-zinc nuclear spins. Four transitions of
ZnCN were measured. From these data, rotational, nuclear spin-rotation, and quadrupole coupling
constants have been determined for HZnCN, as well as rotational, and magnetic and quadrupole
hyperfine parameters for the ZnCN radical. The bond lengths determined for HZnCN are rH–Zn

=1.495 Å, rZn–C=1.897 Å, and rC–N=1.146 Å, while those for ZnCN are rZn–C=1.950 Å and
rC–N=1.142 Å. The zinc-carbon bond length thus shortens with the addition of the H atom. The
nitrogen quadrupole coupling constant eqQ was found to be virtually identical in both cyanide
species �−5.089 and −4.931 MHz�, suggesting that the electric field gradient across the N nucleus
is not influenced by the H atom. The quadrupole constant for the 67Zn nucleus in H67ZnCN is
unusually large relative to that in 67ZnF �−104.578 versus −60 MHz�, evidence that the bonding in
the cyanide has more covalent character than in the fluoride. This study additionally suggests that
hydrides of other metal cyanide species are likely candidates for high resolution spectroscopic
investigations. © 2009 American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.3049444�

I. INTRODUCTION

The structures of 3d transition metal cyanide species
have attracted the attention of chemists from both theoretical
and experimental aspects.1–12 The CN moiety is one of the
most interesting ligands in organometallic chemistry, and
metal cyanide complexes play important roles in biochemis-
try, catalysis, and even astrophysics.8,13,14 The cyanide group
has a quasi-isotropic charge distribution, and certain metal
M-CN species �M =Na and K� are polytopic systems, where
the M+ ion orbits the CN− ligand, while others have a linear
cyanide or isocyanide geometry.15 Establishing the structures
of metal cyanide species provides a deeper understanding of
the bonding properties of metals with regards to the CN
ligand and their respective chemical reactivities.

To date, the geometries of several simple monomeric 3d
metal cyanides, such as ZnCN, CuCN, CoCN, and NiCN,
have been determined experimentally using high resolution
spectroscopy,1–4 although there is still some controversy as to
the lowest energy structure of the iron analog.5–7 Very re-
cently, CrCN has been investigated as well using millimeter-
wave direct absorption methods, which established its linear,

cyanide geometry.16 In contrast, few investigations have been
carried out for the hydrides of the metal cyanides, although
studies of the halogenated analogs such as HZnCl have been
conducted.17,18 The only work to date has been a theoretical
study by Palii et al.,12 who examined the structures of pro-

a�Electronic mail: lziurys@as.arizona.edu.

FIG. 1. A schematic representation of the Ziurys group FTMW spectrom-
eter. The vacuum chamber and the cavity are shown in the top right. Port A
is used to introduce the gas with a solenoid valve at an angle of 40° relative
to the cavity axis. �Port C can be used for a 90° beam.�. B is a view port, D
a vacuum port for the cryopump, and E is a ventilation port. The sequence
for a single experiment or “shot” is shown at the left �see text�.
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tonated zinc cyanide, HZnCN+. Although these authors
showed that several linear cations are possible, including
ZnNCH+, ZnCNH+, HZnNC+, and HZnCN+, they did not
investigate the neutral analogs. However, this work was car-
ried out in 1991 and it was not until 2002 that the gas-phase
rotational spectrum of neutral ZnCN was measured by Brew-
ster and Ziurys.1 This investigation demonstrated that this
species is linear with the cyanide geometry and has a 2�+

ground electronic state.
Pulsed Fourier transform microwave spectroscopy

�FTMW� employing a supersonic molecular beam has been
proven to be one of the most powerful tools to study mol-
ecules in gas phase due to its high resolution and
sensitivity.19–23 It has enabled the study of many new van der
Waals species, as well as molecular hyperfine structure aris-
ing from nuclei with small magnetic moments.24,25 Further-
more, the development of new molecular production tech-
niques utilizing, for example, laser ablation or nozzle dc

TABLE I. Measured rotational transitions of ZnCN �X 2�+� in megahertz. �Measurement uncertainties are
�1 kHz for all transitions; residuals from combined fit.�

N� J� F� N� J� F� �obs �o-c

2 1.5 1.5 1 0.5 1.5 15 405.7951 −0.0016
2.5 1.5 15 408.1047 0.0037
1.5 0.5 15 409.0203 0.0012
0.5 0.5 15 410.6319 0.0033

2.5 2.5 1.5 2.5 15 510.1594 0.0028
3.5 2.5 15 512.2577 0.0044
2.5 1.5 15 512.4275 0.0039
1.5 0.5 15 512.4695 0.0033
1.5 1.5 15 514.0965 0.0000

3 2.5 2.5 2 1.5 2.5 23 136.1446 0.0034
3.5 2.5 23 138.2678 0.0052
2.5 1.5 23 138.4500 0.0045
1.5 0.5 23 138.5134 0.0020
1.5 1.5 23 140.1226 0.0018

3.5 4.5 2.5 3.5 23 242.3539 0.0069
3.5 2.5 23 242.4230 0.0039
2.5 1.5 23 242.4543 −0.0009

4 3.5 3.5 3 2.5 3.5 30 866.2127 0.0032
4.5 3.5 30 868.2600 0.0071
3.5 2.5 30 868.3363 0.0054
2.5 1.5 30 868.3706 0.0022
2.5 2.5 30 870.0470 0.0032

4.5 4.5 3.5 4.5 30 970.3336 0.0028
5.5 4.5 30 972.3235 0.0079
4.5 3.5 30 972.3611 0.0057
3.5 2.5 30 972.3832 0.0032
3.5 3.5 30 974.0909 0.0021

5 4.5 5.5 4 3.5 4.5 38 598.0933 0.0085
4.5 3.5 38 598.1346 0.0066
3.5 2.5 38 598.1597 0.0076

5.5 6.5 4.5 5.5 38 702.1438 0.0087
5.5 4.5 38 702.1629 0.0026
4.5 3.5 38 702.1873 0.0096

ZnCN
N = 4 3

Frequency (MHz)
30868.2 30868.5 30972.3 30972.6

2.5 1.5�

3.5 2.5�

F= 4.5 3.5�

3.5 2.5

4.5 3.5

5.5 4.5�

�

�

�

J = 3.5 2.5 J = 4.5 3.5�� ��

FIG. 2. Spectrum showing the spin-rotation doublets, labeled by J, of the
N=4→3 transition of ZnCN �X 2�+: main isotopologue�. Each doublet con-
sists of three strong hyperfine components, indicated by F, arising from the
14N spin of I=1. The two Doppler components for each individual transition
are indicated on the spectrum, which contains a frequency break. Experi-
mental conditions are a backing pressure of 30 psi �207 kPa� and a gas flow
rate of 35 SCCM. The two halves of this spectrum were each created from
one scan consisting of 2500 shots.
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discharge sources, has enabled the study of numerous radi-
cals and other transient species.26–29

In this paper, we present the first gas-phase synthesis and
structural characterization of the hydride of ZnCN, HZnCN,
in its X 1�+ ground electronic state using FTMW spectros-
copy. Rotational transitions of seven isotopologues of this
species were recorded in the range of 7–38 GHz, as well as
that of the main isotopologue of ZnCN in its ground X 2�+

electronic state. Hyperfine splittings due to the nitrogen, deu-
terium �for DZnCN�, and 67Zn nuclei have been resolved.
Here we describe our measurements and analysis, and dis-
cuss the implications of this study for metal-ligand bonding.

II. EXPERIMENT

The measurements were conducted using a new FTMW
spectrometer built by the Ziurys group. A block diagram of
this system is shown in Fig. 1. The spectrometer is similar to
other such instruments but with some significant differences.
As shown in Fig. 1, upper right, the cell is the typical Fabry–
Pérot cavity, consisting of a large vacuum chamber with two
spherical mirrors. Mirror diameter is about 0.5 m with a ra-
dius of curvature of 0.838 m. The large port labeled D is for
attachment of the main pump for the spectrometer, which in
this case is a cryopump �ULVAC U22�. The A or B ports,
both at 40° relative to the mirror axis, are used to introduce
the supersonic jet expansion. This geometry was chosen be-
cause it provides almost equivalent sensitivity to the coaxial
expansion often employed22,23 without the drawbacks of in-
troducing holes in a mirror or a rigid mechanical system to
fix the nozzle to the mirror back. A gate valve is attached to
the nozzle port and allows removal of the nozzle without
breaking the chamber vacuum. The whole cavity is encased
in a 0.03 in. thick mu-metal shield to cancel the effect of the
Earth’s magnetic field. Besides the angled beam geometry
and use of a cryopump, the electronics scheme is simplified
from previous designs. The synthesizer �Agilent E8275D�
provides a center frequency �0 �Fig. 1�, but the cavity is
tuned to a frequency �0+��, where �� is typically 400 kHz.
The cavity itself filters out image signals centered at �0

−�� efficiently such that additional image rejection is not

HZnCN
J = 3 2

Frequency (MHz)
23153 23154 23155 23156 23157

�

F = 3 2�

F = 2 1�

F = 3 3� Image F = 2 2�

F = 4 3�

FIG. 3. Spectrum of the J=3→2 transition of HZnCN �main isotopologue�,
showing the main lines of the nitrogen quadrupole hyperfine structure, la-
beled by the F quantum number. Doppler components are indicated on the
data. There is some contamination from the strongest hyperfine lines appear-
ing at an image frequency. This spectrum was created from 18 successive,
1500 shot scans, with a backing pressure of 10 psi �69 kPa� and a gas flow
of 30 SCCM.

J = 3 2

22905.0 22905.3 22906.2 22906.5
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��
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��
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F1, F =

3, 5.5 2, 4.5

2, 4.5 1, 3.5��
3, 3.5 2, 2.5��
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3, 4.5 2, 3.5��
��F = 3 2

��
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FIG. 4. Spectra of the main quadrupole hyperfine components of the J=3
→2 transitions of H67ZnCN �left� and HZn13CN �right�. Doppler doublets of
the individual lines are indicated, as well as their quantum numbers. There is
a frequency break in the spectrum, and one component of H67ZnCN lies on
top of the F=2→1 line of HZn13CN. The hyperfine structure for H67ZnCN
is particularly complex because of the interaction of two nuclear spins: 67Zn
�I=5 /2� and 14N. In contrast, for HZn13CN, only the nitrogen hyperfine
splitting is resolved. This spectrum was created from five successive scans
of 5000 shots each. Backing pressure: 40 psi �276 kPa�; gas flow: 60 SCCM.
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FIG. 5. Spectra of the J=2→1 transitions of HZnCN �upper panel� and
DZnCN �lower panel�, showing the strong hyperfine components. The Dop-
pler doublets and quantum numbers are shown for each transition. An addi-
tional small splitting caused by the deuterium nuclear spin is evident in the
DZnCN data. Each spectrum was created from two scans, 1500 shots per
scan with 10 psi �69 kPa� backing pressure and 30 SCCM of gas flow.
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needed. The synthesizer frequency �0 is also directly mixed
with the amplified molecular signals �0+� from the cavity
�Fig. 1�. Signals +� are therefore generated by the mixer,
which are further processed by a low pass filter and addition-
ally amplified and then digitized. Sometimes there is con-
tamination from strong spectral lines in the image bandpass,
but these can readily be distinguished by shifting the center
frequency of the cavity.

A representative pulse sequence is shown on the left in
Fig. 1. Briefly, a 500–1000 �s pulse �S1� of gas, controlled
by a solenoid valve, expands supersonically into the cham-
ber. Simultaneously, a high-voltage dc discharge is turned on
for 1300–1500 �s �S2� �necessary for HZnCN synthesis�.
After short delay ��1500–1600 �s� to allow for the gas
expansion, a 1.2 �s microwave signal �S3� from the synthe-
sizer is pulsed into the cavity. About 8 �s thereafter, a
324 �s analog to digital �A/D� sequence �S4� is turned on
and the free-induction decay is recorded. The signal exiting
the cavity is immediately amplified using a low-noise ampli-
fier, then mixed and filtered down to baseband, where it is
further amplified before it is sent to a digitizing card. The
A/D sequence is normally repeated four times and all free-
induction decay signals are used. The entire sequence takes
of the order 3–3.5 ms and can be repeated as fast as 50 times
a second before overwhelming the pumping system.

Zinc cyanide �ZnCN� and zinc cyanide hydride
�HZnCN� were produced in a dc discharge, located in the
nozzle exit port �Fig. 1�, from the precursor dimethyl zinc
�Alfa Aesar� and cyanogen. The gas sample concentrations

were 0.5% Zn�CH3�2 and 0.05% �CN�2 in 200 psi or 1379
kPa �absolute� argon gas. For DZnCN, an extra 1% D2

�Cambridge Isotopes� was added to the precursor sample.
The reaction mixture was introduced into the Fabry-Pérot
cavity with a 10–40 psi �69–276 kPa� absolute stagnation
pressure behind a 0.8 mm nozzle orifice with a 16 Hz rep-
etition rate for a total mass flow of about 30–60 SCCM
�SCCM denotes standard cubic centimeters per minute at
STP�. Immediately beyond the nozzle orifice �Fig. 1�, a dc
discharge �1 kV at 50 mA� was created using two ring elec-
trodes to produce the species of interest. The 40° angle en-
trance port was used for these experiments, which has been
shown to produce high quality spectra with sensitivity and
resolution comparable to coaxial methods.

Spectra of HZnCN were found serendipitously during
tests to establish synthetic conditions for the ZnCN radical
using the dimethyl zinc precursor. In our previous study of
ZnCN, the species was created by reacting zinc vapor, pro-
duced in a Broida-type oven with �CN�2. The Broida oven
method is not easily modified for a pulsed nozzle, and hence
the organometallic precursor Zn�CH3�2 was being tested as a
possible zinc source. The signals arising from what was es-
tablished to be HZnCN were stronger than these of ZnCN,
suggesting a closed-shell species instead of a radical with a
similar rotational constant. Identification of the zinc and 13C
isotopologues, followed by deuterium substitution, con-
firmed that the stronger signals indeed arose from HZnCN.

The time-domain spectrum of each scan was recorded
using a digital oscilloscope at 0.25 �s intervals and aver-

TABLE II. Measured rotational transitions of HZnCN �X 1�+� in megahertz. �Measurement uncertainties are �1 kHz for all transitions.�

J� F� J� F�

H64ZnCN H66ZnCN H68ZnCN HZn13CN

�obs �o-c �obs �o-c �obs �o-c �obs �o-c

1 1 0 1 7717.0748 −0.0002 7660.5382 −0.0012 7607.1020 −0.0008
2 1 7718.6034 0.0017 7662.0672 0.0010 7608.6312 0.0021
0 1 7720.8909 −0.0011 7664.3560 −0.0007 7610.9180 −0.0010

2 2 1 2 15 435.1393 −0.0014 15 322.0675 −0.0022 15 215.1951 −0.0017 15 269.5475 −0.0017
1 0 15 435.3949 −0.0003 15 322.3227 −0.0015 15 215.4514 0.0002 15 269.8032 −0.0005
2 1 15 436.6683 0.0009 15 323.5960 −0.0005 15 216.7248 0.0016 15 271.0768 0.0010
3 2 15 436.7784 0.0020 15 323.7056 0.0000 15 216.8346 0.0024 15 271.1860 0.0011
1 1 15 439.2116 −0.0005 15 326.1399 −0.0017 15 219.2665 −0.0009 15 273.6190 −0.0015

3 3 2 3 23 153.2958 −0.0020 22 983.6878 −0.0041 22 823.3811 −0.0027
2 1 23 154.6793 0.0002 22 985.0753 0.0020 22 824.7657 0.0010 22 906.2917 −0.0008
3 2 23 154.9349 0.0013 22 985.3290 0.0012 22 825.0205 0.0013 22 906.5477 0.0007
4 3 23 154.9964 0.0022 22 985.3890 0.0006 22 825.0824 0.0026 22 906.6093 0.0017
2 2 23 157.2225 −0.0013 22 987.6155 −0.0028 22 827.3076 −0.0014

4 4 3 4 30 871.4191 −0.0033 30 645.2812 −0.0010 30 431.5380 −0.0025
3 2 30 873.0099 0.0002 30 646.8692 −0.0005 30 433.1272 −0.0003 30 541.8281 −0.0008
4 3 30 873.1207 0.0019 30 646.9787 −0.0001 30 433.2369 0.0003 30 541.9381 0.0001
5 4 30 873.1594 0.0020 30 647.0182 0.0009 30 433.2766 0.0015 30 541.9768 0.0002
3 3 30 875.2975 −0.0025 30 649.1565 −0.0037 30 435.4152 −0.0021

5 4 4 3 38 591.1352 −0.0003 38 308.4616 −0.0004 38 041.2890 0.0005
5 4 38 591.1954 −0.0007 38 308.5221 −0.0005 38 041.3503 0.0012
6 5 38 591.2244 0.0016 38 308.5493 0.0000 38 041.3753 −0.0005
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TABLE III. Measured rotational transitions of H67ZnCN �X 1�+� in megahertz. �Measurement uncertainties are
�1 kHz for all transitions.�

J� F1� F� J� F1� F� �obs �o-c

2 3 3.5 1 2 4.5 15 256.2824 −0.0027
1 2.5 1 3.5 15 257.8706 0.0021
2 0.5 2 0.5 15 260.9448 −0.0016
3 2.5 0 2.5 15 261.7181 0.0018
3 2.5 2 1.5 15 262.1887 −0.0024
3 1.5 0 2.5 15 262.5900 0.0008
3 1.5 2 0.5 15 262.6208 −0.0015
3 1.5 2 1.5 15 263.0638 −0.0002
2 4.5 2 4.5 15 270.3588 −0.0009
2 4.5 1 3.5 15 271.3165 0.0010
3 5.5 2 4.5 15 271.6730 0.0020
1 3.5 1 2.5 15 271.9157 0.0000
2 3.5 2 2.5 15 272.2125 0.0003
1 3.5 1 3.5 15 272.9886 0.0004
2 3.5 2 3.5 15 273.3950 −0.0019
3 4.5 2 3.5 15 273.7083 0.0022
2 2.5 1 1.5 15 274.1433 −0.0004
1 1.5 0 2.5 15 275.3408 −0.0005
3 0.5 2 0.5 15 275.3635 −0.0001
2 1.5 2 2.5 15 277.3137 0.0010
3 3.5 2 2.5 15 277.6355 0.0009
1 2.5 2 2.5 15 278.2610 −0.0013
3 3.5 2 3.5 15 278.8196 0.0004
2 1.5 1 1.5 15 279.0110 −0.0005
1 2.5 2 3.5 15 279.4446 −0.0023
1 2.5 1 1.5 15 279.9617 0.0006
3 2.5 2 3.5 15 293.6921 −0.0013

3 4 5.5 2 3 5.5 22 885.8251 −0.0008
4 2.5 1 1.5 22 894.4376 0.0025
3 2.5 3 1.5 22 895.1076 −0.0021
4 3.5 3 2.5 22 895.9272 0.0019
3 1.5 2 0.5 22 896.5641 −0.0014
3 3.5 1 2.5 22 899.5054 0.0014
2 3.5 1 2.5 22 901.3601 −0.0030
2 2.5 2 1.5 22 901.4032 −0.0019
4 4.5 3 3.5 22 901.4306 0.0026
4 1.5 1 1.5 22 903.8967 0.0028
4 1.5 3 0.5 22 903.9045 −0.0002
3 5.5 2 4.5 22 905.0411 0.0008
2 4.5 1 3.5 22 905.1615 −0.0003
4 6.5 3 5.5 22 905.2173 0.0013
3 3.5 2 2.5 22 905.3228 0.0014
3 4.5 2 3.5 22 905.4287 −0.0015
4 5.5 3 4.5 22 906.3270 0.0020
4 4.5 2 3.5 22 906.8543 0.0039
2 3.5 2 2.5 22 907.1781 −0.0025
2 3.5 2 3.5 22 907.4118 −0.0014
2 1.5 3 1.5 22 907.4528 −0.0019
4 2.5 3 2.5 22 908.0629 0.0027
3 2.5 1 2.5 22 910.2282 −0.0008
4 3.5 3 3.5 22 910.7997 0.0003
3 1.5 2 1.5 22 910.9575 −0.0011

4 4 5.5 3 3 5.5 30 521.1032 0.0017
5 3.5 4 2.5 30 534.5616 0.0011
4 3.5 3 2.5 30 534.7049 −0.0022
5 4.5 4 3.5 30 535.3450 0.0007
3 2.5 3 1.5 30 535.5433 −0.0041
5 2.5 4 1.5 30 536.3459 −0.0012
3 3.5 2 3.5 30 536.9120 0.0011
3 0.5 2 0.5 30 536.9449 −0.0050
5 5.5 4 4.5 30 537.1669 −0.0008
4 4.5 3 3.5 30 537.6702 0.0030
4 4.5 3 4.5 30 537.7919 0.0009
3 3.5 2 2.5 30 537.8183 −0.0003
5 5.5 3 4.5 30 538.5902 0.0023
4 5.5 4 4.5 30 538.7871 −0.0013
4 6.5 3 5.5 30 539.1516 0.0007
3 5.5 2 4.5 30 539.2126 −0.0007
5 7.5 4 6.5 30 539.2545 0.0020
3 4.5 2 3.5 30 539.5368 −0.0019
5 6.5 4 5.5 30 539.9493 0.0015
5 3.5 4 3.5 30 546.6966 0.0012
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TABLE IV. Measured rotational transitions of DZnCN �X 1�+� in megahertz. �Measurement uncertainties are �1 kHz for all transitions.�

J� F1� F� J� F1� F�

D64ZnCN D66ZnCN

�obs �o-c �obs �o-c

1 1 1 0 1 0 7443.1242 0.0009 7394.0471 −0.0003
1 1 1 1 7443.1242 0.0009 7394.0471 −0.0003
1 1 1 2 7443.1242 0.0009 7394.0471 −0.0003
1 2 1 1 7443.1356 −0.0009 7394.0584 −0.0007
1 2 1 2 7443.1356 −0.0009 7394.0584 −0.0007
2 3 1 2 7444.6589 0.0020 7395.5819 0.0015
2 2 1 1 7444.6770 0.0009
2 2 1 2 7444.6770 0.0009
0 1 1 1 7446.9514 −0.0003 7397.8735 −0.0014
0 1 1 2 7446.9514 −0.0003 7397.8735 −0.0014

2 2 2 1 2 2 14 887.2552 −0.0027
2 3 2 3 14 887.2629 −0.0007 14 789.1086 −0.0010
1 2 0 1 14 887.5139 −0.0008 14 789.3596 −0.0015
1 1 0 1 14 887.5273 0.0003 14 789.3712 −0.0015
2 3 1 2 14 888.7852 0.0011 14 790.6311 0.0002
2 2 1 1 14 888.8101 −0.0008 14 790.6551 0.0002
3 4 2 3 14 888.8982 0.0017 14 790.7441 0.0012
3 3 2 2 14 888.9029 0.0013 14 790.7500 0.0024
1 2 1 2 14 891.3305 0.0005 14 793.1772 0.0003
1 1 1 2 14 891.3423 −0.0006 14 793.1874 −0.0011
1 2 1 1 14 891.3423 −0.0009

3 3 3 2 3 3 22 331.4846 −0.0008
3 4 3 4 22 331.4872 −0.0014 22 184.2565 −0.0019
3 2 3 2 22 331.4872 −0.0023 22 184.2565 −0.0028
2 3 1 2 22 332.8666 0.0002 22 185.6359 −0.0008
2 2 1 1 22 332.8764 0.0009 22 185.6455 0.0006
3 4 2 3 22 333.1225 0.0011 22 185.8923 0.0006
3 3 2 2 22 333.1324 0.0033 22 185.9013 0.0027
4 5 3 4 22 333.1867 0.0034 22 185.9560 0.0025
4 3 3 2 22 333.1867 0.0018 22 185.9560 0.0011
4 4 3 3 22 333.1867 0.0011 22 185.9560 0.0005
2 3 2 3 22 335.4112 0.0012 22 188.1823 −0.0005

4 4 5 3 4 5 29 775.6881 −0.0020
3 4 2 3 29 777.2775 0.0020 29 580.9719 0.0016
3 2 2 1 29 777.2775 −0.0013 29 580.9719 −0.0014
3 3 2 2 29 777.2775 −0.0014 29 580.9719 −0.0015
4 5 3 4 29 777.3874 0.0026 29 581.0817 0.0021
4 3 3 2 29 777.3874 0.0015 29 581.0817 0.0011
4 4 3 3 29 777.3874 −0.0008 29 581.0817 −0.0010
5 6 4 5 29 777.4265 0.0025 29 581.1209 0.0022
5 4 4 3 29 777.4265 0.0014 29 581.1209 0.0012
5 5 4 4 29 777.4265 0.0013 29 581.1209 0.0011
3 4 3 4 29 779.5611 −0.0053 29 583.2592 −0.0022

5 4 5 4 3 4 37 221.4908 0.0001 36 976.1119 0.0008
4 4 3 3 37 221.4908 −0.0016 36 976.1119 −0.0008
4 3 3 2 37 221.4908 −0.0018 36 976.1119 −0.0009
5 6 4 5 37 221.5532 0.0018 36 976.1718 0.0000
5 4 4 3 37 221.5532 0.0009 36 976.1718 −0.0008
5 5 4 4 37 221.5532 −0.0001 36 976.1718 −0.0017
6 7 5 6 37 221.5809 0.0025 36 976.2003 0.0015
6 5 5 4 37 221.5809 0.0016 36 976.2003 0.0008
6 6 5 5 37 221.5809 0.0017 36 976.2003 0.0008
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aged until a sufficient signal-to-noise ratio was achieved;
typically 2500 shots for ZnCN and 1500 shots for HZnCN
�5000 shots for H67ZnCN and H64Zn13CN� were used. Tran-
sitions were observed as Doppler doublets with a separation
determined by both the transition frequency and the gas flow
velocity in the cavity. The transition frequency is the average
of the doublet signals, as verified by test measurements of
five isotopologues of OCS �J=1→0 and J=2→1 transitions
of 16O12C32S, 16O13C32S, 18O12C32S, 18O13C32S, and
18O13C34S.�. The time-domain signals were typically trun-
cated such that the Fourier transform produced frequency-
domain spectra with a full width at half maximum of 5 kHz
per feature. Experimental accuracy of the frequency mea-
surements is estimated to be �1 kHz.

III. RESULTS

A representative spectrum of ZnCN measured in this
work is shown in Fig. 2. In this case, only data for the main
zinc isotopologue was recorded, 64ZnCN, and Fig. 2 displays
the spin doublets J=3.5→2.5 and 4.5→3.5 of the N=4
→3 rotational transition. Three hyperfine components, aris-
ing from the nitrogen spin of I=1, are present in each dou-
blet, labeled by quantum number F. Four transitions of this
radical were recorded, each consisting of six to nine hyper-
fine components, and are listed in Table I.

In the case of HZnCN, the signals were sufficiently
strong such that four zinc species �H64ZnCN, H66ZnCN,
H67ZnCN, and H68ZnCN� and one 13C substituted isotopo-
logue �H64Zn13CN� were observed in natural abundance
�64Zn: 66Zn: 68Zn: 67Zn=49% :28% :19% :4%�. A typical
spectrum for the main zinc species �H64ZnCN� is displayed
in Fig. 3. Here all the favorable hyperfine components of the
J=3→2 rotational transition are shown. These signals are
clearly much stronger than those for ZnCN. Some image
contamination is visible in this spectrum from the strongest
hyperfine components ��F=−1�, as these data are a compos-
ite of multiple scans, 600 kHz in width, taken continuously
in frequency.

In Fig. 4, spectra of the strongest hyperfine components
of the J=3→2 transition of H67ZnCH and HZn13CN are
presented. There is a frequency break in these data; the sec-
tion on the right consists of three hyperfine components of
the 13C species, labeled by F, interspersed with the F1=4
→3, F=5.5→4.5 hyperfine line of H67ZnCN. Although
carbon-13 has a nuclear spin of I=1 /2, only hyperfine inter-
actions from the nitrogen spin were resolved, as this figure
illustrates. However, in the case of the 67Zn isotopologue, the

effect of the zinc nuclear spin of I=5 /2 is observed in addi-
tion to 14N, generating a more complicated hyperfine pattern
that is shown in the left part of the spectrum. The dominant
splitting is from the zinc nucleus.

Figure 5 illustrates the typical pattern found in DZnCN
relative to the main isotopologue. The top spectrum shows
the strongest components of the J=2→1 transition of
HZnCN, while the lower one shows the same spectrum for
the deuterated species. From this figure it is evident that the
deuterium nucleus �I=1� causes a small but noticeable addi-
tional splitting in the pattern generated by the nitrogen
nucleus, and F1 and F quantum numbers are needed to assign
the individual lines.

The rotational transitions measured for the zinc and 13C
isotopologues are listed in Tables II and III, and those for the
deuterated species �D66ZnCN and D64ZnCN� are given in
Table IV. Typically five transitions were measured per isoto-
pomer �J=1→0 through J=5→4�, each of which consists
of 3–27 hyperfine components. In the case of 13C and 67Zn
species, only three transitions were recorded because of their
weak signals.

IV. ANALYSIS

The HZnCN spectra were fit with a standard 1� Hamil-
tonian containing rotation, nuclear quadrupole, and nuclear
spin-rotation interactions,30,31

H = Hrot + HeqQ + Hnsr. �1�

The ZnCN data were fit with the following Hamiltonian:30,31

H = Hrot + Hsr + Hmhf + HeqQ �2�

The four terms describe rotation, spin-rotation, magnetic hy-
perfine, and electric quadrupole interactions, respectively.
The latter two terms only concern the nitrogen nucleus in
this case.

To analyze the data for both molecules, the least-squares
program SPFIT �Ref. 32� was used. The resulting constants
from this analysis for the seven isotopologues of HZnCN are
given in Table V. In addition to the rotational parameters B
and D, the quadrupole coupling constant was established for
all species for the nitrogen nucleus, as well as for the deute-
rium nucleus for D64ZnCN and D66ZnCN and the zinc-67
nucleus in H67ZnCN. The nuclear spin-rotation parameter CI

could only be determined for the 67Zn isotopologue; attempt-
ing to fit this constant for the other nuclei resulted in values
that were undefined within their 3� uncertainties. Attempts

TABLE V. Spectroscopic constants of HZnCN �X 1�+� in megahertz. �Values in parentheses are 3� errors.�

Parameter H64ZnCN H66ZnCN H67ZnCN H68ZnCN D64ZnCN D66ZnCN H64Zn13CN

B 3859.1758�12� 3830.9078�12� 3817.337 34�83� 3804.1895�12� 3722.205 32�99� 3697.6668�11� 3817.7779�20�
D 0.001 125�35� 0.001 112�35� 0.001 100�33� 0.001 093�35� 0.001 002�30� 0.000 991�31� 0.001 112�79�
eqQ�D� 0.085�37� 0.077�42�
eqQ�N� −5.089�13� −5.089�13� −5.089�14� −5.088�13� −5.090�17� −5.090�12� −5.089�24�
CI�Zn� 0.001 44�76�
eqQ�Zn� −104.578�28�
rms 0.0016 0.0015 0.0018 0.0016 0.0017 0.0013 0.0011
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to fit the data with the H distortion parameter were also un-
successful.

The constants determined from our microwave study of
ZnCN are listed in Table VI, along with the previous values
established by Brewster and Ziurys, as well as the results of
a combined fit of the millimeter and microwave data. As the
table shows, the microwave measurements have enabled the
determination of the nitrogen hyperfine parameters bF, c, and
eqQ for ZnCN and have improved the precision of the rota-
tion and spin-rotation constants in the combined analysis.
The microwave and millimeter-wave values are in very good
agreement. The combined fit is the best spectral information
to date for this free radical.

V. DISCUSSION

A. Structure of HZnCN and related species

From the rotational constants established in this work of
the seven isotopologues in their vibrational ground states, a
linear structure for HZnCN has been derived. The resulting
bond lengths of this molecule are listed in Table VII. Several
structures were determined: r0, rs, and rm

�1�. The r0 bond
lengths were obtained directly from a least-squares fit to the
moments of inertia, while the rs substitution structure was
calculated using Kraitchman’s equations, which account in
part for the zero-point vibrational effects.30,31 The rm

�1� bond
lengths were derived by the method developed by Watson et
al.33 and are believed to be closer to the equilibrium structure
than the rs or r0 geometries. �The Watson rm

�2� structure would
be optimal, but could not be calculated because no isotopic
substitution was carried out for the nitrogen atom.� As the
table shows, the H–Zn bond length is 1.495–1.497 Å, de-

pending on the method, while the Zn–C distance is in the
range 1.897–1.901 Å. The C–N bond length is
1.146–1.150 Å.

For comparison, the bond lengths for ZnCN, HZnCH3,
ZnH, and ZnH2 are given in Table VII as well. The Zn–C
bond distance is noticeably longer in ZnCN relative to
HZnCN by at least 0.05 Å, suggesting stabilization of the
molecule on addition of the hydrogen atom. The C–N bond
length is slightly smaller in ZnCN, but the values in both
molecules are shorter than that of HCN �1.1587 Å�, which
could be a result of a flat bending potential rather than a true
bond distance.1,3 The Zn–C bond length in HZnCH3 is
1.928 Å �Ref. 34�—in between that of HZnCN and ZnCN.
HZnCH3, a closed-shell molecule, is likely to have a stronger
metal-carbon bond than the radical zinc cyanide, and hence a
shorter Zn–C bond length. The methyl group is probably
causing some steric hindrance, however, such that the bond
distance does not get as short as in the HZnCN, another
closed-shell species. The availability of d-�� backdonation
in the cyanide species may also contribute to the shorter
bond length, although such bonding is also undoubtedly oc-
curring in ZnCN as well. This backdonation arises from the
partial transfer of electron density from the metal 3d orbitals
into the empty �� orbital of the CN moiety—not an option
for HZnCH3.

Another noteworthy comparison is the shorter H–Zn
bond distance in the cyanide relative to the monomethyl,
hydride, and dihydride species: 1.495 versus 1.521 Å
�HZnCH3�, 1.5935 Å �ZnH�, and 1.5241 Å �ZnH2�—at
least a 0.026 Å difference. The presence of d-�� backdona-
tion can also explain this variation. This bond is made pri-
marily through the 4s orbital on the zinc atom.35 Backdona-

TABLE VI. Spectroscopic constants of ZnCN �X 2�+� in megahertz. �Values in parentheses are 3� errors.�

Parameter Microwave fit Combined fit Millimeter-wave fita

B 3865.087 22�96� 3865.086 77�34� 3865.083 40�86�
D 0.001 468�26� 0.001 472 964�54� 0.001 472 52�12�
	 104.062 �11� 104.0606 �58� 104.05 �18�
	D −0.000 26�24� −0.000 225 9�45� −0.000 225�17�
bF�N� 2.116 �16� 2.114 �16�
c�N� 6.357 �33� 6.352 �33�
eqQ�N� −4.930�14� −4.931�14�
rms 0.002 0.026b 0.044

aReference 1.
bWeighted rms value.

TABLE VII. Bond lengths of zinc-containing species. �Values in parentheses are 3� errors.�

HZnCNa ZnCNb HZnCH3
c ZnHd ZnH2

d

r0 rs rm
�1� r0 rs rm

�1� r0 rs re re

rH–Zn �Å� 1.4965�13� 1.4972 1.4950�3� 1.520 89�11� 1.521�13� 1.593 478�2� 1.524 13�2�
rZn–C �Å� 1.9014�37� 1.8994 1.8966�6� 1.9545 1.9525 1.9496 1.928 13�18� 1.928�13�
rC–N �Å� 1.1504�54� 1.1476 1.1459�6� 1.1464 1.1434 1.1417

aThis work.
bReference 1.
cReference 34.
dReference 37.
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tion in the cyanide shifts the 3d electron density away from
the zinc nucleus, allowing the 4s orbital to contract, thus
shortening the Zn–H bond. Steric hindrance from the methyl
group may also play a role in causing the Zn–H bond to be
longer in HZnCH3.

B. Interpretation of the hyperfine constants

For ZnCN, the Fermi contact and dipolar parameters
have been determined for the nitrogen nucleus. Both con-
stants are relatively small �bF=2.114�16� MHz and c
=6.352�32� MHz: see Table VI�, indicating that limited
electron density is present at the N nucleus. Furthermore, c is
almost three times larger than bF, suggesting that the electron
density is primarily present in orbitals with p, as opposed to
s, character. The values of these parameters suggest that
ZnCN may have significant covalent character in its bonding,
and not simply a Zn+CN− structure. Nitrogen magnetic hy-
perfine constants have not yet been established for other
metal or nonmetal cyanides, with the exception of SiCN.28 In
this radical, b=5.6 �2�—very close to that of ZnCN
�b�0 MHz�.

A comparison of the electric quadrupole coupling con-
stants is also informative because it is indicative of the elec-
tric field gradient across the various nuclei. In Table VIII, a
comparison of the eqQ parameters are presented for several
related zinc-containing molecules. The eqQ value for the
67Zn nucleus in HZnCN is very similar to that of HZnCH3

�−104.58 versus −109.12 MHz�; in comparison, that of
67ZnF is −60�12� MHz—almost a factor of 2 smaller. In the
cyanide and monomethyl hydride species, the field gradient
increases relative to that in ZnF, a highly ionic species.36

Both HZnCN and HZnCH3 therefore have a higher degree of
covalent bonding than in the fluoride.

The constants eqQ �14N� for HZnCN and ZnCN are very
close in value: −5.089 and −4.931 MHz. The addition of the
hydrogen does not appear to significantly alter the field gra-
dient across the nitrogen nucleus, as might be expected,
given the separation between the H and N atoms. The param-
eter eqQ for deuterium is small in DZnCN: 0.085 �37� MHz,
as expected for deuterated compounds.38 For example, eqQ
in DCN is 0.194 MHz. As discussed in Ref. 38, deuterium
quadrupole coupling is principally determined by the elec-
trons in the bond between D and the adjacent atom. The s
electrons which create the D–Zn bond in DZnCN shield the
deuterium nucleus, reducing the quadrupole coupling.

VI. CONCLUSION

This study has demonstrated that the addition of a hy-
drogen atom to the ZnCN radical system results in the linear

HZnCN species with a 1�+ ground electronic state, as op-
posed to other possible isomers. From the seven isotopo-
logues of HZnCN investigated in this work, an accurate
structure has been established that suggests that the presence
of the H atom helps to stabilize the Zn–C bond. Studies of
other hydrogenated metal cyanide species would certainly be
of interest, as well as the HMX type, where X is a halogen or
pseudohalogen atom. The shorter Zn–C and C–N bond dis-
tances found in HZnCN relative to HZnCH3 and HCN also
indicate that backbonding of the zinc 3d electrons into the
empty �� orbital of the cyanide moiety may be significant in
this molecule. The quadrupole coupling constant for the 67Zn
nucleus is significantly larger in HZnCN than ZnF, suggest-
ing that the cyanide species has a greater degree of covalent
bonding character. The measurements of the FTMW spectra
of ZnCN and HZnCN also demonstrate that organometallic
precursors are excellent sources of metal vapor in supersonic
nozzles. They additionally show that the angled beam design
of the FTMW spectrometer used here is a successful alterna-
tive to mirror-imbedded nozzle sources.
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a b s t r a c t

The pure rotational spectrum of HZnCl (X 1R+) has been recorded using sub-millimeter direct-absorption
methods in the range of 439–540 GHz and Fourier transform microwave (FTMW) techniques from 9 to
39 GHz. This species was produced by the reaction of zinc vapor and chlorine gas with H2 or D2 in a
d.c. glow discharge for the sub-millimeter studies. In the FTMW measurements, HZnCl was created in
a discharge nozzle from Cl2 and (CH3)2Zn. Between 5 and 10 rotational transitions were measured in
the sub-millimeter regime for four zinc and two chlorine isotopologues; four transitions were recorded
with the FTMW machine for the main isotopologue, each consisting of several chlorine hyperfine compo-
nents. The data are consistent with a linear molecule and a 1R+ ground electronic state. Rotational and
chlorine quadrupole constants were established from the spectra, as well as an rm

(2) structure. The Zn–
Cl and Zn–H bond lengths were determined to be 2.0829 and 1.5050 Å, respectively; in contrast, the
Zn–Cl bond distance in ZnCl is 2.1300 Å, longer by �0.050 Å. The zinc–chlorine bond distance therefore
shortens with the addition of the H atom. The 35Cl electric quadrupole coupling constant of
eQq = �27.429 MHz found for HZnCl suggests that this molecule is primarily an ionic species with some
covalent character for the Zn–Cl bond.

� 2009 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

High resolution gas-phase spectroscopy of small, zinc-contain-
ing species has advanced in recent years with the study of such
species as ZnCN [1], ZnF [2], ZnH [3], ZnCl [4] and ZnO [5]. Even
more recently, molecules with the zinc atom inserted into H–C
and H–Cl bonds have been investigated. For example, the rota-
tional spectrum of HZnCN [6] has recently been recorded, as well
as that of HZnCH3 [7]. Using argon matrix methods, Macrea et al.
found that a weakly-bound linear Zn–HCl complex will spontane-
ously form from the reaction of zinc and HCl, which upon radiation,
creates the linear HZnCl species [8].

Yu et al. recently measured the gas-phase ro-vibrational spec-
trum of HZnCl using Fourier transform infrared methods [9]. These
authors reported rotational constants for four isotopologues of this
molecule, which was found to be linear with a 1R+ ground elec-
tronic state. The acquired spectra were, however, quite dense,
and ab initio calculations were necessary to carry out the assign-
ments. An rs structure was determined using the rotational con-
stants of the four isotopologues, resulting in the bond lengths in
the ranges rZn–H = 1.596–1.789 Å and rZn–Cl = 2.079–2.088 Å. Be-
cause the H atom was not isotopically substituted, there was con-
siderable uncertainty in the Zn–H bond length. The work of Yu

et al. was followed by a theoretical study of HZnCl by Kerkines
et al. [10], who employed CCSD(T) methods with relativistic cor-
rections. These calculations suggested values for rZn–H and rZn–Cl
of 1.499 and 2.079 Å [10], respectively.

Here we report measurements of the pure rotational spectrum
of HZnCl. Data were obtained for seven isotopologues of this spe-
cies, including DZnCl. Both direct absorption sub-millimeter-wave
and Fourier transform microwave (FTMW) methods were used in
this study. From the data, rotational, centrifugal distortion, and
the 35Cl-nuclear quadrupole coupling constants were determined,
as well as r0, rs, and rm

(2) bond lengths. Here we describe our results
and analysis, and present revised experimental bond distances for
HZnCl.

2. Experimental

The pure rotational spectrum of HZnCl was measured using one
of the quasi-optical millimeter/sub-millimeter direct absorption
spectrometers of the Ziurys group. The details of the spectrometer
can be found in a previous publication [11]. To summarize, a
water-cooled reaction chamber was employed, constructed of
stainless steel with an attached Broida-type oven, and evacuated
by a Roots-type blower pump. The radiation, which originates from
a Gunn oscillator/Schottky diode multiplier source, is passed
through a polarizing grid, a series of mirrors, and into the reaction
cell, which is a double-pass system. The radiation is reflected back
through the optics by a rooftop mirror and from the grid into a

0022-2852/$ - see front matter � 2009 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
doi:10.1016/j.jms.2009.07.001
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He-cooled InSb detector. The frequency source is modulated at
25 kHz and the data are detected at 2f using a lock-in amplifier.

HZnCl was produced from the reaction of zinc metal (99.9%,
Aldrich), vaporized using the Broida-type oven, with Cl2 and H2

gases. Approximately 5 mtorr (7 � 10�3 mbar) of Cl2 was added
over the top of the Broida oven and a 1:1 mixture of H2 and argon
carrier gas (�30 mtorr or 40 � 10�3 mbar each) was introduced
underneath the oven. A d.c. discharge of 200 V and 50 mA was re-
quired for the synthesis. The signals from HZnCl were sufficiently
strong to detect four of the five isotopologues of Zn
(64Zn:66Zn:67Zn:68Zn = 49:28:4:19) and both those of chlorine
(35Cl:37Cl = 3:1) in natural abundance. To produce the deuterated
isotopic species, the hydrogen gas was replaced with �30 mtorr
(40 � 10�3 mbar) of D2.

To locate the spectrum of this molecule, a search was con-
ducted over approximately a 35 GHz range (445–480 GHz), based
on the rotational constants of Yu et al. This broad search was nec-
essary to locate all isotopologues. The main isotopologue of HZnCl
was readily identified in these data, as the species had the stron-
gest signals. In the course of identifying the spectra of the other
isotopologues, it was found that some of the assignments by Yu
et al. were in fact due to ZnCl. Chlorine and 67Zn hyperfine split-
ting were not observed in these data, as expected at these higher J
values. To locate the deuterated species, rotational constants
were scaled from the main isotopologue of HZnCl. Scanning was
conducted ±200 MHz around the predicted frequencies, and
DZnCl lines were identified.

Center frequencies were determined from an average of two
5 MHz scans, one in increasing and the other in decreasing fre-
quency. The line profiles were then fit to Gaussian profiles. Exper-
imental uncertainties are estimated at ±50 kHz.

Additional measurements were conducted in the range of 9–
38 GHz using the Fourier transform microwave spectrometer
(FTMW) of the Ziurys group. In this case, the cell consists of a
large vacuum chamber with a set of spherical mirrors in a
Fabry–Perot arrangement. The gas sample is pulsed into the cell
at a 40� angle relative to the cavity axis using a supersonic nozzle
with a 0.8 mm orifice. For more details, see Sun et al. [6].

HZnClwas created in the FTMWmachine using a 0.1%mixture of
Cl2 and 2% of (CH3)2Zn in argon. A d.c. discharge of 800 V and about
35mAwas applied to the gas immediately beyond the nozzle. Using
adigital oscilloscope, the time-domain spectrumwere recorded and
averaged until an adequate signal to noise ratio was obtained,
typically 1000 pulses. Transition frequencies were predicted based
on the sub-mm data; however, a 30 MHz search was necessary to
locate all the electric quadrupole hyperfine components. Because
of the orientation of the jet expansion relative to the cavity, all
spectral signals consist of two Doppler components, which are
averaged together to obtain the transition frequencies. The full-
widthhalf-maximumofeach line isabout5 kHzand theexperimen-
tal accuracy of the FTMW frequency measurements is estimated to
be ±1 kHz. (The frequency standard is a rubidium crystal.)

3. Results and analysis

The sub-mm rotational frequencies measured for HZnCl (X
1R+) are listed in Table 1. A total of ten transitions were recorded
for the main isotopologue, H64Zn35Cl, and between 4 and 9 tran-
sitions for the other six species (H64Zn37Cl, H66Zn35Cl, H66Zn37Cl,
H68Zn35Cl, H68Zn37Cl, and D64Zn35Cl). In addition, the four lowest
energy rotational transitions of H64Zn35Cl were measured with
the FTMW instrument, as shown in Table 2. These transitions
are split by quadrupole interactions of the 35Cl nucleus (I = 3/2).
Several hyperfine components were measured for each transition,
and are labeled by quantum number F. Ta
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Representative spectra of HZnCl are displayed in Figs. 1 and 2.
Fig. 1 shows the J = 50 49 transition of H66Zn37Cl near 467 GHz
and the J = 48 47 transition of H64Zn35Cl at 469 GHz, both ob-
served in natural isotopic abundance. Fig. 2 displays the F = 5/
2? 3/2 and F = 1/2? 3/2 hyperfine components of the J = 1? 0
transition of HZnCl near 9.8 GHz. There are frequency breaks in
both figures. Each hyperfine component in the FTMW data consists
of Doppler doublets, as mentioned, indicated on the spectrum.

The data were analyzed using the least squares fitting program
SPFIT [12] with a Hamiltonian consisting of molecular frame rota-
tion and nuclear quadrupole coupling. In the case of the main iso-
topologue analysis, the sub-mm and microwave data were
evaluated in a combined fit weighted by the estimated experimen-
tal uncertainties. The results of these analyses are given in Table 3.
As shown, rotational and centrifugal distortion constants were
determined for the seven species, as well as eQq for the 35Cl nu-
cleus of H64Zn35Cl.

The bond lengths for HZnCl were established using all isotopo-
logue data. The r0 bond lengths were calculated with a direct fit to

all seven moments of inertia. Using Kraitchman’s equations, an rs
structure was also determined. Since isotopic substitutions for
each atom in HZnCl were obtained, the rm

(2) structure could be cal-
culated, as well. The rm

(2) method corrects for zero-point vibrations
and is thought to be closest to the equilibrium structure [13]. The
resulting bond lengths are given in Table 4.

4. Discussion

This rotational study confirms the linear structure suggested by
Macrae et al. [8] and Yu et al. [9] and the 1R+ ground state of HZnCl.
This work has also resulted in improved B0 and D0 values, revising
those of Yu et al. It should be noted that these authors suggested
such measurements be undertaken because of their spectral con-
gestion and uncertainty in J assignments. In particular, the spectra
attributed to the (1 0 0) vibrational band of H64ZnCl, H66ZnCl, and
H64Zn37Cl actually are those of the ground vibrational state of
H66ZnCl, H68ZnCl, and H66Zn37Cl. Furthermore, it is likely that ZnCl
was present in the Yu et al. data and was mistaken for HZnCl. For
example, the ground vibrational state of H66Zn35Cl was reported to
have B0 = 4812 MHz, which agrees well with the B0 = 4811.8 MHz
of 68Zn35Cl [4]. Likewise, rotational constants of H64Zn35Cl and
H64Zn37Cl closely match those of 66Zn35Cl and 66Zn37Cl, respec-
tively [4,9]. Our data cannot verify assignments of the (1 0 0) state
of the H68Zn35Cl isotopologue or of the (2 0 0) vibrational state of
H64Zn35Cl.

Revised bond lengths have also been established for HZnCl. The
rm

(2) structure yields rZn–H = 1.5050(12) Å and rZn–Cl = 2.0829(15) Å.
These experimental values compare well with those derived from
the highest level of theory by Kerkines et al. [10]. These authors
calculated rZn–H = 1.499 Å and rZn–Cl = 2.079 Å. Yu et al. reported a
Zn–Cl bond distance in the range of 2.079–2.088 Å, in agreement
with our value. However, their Zn–H distance varied between
1.596 and 1.789 Å, considerably larger than that established here.
Using DFT calculations, however, Yu et al. obtained an rZn–H bond
length of 1.52 Å, which compares well with our value.

As shown in Table 4, addition of the H atom to ZnCl decreases
the Zn–Cl bond length by �0.050 Å, as also predicted by theory
[10]. The unpaired electron in ZnCl, a free radical, is thought to ex-
ist in a 12r antibonding orbital that is chiefly 4s in character, i.e.

Table 2
FTMW transition frequencies in MHz of HZnCl (X 1R+:v = 0).

J0 F0 ? J00 F00 m mobs–cala

1 0.5 0 1.5 9803.888 �0.003
1 1.5 0 1.5 9791.546 �0.001
1 2.5 0 1.5 9798.405 0.001
2 1.5 1 2.5 19 592.628 �0.003
2 0.5 1 0.5 19 593.999 0.000
2 2.5 1 1.5 19 594.589 0.002
2 3.5 1 2.5 19 594.589 0.001
2 1.5 1 1.5 19 599.486 �0.001
2 0.5 1 1.5 19 606.342 �0.001
3 3.5 2 3.5 29 384.301 �0.007
3 1.5 2 0.5 29 389.467 0.000
3 2.5 2 1.5 29 389.467 0.001
3 3.5 2 2.5 29 391.166 0.001
3 4.5 2 3.5 29 391.166 0.001
3 2.5 2 2.5 29 394.365 �0.001
3 1.5 2 1.5 29 396.320 �0.003
4 2.5 3 1.5 39 186.897 0.001
4 3.5 3 2.5 39 186.897 0.001
4 4.5 3 3.5 39 187.693 0.001
4 5.5 3 4.5 39 187.693 0.001

a From combined fit of sub-millimeter and FTMW data.

Fig. 1. Spectra of the J = 48 47 transition of the main isotopologue H64Zn35Cl near
469 GHz and J = 50 49 transition of H66Zn37Cl near 467 GHz, both in the ground
vibrational state (X 1R+), measured in natural abundance. There is a frequency
break in the figure. Each spectrum was obtained in a single, 110 MHz wide scan in
approximately 2 min, and then cropped to obtain the 30 MHz frequency range
shown.

F = 5/2

J = 1

3/2

0 F = 1/2 3/2

Fig. 2. Spectrum of the J = 1? 0 rotational transition of HZnCl, showing two of the
three 35Cl hyperfine lines arising from quadrupole interactions, labeled by the
quantum number F. The doublets shown on the figure are Doppler components
arising from the orientation of the supersonic beam with respect to the cavity axis.
There is a frequency break in the figure. Each spectrum is composed of data taken in
one 600 kHz scan, averaged over 1000 shots, and cropped to show the given
frequency range.
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spherically symmetric [4]. With the addition of the hydrogen atom,
4s4pz hybridized orbitals are created on the zinc atom which form
the H–Zn and Zn–Cl bonds [10]. The formation of the 4s4pz orbitals
results in the elongation of the electron density along the molecu-
lar axis (z). The unpaired electron density in ZnCl is altered from a
strictly spherical distribution about zinc to a more concentrated
location between the hydrogen and zinc atoms. Therefore, the
chlorine nucleus can move closer to the zinc atom as repulsion is
reduced between the Cl electron cloud and the Zn 4s electron.

Similar trends in bond lengths are seen in the cases of the closed
shell species HZnCH3 [7] and HZnCN [6], when compared to their
counterparts ZnCH3 [14] and ZnCN [1]. In each case, a decrease
in the zinc–ligand bond length of �0.05 Å occurs with the addition
of the hydrogen atom to the radical species (see Table 4). The un-
paired electron of zinc again must move to some form of hybrid-
ized orbital, enabling the ligand to more closely approach the
metal atom.

The electric quadrupole constant, eQq, provides information
concerning the magnitude of the electron field gradient across,
in this case, the chlorine nucleus [15]. For atomic chlorine, eQq
has been previously determined to be �109.74 MHz [16] and is
a measure of the atom’s valence state 3s23p5 [16]. In the simplest
interpretation, a covalently-bonded molecule will maintain this
valence state and therefore have an eQq value similar to that of
atomic chlorine [15–18]. In fact, molecules with covalent bonding
have eQq values of �80 MHz for the 35Cl nucleus, on average
[15,17]. A good example is ClCN with its respective quadrupole
coupling constant of �83.2 MHz [17]. For comparison, a known
ionic molecule, NaCl, is reported to have an eQq value of less than
1 MHz [17].

For HZnCl, eQq was found to be �27.249 MHz, significantly
smaller than the canonical values of ��80 MHz. This difference
suggests that the species is primarily ionic in nature. Using the
Townes and Dailey approximation, the fraction of ionic character
x in this molecule can be estimated from the following equation
[15–17]:

eQqðHZnClÞ
eQqðClÞ ¼ ð1� xÞ ð1Þ

The quantity of x in this case was found to be �0.75, indeed indicat-
ing that the zinc bond to chlorine is about 75% ionic in nature.

A comparison with HCl can also give insight into the effect of
zinc insertion for a given bond. HCl has a quadrupole coupling con-
stant of eQq = �67.61881(15) MHz [19], a value 2.5 times greater
in magnitude than that of HZnCl. Clearly, the insertion of zinc in-
creases the ionic character of the molecule. It would be useful to
compare these values with eQq of ZnCl, as well. However, the
35Cl quadrupole constant of ZnCl has yet to be measured
experimentally.

5. Conclusions

The pure rotational spectrum of HZnCl has been measured using
a combination of sub-millimeter and FTMW techniques. These data
have enabled a better determination of the structure and bonding
characteristics of HZnCl. The zinc–chlorine bond length was found
to shorten relative to ZnCl, likely from the transfer of the unpaired
electron on zinc from a spherically symmetric antibonding orbital
into a 4s4pz hybridized bonding orbital, reducing electron repul-
sion between the two atoms. This stabilization occurs as well in
similar zinc species. However, HZnCl still remains primarily an io-
nic molecule, as indicated by its quadrupole coupling constant. A
mixture of ionic and covalent bonding is apparently important
for this metal halide species.
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Abstract 

 The pure rotational spectrum of  monomeric ZnOH in its 2A' ground state has 

been measured for the first time using high-resolution, gas-phase spectroscopic 

techniques.  The molecule was synthesized from the reaction of zinc vapor, produced in a 

Broida-type oven, with water under DC discharge conditions.  Several rotational 

transitions were measured over the frequency range 282-482 GHz.  Additional 

measurements were made using Fourier-transform microwave (FTMW) methods in order 

to determine the proton hyperfine structure.  An asymmetric top spectroscopic pattern 

was observed, clearly shows that this molecule has Cs symmetry as predicted from 

previous theoretical calculations.  The bent geometry is a strong indicator of covalent 

character, although there is also some evidence for ionic contributions to the bonding, as 

well.  Rotational, spin-rotation, and hyperfine constants were determined.  Isotopic 

substitutions of zinc and hydrogen allowed for the determination of two structures, r0 and 

rm
(1). 
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Introduction 

 To date, several measurements have been made of the gas-phase spectra of alkali 

and alkaline earth monohydroxide species.  These species exhibit linear or quasilinear 

structures, depending on whether the metal-oxygen bond is highly ionic (linear) or ionic 

with some covalent character (quasilinear).  Group 13 metals tend to form covalent bonds 

with oxygen, exhibiting bent or quasilinear (in this case, the bond is mainly covalent with 

some ionic character) geometries.  The simplest monohydroxide species, H2O, is bent 

with a bond angle ~104º, indicating mostly covalent bonding.  Transition-metal 

monohydroxides, however, have not been well characterized; only YOH, AgOH, and 

CuOH have been studied in any detail, and many unanswered questions about bonding in 

metal monohydroxides remain.  The electronic spectrum of YOH clearly shows the 

pattern of a linear molecule (Adam 1999).  In contrast, both CuOH and AgOH are bent 

(Whitham 1999).  This would seem to indicate that significant changes in bonding (ionic 

vs. covalent) occur as one moves across the periodic table.  Further studies of transition 

metal monohydroxides, therefore, can provide valuable insight into the nature of bonding 

between metals and the hydroxide ligand. 

 Characterization of 3d MOH species has been fairly limited.  In 2001, Trachtman 

et al. (2001) performed ab initio calculations on several metal monohydroxide species at 

the MP2 and CCSD levels and determined bond lengths and a bond angles.  Magnusson 

and Moriarty (1996) examined binding energies of both singly and doubly charged 

transition metals with different ligands, finding that the binding energy of late transition 

metals (Fe-Zn) with OH- drops relative to H2O.  They suggest that the hydroxide ligand is 

bound further within the 4s orbital of the metal ion than the aqua ligand would be, 

resulting in less shielding from the nucleus and allowing for the formation of a stronger 

bond, an important factor in biochemical reactions.  Moreover, MOH species have Cs 

symmetry, so the energy surface can be minimized by changes in bond angles.  

 Metal monohydroxide species have also been studied in the solid-phase, usually 

by the reaction of metals or metal ions with water in an argon matrix.  Metal 

monohydroxides are produced from these reactions, but the main product is the HMOH 
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insertion product (Kauffman 1985a, Kauffman 1985b), although M(OH)2 adducts have 

also been observed (Wang 2006).  Interestingly, CuOH and ZnOH were also seen in 

matrices upon photolysis (Kauffman 1985; Wang 2005), despite having unfavorable 

heats of formation (Kauffman 1985a). 

 One of the most interesting 3d monohydroxide species is ZnOH.  In biological 

systems, the ZnOH unit is an important part of a number of enzymes and proteins (Maret 

2009; Christianson 1999).  For example, in the enzyme carbonic anhydrase, a L3ZnOH 

(L=ligand) unit is hydrogen bonded to the enzyme sheet.  When CO2 interacts with the 

Zn-O bond, carbonic acid and bicarbonate are formed, allowing for transport of CO2 

through the cell.  The ubiquity of zinc in biological compounds has also led to several 

investigations into the coordination chemistry of molecules containing the ZnOH moiety.  

Rombach and coworkers have shown that the L3Zn-OH bond can be hydrolyzed 

relatively easily and, in a later study, that heterocumulenes can be inserted into the Zn-

OH bond (rombach 1999, 2002).  Other studies emphasize the nucleophilic nature of 

ZnOH units in enzymes, as well as the flexibility of their coordination spheres 

(Vahrenkamp 1999, Diaz 2000).  Enzyme-bound ZnOH units also seem to play a role in 

the regulation of pH balance of biological environments, likely a result of zinc’s redox 

inertness. 

 Despite the numerous studies of coordination chemistry surrounding the Zn-OH 

unit, there is a tendency to focus on the Zn-L interactions, bond lengths, and bond angles.  

However, properties of the Zn-OH monomer would seem important.  In proteins and 

enzymes, hydrogen bonds will form between the zinc-bonded hydroxide unit and other 

ligands or proteins.  Therefore, the Zn-O-H bond angle could also be important when 

considering the steric restraints for large groups and residues.  The properties of the Zn-O 

bond could also have effects on its activation and role in a variety of different types of 

reactions and systems. 

 Metal hydroxides also play a role in surface chemistry applications.  The 

formation of ZnOH on zeolite surfaces provides acidic sites where alkane activation and 

dehydrogenation reactions can occur (Valange 2002; Kolyagin 2006).  The interaction of 
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water with Zn/ZnO surfaces results in the formation of ZnOH that reacts with formic acid 

under atmospheric conditions, ultimately leading to the corrosion of zinc surfaces via 

ligand exchange (Hedberg 2010).   

 Presented here is the first measurement of the gas-phase pure rotational spectrum 

of ZnOH in its 2A′ ground state from millimeter/submillimeter-wave direct-absorption 

techniques, as well as Fourier transform microwave spectroscopy.  Rotational transitions 

of six isotopologues of the molecule (64ZnOH,66ZnOH, 68ZnOH, 64ZnOD, 66ZnOD, and 
68ZnOD) were recorded with Ka components up to Ka=4.  Hyperfine splittings due to the 

hydrogen nuclear spin (I=1/2) were resolved for 64ZnOH and 66ZnOH.  Spin-rotation 

splittings were observed for each Ka component.  The rotational, centrifugal distortion, 

spin-rotation, and hyperfine constants were determined by fitting the data to the S-

reduced asymmetric top Hamiltonian.  Additionally, the r0 and rm
(1) structures of ZnOH 

have been determined. 

 

Experimental Section 

 The rotational spectra of ZnOH and ZnOD were recorded using a Ziurys group 

mm/sub-mm direct-absorption spectrometer, described in detail elsewhere (Ziurys 1994).  

The system utilizes Gaussian-beam optics, including several lenses, a rooftop reflector, 

and a polarizing grid.  The radiation is produced by Gunn oscillators and Schottky diode 

multipliers and focused  through a double-pass water-cooled steel chamber containing a 

Broida-type oven before being directed  into a helium-cooled InSb hot-electron 

bolometer detector.  The radiation is modulated at 25 kHz and detected at 2f.  

 The ZnOH radical was synthesized by reacting zinc vapor with either H2O or 30% 

H2O2 in the presence of a 250 mA DC discharge.  Metal vapor was produced by melting 

zinc pieces (99.9%,  Aldrich) in an alumina crucible using a Broida-type oven.  

Production was maximized when roughly 2-3 mTorr of H2O was added over the top of 

the oven, while  argon carrier gas was introduced through the bottom.  Because zinc has a 

tendency to coat the optics, attenuating the signal, argon gas was also flowed over the 

lenses at both ends of the chamber.  Altogether, the pressure in the cell due to argon was 
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approximately 15 mTorr.   Production of ZnOD was achieved by replacing H2O with 

D2O (99.9% D, Cambridge Isotope Laboratories). 

 Precise transition frequencies were determined by fitting Gaussians curves to line 

profiles obtained from averaging an equal number of scans in increasing and decreasing 

frequency, each of which had a 5 MHz scan width.  For weaker features, up to twelve 

scan pairs were needed in order to obtain sufficient signal to noise.  Typical line widths 

ranged from around 0.6-1.5 MHz over the frequency range 200-482 GHz for unblended 

features.  The instrumental accuracy is estimated to be ±50 kHz. 

 The hydrogen hyperfine structure for two isotopologues, 64ZnOH and 66ZnOH, 

was measured using the Fourier-transform microwave spectrometer of the Ziurys’ group.  

The instrument is a Balle-Flygare type narrow-band spectrometer consisting of a vacuum 

chamber with an unloaded pressure  ~10-8 Torr maintained by a cryopump.  The vacuum 

chamber is a Fabry-Perot type cavity with two spherical aluminum mirrors in a near 

cofocal arrangement, and antennas embedded in both mirrors for injecting and detecting 

radiation.  The ZnOH radical was synthesized by the reaction of atomic zinc and 

hydroxyl radicals in a supersonic jet.  The hydroxyl radicals were produced from a 0.5% 

methanol in argon mixture, while the atomic zinc originated from the laser ablation of a 

zinc rod (100 mJ/5 ns pulse from a 532 nm Surelite I-10 Nd:YAG laser).  These 

precursors were  introduced at a 45 psi (absolute) stagnation pressure by a pulsed-valve 

nozzle (General Valve, 0.8 mm nozzle orifice) aligned 40º relative to the mirror axis into 

the chamber; the nozzle was equipped with a laser ablation attachment, and two copper 

ring electrodes that functioned as a pulsed dc discharge source.  A repetition rate of 10 

Hz was set for this experiment to match the laser pulse frequency.  The gas pulse duration 

was set to 550 µs and created a 40-60 sccm mass flow at this back pressure.  The ZnOH 

signal was maximized at a discharge voltage of 1100 V at 50 mA.  Several nozzle pulses, 

or “shots,” were necessary to achieve adequate signal-to-noise for a scan of 600 kHz.  For 
64ZnOH, 250 shots were needed for a sufficient signal-to-noise ratio, while 66ZnOH 

required 500 shots.  The signals were recorded in the time-domain before being fast 

Fourier transformed to create spectra with a 2 kHz resolution.  Each transition appears as 
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Doppler doublets with a FWHM of 5 kHz per feature, and the rest frequencies are simply 

taken as the average of the two Doppler components. 

 

Results and Analysis 

 The predicted ground state of this molecule was 2A', indicating a bent structure 

with Cs symmetry.  Thus, a spectral pattern characteristic of an near-prolate asymmetric 

top, with each line split into spin-rotation doublets, was expected.  A molecule is 

described as an asymmetric top if it has three unequal moments of inertia, IA < IB < IC, 

and breaks the K degeneracy of a symmetric top in the prolate or oblate limits, leading to 

a splitting of energy levels.  The rotational transitions are labeled by the quantum 

numbers N, Ka, and Kc.  N is the angular momentum of the molecule, excluding spin, and 

Ka and Kc are the projections of N on the molecular axis in the respective prolate and 

oblate limits; however, in an asymmetric top they are not good quantum numbers and are 

only used to label energy levels.  The spin-rotation doublets are labeled by the quantum 

number J, where J = N + S.  The dipole moment of ZnOH falls on the a-axis, so only a-

type transitions, with the selection rules ∆Ka = 0 and ∆Kc = ±1, were observed.   

 As no previous spectroscopic data existed for ZnOH, a range of approximately 70 

GHz (~6B) was initially scanned continuously.  Across this frequency span, several 

clumps of lines consisting of doublets split by ~185-200 MHz were observed.  The 

presence of these doublets suggested an open-shell molecule with a single unpaired 

electron.  Because these clumps seemed to be harmonically related (B~11 GHz), and 

ZnOH was expected to have a doublet ground state, they were attributed to ZnOH. 

 A closer look at a single clump revealed three distinct groups of lines.  The 

relative frequency spacing of these groups was similar to the characteristic zinc isotope 

spacing observed in other zinc-containing molecules.  Thus, these groups were identified 

as 64ZnOH, 66ZnOH, and 68ZnOH.  Within each isotopologue, the pattern for a-type 

transitions of a near-prolate asymmetric rotor could then be identified.  The Ka=0, 2, 3 

and 4 asymmetry components were identified first.  The Ka=1 asymmetry components 

were more difficult to locate and assign, as they were typically blended into the patterns 
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of other isotopologues.  The observed spin-rotation splitting also played a role in the 

assignment of asymmetry components because the smallest spin-rotation splitting was 

seen in the Ka=0, and increased for higher Ka.  No b-type transitions were identified.  The 

spectrum of ZnOD was assigned in a similar manner. 

 In total, 436 and 405 line frequencies were measured for ZnOH and ZnOD, 

respectively.  A subset is shown in Table 1.  (The complete data set is available 

electronically.  For each isotopologue, eight rotational transitions were recorded over the 

frequency range 200-482 GHz for the asymmetry components Ka=0-4.  Asymmetry 

doubling was collapsed for all components except Ka=0,1, and 2; however, at higher N, 

the Ka=3 lines of ZnOD appeared broader than expected, indicating that doubling is 

present at higher frequencies than were measured.  Each ZnOH and ZnOD transition was 

additionally split by 185-200 or 173-200 MHz, respectively, due to spin-rotation 

interactions.  Some additional lines, attributed to perturbed Ka=5 components of 66ZnOD 

and 68ZnOD, were also measured.  Extensive signal averaging did not reveal the Ka=5 

components for any other isotopologues, suggesting larger perturbations, likely caused by 

vibration-rotation interactions.  Blended lines and perturbed components were not 

included in the fit. 

 A representative spectra of a section of the N=20-21 transition of 68ZnOH near 

458 GHz is shown in Fig. 1.  Spin-rotation doublets are indicated by brackets.  The Ka=2 

component shows asymmetry doubling, as well as the spin-rotation splitting.  The Ka=0 

spin-rotation doublet is also visible in this spectra. 

 Fig. 2 shows a section of the N=18-19 transition of 64ZnOD near 388 GHz.  Spin-

rotation doublets arising from the Ka=0, 2, and 3 components are indicated by brackets.  

The Ka=2 asymmetry component is clearly split into doublets, while all other components 

shown here are collapsed.  Although one Ka=4 spin-rotation line is visible in this spectra, 

its pair is lower in frequency, outside of the range shown here.  A spin-rotation line 

arising from the Ka=1 component of 66ZnOD is also shown; the other half of this spin-

rotation doublet, as well as the other asymmetry doublet, are located at higher frequencies 

outside of this range.  Asterisks mark lines not due to ZnOH or ZnOD.   
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 Hyperfine components arising from the hydrogen nucleus (I = 1/2) were recorded 

for 64ZnOH and 66ZnOH in the N=1-0 transition near 22 GHz.  The frequencies of these 

transitions were initially predicted based on the fit of the sub-mm data, and scanning over 

several MHz in that vicinity revealed five lines due to 64ZnOH and three lines from 
66ZnOH.  The frequencies measured are listed in Table 2 and sample spectra is shown in 

Fig. 3. 

 The data for ZnOH and ZnOD were analyzed using Watson’s S-reduced 

Hamiltonian, which was incorporated into Pickett’s nonlinear least-squares code, SPFIT.  

The effective Hamiltonian included terms for molecular frame rotation, centrifugal 

distortion, spin-rotation, and magnetic hyperfine interactions: 

 

Heff = Hrot + Hcd + Hsr + Hmhf(H)                                          (1) 

 For ZnOH, ten rotational parameters, including two sixth order terms (HKN and 

h3), as well as one eight order term (LKKN) and a tenth order correction (PKN), were 

needed to fit the data.  In contrast, only nine rotational constants, up to the sixth order 

(HKN and h3), were necessary for ZnOD.  While it is not unusual to use higher order 

corrections for asymmetric rotors, it is odd that the sixth order term HNK could not be 

constrained and had to be left out of the fit. 

 In addition to the rotational terms, ZnOH required four spin-rotation corrections, 

while ZnOD needed five.  Both molecules included the diagonal terms εaa, εbb, and εcc, as 

well as the centrifugal distortion correction to spin-rotation, DN
S.  Although the off-

diagonal element of the 3×3 spin-rotation tensor , (εab+εba)/2, was not needed to fit 

ZnOD, its inclusion improved the fit slightly.  Curiously, this off-diagonal term could not 

be determined for ZnOH.  The spectroscopic constants are presented in Table 4. 

 For the two most abundant isotopologues of ZnOH, two hyperfine parameters, the 

Fermi contact term, aF, and the dipolar term, Taa, could be determined.  To initially fit 

these parameters, the rotational and spin-rotation constants from the sub-mm data were 

held constant, while aF and Taa were set to values predicted from ab initio calculations 

and allowed to float.  In the final, combined fit, the parameters were weighted according 
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to their experimental uncertainties and all terms were floated.  The hyperfine constants 

are listed in Table 4. 

 

Discussion 

 From this work, it is clear that ZnOH has a bent geometry, consistent with 

theoretical predictions and electronegativity arguments.  A fit to 18 moments of inertia 

from the isotopic substitutions using the least-squares routine, STRFIT, resulted in the 

determination of two structures, r0 and rm
(1) (Watson 1999), which are listed in Table 5; 

however, the rm
(1) structure is thought to be more accurate because it corrects for some 

zero-point energy while the r0 structure does not.  The rm
(1) Zn-O and O-H bond lengths 

are 1.79451(96) and 0.9669(27) Å, respectively.  These values are close to the 

calculations by Trachtman et al. (2001), who predicted Zn-O and O-H bond lengths of 

1.817 and 0.962 Å, respectively.  The Zn-O-H bond angles were also similar: 114.2° vs. 

114.9° for this work and Tractman et al., respectively.  

 It is also interesting to compare the structure of ZnOH to similar molecules, as 

shown in Table 3.  The most fundamental hydroxide species, HOH, has a bond angle of  

~104°, about 10° smaller than in ZnOH and ~6° smaller than in CuOH.  Earlier 3d metals 

(Ti-Ni) are predicted to have bond angles ranging from ~116 - 155° (Trachtman 2001).  

The opening of the bond compared to water could be a result of steric hindrance caused 

by adding a larger atom.  ScOH, however, is expected to be linear, like its 4d analogue 

YOH, indicating primarily ionic bonding between the metal and the hydroxide ligand.  

Thus, the larger bond angles of the 3d metal hydroxides relative to water could also be an 

indication of a greater degree of ionic character, leading to a more linear or quasilinear 

structure when compared to the covalent bonding scheme of water.   

 Also noteworthy is a comparison of bond lengths.  The M-O bond lengths in 

CuOH and ZnOH increase slightly relative to their respective metal oxide species.  The 

lengthening of the M-O bond allows the bond angle to readjust in order to minimize 

electrostatic repulsion between the positive charges on the metal and H, leading to greater 

covalent stabilization (Whitham 2000).  However, the O-H bond lengths remain almost 
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identical to that of the hydroxide anion, differing by <0.001 Å.  Because the O-H bond 

lengths do not change significantly upon addition of a metal, it is clear that there is a 

significant amount of ionic character present (i.e. M+OH-) (Whitham 2000).  Scaling the 

spin-rotation constants to the rotational constants: 
γ
B

≈
1
2

ε bb

B
+

ε cc

C
⎛ 
⎝ 
⎜ 

⎞ 
                                                          (2) 

⎠ 
⎟

where the left and right sides of the expression pertain to linear and asymmetric 

molecules, respectively, also provides some insight into the ionic character of the bond.  

A comparison this ratio for ZnOH (0.017) is similar to that of the ionic species ZnF 

(0.014) (Flory 2006).  In contrast, ZnH is more covalent with a ratio of 0.038 (Goto 

1995).  The ionic contribution to ZnOH bonding is offset, however, by strong sd 

hybridization from the mixing of the 4s and 3dz
2 orbitals (Trachtman 2001), as well as 

some charge transfer from OH- to Zn, making the bond primarily covalent, and thus, 

leading to a bent geometry. 

 The location of the unpaired electron could also be determined by analysis of the 

spin-rotation and hyperfine parameters.  Curl's formula was used to determine the g-

tensor from the spin-rotation constants according to: 

gαα = ge −
εαα

2 Bα

                                                             (3) 

where α is a molecule-fixed axis, Bα its respective rotational constant, and ge is the 

electron g-factor, 2.00232.  Deviation of the g-tensor elements from the free electron 

value is an indication of greater anisotropy.  For ZnOH, gaa = 2.0024, which is close to 

ge, and shows that the unpaired electron is in a spherically symmetric orbital, most likely 

an a' orbital arising from th s atomic orbital on the zinc.  Along the other molecular axes, 

gbb and gcc (1.9938 and 1.9937, respectively), differ significantly from the free electron 

value.  This is likely due to second-order spin-orbit contributions to the spin-rotation 

interaction, and indicates that the unpaired electron has at least some p-type character 

from the mixing of the unoccupied px and py orbitals with the molecular orbitals.  

 The hyperfine parameters describe the interaction between the electron spin and 

nuclear spin magnetic moments.  The Fermi contact term, aF, is a measure of the electron 
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density at the nucleus, and is affected by two factors: a positive direct contribution to the 

spin density, and a negative indirect contribution caused by spin polarization.  For ZnOH, 

the aF(H) is small and negative, aF = -4.138 MHz, indicating that spin polarization is the 

dominant effect, not surprising because of the distance of the unpaired electron from the 

proton nucleus. 

 

Conclusions 

This is the first characterization of monomeric ZnOH in the gas-phase.  The spectra 

clearly show that ZnOH has a bent geometry with a similar bond angle to water, 

suggesting primarily covalent bonding between the metal atom and the hydroxide ligand.  

From comparison to alkali and alkaline earth metal hydroxide species, it would appear 

that covalent character increases across the periodic table; however, more 3d metal 

hydroxide species need to be measured in order to fully understand these bonding trends.   
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 Table 1.  Selected Rotational Transition Frequencies of ZnOH (X2A') in MHz. 

         64ZnOH 66ZnOH 68ZnOH 64ZnOD 

N"         Ka" Kc" J" → N' Ka' Kc' J' νobs νobs-calc νobs νobs-calc νobs νobs-calc νobs νobs-calc

13 0 13 12.5  14 0 14 13.5 309 606.409 0.128 307 663.441 0.116 305 832.698 0.128 286 179.061 0.076 

13                 

                 

                 

                 

                 

                 

0 13 13.5 14 0 14 14.5 309 795.969 -0.148 307 851.807 -0.144 306 020.016 -0.123 286 354.814 -0.011

13 1 13 12.5  14 1 14 13.5 308 218.586 0.074 306 292.603 0.085 304 477.850 0.101 284 179.595 0.062 

13 1 13 13.5 14 1 14 14.5 308 409.802 -0.054 306 482.660 -0.036 304 666.769 -0.059 284 356.262 -0.038

13 1 12 12.5  14 1 13 13.5 310 900.834 0.108 308 941.403 0.084 307 095.260 0.117 288 248.692 0.068 

13 1 12 13.5  14 1 13 14.5 311 091.858 -0.052 309 131.247 0.021 307 283.957 -0.078 288 425.774 -0.030 

13 2 12 12.5 14 2 13 13.5 309 391.638 -0.033 307 450.571 -0.096 305 621.704 -0.030 286 160.524 -0.117

13 2 12 13.5  14 2 13 14.5 309 587.287 0.064 307 645.035 0.068 305 815.016 0.042 286 340.890 -0.072 

13 2 11 12.5  14 2 12 13.5 309 407.845 -0.050 307 466.387 -0.103 305 637.157 <0.000 286 232.733 -0.106 

13 2 11 13.5  14 2 12 14.5 309 603.516 0.071 307 660.819 0.034 305 830.474 0.080 286 413.101 -0.083 

13 3 11 12.5 14 3 12 13.5 309 134.334 -0.100 307 195.796 -0.189 305 369.302 -0.060 286 082.675 -0.008

13 3 11 13.5  14 3 12 14.5 309 337.221 0.092 307 397.470 0.095 305 569.795 0.109 286 268.663 0.070 

13 3 10 12.5 14 3 11 13.5 309 134.334 -0.116 307 195.796 -0.205 305 369.302 -0.075 286 082.675 -0.008

13 3 10 13.5  14 3 11 14.5 309 337.221 0.076 307 397.470 0.080 305 569.795 0.094 286 268.663 0.069 

13 4 10 12.5  14 4 11 13.5 308 798.154 0.779 306 863.067 0.034 305 039.476 -0.140 285 944.768 0.030 

13 4 10 13.5 14 4 11 14.5 309 010.628 -0.131 307 074.256 -0.083 305 249.742 -0.106 286 138.450 -0.006

13 4 9 12.5  14 4 10 13.5 308 798.154 0.078 306 863.067 0.034 305 039.476 -0.140 285 944.768 0.031 

13 4 9 13.5  14 4 10 14.5 309 010.628 -0.131 307 074.256 -0.083 305 249.742 -0.106 286 138.450 -0.005 
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Table 2.  Microwave Frequencies of ZnOH (X2A') in MHz. 

           64ZnOH 66ZnOH 
N" Ka"   ' ' ' 'Kc" J" F" ← N' Ka Kc J F νobs νobs-calc νobs νobs-calc
0       0 1 0.5 0 1 0 0 0.5 1 21 942.798 -0.013   
0            
            

            

0 1 0.5 1 1 0 0 0.5 1 21 946.954 -0.013
0 0 1 0.5 0 1 0 0 1.5 1 22 228.916 -0.039 22 089.313 0.001
0 0 1 0.5 1  1 0 0 1.5 2 22 229.773 0.003 22 090.169 0.002 
0 0 1 0.5 1 1 0 0 1.5 1 22 233.081 -0.013 22 093.480 0.001
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Table 3.  Spectroscopic Constants for Different Isotopologues of ZnOH (X2A').a

parameters 64ZnOH 66ZnOH 68ZnOH 64ZnOD 66ZnOD 68ZnOD 
A 745 084(1800) 741 379(2200) 739 732(3100) 402 650(170) 402 786(180) 402 701(190) 
B 11 163.4978(51) 11 092.7980(59) 11 026.1877(70) 10 377.2378(54) 10 308.7026(55) 10 244.1327(55) 
C 10 971.5173(51) 

 
10 903.2217(55) 

 
10 838.8526(69) 

 
10 085.8528(54) 

 
10 021.0893(55) 

 
9 960.0452(54) 

DN 0.0156697(17)
 

0.0154776(18)
 

0.0152896(25)
 

0.0130081(22) 0.0128432(22) 0.0126858(22) 
   

 

   
 

   

    
      
      

   

       
      

DNK 2.1269(28) 2.1126(34) 2.0922(40) 0.70813(47) 0.69779(46) 0.68809(44)
d1 -2.541(36) × 10-4 -2.454(35) × 10-4 -2.449(54) × 10-4 -4.4498(45) × 10-4 -4.391(46) × 10-4 -4.309(46) × 10-4

d2 -3.99(23) × 10-5 -4.27(26) × 10-5 -4.46(36) × 10-5 -6. 30(21) × 10-5 -5.75(22) × 10-5 -5.96(22) × 10-5

HKN 0.03055(92)
 

 0.03237(10)
 

 0.0319(12)
 

 0.001907(26) 0.001878(25) 0.001850(24)
h3 -3.60(74) × 10 -3.50(74) × 10-8 -8 -3.34(42) × 10-8

LKKN -0.00106(10) -0.00127(11) -0.00123(12)    
PKN 2.25(35) × 10-5  

 
2.92(36) × 10-5 2.80(41) × 10-5  

 
   

εaa -86.86(57) -86.06(74) -87.11(75) -40.81(72) -40.47(73) -40.93(74)
εbb 189.89(10) 188.54(10) 187.63(12) 176.42(12) 175.32(12) 174.22(12)
εcc 190.21(10)

 
189.08(10)
 

188.00(12)
 

175.62(12) 174.47(13) 173.37(12)
(εab+εba)/2 14.2(2.3) 15.4(2.7) 14.1(3.4)
DN

S -1.01(59) × 10-6  -8.52(58) × 10-7 -1.30(13) × 10-6 -8.4(1.2) × 10-7 -8.8(1.2) × 10-7 -7.8(1.1) × 10-7

aF (H) -4.138(19) -4.167(21)     
Taa (H) 6.264(48) 5.92 (21)
∆0 (amu Å2) 0.1107 0.1107 0.1090 0.1519 0.1524 0.1521
rms of fit 0.106 0.112 0.113 0.073 0.102 0.085 
a In MHz unless otherwise noted.  Errors are 3σ. 
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Table 4.  Structures for ZnOH and similar molecules. 
 rMO (Å) rOH (Å) ∠MOH (°) method  ref

ZnOH    1.80925(96) 0.9644(66) 114.1(5) r0
a this work 

 1.79451(96)   
      

  
    
    

   
  

   

0.9669(27) 114.2(2) rm
(1)a,b this work 

1.817 0.962
 

114.9
 

MP2 Trachtman 2001
ZnO 1.7047(2) re

 a Zack 2009 
CuOH 1.77182(3) 0.9646(3) 110.12(30) rz Whitham 2000 
AgOH 2.01849(4) 0.9639(1) 107.81(2)

 
rz Whitham 2000 

YOH 1.94861(38)
 

0.9206(34) 180.0 r0
 a Adam 1999 

OH- 0.964317(22) re
c Rosenbaum 1986 

HOH 0.957848(16) 104.5424(46) re
d Jensen 1994 

a 3σ error. b Watson's parameters are: ca = -0.46(9), cb = 0.10(7), cc = 0.11(7). c 2σ error. d 1σ error.
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Figure 1.  A section of the N = 20 - 21 transition of 68ZnOH near 458 GHz.  Spin-

rotation doublets are labeled as N"Ka,Kc → N'Ka,Kc and indicated by brackets.  The spectra 

is a composite of five 100 MHz scans, each acquired in ~60 s.
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Figure 2.  A section of the N = 18 - 19 transition of 64ZnOD near 388 GHz.  Spin-

rotation doublets are indicated by brackets.  The doublets are labeled as N"Ka,Kc → N'Ka,Kc 

or N"Ka, Kc.  Also present in the spectrum is one of the Ka = 0 asymmetry components of 
66ZnOD.  Unassigned lines are marked by asterisks.The spectra is a composite of five 100 

MHz scans, each acquired in ~60 s.
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Figure 3.  A section of the N = 1 - 0 transition of 64ZnOH measured with the FTMW 

spectrometer.  Two hyperfine components, labeled with the quantum number F, are 

shown.  Each line is split into Doppler doublets.  This spectra was obtained after 500 

shots. 
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ABSTRACT

The pure rotational spectrum of the lowest energy (anti-) conformer of ethylamine (CH3CH2NH2) has been mea-
sured in the frequency range of 10–270 GHz. The spectrum was recorded using both millimeter-wave absorption
spectroscopy and Fourier transformmicrowave (FTMW) techniques. Ten rotational transitions of this molecule were
recorded in the frequency range of 10–40 GHz using FTMWmethods, resulting in the assignment of 53 quadrupole-
resolved hyperfine lines; in the millimeter-wave region (48–270 GHz), nearly 600 transitions were assigned to the
ground (anti-) state. The amine group in CH3CH2NH2 undergoes inversion, resulting in a doubling that is frequently
small andmost apparent in the low-frequencyK-doubling transitions. In addition, seemingly random rotational levels
of this molecule were found to be significantly perturbed. The cause of these perturbations is presently uncertain, but
torsion-rotation interactions with the higher lying gauche conformers seem to be a likely explanation. An astronomical
search was conducted for ethylamine toward Sgr B2(N) using the Kitt Peak 12 m antenna and the Sub-Millimeter
Telescope (SMT) of the Arizona Radio Observatory. Frequencies of 70 favorable rotational transitions were observed
in this search, which covered the range 68–263 GHz. Ethylamine was not conclusively detected in Sgr B2(N), with
an upper limit to the column density of (1 8) ; 1013 cm�2 with f (CH3CH2NH2/H2) � (0:3 3) ; 10�11, assuming a
rotational temperature of 50–220 K. These observations indicate a gas-phase CH3CH2NH2/CH3NH2 ratio of<0.001–
0.01, in contrast to the nearly equal ratio suggested by the acid hydrolysis of cometary solids from the Stardust
mission.

Subject headinggs: astrobiology — astrochemistry — ISM: abundances — ISM: individual (Sagittarius B2) —
ISM: molecules — line: identification — methods: laboratory

Online material: machine-readable tables

1. INTRODUCTION

The connection between the chemical composition of dense
interstellar clouds and solar system bodies (i.e., comets and me-
teorites) is of primary interest for astrobiology. A variety of or-
ganic species have been detected in molecular clouds (Thaddeus
2006), including such possible prebiotic compounds as glycol-
aldehyde (Hollis et al. 2000; Halfen et al. 2006). An even wider
range of organic compounds has also been discovered in mete-
orites such as Murchison and Tagish Lake, among them sugars
and amino acids (Cooper et al. 2001; Pizzarello et al. 2001).Many
carbon-bearing molecules have been identified in the coma of
comets as well, including ethylene glycol (Bocklée-Morvan et al.
2004; Crovisier et al. 2004). Recently, in situ measurements of
Comet 81P/Wild 2, carried out by the Stardust mission, have
provided additional data on cometary composition (Sandford et al.
2006).

One of the interesting results from the Stardustmission was the
possible identification of methylamine (CH3NH2) and ethylamine
(CH3CH2NH2) in the aerogel collectors (Sandford et al. 2006;
Glavin &Dworkin 2007). These species had not been previously
identified in comets, and their possible presence is provocative.
Methylamine is a known interstellar molecule, and it has been
conclusively identified in Sgr B2 (Kaifu et al. 1974, 1975; Fourikis

et al. 1974; Turner 1991; Nummelin et al. 2000). Nummelin et al.
in fact found that CH3NH2 has a rather large fractional abun-
dance, relative to H2, of f � 3 ; 10�7 in Sgr B2(N). Given
such an abundance, ethylamine should be a good candidate for
detection in this source. However, astronomical searches for
CH3CH2NH2 (or EtNH2) have not been confidently conducted, be-
cause an accurate set of rest frequencies has not been available.
Surprisingly, few spectroscopic studies of ethylamine have

been carried out, probably because of the additional complexity
created as a result of three internal motions of the amine and
methyl groups. Because of these motions, there are several low-
energy conformers, as shown in Figure 1. The anti- (sometimes
called trans) configuration has Cs symmetry with the amine hy-
drogens straddling the C�C�N plane and directed away from
those on the methylene group. In the gauche I and gauche II con-
formers, the amine group is rotated by 120

�
such that one hydro-

gen lies 60� either to the right or left of the C�C�Nplane. In the
first high-resolution spectroscopic study of EtNH2, Fischer &
Botskor (1982, 1984) identified the anti conformer as being low-
est in energy. These authors measured 18 rotational transitions
of ethylamine in the 16–50 GHz range, using microwave direct
absorption methods, and resolved the nitrogen quadrupole cou-
pling. They also determined the dipole moments of this species
(�a ¼ 1:057 D and �b ¼ 0:764 D), as well as recorded numer-
ous transitions of the gauche conformers. They were able to de-
termine the rotational constants A, B, and C for anti-EtNH2, and
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the quadrupole coupling parameters. There have been no sub-
sequent gas-phase studies of EtNH2 since their work, although
more recently Durig et al. (2006) have carried out vibrational spec-
troscopy of this species in liquid krypton and/or xenon. Combined
with ab initio calculations, these authors established that the lowest
energy conformer is the anti structure, as suggested by Fischer &
Botskor (1982), with the gauche forms lying �54 cm�1 higher in
energy.

Here we present the first millimeter study of the lowest en-
ergy conformer of EtNH2 (anti form) in the frequency range 48–
271 GHz, coupling with Fourier transformmicrowave (FTMW)
measurements in the 10–40 GHz region. The spectrum of this
species was found to undergo some internal perturbations, par-
ticularly at higher J and K, likely due to mixing of low-lying
vibrational states. In addition, the spectra also exhibited a small
doubling due to the inversion of the amine group, which had not
been previously reported. These data have been subsequently
analyzed and used in an astronomical search for this molecule in
the Sgr B2(N) molecular cloud. Here we present our laboratory
measurements, analysis, and results of the astronomical study.

2. EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS

The microwave measurements of ethylamine were recorded
in the frequency range 10–40 GHz with a Balle-Flygare–type
FTMW spectrometer (Balle & Flygare 1981), recently built in

the Ziurys lab. A 0.25% sample of ethylamine in argonwas intro-
duced into the Fabry-Perot cavity at a 40

�
angle relative to the

cavity axis using a pulsed solenoid valve. Optimal signals were
achieved in an expansion using a 275.8 kPa (40 psia [pounds per
square inch absolute]) stagnation pressure behind a 0.8mmnozzle
orifice and a 10 Hz repetition rate with a total mass flow of about
50 standard cubic centimeters per minute (sccm). Time-domain
spectra were recorded using a digital oscilloscope at 0.5 �s in-
tervals and averaged until a sufficient signal-to-noise ratio was
achieved, typically 100–1000 shots. Taking Fourier transforms
of the averaged signals produced spectra with 2 kHz resolution.
Transitions of ethylamine were observed as Doppler doublets
with a full width at half-maximum (FWHM) of 5 kHz per fea-
ture at 16 GHz. The resultant Doppler components are similar to
those expected for a co-axial expansion owing to a highly diver-
gent molecular beam and a relatively small interaction region.
The rest frequencies are simply taken as the average of the two
Doppler peaks; this method reproduces the rest frequencies of
OCS and its isotopic species to an accuracy of 0.2 kHz or less.

The majority of the millimeter-wave measurements of ethyl-
aminewere conducted usingone of the Ziurys group direct absorp-
tion spectrometers (Ziurys et al. 1994). The instrument consists
of Gunn oscillator /Schottky diode multiplier radiation sources,
an absorption cell, and a liquid helium-cooled InSb detector.
Phase-sensitive detection is employed by FM modulation of the
radiation source and use of a lock-in amplifier. Approximately
6.6 Pa (50 mtorr) of pure ethylamine was used as the sample,
which produced an incredibly dense spectrum.A total of 180GHz
in the range of 68–271 GHz were scanned. Direct measurements
were made in each of the 3, 2, and 1 mm bands in order to facil-
itate astrophysical searches. Typical FWHM line widths were 500–
1000 kHz over this frequency range. Transition frequencies were
established by averaging scans taken in increasing and decreas-
ing frequency.

These newmeasurements were combinedwith those made pre-
viously at the Universität zu Köln. Two millimeter-wave syn-
thesizers, AM-MSP 1 and AM-MSP 2 (Analytik & Me�technik
GmbH, Chemnitz), together with silicon Schottky-barrier diode
detectors were used to measure selected transitions in the region
48–119GHz. Additional data were acquired in the 178–233 GHz
region, employing a phase-locked backward wave oscillator to-
gether with a liquid-helium–cooled InSb hot-electron bolometer.
This spectrometer used is a modified version of the Cologne
Terahertz Spectrometer (seeWinnewisser et al. 1994;Winnewisser
1995), whose stabilization unit has been described by Maiwald
et al. (2000). All measurements were made at room temperature
in �3 m long absorption cells at pressures of around 1 Pa. Se-
lected transitions of both anti and gauche conformerswere searched
for. As the current work is only concerned with the lowest energy
anti conformer, the data for the gauche conformers will be reported
elsewhere.

3. LABORATORY RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

The complexity of ethylamine rotational spectrum is best illus-
trated by recognizing that the molecule resembles methylamine;
from a group theoretical point of view, it is best to consider
CH2DNH2, as already pointed out by Fischer & Botskor (1982,
1984). The ethyl part of the molecule is very similar to ethanol
(Pearson et al. 1996). The NH2 groups of EtNH2 and CH2DNH2,
as well as the OH group of EtOH, can undergo large-amplitude
internal rotation yielding the anti, gauche I, and gauche II con-
formers. The NH2 groups of EtNH2 and CH2DNH2 can undergo
further large-amplitude motions, namely, inversion. Fischer &
Botskor (1984) as well as H. S. P. Müller (unpublished) noted

Fig. 1.—Three lowest energy conformers of ethylamine (Durig et al. 2006).
The anti (or trans) form lies lowest in energy (top) and is the subject of this study.
In this species, the two hydrogens of the amine group are both oriented toward
the methyl group. The other two structures are for the gauche ( I ) and gauche ( II )
forms, in which the one amine hydrogens points opposite to the methyl group. The
gauche structures are mirror images.
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that the inversion splitting of the gauche conformers is �1391
MHz, slightly larger than the energy difference of �1171 MHz
between the gauche+ and gauche� states. The energy difference
of the two inversion states of the anti conformer seems to be
zero. It is conceivable that the inversion in the anti conformer is
entirely due to torsion-rotation interaction, presumably with the
gauche states, as this splitting gets particularly large for tran-
sitions which exhibit the largest fit residuals. The CH3 group in
EtNH2 can also perform a large-amplitude internal rotation, as
found in EtOH, where it is only of order of 100 kHz or less
(Pearson et al. 1996 and references therein). There is no evidence
for such splitting in the rotational spectrum of anti-EtNH2.
(Splitting of�140 kHz has been seen in the 151;15 ! 142;13 tran-
sitions near 107 GHz between gauche+ and gauche� [H. S. P.
Müller, unpublished)].)

The rotational splitting of EtNH2 gets even more complicated,
because the quadrupole splitting caused by the 14N nucleus may
be resolved at low J. Actually, this quadrupole splitting proved
to be very useful for the unambiguous assignment of many
transitions. Further splitting of a few tens of kHz caused by the
nuclear spin–nuclear spin (I = I ) interactions of the various H
nuclei can also occur at the lowest quantum numbers.

It became clear early in the analysis that additional splittings
were indeed present in the EtNH2 spectrum not previously ob-
served by Fischer & Botskor (1982). These effects were dis-
covered in the process of fitting the quadrupole structure in the
microwave data. First of all, in certain transitions, particularly
the K-doubling (or Q-branch) lines, the expected set of five
quadrupole components repeated as a second weaker pattern,
approximately 300 kHz to higher frequency, resulting in a total
of 10 features. This doubled pattern can be attributed to inversion
motion, which effectively exchanges the two protons of the
amine group. An example of the inversion splitting is shown in
Figure 2, which displays the JKa;Kc¼ 20;2 ! 11;1 transition near
10 GHz. The hyperfine components are labeled with 0+ and 0� in
order to indicate the inversion doublet from which they arise.
The weaker set of lines is consistent with ortho-para statistics for
such an exchange, with intensities, relative to the stronger fea-
tures, of �1 : 3. Fischer & Botskor (1982) did not report any
such inversion splitting, probably because their experimental
resolution was not sufficiently high to separate it from the
quadrupole interactions, which are larger in magnitude (typically
�1 MHz). The inversion doubling, as well as quadrupole split-
tings, were also sometimes apparent in the millimeter data, as the
JKa;Kc ¼ 62;5 ! 61;6 transition near 80GHz illustrates (see Fig. 2).
In addition to the inversion and quadrupole splittings, some I = I
spin-spin interactions were observed in the microwave data, arising
from the three sets of equivalent protons in the molecule: the
three on the methyl rotor, two on the methylene carbon, and the
two of the amine group. This additional interaction caused most
of the hyperfine lines to split into two peaks, one roughly twice
as strong as the other, separated by about 30 kHz and thus small
compared to the other interactions (see Fig. 2). The splitting was
not sufficiently resolved to establish individual coupling con-
stants for each set of protons. Therefore, it was collapsed for the
analysis using an intensity-weighted average of the resolved
features. This interaction was not observed in the millimeter-
wave spectra, where both quadrupole and inversion splittings
were apparent in some lower frequency lines, as mentioned.

Table 1 lists transition frequencies recorded in the microwave
region, using the Arizona FTMW spectrometer. There were 53
fully resolved and 184 partially resolved transitions measured,
including several K-doubling transitions. As discussed, these
data have splittings due to quadrupole interactions, indicated by

quantum number F, and inversion doubling (0+, 0� labeling).
Also included in the table are millimeter-wave transitions where
hyperfine splittings were also resolved.
The room-temperature rotational spectrum of ethylamine at

millimeter wavelengths is extremely complicated owing to a large
population in each of its low-lying conformers and relatively large
dipole moments along their respective principle axes (anti: �a ¼
1:057 D and �b ¼ 0:764 D; gauche: �a ¼ 0:11 D, �b ¼ 0:65 D,
and�c ¼ 1:01D). Asmentioned, the gauche form lies�54 cm�1,
or 77 K, above the anti form, and should be appreciably populated
at room temperature. As shown in Figure 3, which displays part
of the J ¼ 9! 10 transition near 165 GHz, the millimeter-wave
spectrum possesses a very high line density of about 50 features
per 100 MHz. The strongest features are dominated by the anti
conformer in its ground state, as the simulated spectrum below
the data illustrate. This simulation was constructed using the
ground-state constants established in this work.
A total of 341 a-type and 196 b-type lines were assigned to the

ground state of the anti conformer of ethylamine from the milli-
meter data, which include transitions with J � 19. Assignments
were limited toKa � 11 for a-type transitions andKa � 4 for the

Fig. 2.—The 20;2 ! 11;1 and 62;5 ! 61;6 transitions of anti-ethylamine show-
ing the various interactions apparent in thismolecule. In the 20;2 ! 11;1 transition
(top), five hyperfine components are generated by nitrogen quadrupole inter-
actions, labeled by quantum number F, each of which are split into two features,
indicated by 0+ and 0�, due to the inversion motion of the amine group. The
quadrupole and inversion splittings are also visible, but not completely resolved,
in somemillimeter lines, as illustrated in the 62;5 ! 61;6 transition (bottom). This
inversion splitting had not been observed previously in ethylamine. The relative in-
tensities of the 0+ and 0� lines are consistent with ortho-para spin statistics for
proton exchange. An additional but quite small splitting is visible in the F ¼
1! 0(0�) and 1! 1(0�) lines in the microwave spectrum, arising from proton
spin-spin coupling. The microwave spectrum shown was constructed by extract-
ing the center 100 kHz from each of 20 individual scans. Each line consists of an
instrumental Doppler pair. The millimeter-wave data are a single 3 MHz scan.
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K-doublets. This molecule is extremely floppy, and hence fitting
high-energy K-components was difficult. A list of these transi-
tions is given in Table 2. As mentioned, inversion doubling was
observed in some of the K-doubled millimeter wave lines (see
Fig. 2), but most of the potential doublets were unresolved.

The microwave and millimeter-wave data were fit together as
a single data set using the fitting program, SPFIT by H.M. Pickett
(Pickett 1991).Watson’sA-reduced Hamiltonian (Watson&Durig

1977) was used in the analysis. The results of this fit are given in
Table 3. A total of 20 spectroscopic parameters, including distor-
tion terms no higher than sixth order, were used in the analysis,
along with the three terms (EK, E2, and EJK) to account for the
difference between the rotational constants of the two inversion
species (see Christen &Müller 2003). Quadrupole coupling con-
stants �aa and �bbwere also determined. The quadrupole param-
eters used in the fit reproduce the transition frequencies close to
the FTMWexperimental precision of 10–30 kHz. In some cases,
the quadrupole and the inversion splitting were impossible to
disentangle, because they were very similar in magnitude. The
rms of the fit is 357 kHz. Also listed in Table 3 are the spectro-
scopic parameters from Fischer & Botskor (1982; A, B, and C,
and quadrupole constants). These values are in excellent agree-
ment with those determined here. These new results will be added
to the Cologne Database for Molecular Spectroscopy.2

In several cases, significant localized perturbations prevented
the use of a number of lines in the analysis, even though it was
clear from the intensities that the assignments were correct. Sev-
eral local perturbations were identified, because transitions con-
nected to the same energy level had large residuals that were
equal in magnitude, but opposite in sign. Such perturbations oc-
cur in two levels in particular: 91,8 and 133,11. There also seems to
be significant perturbations inKa ¼ 4 levels for J ¼ 4 10. None
of these perturbations can be attributed to level crossings in the
anti conformer alone, but must be due to interactions with low-
lying conformers that possess an active inversion center and/or
methyl torsion. TheKa ¼ 4 asymmetry doublets of the J ¼ 4!
5 and 7! 8 transitions are shown in Figure 4, along with other
nearby lines (Ka ¼ 3, 5, 6, and 7). The predicted positions and
relative intensities of the ethylamine transitions are marked by
lines underneath the spectra. The predicted lines are based on the
constants given in Table 3. As the figure shows, while other Ka-
components are accurately predicted by the derived constants,
those with Ka ¼ 4 are not and are shifted by as much as 30 MHz
from their actual frequencies, shown by the arrows and dashed
lines underneath the spectra. These shifts are not due to centrifugal

TABLE 1

Assigned Rotational Hyperfine Transitions of Ethylamine in Its Ground State

J 0 K 0a K 0c 00 F 0 J} K 00a K 00c 0} F}

� a

(MHz)

�obs��calc
(MHz)

2 0 2 0 2 1 1 1 0 2 10058.153(5) 0.002

2 0 2 0 2 1 1 1 0 1 10058.202(5) 0.007

2 0 2 1 2 1 1 1 1 2 10058.435(5) �0.043
2 0 2 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 10058.492(5) �0.030
2 0 2 0 3 1 1 1 0 2 10058.697(5) 0.003

2 0 2 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 10058.946(5) 0.017

2 0 2 1 3 1 1 1 1 2 10058.992(5) �0.028
2 0 2 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 10059.061(5) 0.021

2 0 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 10059.224(5) �0.033
2 0 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10059.328(5) �0.037
16 2 14 1 17 16 1 15 1 17 77412.675(20) �0.152
16 2 14 1 15 16 1 15 1 15 77412.675(20) �0.134
16 2 14 1 16 16 1 15 1 16 77413.022(10) �0.098
16 2 14 0 15 16 1 15 0 15 77413.022(10) �0.235
16 2 14 0 17 16 1 15 0 17 77413.022(10) �0.253
16 2 14 0 16 16 1 15 0 16 77413.344(20) �0.226

Notes.—Table 1 is published in its entirety in the electronic edition of the Astrophysical Journal. A portion is shown here for
guidance regarding its form and content.

a Values in parentheses are measurement uncertainties in kilohertz.

Fig. 3.—Example of the millimeter-wave spectrum of anti-ethylamine near
165.75 GHz. The spectrum shows the J ¼ 10! 9 a-type manifold fromKa ¼ 9
( far left) to the lower of the twoKa ¼ 3 lines ( far right). The simulated spectrum
(bottom) was produced from the fitted rotational constants (Table 3), and the rel-
ative intensities were calculated assuming a gas temperature of 298 K. Although
this particular spectrum is dominated by the anti conformer, numerous smaller
signals are present arising from other populated states. The 350MHz experimental
spectrum (top) was constructed from individual 100 MHz scans, each taking
about 2 minutes to acquire. 2 See Web site at http://www.cdms.de.
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distortion; the Ka ¼ 5, 6, and 7 features are accurately predicted,
as also shown in the figure.

4. ASTRONOMICAL OBSERVATIONS

Sgr B2(N) is a dense cloud core that exhibits unique chemical
complexity. The spectrum of methylamine, for instance, is quite
intense in the Sgr B2(N) region, with many lines stronger than
1 K at 1 mm wavelength (Nummelin et al. 2000). Methylamine
was also tentatively detected inOrion-KL (Kaifu et al. 1974), but

the reported abundance was much lower. Therefore, Sgr B2(N)
probably holds the best chance for a successful detection of
ethylamine.
As part of a confusion-limited survey of the 1, 2, and 3 mm

spectrum of Sgr B2(N), a search for the most favorable transi-
tions of anti-ethylamine was conducted. In total, frequencies for
70 transitionswere observed in the frequency range of 68–263GHz

TABLE 2

Assigned Rotational Transitions of Ethylamine in Its Ground State

J 0 K 0a K 0c 0 0 J} K 00a K 00c 0}

� a

(MHz)

�obs��calc
(MHz)

3 1 3 0 2 1 2 0 48201.030(20) 0.185

3 1 3 1 2 1 2 1 48201.030(20) 0.177

3 0 3 0 2 0 2 0 49528.750(20) 0.024

3 0 3 1 2 0 2 1 49528.750(20) 0.030

3 2 2 1 2 2 1 1 49644.375(20) 0.229

3 2 2 0 2 2 1 0 49644.375(20) 0.247

3 2 1 1 2 2 0 1 49759.400(20) 0.098

3 2 1 0 2 2 0 0 49759.400(20) 0.121

15 2 13 0 14 3 12 0 163290.352(50) 0.827

15 2 13 1 14 3 12 1 163292.479(50) 0.617

10 2 9 0 9 1 8 0 214985.902(50) �0.811
10 2 9 1 9 1 8 1 214985.902(50) 0.154

6 3 4 1 5 2 3 1 216093.810(50) �0.696
6 3 4 0 5 2 3 0 216095.892(250) �0.146
6 3 3 1 5 2 4 1 217138.796(50) �0.569
6 3 3 0 5 2 4 0 217140.746(250) �0.102

Notes.—Table 2 is published in its entirety in the electronic edition of the Astrophysical Journal. A portion is
shown here for guidance regarding its form and content.

a Values in parentheses are measurement uncertainties in kilohertz.

TABLE 3

Rotational Parameters for the Global Fit of anti-Ethylamine

Value from

Parameter This Work Fischer & Botskor (1982)

A .................... 31758.06968(112) 31758.33(16)

B .................... 8749.288399(193) 8749.157(50)

C .................... 7798.948671(211) 7798.905(50)

DJ .................. 0.00773347(181)

DJK ................ �0.0280961(121)
DK.................. 0.199211(259)

�J ................... �0.00141553(40)
�K................... �0.006224(88)
HJ .................. �0.0828(46) ; 10�6

HJJK ............... 5.528(111) ; 10�6

HJKK............... �0.00002922(33)
HK.................. �0.0005897(168)
�JJ.................. �0.09897(167) ; 10�6

�JK ................. 0.000022057(314)

�KK ................ 0.0000372(37)

�aa ................. �1.65122(301) �1.620(35)
�bb ................. �0.1473(34) �0.135(60)
EK .................. 0.16626(76)

E2................... 0.003158(39)

EJK ................. �0.0004216(116)
rms............ 0.357

Notes.—All the values are in megahertz. The values in parentheses are 1 �
errors.

Fig. 4.—Representative data illustrating the random perturbations found in the
spectrum of ethylamine. The lines underneath each spectrum show the predicted
frequencies, based on the fit in Table 3, and relative intensities at 298 K. In the top
panel, the Ka ¼ 3 and 4 components of the J ¼ 4! 5 rotational transition are
displayed. While the two Ka ¼ 3 components appear as predicted, the Ka ¼ 4
line is shifted to higher frequency, indicated by the dashed line, because of per-
turbations. Similarly, in the J ¼ 7! 8 transition, the frequencies of Ka ¼ 3, 5, 6,
and 7 components are successfully reproduced, but the Ka ¼ 3 line is once again
shifted by over 30 MHz from the fit prediction.
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using the facilities of the Arizona Radio Observatory (ARO). The
observations at 2 and 3 mm wavelengths (68–175 GHz) were
conducted with the ARO 12 m telescope at Kitt Peak during the
period 2002 October to 2007 April. The earlier measurements
were carried out as a general line survey of this source, with new
data added more recently specifically targeted at EtNH2. The
receivers used were dual-channel cooled SIS mixers, operated in
single-sideband mode with at least 16 dB image rejection (typ-
ically, it was�20 dB). The back ends employedwere filter banks
with 500 and 1000 kHz resolution and an autocorrelator (MAC)
operated with either 390 or 781 kHz resolutionmodewith a band-
width of 600 MHz. All back ends were configured in parallel
mode to accommodate both receiver channels. The data collected
with the autocorrelator were resampled at 1 MHz resolution
using a standard cubic spline algorithm. The temperature scale,
T �R , was determined by the chopper-wheel method, corrected for
forward spillover losses. Conversion to radiation temperature TR
is then achieved by the relationship TR ¼ T �R /�c, where �c is the
corrected beam efficiency. Over the frequency range 68–175GHz,
the 12 m beam size ranges from about 9100 to 3500, and the beam
efficiency ranges from 0.95 to 0.65. The observations made be-
tween 210 and 263 GHz were conducted at the ARO Submilli-
meter Telescope (SMT) located on Mt. Graham during 2007
January–April. The receiver used consisted of dual-channel ALMA
Band 6 sideband-separating mixers (Lauria et al. 2006). Typical
image rejection of 20 dB was achieved with this receiver with
system temperatures as low as 150 K at 30� in good weather. The
back ends employed at the SMT were 1 MHz filter banks, op-
erated in parallel mode. The temperature scale at the SMT is T �A
and is converted to TR by dividing by the telescope efficiency of
�B ¼ 0:77. All observationswere conducted in position-switching
mode toward Sgr B2(N) (� ¼ 17h44m9:5s; � ¼ �28�2102000;
B1950.0) with an ‘‘off’’ position 300 west in azimuth. Two meth-
ods were used to monitor image contamination: (1) a 10 MHz
local oscillator shift and (2) direct observation of the image
sideband.

The results of the observations are presented in Table 4. In this
table, the log of the theoretical radiation temperature per unit col-
umn density for the observed transitions is listed for Trot ¼ 220 K
(col. [2]) and Trot ¼ 50 K (col. [3]). This quantity was computed
by rearrangement of the column density expression in the Rayleigh-
Jeans limit (TbgTTex),

I(T ) ¼ TR

Ntot

¼ 8	3�S�2e�El=kT

3k�V1=2Qrot

; ð1Þ

where TR is the radiation temperature of the transition, �V1/2 is
the line width (in units of velocity), � is the transition frequency,
S is the line strength, � is the dipole moment along the appro-
priate transition axis, in this case the a- or b-axis, El is the energy
above ground state for the lower level, Ntot is the total column
density, and Qrot is the rotational partition function at tempera-
ture T. The temperature range 50–220 K is characteristic of this
source for rotational excitation, as indicated in other studies (e.g.,
Nummelin et al. 1998, 2000). Noise levels (3�) of less than 20mK
were achieved for most of the frequencies covered; they typi-
cally lie in the range 3–45 mK. Also listed in Table 4 are the
observed radiation temperatures TR (col. [12]) or their equivalent
3 � noise levels. A ‘‘quality rating’’ for each of the observations
is additionally given in the table. There are five levels of quality:
(1) lines designated as ‘‘clean’’ appear to be free from significant
contamination and cannot be assigned to a different carrier; (2) the

‘‘resolved’’ designation indicates that the line is part of a complex
feature, but the center frequency and intensity can be determined;
(3) lines that are ‘‘blended’’ generally have no discernible central
frequency; (4) lines indicated as ‘‘limit’’ are those with no emis-
sion down to a given noise level of the spectrum; and (5) ‘‘con-
taminated’’ lines are those that add no statistical value because
they are completely dominated by other features. Also listed in
the table are the physical parameters �2S and the energy of the
lower level of the transition.

5. ASTRONOMICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Of the 72 transition frequencies observed in Sgr B2(N), five
of them are considered to be ‘‘clean,’’ with an additional four
‘‘resolved’’ (see Figs. 5a–5d ). Therefore, in the best case, about
13% of the spectral features are consistent with the presence of
ethylamine. The intensities of these features fall in the range
TR � 0:010 0:16 K. The number of coincidental matches is
completely expected. In fact, about 72% of the lines show some
emission at the frequencies of ethylamine. This percentage is
nearly identical to that found for hydroxyacetone (Apponi et al.
2006b) and ethyl methyl ether (Fuchs et al. 2005). However, as
explained in our recent study of hydroxyacetone (Apponi et al.
2006b), the frequencies that show no significant emission actu-
ally bear more weight than those that do, but only if their limits
are sufficiently low. In the case of ethylamine, 20 transitions were
found to have no significant emission down to rms noise levels of
15 mK, which is about 28% of the lines. Some of the negative
detections are shown in Figures 5e–5h. They are not consistent
with the clean features. For example, if the 101;10 ! 91;9 tran-
sition has been detected at a level of 160 mK (Fig. 5b), then the
92;7 ! 82;6 line should also be present. These transitions lie at
23.2 and 24.8 cm�1 above the ground state and have comparable
line strengths. Yet, no feature was observed for the 92;7 ! 82;6
transition to a limit of 21 mK (3 �). A similar situation exists for
the 52;3 ! 42;2 and 51;4 ! 41;3 pair. The data set as a whole sup-
ports the conclusion that ethylamine is simply not present at the
present sensitivity levels in Sgr B2(N).

In establishing a limit to the column density, two temperatures
were selected, 50 and 220 K. (A column density per each tran-
sition can also be directly extracted from Table 4 by dividing the
upper limit to the radiation temperature by the value of I repre-
sented in either col. [2] [220 K] or col. [3] [50 K]. These cal-
culations assume a line width of 8 km s�1.) The most sensitive
limit found in these observations corresponds to the 60;6 ! 50;5
transition at 98,302 MHz (�El �11:8 K), where Trms � 3 mK.
Using this line, the upper limit to the column density for ethylamine
is Ntot < 8 ; 1013 cm�2 for Trot ¼ 220 K and Ntot < 1 ;
1013 cm�2 for Trot ¼ 50 K. Assuming an H2 column den-
sity of 3 ; 1024 cm�2 for Sgr B2(N) (Nummelin et al. 2000),
the upper limit to the fractional abundance for ethylamine is
(0:3 3) ; 10�11.

Methylamine, CH3NH2, the sister molecule of CH3CH2NH2,
has been conclusively detected in Sgr B2(N). An original esti-
mate of its column density by Turner (1991), based on four milli-
meter transitions, was Ntot�1:2 ; 1014 cm�2, with Trot � 34 K.
More recent observations by Nummelin et al. (2000) suggest a
far higher column density of Ntot�1:5 ; 1019 cm�2, with Trot �
230 K. This large difference is in part due to the exceptionally
small filling factor of f � 0:0022 assumed for methylamine by
Nummelin et al. For a filling factor of 1, these authors obtain a
much lower value of Ntot � 7:9 ; 1015 cm�2, with Trot �148 K.
The abundance established byNummelin et al. (2000) for methyl-
amine was derived from over 20 transitions measured at 1 mm.
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TABLE 4

Observational Results of the Search for Ethylamine in Sgr B2(N)

log I for Trot=
Frequency

(MHz)

(1)

220 K

(2)

50 K

(3)

El

(cm�1)
(4)

J 0

(5)

K 0a
(6)

K 0c
(7)

J}
(8)

K 00a
(9)

K 00c
(10)

�2S

(D2)

(11)

TR

(K)

(12)

Quality Rating

(13)

Comment

(14)

68032.15........... �16.28 �15.35 4.2 4 1 3 3 1 2 4.2 0.055 Clean Good match, high Trms � 15 mK

80241.97........... �16.11 �15.20 6.1 5 1 5 4 1 4 5.4 0.030 Limit Clean region, Trms � 10 mK

82168.70........... �16.08 �15.16 5.5 5 0 5 4 0 4 5.6 �0.050 Resolved Resolved feature, good match

82674.30........... �16.16 �15.28 8.7 5 2 4 4 2 3 4.7 0.018 Limit Confused spectrum, Trms � 6 mK

83242.82........... �16.15 �15.27 8.7 5 2 3 4 2 2 4.7 0.014 Limit Clean region, Trms � 4 mK

84980.79........... �16.08 �15.18 6.5 5 1 4 4 1 3 5.4 0.045 Clean Good match

96217.64........... �15.95 �15.07 8.8 6 1 6 5 1 5 6.5 0.016 Limit Clean region, Trms � 5 mK

98302.34........... �15.93 �15.04 8.2 6 0 6 5 0 5 6.7 0.010 Limit Trms ¼ 3 mK

99154.47........... �15.98 �15.13 11.4 6 2 5 5 2 4 6.0 0.015 Limit Clean region, Trms � 5 mK

99215.42........... �16.70 �15.85 12.0 7 0 7 6 1 6 1.2 �0.017 Blend Near 0.1 K line

99385.82........... �16.21 �15.45 20.8 6 4 3 5 4 2 3.7 0.015 Limit Clean region, Trms � 3 mK

99386.13........... �16.21 �15.45 20.8 6 4 2 5 4 1 3.7 0.015 Limit Clean region, Trms � 3 mK

99429.26........... �16.07 �15.25 15.3 6 3 4 5 3 3 5.0 0.010 Clean Narrow feature

99459.78........... �16.07 �15.25 15.3 6 3 3 5 3 2 5.0 0.033 Blend Blend of two or more lines

100134.62......... �15.98 �15.12 11.4 6 2 4 5 2 3 6.0 0.015 Limit Clean region, Trms � 5 mK

101886.75......... �15.93 �15.05 9.3 6 1 5 5 1 4 6.5 Contaminated Edge of 0.13 K line

112158.37......... �15.82 �14.97 12.0 7 1 7 6 1 6 7.7 0.019 Blend Small blended feature

132020.77......... �15.73 �14.94 18.6 8 2 7 7 2 6 8.4 0.024 Limit Trms � 8 mK

132521.57......... �15.96 �15.34 35.0 8 5 4 7 5 3 5.4 0.015 Limit 2 MHz from match, Trms � 5 mK

132521.57......... �15.96 �15.34 35.0 8 5 3 7 5 2 5.4 0.015 Limit 2 MHz from match, Trms � 5 mK

132578.10......... �15.85 �15.16 28.0 8 4 5 7 4 4 6.7 0.060 Clean Good match

132580.92......... �15.85 �15.16 28.0 8 4 4 7 4 3 6.7 �0.048 Blend Shoulder of 0.2 K line

132653.84......... �15.78 �15.03 22.5 8 3 6 7 3 5 7.7 Contaminated Edge of 0.2 K line

132789.68......... �15.78 �15.03 22.5 8 3 5 7 3 4 7.7 Contaminated Edge of 1.2 K line

134242.39......... �15.72 �14.94 18.7 8 2 6 7 2 5 8.4 0.021 Limit Trms � 7 mK

135012.46......... �16.56 �15.79 20.0 9 0 9 8 1 8 1.2 0.080 Clean Good match, but narrow

135522.61......... �15.69 �14.89 16.7 8 1 7 7 1 6 8.8 �0.120 Blend Shoulder of 0.4 K line

141004.57......... �16.30 �15.48 15.3 8 1 8 7 0 7 2.1 0.015 Limit Clean region, Trms � 5 mK

143926.85......... �15.62 �14.85 20.0 9 1 9 8 1 8 9.9 0.045 Limit Trms � 15 mK

145871.74......... �15.61 �14.84 19.7 9 0 9 8 0 8 10.0 0.250 Blend Blend of two or more lines

148397.95......... �15.64 �14.89 23.0 9 2 8 8 2 7 9.5 0.021 Limit Narrow feature, Trms ¼ 7 mK

149524.53......... �15.67 �14.97 27.0 9 3 6 8 3 5 8.9 0.120 Blend Shoulder of 1.25 K line

151431.08......... �15.63 �14.89 23.2 9 2 7 8 2 6 9.6 0.021 Limit Trms � 7 mK

152224.78......... �15.60 �14.84 21.2 9 1 8 8 1 7 9.9 Contaminated Exact match, but too strong

154785.77......... �16.26 �15.48 19.7 9 1 9 8 0 8 2.1 0.030 Limit Trms � 10 mK

159754.14......... �15.55 �14.82 24.8 10 1 10 9 1 9 11.0 0.164 Resolved Resolved feature

161496.43......... �15.54 �14.81 24.5 10 0 10 9 0 9 11.1 �0.180 Blend Shoulder of 0.35 K line

162603.03......... �16.42 �15.54 9.3 6 2 5 5 1 4 1.3 Contaminated Shoulder of 0.45 K line

168668.26......... �16.23 �15.50 24.5 10 1 10 9 0 9 2.2 Contaminated Shoulder of 0.7 K line

168672.76......... �15.54 �14.85 28.2 10 2 8 9 2 7 10.7 Contaminated Good match, but too strong

168828.42......... �15.53 �14.81 26.3 10 1 9 9 1 8 11.0 �0.1 Blend Confused by methanol absorption lines

169878.26......... �16.51 �15.84 30.2 11 0 11 10 1 10 1.2 0.103 Blend Blend of two or more lines

211434.26......... �16.21 �15.65 42.3 13 1 13 12 0 12 2.0 Contaminated Edge of 0.3 K line

229570.31......... �15.33 �14.88 53.2 14 2 13 13 2 12 15.3 0.045 Limit Trms � 15 mK

231866.39......... �15.85 �16.25 141.4 14 10 4 13 10 3 7.7 Contaminated Contaminated by 0.5 K line

231866.39......... �15.85 �16.25 141.4 14 10 5 13 10 4 7.7 Contaminated Contaminated by 0.5 K line

231883.40......... �15.72 �15.90 118.7 14 9 5 13 9 4 9.2 0.125 Contaminated Partially resolved, but too strong

231883.40......... �15.72 �15.90 118.7 14 9 6 13 9 5 9.2 0.125 Contaminated Partially resolved, but too strong

231915.01......... �15.62 �15.64 102.1 14 8 6 13 8 5 10.5 Contaminated Confused spectrum, no discernible peak

231915.01......... �15.62 �15.64 102.1 14 8 7 13 8 6 10.5 Contaminated Confused spectrum, no discernible peak

231968.77......... �15.54 �15.43 89.1 14 7 8 13 7 7 11.7 Contaminated Confused spectrum, no discernible peak

231968.77......... �15.54 �15.43 89.1 14 7 7 13 7 6 11.7 Contaminated Confused spectrum, no discernible peak

232061.08......... �15.47 �15.27 78.6 14 6 9 13 6 8 12.8 0.050 Resolved Good match

232061.08......... �15.47 �15.27 78.6 14 6 8 13 6 7 12.8 0.050 Resolved Good match

232223.58......... �15.42 �15.13 69.9 14 5 10 13 5 9 13.6 Contaminated Contaminated by 1.5 K lines

232229.36......... �15.42 �15.13 69.9 14 5 9 13 5 8 13.6 Contaminated Contaminated by 1.5 K lines

232319.23......... �15.34 �14.93 57.4 14 3 12 13 3 11 14.9 Contaminated Shoulder of 0.3 K line

232478.93......... �15.38 �15.02 62.9 14 4 11 13 4 10 14.4 Contaminated Coincident with a cluster of lines

233931.05......... �15.31 �14.85 52.1 14 1 13 13 1 12 15.5 Contaminated Between two partially resolved features

234381.02......... �15.34 �14.93 57.5 14 3 11 13 3 10 14.9 0.322 Contaminated Exact match, but too strong

254542.79......... �15.25 �14.91 64.6 16 0 16 15 0 15 17.8 1.020 Contaminated Exact match, but too strong

262577.16......... �16.24 �15.78 52.1 14 2 13 13 1 12 1.6 0.024 Limit Clean region, Trms � 8 mK

Note.—A line width of 8 km s�1 is assumed; inversion splitting not resolved in Sgr B2(N).
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Their filling factor was based on the best fit to their data in a ro-
tational diagram analysis. However, even with this filling factor,
their rotational diagram does not show a clear linear relationship,
which is expected if such an analysis is valid.

If a column density of�1019 cm�2 is correct for CH3NH2, this
result would make methylamine one of the most abundant mol-
ecules in Sgr B2(N), more prevalent than CH3OH, HCO

+, and
CS (see Table 1 of Nummelin et al. 2000). Additional observa-
tions are certainly needed to clarify the abundance of this mol-
ecule. Assuming a filling factor of 1, the apparent ratio of ethyl to
methylamine is roughly CH3CH2NH2/CH3NH2 < 0:001 0:01.
In contrast, CH3CH2CN/CH3CN � 0:02 and CH3CH2OH/
CH3OH � 0:001. Such ratios suggest that ethylaminemay be on
the verge of detection. Now that regions in the spectrum of Sgr
B2(N) have been identified that are uncontaminated by other
spectral lines, longer integrations at these frequencies should be
conducted, as we intend to do in the near future.

In the Stardust sample return from comet 81P/Wild 2, Glavin
& Dworkin (2007) did not detect either methylamine or ethyl-
amine in the unhydrolyzed aerogel extracts. However, products
resulting from acid hydrolysis of these extracts, analyzed with
liquid chromatographywith simultaneous ultraviolet fluorescence
andmass spectroscopy, appeared to contain both compounds with
nearly equal molar concentrations. These authors suggested that
the two amines are present in cometarymaterial in acid labile form,
rather than as primary amines. They did note that isotopic analysis

was needed to confirm the extraterrestrial origin of the two com-
pounds. In Sgr B2(N), in contrast, CH3NH2 is clearly a free, distinct
compound, and EtNH2 is at least a factor of 100 less abundant.

This study illustrates some of the major difficulties in identi-
fying large organic molecules in sources such as Sgr B2(N),
some of which have already been pointed out by Apponi et al.
(2006a, 2006b). One main pitfall in astronomical measurements
of such species is the high probability of chance coincidences
with other spectral features, especially given the high spectral
density in giant molecular clouds. We cannot overly emphasize
the need to investigate as wide a spectral range as possible for
any new detection. In addition, the laboratory spectrum that pro-
vides the rest frequencies must be well understood for any given
search. Direct measurement of all transitions to be used for iden-
tification of astronomical features is clearly necessary for asym-
metric top species. As demonstrated in this work, perturbations
in the rotational spectra of molecules with internal rotation and
low-energy conformers are not unexpected. A single transition
can be shifted significantly in what otherwise appears as a reg-
ular pattern, and seemingly straightforward predictions of fre-
quencies may be wrong. Given such effects and the extreme
spectral density found in room-temperature data of these species,
it is quite possible to make mistakes in assigning lines. There-
fore, the identification of new organic interstellar molecules must
be conducted in a critical manner with a solid grasp of the limita-
tions of the laboratorymeasurements used for the rest frequencies.

Fig. 5.—Selected regions of the Sgr B2(N) band scan covering the most favorable transitions of ethylamine. Several goodmatches are illustrated in the data [see (a)–(d )].
However, too many transitions are missing to claim a definitive detection of this species, as shown in (e)–(h).
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Simple ‘‘database’’ analysis of complex astronomical spectra is
likely to yield erroneous results and only confuse the emerging
picture of interstellar gas-phase organic chemistry.
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